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Abstract 

 

This master’s thesis aims to explore and answer the intriguing research question, how are 

citizen inquiries managed in a citizen e-reporting context? 

 

The interest in citizen e-reporting stems from the recognition that citizens make up an essential 

cornerstone of cities, and how information and communication technologies have enabled 

citizens to contribute with information to the government. To narrow down the scope of the 

topic of interest and answer the stated research question, an exploratory and inductive way of 

reasoning as well as qualitative data- collection and analysis techniques are adopted. To begin 

with, the scope of the thesis is narrowed down based on a thematic analysis of user feedback 

comments about citizen e-reporting applications in Scandinavia posted on digital distribution 

platforms. This first stage of the analysis reveals what is further interesting to explore, namely 

managing citizen inquiries, and lays the foundation for formulating the research question. To 

answer the research question, a multiple case study strategy is adopted, investigating eight 

hosts of Scandinavian citizen e-reporting mobile applications. Based on in-depth interviews, a 

thematic analysis of the empirical data is conducted.  

 

The analysis results in the formulation of a conceptual model. The conceptual model of 

managing citizen inquiries in a context of citizen e-reporting (for short, the conceptual model) 

captures the answer to the research question. It is built upon four main components that 

represent the key activities of how citizen inquiries are managed. The main components are 

further broken down into more detailed activities, referred to as units. The research further 

finds, from interpreting the conceptual model using a business process framework, that the 

conceptual model shares characteristics with traditional processes. The developed conceptual 

model is unique, as it captures the process of managing citizen inquiries in a context of citizen 

e-reporting, which has never been studied before. Therefore, the conceptual model of managing 

citizen inquiries in a context of citizen e-reporting is considered the answer to the research 

question as well as contributing new knowledge, which may inspire future research to build 

upon it.  
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1.   Introduction 

 

What are cities really without its citizens? The role of citizens, who are the ones who know 

most about their community, should not be underestimated. This report is dedicated to 

exploring the intriguing and valuable area of how citizen inquiries are managed in a citizen e-

reporting context. That is how reports about the public room provided by citizens via a citizen 

e-reporting mobile applications are managed. The research question it aims to answer is: 

 

 How are citizen inquiries managed in a citizen e-reporting context? 

 

The rise of the interest in citizen e-reporting 

The focus of this report has evolved throughout the research process. As illustrated in Figure 

1, which visualizes the thought process, the interest in citizen e-reporting stems from the initial 

interest in smart cities, and the role of citizens. The United Nations predicts that the world 

population that today lives in urban areas will increase with 13 percent by 2050 (United 

Nations, 16.05.2018). This rapid urbanization puts tremendous pressure on cities, and the focus 

on sustainable and robust development is, therefore, increasing in many countries. A part of 

the solution for sustainable and efficient development is smart city initiatives, including 

opportunities that foster citizen participation (Desouza & Bhagwatwar, 2012). Effing and 

Groot (2016: 241) accentuate the vital role of citizens in this by noting that “the world’s best 

cities to live in are not the ones with the most advanced technological layers but cities that 

create an atmosphere where citizens, companies and government together build a vital and 

sustainable city”. This recognition of the importance of citizens has resulted in a shift of the 

citizens’ role, from passive consumers to actively involved partners of the government 

(Linders, 2012; Billert & Peters, 2018).  

 

As the researchers (we, the authors of this thesis) dwelled on the active role of citizens and 

citizen participation, it was found that the relationship between the government and citizens 

can take many forms. In particular, the form of citizen sourcing was found interesting as it 

captures the relationship that arises when the government introduces opportunities for the 

public to take an active role in helping the government to be more responsive and effective 

(Linders, 2012). Citizen sourcing that stems from the term crowdsourcing is a relatively new 

https://www.un.org/development/desa/en/news/population/2018-revision-of-world-urbanization-prospects.html
https://www.un.org/development/desa/en/news/population/2018-revision-of-world-urbanization-prospects.html
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area of research that has received more attention in recent years. Engaging citizens has mainly 

been inspired and enabled by widely available information and communication technologies 

that make it possible for citizens to stay connected, the inspirational effect of decentralized 

production in the private sector, and government initiatives that have supported it (Nam, 2012). 

Although many citizen participation initiatives and projects have been launched across Europe, 

there still seems to be little sharing of knowledge (European Union, 2012). This inspires this 

study to contribute to that. 

 

As the researchers further explored citizen sourcing, the scope was narrowed down to the 

subset of citizen sourcing known as citizen reporting. Citizen reporting is of great value as it 

captures how citizens can identify and correct operational deficiencies as well as evaluate and 

contribute to effectiveness improvement opportunities (Linders, 2012). Specifically, citizen 

reporting that is enabled by modern information and communication technologies is the focus 

of this report, namely citizen e-reporting (illustrated as the final layer in Figure 1).  

 

 

 

Figure 1. Visualization of the rise of the interest of citizen e-reporting  
(see Chapter 2. Literature Review for further elaboration).  

 

 

 

 

Role of citizens

Citizen sourcing

Citizen reporting

Citizen e-reporting

Smart citiesSmart cities

http://eparticipation.eu/
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The rise of the interest in managing citizen inquiries 

Based on the found interest of citizen e-reporting, the first part of the analysis, Analysis Stage 

1, is conducted as an inductive and exploratory pre-study with the purpose of narrowing down 

the focus of the study further. To identify what is valuable to the citizens, and therefore of 

believed importance and interest to further study, a thematic analysis of user feedback 

comments about Scandinavian citizen e-reporting applications on digital distribution platforms 

is conducted (illustrated as the left part of Figure 2). The researchers identified the so-called 

thematic category of action, which captures the citizen e-reporting hosts’ actions after users 

have submitted citizen inquiries, to be of the greatest interest to the citizens (see Figure 2). 

Therefore the main outcome of Analysis Stage 1 is the defined scope to managing citizen 

inquiries, which captures how the hosts of the citizen e-reporting applications are dealing with 

the citizen inquiries, which is the reports about the public room that are provided by the users. 

This is further elaborated upon in Chapter 4. Analysis Stage 2.  

 

 

Figure 2. Visualization of the rise of the interest in managing citizen inquiries (see Chapter 4. Analysis Stage 2 

for further elaboration).  
 

Besides establishing the interest of managing citizen inquiries on the results from Analysis 

Stage 1, this area of research is also found intriguing as the managing of citizen inquiries is 

fundamental for citizen sourcing initiatives’ success. The value of a citizen e-reporting 

initiative cannot be realized unless the host has the ability to utilize the knowledge that the 

citizens contribute by managing the citizen inquiries effectively. Furthermore, it is also found 

that the research on crowdsourcing, which is closely related to citizen sourcing and citizen e-

reporting, has mainly been focused on the technical aspects rather than on how it is managed 

(Thuan, Antunes & Johnstone, 2017). Some efforts have been made to close this gap. However, 

it is found that the research of managing crowdsourcing initiatives have been centered around 

the initiation of it rather than the initiatives in action (this is further elaborated upon in section 

6.1.1 Crowdsourcing business process). Therefore, the researchers see the study of managing 

citizen inquiries in a citizen e-reporting context as an opportunity to contribute to academia. 

 

Action
Thematic analysis of 

user feedback comments
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As illustrated in Figure 3, it is based on the defined scope of citizen e-reporting and the 

narrowed down focus of managing citizen inquiries that the research interest is found, and the 

research question is formulated.  

 

 

Figure 3. Visualization of how the research interest is found and the research question formulated.  
 

 

The aim of this master’s thesis is to answer the stated research question, and with that, 

contribute to an understanding of how citizen inquiries are managed in a context of citizen e-

reporting. To answer the research question, an exploratory, inductive and qualitative multiple 

case study of eight hosts of Scandinavian citizen e-reporting mobile applications is conducted.  

 

 

 

Research question

How are citizen inquiries managed in 

a citizen e-reporting context?

Managing citizen inquiries

Citizen e-reporting

Chapter 2. Literature Review

Chapter 4. Analysis Stage 1

Action
Thematic analysis of 

user feedback comments

Role of citizens

Citizen sourcing

Citizen reporting

Citizen e-reporting

Smart citiesSmart cities
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1.2 The reader’s handbook 

To contribute to a better reading experience, this section is dedicated to providing some tips 

and tricks for the reader.  

 

Conclusive headlines and formatting are used to highlight the key points 

Firstly, the researchers have worked with conclusive headlines. That is, headlines are used to 

highlight the key point(s) of the paragraphs. Secondly, key terms of paragraphs are written in 

bold and italic. Furthermore, when referencing to other chapters and sections as well as to the 

appendix, hyperlinks are included to help the reader navigate the report.   

 

1.2.1 Structure of this report 

In order to answer the research question, the report consists of eight chapters. Succeeding this 

chapter, the report includes the following chapters.  

 

Chapter 2. Literature review 

The purpose of this chapter is to review previous literature to define the scope of the report and 

build a common understanding of the research area. Throughout the literature review the path 

towards the interest of citizen e-reporting is outlined.  

 

Chapter 3. Methodology 

The methodology chapter aims to guide the reader on how the research is conducted. The 

methodological path is described, the methodological foundations outlined, and then the data 

collection and data analysis are described in detail. The data- collection and analysis are broken 

down into two parts, with one section describing it for Analysis Stage 1 and one for Analysis 

Stage 2.  

 

Chapter 4. Analysis Stage 1 

The purpose of this chapter is to narrow down the focus of the study. In this chapter user 

feedback comments posted on digital distribution platforms about Scandinavian citizen e-

reporting mobile applications are analyzed.  
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Chapter 5. Analysis Stage 2 

Based on the narrowed down focus established in Analysis Stage 1, this chapter is dedicated to 

answering the research question by analyzing in-depth interviews. The analysis results in an 

inductively formulated conceptual model of managing citizen inquiries in a context of citizen 

e-reporting (the conceptual model) which captures the answer to the research question. The 

conceptual model consists of four main components, which are analyzed in detail in separate 

sub-sections.  

 

Chapter 6. Discussion 

Part of this chapter is dedicated to interpreting the findings from Analysis Stage 2, namely the 

conceptual model, based on previous research by using Dumas, La Rosa, Mendling, and 

Reijers’ (2013) ingredient of processes. The chapter also includes a section that combines the 

findings from Analysis Stage 1 and Analysis Stage 2, as well as a section that reflects upon the 

methodology of the report.  

 

Chapter 7. Conclusion 

In this chapter, the answer to the research question is presented.  

 

Chapter 8. Implications 

This chapter puts forth research and managerial implications based on the findings of this 

report. 
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1.2.2 Clarification of terminology 

To further make it easier for the reader to follow, commonly used terms are summarized and 

explained in Table 1.  

 

Term Explanation 

User feedback 

comments 
The comments provided by the users of citizen e-reporting applications on 

the digital distribution platforms App Store and Google Play.  

Citizen inquiry / 

Citizen inquiries 
The inquiry provided by the citizens via the citizen e-reporting applications. 

For example, when the citizen reports garbage on the road, this is termed as a 

citizen inquiry.  

User / citizen The terms user and citizen are used interchangeably and refer to the citizens 

that are using a citizen e-reporting application.  

Citizen e-reporting 

application 
The mobile applications that enable citizens to report things in the public 

room to the hosts of the applications who are public organizations.  

Citizen e-reporting 

application hosts 
The public organizations that are responsible for the citizen e-reporting 

applications. It is the hosts that are responsible for managing citizen 

inquiries. 

Citizen e-reporting 

application 

providers 

The provider of the software solution software of the citizen e-reporting 

applications.  

Citizen inquiry 

manager 
The people who receive and manage citizen inquiries at the host 

organization.  

Task When a citizen inquiry has been accepted, it is transformed into a task that 

will be executed. For example, when a citizen submit an inquiry about 

garbage on the road, it is transformed into a task to pick up the garbage.  

Execution team The execution team is the team that is in charge of executing tasks. It 

consists of executors, which are the people who execute the tasks.  

Table 1. Summary and description of key terminology.  
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2.   Literature review 

 

The purpose of this chapter is to explore prior research to inform the formulation of the research 

question. Throughout the literature review, the scope is continuously narrowed down, as 

illustrated in Figure 4. The starting point of the literature review is researching the concept of 

smart cities. As the authors dwelled upon this material, the scope is demarcated to focus on the 

citizens’ role in smart cities, and in particular, their active engagement in the form of 

crowdsourcing for citizens, which is known as citizen sourcing. Further, the scope is 

increasingly narrowed down to focus on citizen reporting, which may be viewed as a subset of 

citizen sourcing. Lastly, as the electronic perspective comes into the picture, the interest is at 

last defined as citizen e-reporting. Based on this found scope of citizen e-reporting, this chapter 

is dedicated to giving the researchers and readers a common understanding of how the interest 

in citizen e-reporting arose, as well as what has been and has not been studied before regarding 

citizen e-reporting, which lays the foundation for the rest of the report. 

 

 

Figure 4. Visualization of the rise of the interest of citizen e-reporting. 
 

The structure of the literature review somewhat follows the same logic as this thought process 

of narrowing down the scope (Figure 4). However, firstly the approach to conducting the 

literature review is first described. Secondly, how the initial interest of smart cities inspired the 

Role of citizens

Citizen sourcing

Citizen reporting

Citizen e-reporting

Smart citiesSmart cities
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focus on the citizens’ role is discussed. Thirdly, the evolving role of citizens and the 

relationship between citizens and the government is covered. Fourthly, different views of 

citizen sourcing are elaborated upon. Fifthly, e-participation is introduced, and frameworks for 

analyzing e-participation are outlined. Sixthly, an overview of research that studies citizen 

participation from various perspectives, as well as an overview of research studying different 

citizen participation applications, which is closely related to citizen e-reporting, are provided. 

Lastly, the key takeaways from the literature review are summarized.  

 

2.1 Methodology of literature review 

To systematically and thoughtfully consider the purpose of the literature review, Rowe’s 

(2014) “four dimensions typology for literature reviews”, consisting of the components of 

objective, focal point, article selection, and analytical approach, is taken into account. The 

objective of the following section is, as mentioned, to review, understand, and explain existing 

research relevant to the given topics. This literature review is phenomena centric, and it takes 

a starting point in the literature that covers the concept of smart cities and evolves to focus on 

the concept of citizen e-reporting as a subset of citizen sourcing (see Figure 4). Articles were 

identified and selected by conducting keyword searches as well as forward and backward 

snowballing. The academic databases used for the keyword searches were Scopus, ACM 

(Association for Computing Machinery), and AIS (Association for Information Systems), as 

well as Google Scholar. The keywords “smart cities” and  “smart city” and “social smart city” 

were used as a starting point for the keyword search, but as the researchers found interesting 

literature and gained a better understanding, the scope was narrowed down. The keywords that, 

in the end, are true keywords that reflect the report’s focus, are “citizen sourcing”, 

“crowdsourcing”, “e-participation”, and “citizen e-reporting”. The articles were filtered based 

on relevance for the thesis. Since citizen sourcing and citizen e-reporting is a relatively new 

concept, no exclusions in terms of year of publication were made. The analytical approach was 

bottom-up, and as the researchers found articles that cover similar themes, these were grouped 

together and later included in the same section. In particular, the researchers looked at the 

articles’ results. For the research on citizen sourcing applications, the methodology was also 

analyzed with the purpose of getting inspiration on how research about citizen sourcing 

applications has been conducted before. 

 

https://www.scopus.com/home.uri?zone=header&origin=
https://dl.acm.org/
https://aisel.aisnet.org/
https://scholar.google.com/
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2.2 The role of the citizens in smart cities 

The interest of this report arises as the researchers initially study the broad concept of smart 

cities. The smart city concept is considered to have been introduced in the late 1990s in the 

smart growth movement in which new policies for urban planning were advocated (Bernardina 

& Freitas Santos, 2015). At the dawn of research about smart cities, the focus was mainly 

technological as a result of that the smart city initiatives and projects were often led and 

executed by information- and communication technology (ICT) companies, such as IBM and 

Cisco (Ismagilova, Hughes, Dwivedi & Raman, 2019, and Effing & Groot, 2016). Melgaço 

and Willis (2017) explain that there tend to be two different approaches to thinking about smart 

cities: the technocratic and the social. The former approach emphasizes the vision of smart 

cities as data-centered optimization of urban systems, while the latter adopts an open-source 

citizen-driven approach (Melgaço & Willis, 2017). A significant critique to many smart city 

initiatives has been that cities focus on information and communication technologies (ICT) but 

ignores the social aspect (Albino, Berardi & Dangelico, 2015) and that the technocratic 

perspective has been, and still is, dominating smart city initiatives and research (Melgaço & 

Willis, 2017). However, studies have, in recent years, adopted a more holistic perspective.  

 

Citizens are central in smart cities 

Nam and Pardo (2011) conceptually discuss how a city can be considered smart and identify 

three main dimensions of a smart city: technology, people, and institutions. What is unique for 

smart cities, in comparison to the other similar phenomena such as wired city, digital city, and 

knowledge city, is that it spans across all three dimensions and integrates the technological, 

human, and institutional components (Nam & Pardo, 2011). Kondepudi (2014) also notes that 

one main differentiator between digital cities, a commonly used term, and smart cities is the 

human dimension. The skills, education level, life-long learning, and social integration in terms 

of the human capital of the citizens in smart cities are crucial for a city to be able to become 

smarter (Kondepudi, 2014). Citizens play a vital and active role in the development of smart 

cities, and the importance of listening to citizens, who are the ones who know most about their 

local community, should not be underestimated (Gooch, Wolff, Kortuem & Brown, 2015; 

Billert & Peters, 2018). The concept of citizen participation has become more vital when 

talking about smart cities and city development (Billert & Peters, 2018). As Effing and Groot 

(2016: 241) puts it, “the world’s best cities to live in are not the ones with the most advanced 

technological layers but cities that create an atmosphere where citizens, companies and 
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government together build a vital and sustainable city”. Nonetheless, Simonfski, Asensio, De 

Smedt, and Snoeck (2018) highlight that the essential role of citizens in smart cities has still 

been neglected in prior research, as the technological perspective of smart cities has received 

more attention. Additionally, the exclusion of citizens’ opinions and the fact that most 

participation efforts are not developed thoroughly are repeated reasons for why smart cities do 

not reach their objectives (Simonofski et al., 2018; Billert & Peters, 2018). This recognition, 

of how citizens make up an essential cornerstone of smart cities, inspired the narrowing down 

of the scope to focus on the role of citizens.  

 

Numerous studies have been conducted in regards to the citizens' role in smart cities. For 

example, perceptions of information and system quality influences on the citizen information 

system usage (Chatterjee, Kar & Guptak, 2018), privacy and security (Belanche-Gracia, 

Casaló-Ariño & Pérez-Rueda, 2015; van Zoonen, 2016), and the engagement of citizens 

(Chong, Habib, Evangelopoulos & Park., 2018; Peng, 2015) (Ismagilova et al., 2019). In terms 

of citizen engagement, many studies focus on user-generated content and analytics, but some 

research also accentuates the importance for citizens to have the opportunity to connect and 

communicate with each other and provide data via crowdsourcing (ibid).  

 

The citizen’s role is evolving 

Citizens’ roles in local communities and their relationship with the government, has changed 

in recent years. The public is no longer just treated as passive customers but has become 

partners of the government that take on a role that involves active involvement, in contrast to 

simply passive consumption (Linders, 2012; Billert & Peters, 2018). Abu-Tayeh, Neumann 

and Stuermer (2018) believe this shift has its’ roots in three phenomenons, namely thanks to 

1) web 2.0 technologies citizens can with minimal transactions cost communicate with the 

government, 2) the inspirational effect of the success of decentralized development of products 

in the private sector, and 3) the former U.S President Barack Obama’s top-down approach that 

facilitated open government by prioritizing participation and collaboration with citizens (Nam, 

2012). Although these three key considerations are centered around the United States of 

America, it is believed that the first two phenomena can be identified in most developed 

countries, and perhaps similar initiatives as Obama’s have inspired action in other countries as 

well. Looking at Europe, various initiatives have contributed to the evolving role of European 

citizens. One example is the e-participation manual provided by the European Union, an 

initiative created and promoted with the main objective of increasing participatory 
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opportunities (European Union, 2012). These forces have resulted in citizens taking on a 

different, more active role than before. But how is it that citizens can participate?  

 

There are multiple ways of how citizens can participate 

The answer to the question about how citizens can participate is that there are multiple ways 

that citizens can collaborate with the government, and that these ways can be seen through 

different lenses. One way to view the varieties is by adopting Linders’ (2012) typology, that 

maps the variabilities of citizen co-production initiatives with the aim to capture the 

distribution of power and responsibility and based on that presents the three categories of 1) 

Citizen Sourcing, 2) Government as a Platform, and 3) Do It Yourself Government. Firstly, 

citizen sourcing refers to the citizens-to-government (C2G) relationship that arises when the 

public helps the government to be more responsive and effective (Linders, 2012). While the 

government still holds the primary responsibility, there are opportunities for the citizens to 

improve the government’s situational awareness, influence the direction and the outcome, and 

perhaps even help the government execute day-to-day services (ibid). Secondly, government 

as a platform captures the traditional relationships, that of government-to-citizen (G2C) (ibid). 

In light of the increased use and low cost of computer-based services, the government is today 

able to improve citizens’ day-to-day productivity, decision-making, and well-being by making 

the government knowledge and IT infrastructure available for the public to use (ibid). Thirdly, 

the term do it yourself government is assigned to the citizen-to-citizen (C2C) relationship that 

captures how wired citizens today have the opportunity to effectively self-organize and co-

produce (ibid). In this arrangement, the government plays no active role, but the responsibilities 

of a traditional government may rather be substituted (ibid). In narrowing down the scope 

further, this thesis is interested in the citizens-to-government relationship, citizen sourcing, as 

it captures how citizens can take an active role to support the government but are not the 

initiating and responsible actor.   

 

2.3 Zooming in on the citizens-to-government relationship 

Furthermore, as the focus of this report is narrowed down, it is relevant to zoom in on citizen 

sourcing, the citizens-to-government (C2G) relationship. Citizen sourcing is a term derived 

from crowdsourcing, which refers to participatory activity to reach the “crowd” (Estellés-

Arolas & Gonzáles-Ladrón-De-Guevara, 2012). When crowdsourcing is adopted in the public 

sector, it transforms into citizen sourcing, a strategy for co-constructing solutions to problems 
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of public interest with citizens and public agents (Ferreira & Farias, 2018). There are multiple 

ways in which one can look at the C2G relationship. In conducting this literature review, four 

relevant perspectives are identified and further discussed in this section; Linders’ (2012) 

typology of citizen co-production, Nam’s (2012) classification of main strategies for citizen 

sourcing, Vianna, Peinado, and Graeml’s (2019) categorization of the type of crowdsourcing 

activities and their characteristics, and Simonfski, Asensio, De Smedth and Snoeck’s (2018) 

grouping of citizen participation. The result from each study is highlighted and, if available, 

the methodology of the study briefly noted.  

 

2.3.1 Linders’ (2012) citizen sourcing typology is based on the service life cycle 

Besides clarifying the C2G, G2C, and C2C relationships, Linders’ (2012) typology zooms in 

on the various relationships. Linders (2012) distinguishes between various forms of the 

relationships, based on the service life cycle, which is grouped into three categories: design, 

execution, and monitoring. Focusing on citizen sourcing, the C2G relationship, the three 

service life cycle stages captures different citizen sourcing activities. Firstly, the design stage 

of citizen sourcing is termed consultation and ideation and captures the planning and design 

phase, in which the citizens act as consultants for the government, being able to share their 

opinions in an attempt to improve representation and responsiveness as well as to improve 

decision making, in particular when it comes to selection among policy and design alternatives 

(Linders, 2012). Secondly, the execution type of activity refers to the delivery and execution 

of day-to-day operations, and the C2G relationship now takes the form of what Linders (2012) 

refers to as crowdsourcing and co-delivery (ibid). At this stage, the government tries to tap into 

the benefits of the knowledge, skills and talent among the public by asking for resolution of 

the problem or activity by citizen (co-)execution at the individual or the societal level (ibid). 

Thirdly, the monitoring phase involves the identification and correction of operational 

deficiencies as well as evaluation of effectiveness to identify improvement opportunities, and 

the role of the citizens in this stage is focused on reporting and is therefore named citizen 

reporting (ibid). Thanks to the Internet, it has become more convenient and efficient for 

citizens to provide information, and hence reporting initiatives are believed to have great 

potential when it comes to improving the situational awareness (ibid). 
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2.3.2 Nam (2012) group citizen sourcing based on four main strategies 

Nam (2012) group citizen sourcing initiatives somewhat differently than Linders (2012), 

namely based on the main strategies of citizen sourcing initiatives. The strategies describe how 

a government can acquire the wisdom of the crowds and are divided into four groups of 1) 

contests, 2) wikis, 3) social networking, and 4) social voting (Nam, 2012). Related to these 

four groups, Nam (2012) dwells on the motivations behind engaging citizens and brings forth 

that motivators are varying depending on the strategy adopted. For example, the main 

motivators for contests are material incentives and career opportunities, while for wikis, the 

motivators are contrasting and focus on altruism (voluntary contribution to society) and 

amateurism (commitment to hobbies) instead (ibid).   

 

2.3.3 Vianna, Peinado and Graeml (2019) categorize based on citizen activities 

Vianna et al. (2019), based on conducting a systematic literature review of crowdsourcing 

classifications, map out crowdsourcing activities based on their characteristics and have 

grouped the concept into 13 activities that can be applied to citizen sourcing as well. The 13 

activities include, for example, microtask, competition, software development, and more (see 

Table 2 for a full list). In comparison to Nam’s grouping that takes a government perspective, 

Vianna et al.’s categorization is more centered around the actual activities undertaken by the 

crowdsourcee. However, there are some overlaps with Nam’s (2012) categorization, for 

example, there are similarities in the characteristics of Nam’s categories of contests and voting 

with Vianna et al.’s competition and voting categories. 

 

Motivators are key for crowdsourcing and citizen sourcing 

Like Nam (2012), Vianna et al. (2019) also dwell on the motivational factors behind crowd- 

and citizen sourcing. In contrast to a traditional organization-worker relationship, individuals 

who participate in crowdsourcing projects are found to be incentivized to contribute for other 

reasons than the traditional monetary rewards in terms of salary (Vianna et al., 2019). Based 

on reviewing previous literature covering the area of crowdsourcing and motivation, Vianna, 

et al. (2019) found nine types of motivation factors, including for example financial rewards, 

recognition, self-interest, relationship as well as love. Again, there are some similarities to the 

motivators that Nam (2012) presents, but Vianna et al. (2019) present a more extensive list. 

This focus again highlights that research about motivation in a citizen sourcing context has 

been studied before. 
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2.3.4 Simonofski et al.’s (2018) three categories of citizen participation  

Simonofski, Asensio, De Smedt and Snoeck (2018) present a framework of how to structure 

and evaluate citizen participation in modern, smart cities. Based on previous work done by 

Callahan (2007), Berntzen and Johannessen (2016), three categories of citizen participation is 

presented: 1) citizens as democratic participants, which refers to initiatives aiming to verify 

that citizens' opinions have an impact in decision-making, 2) citizens as co-creators, with the 

focus on solutions and ideas from the public in order to decrease the risk of failure early in the 

process, and lastly 3) citizens as ICT users, that captures how citizens can participate by 

proactively using the smart city infrastructure in order to make them feel surrounded by 

technology, and enable them to easily participate (Simonofski et al., 2018). As with the other 

frameworks, the varieties between the outlined categories of this categorization is, to some 

extent, also based on the various roles that citizens can have.  

 

Framework Categories 

Typology of citizen co-

production based on the service 

life cycle 
(Linders, 2012) 

Design: consultation, Execution: crowdsourcing and co-

delivery, & Monitoring: citizen reporting 

Classification of citizen sourcing 

strategies  
(Nam, 2012) 

Contest, Wikis, Social networking, & Social voting 

Categorization of type of 

crowdsourcing activities and 

their characteristics  
(Vianna et al., 2019) 

Microtask, Competition, Evaluation, Complex task, Software 

development, Voting, Knowledge, Dissemination, Open 

collaboration, Sale, Collaboration intermediate, Public project, 

Citizen science, & Sharing 

Simonofski, Asensio, De Smedt 

and Snoeck’s (2018) grouping of 

citizen participation 

Citizens as democratic participants, Citizens as co-creators, & 

Citizens as ICT users 

Table 2. Overview of the four selected citizen sourcing frameworks and their categories.  
 

2.3.5 The varying lenses can be used as a tool to evaluate, compare and govern 

This analysis of previous literature discusses the different lenses that citizen participation, in 

particular citizen sourcing, may be studied through. Linders’ typology (2012) serves as a good 

starting point for understanding the relationship between citizens and the government. The 

typology, although it lacks the inclusion of motivators, allows for other initiatives to be 

understood in terms of their place in the service life cycle. Furthermore, Simonfski et al.’s 
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(2018) framework also lacks the unfolding of motivators, and it further lacks clear reasoning 

behind why and how the three categories were determined. In contrast, it is clearly stated in 

Linder’s typology that it is based on the service life cycle, in Nam’s (2012) categorization that 

it is based on strategy of how to tap into the wisdom of the crowd, and in Vienna et al.’s (2019) 

grouping that it is based on the activities undertaken by the crowdsourcee and its 

characteristics. Nonetheless, all four frameworks may serve as tools for evaluating, comparing, 

and guiding governance of citizen-oriented initiatives (Simonofski et al., 2018). The 

framework adopted for this report is that of Linders’ (2012) typology as it is suitable and useful 

to describe the studied applications, as they are in this report defined as citizen e-reporting 

applications with the specific aim of enabling citizens to report things in the public room.  

 

Active and passive participation as a distinguisher of citizen participation 

Besides the presented citizen participation frameworks, another variation to citizens’ 

participation is the distinction between active versus passive participation. Active participation 

describes when citizens actively choose to engage for a purpose commonly accepted as 

beneficial, such as engagement in democratic processes and participating in online learning 

(Lutz & Hoffmann, 2017). On the other hand, passive participation refers to when citizens are 

influenced by others to engage, without any genuine intention or motivation to do so (ibid). 

One example of passive participation is when companies track citizen’s online behavior, by the 

use of browser cookies, for example, with the purpose of exposing the citizens to relevant 

marketing initiatives (ibid). Today, smart city initiatives involve more active involvement than 

before. However, that does not mean that the passive involvement has declined. On the 

contrary, passive involvement, when people are acting as walking data generators, is larger 

than ever before (ibid). This thesis focus is on active participation, and in particular active 

citizen reporting.  

 

2.4 Citizen e-participation 

In narrowing down the focus even further, this section focuses in particular on the electronic 

(e-) participation as this report’s interest is in citizen reporting supported by information and 

communication technologies (ICT). This section firstly introduces definitions of e-

participation. Secondly, variations to the focus area of the research are discussed. Thirdly, 

citizen sourcing initiatives that have been used as cases in research are outlined. The 

methodology underpinning these case studies are analyzed, and the initiatives are mapped into 
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the Governance and Public Value Grid. It is interesting to review research that has studied the 

same area of interest from different angles to get an idea of what has been and what has not 

been studied. As well it provides the research with inspiration that informs the methodology of 

this report.  

 

E-participation is a participatory process enabled by ICT 

Closely related to citizen participation is the concept of e-participation. In the 1960s, citizen 

participation had become a topic of increasing interest, and as the progress with digitalization 

allowed citizens to become more integrated with the democratic process, the first ideas on ICT-

based participation were presented in the 1980s (Wirtz, Daiser & Binkowska, 2018). There 

exist no commonly accepted definition of e-participation, but Wirtz, Daiser, and Binkowska 

(2018) present five meaningful definitions of e-participation that may reveal commonalities. 

The definitions agree that e-participation uses ICT-enabled interconnections between the 

government and its stakeholders (ibid). Another common feature is that through this closer 

connection, the stakeholders experience empowerment (ibid). Based on their review of the 

definitions, Wirtz et al. (2018: 3) define e-participation as “a participatory process that is 

enabled by modern information and communication technologies, includes stakeholders in the 

public decision-making processes through active information exchange, and this fosters fair 

and representative policy-making”. This is the definition that the report takes inspiration from 

to add the ‘e’ in citizen e-reporting, namely that it is enabled by information and 

communication technologies.  

 

2.4.1 Varieties of research about citizen participation 

As illustrated above, citizen participation can be viewed in different ways, and it can also be 

studied with a variety of focus areas in mind. Since approximately ten years back, research 

about citizen participation as part of smart city initiatives has been conducted focusing on 

mobility and transportation (Rehm, Faber & Goel, 2017; Schreieck, Wiesche & Kremar, 2016; 

Wang, Li & Cui, 2016; Herrenkind, Brendel, Lichtenberg & Kolbe, 2019; Chatterjee, Brendel 

& Lichtenberg, 2018), open data (Corbett, Templier & Takeda, 2018; Susha, Janssen & 

Verhuist, 2017; Alamgir Hossain & Chan, 2015; Young & Yan, 2017), crowdsourcing in 

developing countries (Cilliers, Flowerday & McLean, 2016), education and learning (Strecker, 

Baumöl, Karagiannis, Koschmider, Snoeck & Zarnekow, 2019), the combination with other 

user involvement approaches (Schuurman, Baccarne, De Marez & Mechant, 2012), 
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motivations behind why people participate in crowdsourcing, citizen sourcing and open data 

initiatives (Ferreira & Farias, 2018; Thapa, Niehaves, Seidel & Plattfaut, 2015; Wijnhoven, 

Ehrenhard & Kuhn, 2015; Abu-Tayeh et al., 2018), and systematic guidance for citizens when 

participating (Billert & Peters, 2018), to mention some of the focus areas. As one can tell, the 

area can be studied from many various perspectives. However, the researchers have not found 

any research that covers the topic of how citizen inquiries are managed in a citizen e-reporting 

context. This motivates the researchers to study the topic, as it is an opportunity to contribute 

to the literature and close a research gap. 

 

2.4.2 Methodology of the research that studies citizen e-participation cases 

Reviewing previous research on citizen e-participation, it is found that many researchers opt 

for a multiple case study strategy and conduct qualitative research. In Appendix 1, previously 

analyzed citizen e-participation applications are described and the methodology that the 

researchers adopted in their investigations outlined. It is found that all researchers use similar 

methods to conduct their research, which is a multiple case study strategy and qualitative data 

collection and data analysis techniques (see Appendix 1 column Methodology). This motivates 

the methodological choices of the report, which are of the same kind. In examining the 

research, it is not always made explicit what specific qualitative techniques that are adopted, 

but at least Coenen, Houben & Moere (2019) conducts interviews, which provides assurance 

that this technique is fit to use for these kinds of studies, which is the case for this report. 

 

2.4.3 Mapping the initiatives to the Governance and Public Value Grid 

The Governance and Public Value Grid, introduced by Walravens (2013), is useful to get an 

overview of the varieties of the initiatives that have previously been studied by mapping citizen 

participation initiatives based on two dimensions (See Figure 5). The first dimension of 

indirect public value versus direct public value refers to the type of value that is generated by 

the service, if the value is direct, it is more individual and short-term and relates to “what the 

public values”, while if the value is indirect, it is more collective and long-term and relates to 

“what adds value to the public sphere” (Walravens, 2013). On the other axis, the dimension of 

limited government involvement versus strong government involvement provides an indication 

of the level of control that the city government has in providing the service to the citizens (ibid). 

As one can tell from Figure 5, the initiatives that have been researched prior vary in nature, 

from direct to indirect public value and from limited to strong government involvement (see 
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Appendix 1 for a list of the mapped initiatives including a short description of the initiatives 

and reference to the studies covering it). 

 

 

Figure 5. Previously studied co-production initiatives mapped out on the Governance and Public Value Grid from 

Walravens (2013).  

 

 

The majority of previously studied initiatives are of similar nature 

By mapping out the previously studied citizen participation initiatives in this visual way 

(Figure 5), it becomes clear that most of the initiatives that have been researched have an 

indirect public value. There is some variation to whether the government involvement is strong 

or limited, but the majority of the cases fall on the side of the spectrum with strong government 

involvement. In total, considering both perspectives, more than half of the studied cases (ten 

out of 17) fall into one of the four quadrants, the one indicating that the initiative has an indirect 

public value while strong government involvement. As for this thesis, the studied citizen e-

reporting applications also fall within this quadrant (see 3.4.3.3 Description of cases). 
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2.5 The narrowed down scope: citizen e-reporting 

The literature review serves the purpose of providing a common understanding that informs 

the formulation of the research question and lays the foundation for the rest of the report. 

Throughout the literature review, the scope is continuously narrowed down. From the initial 

focus of smart cities, the scope is firstly narrowed down to focus on the citizens’ role in smart 

cities. This interest is then further narrowed down by demarcating the study to the citizens-to-

government (C2G) relationship, citizen sourcing, and in particular, the subset of citizen souring 

known as citizen reporting. Lastly, the perspective of supporting citizen reporting with 

information and communication technologies was brought into the light, defining the final 

scope of the report, namely citizen e-reporting. This thesis adopts Linders (2012) definition in 

which citizen reporting is defined as the identification and correction of operational 

deficiencies as well as evaluation of effectiveness to identify improvement opportunities. He 

further notes that enabled by the Internet, initiatives of this kind are believed to have great 

value when it comes to improving situational awareness due to the convenient and efficient 

reporting that is enabled (Linders, 2012). This connects to the electronic dimension, the ‘e’ in 

e-reporting, that is inspired by Wirtz, Daiser, and Binkowska’s (2018) definition of e-

participation, which captures how modern information and communication technologies (ICT) 

enabled participatory processes. The combination of these two perspectives lays the foundation 

for this report’s understanding of citizen e-reporting, that is citizen reporting defined by Linders 

(2012) enabled by ICT. It is found that this has not been studied to a great extent before, which 

motivates why it is interesting for the researchers to explore, as it is an opportunity to contribute 

with new knowledge.  
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3.   Methodology 

 

This chapter is dedicated to describing the methodological considerations taken into account 

in answering the research question of this master’s thesis. The purpose is to ensure that the 

methodology is suitable, as well as guide the reader in how the study was conducted to create 

a common understanding and enhance the reliability. 

 

3.1 Methodological path 

To begin with, the methodological path is outlined in Figure 6 to provide an overview of the 

research process. As outlined in Figure 6, the initial interest is defined based on the findings 

from Chapter 2. Literature Review. In order to make it easier for the reader to follow the 

methodology throughout the study, the data collection and data analysis have been divided into 

two parts that cover Analysis Stage 1 and Analysis Stage 2 (see Figure 6). Analysis Stage 1 

covers the data- collection and analysis of user feedback comments, while Analysis Stage 2 

covers the data- collection and analysis of in-depth interviews with representatives from citizen 

e-reporting application hosts. The reasoning behind structuring it like this is to make it easier 

for the reader to follow the motivation behind conducting each step of the research while also 

making it easier to understand the different data collection and data analysis techniques adopted 

throughout the process. The rest of this chapter is focused on describing the methodological 

decisions taken and the reasoning behind it. Firstly, the methodological foundation, including 

the philosophical assumptions and the research design, is explained. Secondly, it is described 

in detail how the data was collected and analyzed, divided into the sub-sections covering 

Analysis Stage 1 and Analysis Stage 2.  
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Figure 6. Methodological path of this thesis. 
 

3.2 Methodological foundation 

This sub-section outlines the methodological foundations that the report is built upon, as well 

as the research design adopted in order to answer the research question.  

 

3.2.1 Interpretivist philosophical foundation 

An essential part of research is understanding the underlying beliefs and assumptions about the 

development of knowledge, as it helps to refine and clarify the research process, reflect upon 

advantages and disadvantages and guide the reader throughout the researchers’ thought process 

(Symon & Cassell, 2012). This thesis is based upon the philosophical assumption of 

interpretivism, which may be viewed as an overarching term for all interpretive traditions that 

view human interactions as the starting point for developing knowledge about the social world 

(ibid). Interpretivism emphasizes the difference between conducting research among objects, 

such as computers, in comparison to among people (Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill, 2009). The 

interpretative viewpoint is suitable for this report partly because of the authors’ view that 

humans’ interpretations of reality are essential, but mainly because the perspective goes well 

with the report’s decision to conduct qualitative research. Both in terms of Analysis Stage 1 
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and Analysis Stage 2, the data collection and analysis is built upon perceptions. The user 

feedback comments reflect individual users’ opinions, and the interviewees present their 

personal views as well. Further, the analysis also requires interpretation by the researchers.  

 

3.2.2 The research is exploratory and driven by progressive narrowing down 

Driven by the nature of the research question, it is important to consider the design of the 

research process consciously. Various research projects are undertaken for different purposes, 

and commonly research falls into one of the three categories of explanatory, descriptive, or 

exploratory motivations. This project is driven by exploratory purposes, which may be 

described as the research being undertaken with the purpose of figuring out what is happening 

while seeking new insights (Saunders et al., 2009). To begin with, the researchers aim to 

explore what is of particular interest when studying citizen e-reporting by  analyzing  user 

feedback comments about citizen e-reporting applications (Analysis Stage 1). The process is 

continuously driven by exploration as the research zooms in and aims to uncover what 

characterizes the management of citizen inquiries in a context of citizen e-reporting. 

Exploratory studies often start broad and progressively become more narrow as new data is 

brought into light (ibid). The process of this thesis fits very well to this description, as it goes 

through the efforts of narrowing down the focus of the study and formulating the research 

question more precisely throughout the literature review as well as Analysis Stage 1.  

 

3.2.3 An inductive way of reasoning supports exploration 

Another common discussion when talking about methodology is the process of reasoning. Most 

commonly taken into consideration is the distinction between deductive and inductive 

reasoning. Deductive reasoning starts with a formulated theory or hypothesis and aims at 

testing this theory (Saunders et al., 2009). Inductive reasoning, on the other hand, starts with 

data and from it derives patterns and generalization to develop theory, and it is the process of 

reasoning applied for this interpretive thesis (ibid). This report adopts an inductive way of 

reasoning as it allows the authors to collect data and consequently develop a conceptual model 

as a result of the data analysis. This inductive way of reasoning permits for a more flexible 

structure that allows changes of research emphasis as the research progresses, and therefore, as 

new data was gathered and interpreted, new areas of interest also came to light throughout the 

research process. The inductive way of reasoning and the exploratory nature of the study also 

fits well together.  
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3.2.4 Qualitative methods are used for collecting and analyzing data 

In order to answer the research question, and to ensure that the project fulfills its purpose, it is 

vital to consider the nature of the methods for collecting and analyzing data. The most common 

way of distinguishing studies on this dimension is whether the methods are quantitative or 

qualitative, that is, simply put, numerical data versus non-numerical data (Bryman & Bell., 

2007). This study adopts qualitative strategies for collecting and analyzing data. In qualitative 

research, data is collected by interacting with the participants of the study and analyzed by 

interpreting the language of the informant (ibid). As this report is built upon an interpretative 

stand and aims to answer a how type of question, qualitative methods were adopted.  

 

3.2.5 A case study research strategy is adopted 

A case study may be defined as “a strategy for doing research which involves an empirical 

investigation of a particular contemporary phenomenon within its real life context using 

multiple sources of evidence” (Robson, 2002; 178). Yin (2018), a case study guru, explains 

that many researchers believe that a case study is appropriate for the exploratory phase of an 

investigation. He further notes that case studies are suitable when the research question is 

centered around a how or why type of question, when the study requires no control over 

behavioral events, and when the focus is on contemporary events rather than historical (Yin, 

2018). These criteria fit this report, as the aim of the research question is to answer how citizen 

inquiries are managed in a citizen e-reporting context. The researchers do not require, nor 

exercise, control over the data collection objects, and the research is focused on the 

contemporary concept of citizen e-reporting. Furthermore, the interpretivist underlying 

assumptions and the inductive way of reasoning goes well with the case study strategy since 

the strategy enables the researchers to interpret and continuously explore what is of interest 

about the case(s). This report adopts a multiple case study, which further enhances the ability 

to explore and generate new insights. Additionally, it allows for qualitative research methods 

to be adopted. 

 

Variation to case study strategy 

The case study strategy captures many variations of how research can be conducted. 

Differences in terms of numbers of cases and unit of analysis, to mention two and the ones of 

most relevance for this thesis. To begin with, this thesis studies multiple citizen e-reporting 

applications and therefore, naturally, falls under the category of multiple case study. The 
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various citizen e-reporting applications that are studied are described more in detail in section 

3.4 Data collection and analysis. Furthermore, unfolding the unit of analysis, the focus evolved 

throughout the process. For the user feedback comment analysis (Analysis Stage 1), the focus 

is on finding out what the feedback concerned, and no specific unit of analysis is defined but 

kept broad. However, moving into the analysis based on interviewing representatives from 

citizen e-reporting application hosts (Analysis Stage 2), the focus is narrowed down to the 

managing of citizen inquiries, and this is defined as the unit of analysis for the rest of the 

report.  

 

3.4 Data collection and analysis 

This sub-section outlines how the data was collected and analyzed, and it is split into two parts. 

The first sub-section guides the reader through the data collection and data analysis of the initial 

user feedback comments analysis (Analysis Stage 1), and the second sub-section describes the 

process of collecting and analyzing data related to the in-depth interviews and analysis of 

managing citizen inquiries in a context of citizen e-reporting (Analysis Stage 2). 

 

Thematic analysis 

For both Analysis Stage 1 and Analysis Stage 2, themes were identified as a foundation for the 

analyses. Themes can be discovered in various ways, and Ryan and Bernard (2003) accentuate 

the importance of making the technique used for discovering themes in qualitative data explicit. 

They present three main reasons for why it is important to make themes explicit, namely 1) 

without thematic categories researchers have nothing to describe and compare, 2) it allows 

readers to better understand and assess methodological choices, and 3) it entails an explicit and 

jargon-free vocabulary that enables communication across disciplines (Ryan & Bernard, 2003). 

In the separate sections of Analysis Stage 1 and Analysis Stage 2, the techniques for identifying 

themes and the logic behind what constitutes important themes are described.  

 

3.4.1 Data collection and filtering of Analysis Stage 1 

Focusing on Analysis Stage 1, the data was collected by visiting the digital distribution 

platforms for mobile applications, App Store and Google Play, to gather user feedback 

comments about citizen e-reporting applications. The applications were sampled based on 

availability, and that the applications had to be active in Scandinavia. In total, user feedback 
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comments about 41 citizen e-reporting applications were viewed (see Appendix 2 for the list of 

citizen e-reporting applications analyzed in Analysis Stage 1). All of the user feedback 

comments were collected on the 24th of February 2020. In total, 448 user feedback comments 

were collected. Prior to further analyzing the user feedback comments, filtering was conducted 

to ensure the quality and relevance of the data. User feedback comments were excluded based 

on three bottom-up determined exclusion criteria that were determined based on what the 

researchers found relevant when reviewing the data. User feedback comments were excluded 

when:  

1. the user feedback comment was posted before 2015,  

2. the user feedback comment was not about the application itself, and  

3. the user feedback comment that did not make sense and hence impossible to interpret.  

These criteria were formulated based on the logic that the authors wanted the analysis only to 

include relevant and relatively updated data. See Figure 8 in section 4.1 Data filtering for the 

results of this filtering. The user feedback comments are written in English, Danish, Swedish, 

or Norwegian. As the researchers understand all of these languages, interpretation is still 

possible. Throughout the report examples are translated and provided in English. The texts in 

their original language and with the translation are listed in Appendix 3.  

 

3.4.2 Data analysis of Analysis Stage 1 

The remaining user feedback comments were coded based on three layers (see Table 3). Each 

of the layers is explained more in detail in a separate section below. To clarify before explaining 

the coding, if a user feedback comment contains the same view multiple times, with the user 

repeating themselves, only one of the views was extracted as one instance and coded. 

 

Layer Logic Categories 

First layer categories Top-down approach Positive & Negative 

Second layer categories Bottom-up approach 
Repetition technique 

Twelve thematic categories based on attributes of 

the citizen e-reporting initiative 

Third layer categories Bottom-up approach 
Repetition technique 

Thematic sub-categories based themes within the 

second layer categories 

Table 3. Overview of layers for coding the user feedback comments.  
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Using CAQDAS to support the process 

For analyzing the user feedback comments, a computer-assisted qualitative data analysis 

software (CAQDAS) was utilized to support the process. CAQDAS are tools that assist the 

researchers in facilitating and processing data (Sinkovics & Alfoldi, 2012). The usage of the 

tools are not meant to replace the researcher’s unique skills in analyzing and interpreting 

complex data, but to make it easier for both the researchers and the readers to follow (ibid). 

Additionally, the usage of CAQDAS tools helps in legitimizing the research as it enhances the 

transparency, credibility, and trustworthiness of the data analysis (ibid). For this thesis, the 

CAQDAS tool NVivo is adopted for data analysis of the user feedback comments analysis 

(Analysis Stage 1). NVivo is also a recognized and highly adopted computer software package 

for systematic analysis of qualitative data that allows for multiple level coding. See Appendix 

4 for overview and examples of the coding in NVivo.  

 

3.4.2.1 The first layer of coding: negative and positive 

Firstly the content of the user feedback comments was categorized into the top-down defined 

categories positive and negative. The categorization is based on the researchers’ interpretation 

of the nature of the user feedback comments. It is important to note that the user feedback 

comments were not necessarily coded just into one category. User feedback comments that 

contain multiple negative and/or positive opinions were broken down into instances that were 

coded separately as positive or negative. See section 4.2.1 First layer categorization of user 

feedback comments for an example of this. 

 

3.4.2.2 The second layer of coding: twelve bottom-up determined thematic categories 

The second layer is used to categorize the already first layer coded instances based on what 

attributes of the citizen e-reporting applications that the user is expressing negative or positive 

opinions about. These categories were determined by a bottom-up approach, which refers to 

when categories are formulated as themes in the data are identified. As described in section 3.4 

Data collection and analysis, paragraph Thematic analysis, themes can be discovered in 

various ways. For this part of the analysis the technique to identify themes known as repetition 

is adopted. Repetition is a relatively easy way to identify themes, and it refers to when topics 

occur and reoccur (Ryan & Bernard, 2003). Based on this logic and the researchers’ 

interpretations, twelve thematic second layer categories were formulated based on occurring 

and reoccurring themes. The second layer categories are described in section 4.2.2 Based on 
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common themes, twelve second layer categories are defined, and an example of how the coding 

is conducted is provided. 

 

What constitutes an important theme?  

Furthermore, it is also essential to consider what constitutes an important theme, and Ryan and 

Bernard (2003) mean that this decision lies in the hands of the researchers. Based on the 

researchers’ judgment, and the logic of recurrence, the second layer categories to analyze 

further were selected. Second layer categories that either have relatively high numbers of 

negative instances, positive instances, or a high number of both kinds were further analyzed. 

In the analysis, the selected second layer categories were analyzed separately in section 4.3 

Analysis of the separate second layer categories.  

 

3.4.2.3 The third layer of coding: bottom-up determined thematic sub-categories 

Within the second layer categories, thematic sub-categories (third layer categories) were 

identified. These, the third layer categories, were also identified based on bottom-up and 

repetition reasoning. Within the separate analyses for the selected second layer categories, 

analyses of the third layer categories were conducted, and examples provided. These examples 

were selected based on the judgment of the researchers and the reasoning that these instances 

best represent the third layer categories and are therefore useful for the reader to understand 

the essence of the category and how the researchers identified these in the data. 

 

3.4.3 Sampling and data collection for Analysis Stage 2 

For Analysis Stage 2, data was collected by conducting ten interviews and by the researchers 

using the citizen e-reporting applications on their own. To begin with, nine interviews were 

held with representatives from citizen e-reporting application hosts, and one interview was held 

with a representative from a system provider of citizen e-reporting applications. In Table 4, 

information about the conducted interviews is summarized, including the date of the interview, 

the organization (most often a citizen e-reporting hosts) that the interviewees represent, the 

interviewees’ names, and the name of the appendix in which the transcription can be found. 

One host was interviewed two times, to complement the already collected data and to validate 

the perceptions from the first interview. Additionally, the researchers used the citizen e-

reporting applications that are in scope for Analysis Stage 2, including submitting test citizen 

inquiries. This data collection complemented the interviews, by for example, helping the 
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researchers gain a better understanding of the layer of categorization. This could be viewed as 

triangulation, which refers to the use of more than one method or source of data to ensure that 

the data are telling you what you think they are telling you (Bryman & Bell, 2007). The 

researchers were able to go back and verify the information provided by the hosts about, for 

example, the requirements of submitting a citizen inquiry by using the applications.  

 

Nr. Date Organization Application 

name 

Interviewees Appendix 

name 

1 06.03.20 Skanderborg 

Kommune 
Giv et Praj  Brian Nielsen Appendix 5.1  

2 10.03.20 Roskilde Kommune Giv et Praj  Camille I. 

Mortensen 
Anita Udholm 

Madsen 

Appendix 5.2  

3 13.03.20 Alingsås Kommun FixaMinGata Göran Westerlund Appendix 5.3  

4 17.03.20 Albertslund 

Kommune 
Giv et Praj Mia Strøm Jensen Appendix 5.4  

5 19.03.20 Sweco DriftWeb Jan Ludvigsen Appendix 5.5  

6 25.03.20 Fredericia Kommune Giv et Praj  Knud B. Johansen Appendix 5.6  

7 25.03.20 Kolding Kommune Giv et Praj  Rasmus Nielsen 

Bonde 
Appendix 5.7  

8 26.03.20 Skanderborg 

Kommune 
Giv et Praj  Brian Nielsen Appendix 5.8  

9 27.03.20 Stockholm Stad Tyck till Helene Rundqvist 
Sandra Sigebrant 

Appendix 5.9  

10 30.03.20 Nordsjællands Park 

og Vej 
Giv et Tip Uffe Schougaard 

Jensen 
Appendix 5.10 

Table 4. Overview of interviews including date, organization, participants and name of appendix where 

transcription can be found.  

 

3.4.3.1 Sampling strategy 

As it would not be possible or feasible to interview all relevant representatives from all 

Scandinavian citizen e-reporting applications, sampling was conducted. Sampling techniques 

may be divided into two types: 1) probability- or representative sampling which refers to when 

the probability of each case being selected from the whole population is known and allows for 

statistical estimates, and 2) non-probability- or judgment sampling, that captures occasion 
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when the total population is unknown and it is impossible to make statistical generalizations, 

although generalization in general (Saunders et al., 2009). The sampling activities of this thesis 

fall into the category of non-probability sampling, as the population is unknown, and no 

statistical efforts are made. Under the umbrella of non-probability sampling, there are multiple 

techniques that can be adopted that are based on the researchers’ subjective judgment. For this 

thesis, the sampling technique of purposive sampling was adopted. Purposive or judgmental- 

sampling allows researchers to use their own judgment to select cases that are suitable to 

answer the research question (Saunders et al., 2009). The motivation behind interviewing 

selected citizen e-reporting application representatives is based on Analysis Stage 1.  The 

findings from Analysis Stage 1 provides an indication of how much the various applications 

were used, as the number of user feedback comments per application is mapped out. Based on 

the researcher’s judgment, applications that had zero or only a few (less than five) user 

feedback comments were not prioritized to contact. In this sense, the sampling strategy has 

traits of being homogenous as the focus is on applications that are perhaps being used more 

than the other studied applications. The motivation behind this sampling was to capture hosts 

that were established and would be able to describe the process they have for managing citizen 

inquiries. Out of the contacted hosts, eight citizen e-reporting application hosts and one citizen 

e-reporting application provider accepted the interview invitations.  

 

3.4.3.3 Description of cases 

This thesis investigates eight citizen e-reporting applications within their real-life context. The 

eight host organizations are all Scandinavian, as the scope of the study is Scandinavia. The 

organizations behind these applications are all public organizations in Denmark as well as 

Sweden. The so-called citizen e-reporting application hosts are defined as the organization that 

is responsible for the initiative and the management of the citizen inquiries submitted via the 

citizen e-reporting applications. The interviewees are representatives from these organizations, 

that are in charge of or working directly with the citizen e-reporting application. Additionally, 

data was collected from an interview with a citizen e-reporting application provider, which 

refers to an organization that is responsible for delivering the software. Even though the cases 

operate in different countries, all of the mentioned organizations have a common purpose, 

namely allowing citizens to participate and report things in the public room electronically.  
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The applications have an indirect public value and strong government involvement 

To provide some additional context of how the citizen e-reporting applications studied in this 

report operate, the applications are mapped into the Governance and Public Value Grid 

described in section 2.4.3 Mapping the initiatives to the Governance and Public Value Grid. 

Citizen participation initiatives can be mapped out based on the dimension of public value and 

government involvement. Reviewing prior research on various citizen participation initiatives, 

it is found that many initiatives fall into the quadrant that represents strong government 

involvement and indirect public value. As for the citizen e-reporting applications studied in 

this report, these too share characteristics of this kind. Common for all the studied applications 

is that the value of the citizen e-reporting application is indirect (see Figure 7). Indirect public 

value means that the value is long-term and collective and related to how value is added to the 

public sphere (Walravens, 2013). The aim of the applications is partly to satisfy the users but 

mainly to improve the public by leveraging the reporting capabilities of the citizens to solve 

issues. Furthermore, the strong- versus limited government involvement refers to how involved 

and controlling the government is in providing the service to the citizens (ibid). All but one of 

the studied citizen e-reporting applications fall into the end of the spectrum with strong 

government involvement as the hosts that introduced and manage the initiatives are public 

organizations. The differences in the government involvement of the applications is explained 

by the influence that the hosts (the public organizations) have over the applications. Tyck Till 

is entirely provided by the city, while FixaMinGata is provided by an external international 

provider that does not allow for the same amount of configuration for individual hosts (see 

Figure 7).  
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Figure 7. Overview of studied citizen e-reporting applications mapped into the Governance and Public Value 

Grid.  
 

3.4.3.4 In-depth interviews were conducted 

To collect primary data, ten interviews were held. The decision to collect data via interviews 

is based on that it allows the researcher to gain an inside perspective from the interviewees. 

Various types of interviews are often considered to be suitable for varying purposes. A 

common typology of types of interviews relates to the level of structure and formality 

(Saunders et al., 2009). Structured and semi-structured interviews are structured interviews that 

are based on either pre-formulated questions or pre-determined research themes that the 

researchers want to cover in the interview (ibid). In-depth or unstructured interviews, on the 

other hand, are informal interviews that enable the researchers to explore an area of interest in-

depth (ibid). The researchers do not make use of a pre-determined list of questions or topics 

but give the interviewee the opportunity to talk freely about the aspect that has been introduced 

as the focus area (ibid). Therefore, for this thesis, in-depth interviews were conducted with the 

purpose of being able to uncover areas of interest. In-depth interviews are considered to be a 

good match for exploratory studies as well as qualitative data. The interviewees were steered 
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into talking about managing the inquiries from citizens via the citizen e-reporting applications. 

This to avoid deviating to areas that are not the focus of this report, such as promotion of the 

application, collaboration agreements, pricing, etc. Besides this focus area, the interviewees 

were given room to express their views of what they found important. The researchers asked 

probing and clarifying questions and made sure that the interviewees, in some way, describe 

how they manage citizens’ inquiries. Some of the interviews included interactive sessions, 

where the interviewee guided the researchers in their usage of the system by giving a live tour 

of the backend system.  

 

3.4.4 Data analysis of Analysis Stage 2 

To begin with, regarding analyzing the data collected, the interviews conducted were 

transcribed (see Appendix 5 for the explanation of how the transcribed interviews should be 

read, and all the transcribed interviews). Furthermore, similar to the data analysis in Analysis 

Stage 1, the researchers identify themes in transcribed data collected from the interviews with 

the citizen e-reporting hosts and provider. As described in section 3.4 Data collection and 

analysis, in the paragraph Thematic analysis, themes may be discovered in various ways, and 

the approach adopted for Analysis Stage 1 is repetition, and the same logic is to some extent 

also the foundation for the discovery of themes in Analysis Stage 2 (see Table 5). The 

researchers identify four first layer categories based on what the interviewees describe as, and 

the researchers interpret as key components in managing citizen inquiries in a citizen e-

reporting context. Each of the four first layer categories are further broken down based on 

occuring themes within the category. See section 5.1 Introducing the themes for overview and 

explanation of the four first layer categories and the associated second layer categories. 

However, in contrast to Analysis Stage 1, the importance of a theme in Analysis Stage 2 is not 

only based on the number of instances that covers that theme (repetition) but also the perception 

about what the interviewees find important and accentuate during the interviews which align 

well with the interpretivist underlying assumptions. Throughout Analysis Stage 2, quotes from 

the interviewees are provided to illustrate the essence of the categories. The examples are 

selected on how well they represent the categories, and the best examples are provided in the 

text. Some (three out of ten) of interviews were conducted in the native tongue of the 

interviewee, therefore some quotes have been translated. These quotes are found in the 

appendix for the respective interviews.  
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Layer Logic Categories 

First layer categories Bottom-up approach 
Repetition technique 

and interpretation 

Thematic categories based on the identified main 

components of the management of citizen inquiries. 

Second layer categories Bottom-up approach 
Repetition technique 

and interpretation  

Thematic sub-categories based themes within the 

first layer categories.  

Table 5. Overview of layers for coding the in-depth interviews.  
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4.   Analysis Stage 1 

 

The aim of this chapter, Analysis Stage 1, is to identify areas of interest, and based on that 

narrow down the scope of the study. It is viewed as a pre-study, as it is conducted with the 

purpose of informing the formulation of the research question (see Figure 3 in Chapter 1. 

Introduction). This is done by reviewing user feedback comments for 41 different citizen e-

reporting applications posted on the digital distribution platforms App Store and Google Play. 

Firstly, the process of filtering the data is described. Secondly, the first layer of categorization 

of the thematic analysis, namely whether the instances include positive or negative opinions, 

is outlined. Thirdly, more specifically, what aspects of the citizen e-reporting applications that 

users are expressing negative and positive opinions about is analyzed by using twelve bottom-

up defined second layer categories. This categorization is based on themes that are identified 

in the data. The separate analyses of the second layer categories are supported by breaking 

down the categories into the third layer of categorization, which is based on the common 

themes within the second layer categories. Lastly, the key takeaways from Analysis Stage 1 

are summarized in a sub-conclusion. All user feedback comments and instances that are used 

as examples throughout this section have been translated into English. See Appendix 3 for an 

overview of the user feedback comments and instances in the original language and the 

translations. 

 

4.1 Data filtering 

The collection of data resulted in 448 user feedback comments (see Figure 8). Based on the 

formulated exclusion criteria (see section 3.4.1 Data collection and filtering of Analysis Stage 

1), 175 of these user feedback comments are excluded:  

• 162 user feedback comments are excluded based on the criterion that they were posted 

before 2015,  

• Ten user feedback comments are excluded based on the criterion that they are not about 

the application itself, and  

• Three user feedback comments are excluded based on the criterion that they are 

impossible to interpret (see Figure 8).  

The remaining 273 user feedback comments are kept for further analysis.  
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Figure 8. Illustration of the data filtering process based on formulated exclusion criteria.  
 

4.2 Introducing the layers of categorization 

This sub-section introduces the layers of categorization of the thematic analysis.  
 

 

4.2.1 First layer categorization of user feedback comments 

In reviewing the remaining 273 user feedback comments, 484 instances are identified (see 

Figure 8) and coded as positive or negative. As noted in section 3.4.2.1 The first layer of 

coding: negative and positive, user feedback comments may be broken down into multiple 

instances as one user feedback comment may contain multiple negative and/or positive 

opinions. Illustrated in Figure 9, is an example of a user feedback comment that has been 

categorized into six negative instances and two positive instances (see Appendix 3 for the user 

feedback comment in its original language, Norwegian).  

 

= 484

- 162

- 10

- 3

Exclusion criterion 1: Posted before 2015

= 273

Exclusion criterion 2: Irrelevant

Input: Collected user feedback comments

Exclusion criterion 3: Impossible to interpret 

448

Output 1: User feedback comments for analysis

Output 2: Instances for analysis
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Figure 9. Example of a coded user feedback comment based on the first layer coding principles of positive and 

negative instances. The user feedback comment consists of six negative instances and two positive instances. See 

Appendix 3 for the user feedback comment in its original language.  
 

4.2.1.1 Users express more negative than positive opinions 

The results from the first layer of coding (negative/positive) show that users express more 

negative opinions about citizen e-reporting applications on App Store and Google Play, as 

illustrated in Figure 10. More than two-thirds of the total of instances are negative. This 

indicates that the majority of the users who provided feedback are dissatisfied with the 

applications. However, the overwhelmingly negative results may also be a result of users’ 

negative biases. Negative bias is a negative effect that occurs because negative events, and in 

general things of a negative nature, have a greater impact on humans’ brains than positive 

events do (Baumeister, Bratlavsky, Finkenauer & Vohs, 2001). This tends to have a powerful 

effect on people's behavior and decision-making, and can, therefore, be a psychological reason 

for why people tend to overall act more on negative experiences than positive ones (ibid). The 

fact people generally are more likely to express negative than positive opinions because the 

barriers to doing so are lower, could be an explanation as to why there are more positive than 

negative instances. With that being said, even though negative biases may play a role in the 

given results, it does most likely not provide the full explanation to the large number of negative 

instances. To further analyze what the users are expressing negative and positive opinions 

about, the next part of the analysis uncovers the second layer of the categorization of the 

instances. 

 

“Time for an update. The app works fine, and the authorities follow up 

on the messages. More categories are needed, or further categories. The 

ones that´s there now are often too specific. It should also be possible to 

upload pictures from the phone. Messages regarding the public roads 

administration´s responsibilities must be forwarded to them, …”

Negative Positive

Negative

Positive

Negative
Negative

Negative
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Figure 10. Visualization of the number of negative and positive instances. 

 

4.2.2 Based on common themes, twelve second layer categories are defined 

To uncover more specifically, what aspects of the citizen e-reporting applications that the users 

are expressing negative and positive opinions about the instances are categorized into twelve 

second layer bottom-up defined categories. This is done to unfold what the users find 

important, which informs the narrowing down of the study. These categories are analyzed 

separately in section 4.3 Analysis of the separate second layer categories. The categorization 

is based on common traits of what area of the citizen e-reporting applications that the user 

feedback is directed at. The logic behind the discovery of themes that lays the foundation for 

the categorization is described in section 3.4.2.2 The second layer of coding: twelve bottom-up 

determined categories based on themes. The second layer categories that emerge from this 

analysis are Action, Camera, Categorization, Comment, Coverage, Devices, General attitude, 

General functionality, Map, Miscellaneous, Profile, and Terms of use. In Table 6, the second 

layer categories are described and exemplified, and the number of negative and positive 

instances per second layer category is provided. 

 

Second layer 

category 

Description Example of content Neg. Pos. 

Action Captures instances 

about the status update 

and action taken by the 

hosts after citizen 

inquiries have been 

submitted by users.  

Views about response time from the 

host organizations and the ability to 

see the status of citizen inquiries.  

50 29 

Camera Captures instances 

about the camera 

feature of the 

applications. 

Views about the requirements to 

upload pictures, camera functionality 

and limitations on how many pictures 

are possible to attach.  

46 5 

Negative
(332 instances)

Positive
(152 instances)

484 instances
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Categorization Captures instances 

about the feature of 

categorizing citizen 

inquiries.  

Views about additional categories to 

be added to the list of categories and 

difficulty to navigate the categories.  

34 2 

Comments Captures instances 

about the, existing or 

non-existing, feature of 

adding comments to 

citizen inquiries.  

Views about the lack of a comment 

feature and the character limit of 

comments.  

39 1 

Coverage Captures instances 

about the geographical 

areas that the various 

applications cover.  

Views about certain areas that are not 

included and the ability to see what 

areas are included.  

19 - 

Devices Captures instances 

about functionality for 

particular devices. 

Views about the 

compatibility/incompatibility with 

using different devices.  

7 - 

General 

attitude 
Captures instances that 

express negative or 

positive views about the 

citizen e-reporting 

initiative in general. 

Views about the idea of the citizen e-

reporting initiative.  
8 64 

General 

functionality 
Captures instances 

about how the 

applications work in 

general.  

Views about the network access, errors 

and crashes.  
70 48 

Map Captures instances 

about the map/GPS 

feature of the 

applications.  

Views about the requirement to share 

location and functionality of the map. 
35 2 

Miscellaneous Captures instances 

about the applications 

that do not occur more 

than a few times.  

Views about the language of the 

application, the time stamp, the icons 

and design. 

10 1 

Profile Captures instances 

about the creation and 

managing of user 

profiles.  

Views about the creation of a new 

profile and log-in.  
11 - 

Terms of use Captures instances 

about the terms of use 

of the various 

applications.  

Views about the requirement to give 

the application access to camera and 

location, and the language of the terms 

of use.  

3 - 

Table 6. Overview of the twelve second layer categories, including category name, description of category, 

examples of instances found in that category, and the number of negative (Neg.) instances as well as the number 

of positive (Pos.) instances.  
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Building upon the example illustrated in Figure 9 in section 4.2.1 First layer categorization of 

user feedback comments, Figure 11 illustrates the second layer categorization of the same user 

feedback comment (see Appendix 3 for the user feedback comment in its original language, 

Norwegian). As one can tell, the seven instances that the user feedback comment consists of 

are categorized into four different second layer categories.  

 

 

Figure 11. Example of coding of user feedback comment with first and second layer categories assigned to 

instances. See Appendix 3 for user feedback comments in its original language.  

 

4.2.3 The third layer categories break down the second layer categories 

Before analyzing the separate second layer categories separately, it is important to explain the 

logic behind the third layer categorization that structures and supports the analyses of the 

second layer categories. The third layer categories represent thematic sub-categories of the 

second layer categories. To exemplify how the categorized instances are further broken down 

into thematic sub-categories, the two categorization instances from the user feedback comment 

in Figure 11 are used. The instances “More categories are needed, or further categories” and 

“The ones that are there now are often too specific” are both about the categorization attribute 

of the citizen e-reporting applications and fall into the second layer category of categorization. 

However, the former instance is regarding the need for more categories and belongs to the 

identified third layer category called lack of categories, while the latter is regarding the need 

for less specific categories and is categorized into the third layer category called difficulty to 

navigate. Some second layer categories contain the third layer category called others, and some 

are not broken down into third layer categories at all. The logic behind this is based on the 

researchers not being able to identify a more narrowly defined theme. 

“Time for an update. The app works fine, and the authorities follow up 

on the messages. More categories are needed, or further categories. The 

ones that´s there now are often too specific. It should also be possible to 

upload pictures from the phone. Messages regarding the public roads 

administration´s responsibilities must be forwarded to them, …”

General 

functionality

General 

functionality

Camera

Action

Action
Categorization

Categorization
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4.3 Analysis of the separate second layer categories 

As illustrated in Figure 12, the number of instances varies quite a lot between the second layer 

categories. The second layer categories that contain a total high number of instances or a high 

number of either negative or positive instances are analyzed further. The logic behind this 

selection of categories to analyze further is explained in section 4.2.2 Based on common 

themes, twelve second layer categories are defined. The analysis covers, in the following order, 

the second layer categories of Action, Camera, Categorization, Comments, General attitudes, 

General functionality, Map, and then a section that briefly covers the remaining second layer 

categories. In the separate analyses of the second layer categories, the third layer categories are 

presented to support the analysis. In the joint analysis about the remaining second layer 

categories, the third layer categories are not presented. This is based on the selection of what 

categories are most important to study as well as the fact that not all of the remaining categories 

contain enough instances to identify themes on a more detailed level. The reason for conducting 

detailed analyses like this is to be able to identify what is interesting to study further and 

formulate the research question based on it. 

 

 

Figure 12. Visualization of the number of negative respectively positive instances for each second layer category.  
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4.3.1 Action is proved to be an interesting aspect to study further 

In analyzing the second layer categories, it is found that the action category has the second-

highest number of total instances, 70 in total. Focusing on the 29 positive instances, it is found 

that users express satisfaction with what is termed as the third layer categories of sufficient 

action and sufficient communication (see Figure 13). One user provides the comment that “I 

perceive that things are solved within a couple of days”, and he/she is not the only one, but 

more than 20 of the comments include positive perceptions about the hosts’ short time from 

that the user sends the citizen inquiry to that the problem is solved. Furthermore, regarding the 

hosts’ abilities to communicate sufficiently, it specifically captures their abilities to keep the 

citizens in the loop and provide information about the citizen inquiry that the user has provided. 

For example, the instance “There are also more follow-up from the municipality. (...). The last 

times I have been given concrete answers” captures this. These findings indicate that some 

users are satisfied with the hosts’ way of managing and acting upon citizen inquiries that are 

provided. However, these positive instances represent a smaller proportion than the negative 

instances that relate to the action category.  

 

There are 50 negative instances observed in the action category (see Figure 13 for an overview 

of the third layer categories). These indicate that although the citizen e-reporting initiatives 

may be seen as good ideas and that it is possible for the citizens to provide the actual citizen 

inquiries, the execution from there and beyond is disappointing. Users point to the insufficient 

action taken by the hosts and share the perception that their citizen inquiries are often not 

solved. For example, one user expresses that “NOTHING happens when you over and over 

again make an inquiry about a problem”. Additionally, some users also believe there is 

insufficient communication, meaning that there is, as one citizen expresses it, “no follow-up” 

and communication about the status of the citizen inquiries. These negative views may be 

linked to the trustworthiness of the citizen e-reporting applications. The perception that the 

citizens’ voices are not being heard and that their inquiries are wasted efforts may damage the 

credibility of the initiative. 

 

Interestingly, as one can tell from the naming of the categories, it is found that the positive 

third layer categories (sufficient action and sufficient communication) and the negative third 

layer categories (insufficient action and insufficient communication) directly contradicts one 
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another. This may be a result of the fact that the user feedback comments could refer to different 

applications that are included in the study.  

 

Action is believed to be of great importance and interest 

More to it, it is also interesting that the action category is represented by a relatively high 

number of instances on both sides. Both the positive, in relation to the total number of positive 

instances that are identified, and the negative, in relation to the total number of negative 

instances that are identified, make up quite a significant proportion. This shows that the users 

take the time to provide feedback about the action no matter whether it is positive or negative 

opinions that they want to express, which is rarely the case otherwise, which can be partly 

explained by the negative bias described above (see section 4.2.1.1 Users express more 

negative than positive opinions). This could indicate that citizens believe this aspect, the action 

after the citizen inquiry is provided, is of high importance and value.  

 

 
Figure 13. Visualization of the negative and positive second layer categories of action  and its’ third layer 
categories.  
 

4.3.2 Negative opinions about the picture requirement and functionality 

Regarding the 51 instances related to the camera function, 46 of these are negative, where the 

most commonly expressed opinions are related to the camera functionality (see Figure 14 for 

an overview of the third layer categories). Users frequently posted opinions highlighting that 

it is nearly impossible to attach pictures to their citizen inquiries, such as; "Problems with the 

camera all the time", which indicate that the poor functionality of the camera feature in the 

application is a point of frustration to many users. Further focusing on the third layer of 

categories, a point of annoyance to many users is the picture requirement. One user posted, 

"One is OBLIGATED to attach a picture, which is not necessary in many occasions”, which 

illustrates that the hosts perhaps should make it optional to attach a picture, as a large amount 

of the instances within the camera function share this point of frustration. If users do want to 

add a picture to their citizen inquiries however, several users accentuate the difficulty to attach 

pictures, namely not being able to send a picture to the host that they have already taken and 
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saved on their phones. Opinions such as "The app does not let me use saved photos, only new 

photos which are taken in the app" indicate this point of dissatisfaction. 

On the other hand, even though the negative instances constitute the majority of the collected 

instances in the second layer category of camera, some users highlight their satisfaction with 

the camera function. Comments such as "Simple to attach photo" indicate that it is good and 

simple to attach photos, and illustrate that users appreciate this function and that it should 

remain as an opportunity in the applications. However, although it is positive to be able to 

attach pictures, some users are eager for more and dissatisfied with the number of pictures. 

Instances such as "It should be possible to attach more pictures'' indicate that some users would 

like the citizen e-reporting initiatives hosts to enable the citizens to attach more pictures to their 

inquiries. It is evident that users, in some cases, feel that pictures are the best form to explain 

their concern, and would, therefore, like to include more of them to ensure that the host fully 

understands the problem. 

 

 

Figure 14. Visualization of the negative and positive second layer categories of camera and its’ third layer 

categories.  
 

4.3.3 Somewhat contradictory opinions about the categorization 

The second layer category of categorization includes mainly negative instances (34 negative 

compared to two positive instances). Focusing on the negative instances, there are two main 

recurring themes, namely that the users perceive that there is a lack of categories and that it is 

difficult to navigate the categories (see Figure 15). The opinions about lack of categories may 

be expressed as the need for more categories in general, for example, “More categories are 

needed, or further categories”, but many citizens also make wishes about explicit categories 

that they believe are missing, such as for reporting things about rats and playgrounds. On the 

other hand, there are also some users that, in relation to the categorization of citizen inquiries 

in the applications, acknowledge the positive progress and praise the increased number of 

categories for choosing between. For example, “The number of categories has increased, which 

is good”. Moreover, regarding the difficulty to navigate, the citizens believe the categorization 

to be unnecessarily complicated and that “you are forced through endless drop-down menus, 
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where it is almost impossible to choose what you want to report”. These opinions, about the 

believed lack of categories and difficulty to navigate, may be viewed as a bit contradictory. 

This, as obliging to the wish of including more categories would most likely make it more 

difficult for users to navigate the list of categories and find the most suitable category for the 

citizen inquiry they want to provide. This dilemma is most likely a trade-off that the hosts have 

to consider when re-configuring the application and making it as user-friendly as possible. 

Though, in this discussion, it should be taken into consideration that there are more users that 

believe categories are lacking (26 instances) compared to that it is difficult to navigate (three 

instances). This could indicate that the hosts of the applications have taken a more strict policy 

in terms of categories, favoring that the application is easy to use rather than includes a 

completely comprehensive list of categories. 

 

 

Figure 15. Visualization of the negative and positive second layer categories of categorization and its’ third layer 

categories.  
 

4.3.4 Trade-off between more characters for commenting and processing time 

The majority of the instances in the comment second layer category are negative, with only 

one instance being positive (see Figure 16 for an overview of the third layer categories). The 

majority of the negative instances that fall into this category constitute the third layer no 

comment field category. Users frequently express that the lack of a comment field in several 

of the citizen e-reporting applications prohibits them from explaining the problem they are 

reporting fully. "I miss the opportunity to write a comment in text" and similar instances 

indicate that several problems cannot be fully explained only with a picture and categorization 

and that the host should include a text field for additional comments which enable the users to 

explain their case thoroughly. On the other hand, some applications have a comment function 

that the users are pleased about. Out of the 39 instances, one is positive, and it accentuates a 

user’s satisfaction that it is possible to add comment, such as: "What makes it better is the 

variable text". Based on this instance, and the fact that others complain about the lack of 

comments feature in other cases, it seems like the comment field is what makes the citizen e-

reporting initiative stronger to the users, and should, therefore, be considered a valuable feature 
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that the hosts should integrate into the application version that does not currently possess this 

feature. However, although the applications do provide a comment field, it does not necessarily 

ensure the satisfaction of the users as some express dissatisfaction with the character limit, as 

they do not feel that a smaller amount of characters allow them to fully elaborate on the given 

problem. Comments such as "(...) could have had more characters for text"  illustrate this point. 

This dissatisfaction might have a logical explanation from the perspective of the citizen e-

reporting application hosts, as longer citizen inquiries may require longer processing time.  

 

 
Figure 16. Visualization of the negative and positive second layer categories of comments and its’ third layer 

categories.  
 

4.3.5 General attitudes are positive towards the idea but not the execution 

As for the general attitude category, the researchers saw no need to break down this second 

layer category further into third layer categories as all instances are opinions about the idea and 

concept of the initiatives without any specificities. The negative instances are characterized by 

comments like “Shitty app…”. On the other side, there are many more users that express 

positive attitudes towards the initiative and how it is good, or even super. Though, reviewing 

the positive general attitude instances in relation to the total number of positive instances 

identified, it becomes clear that these make up a large chunk of all of the positive instances. 

Out of the 152 total positive instances, 64 regard the general attitude. This could indicate that 

users think the initiatives are good ideas but that the realization of the ideas does not live up to 

their expectations, hence the somewhat lack of positive opinions in the other areas. Often the 

not specified positive instances are also followed by negative opinions. Such as: “The idea is 

good, not the execution”, “Good idea - poor execution. The idea of providing input to the 

municipality is good (...), but this application implements it poorly” or a compliment of the 

idea, followed by an example of how the application could be better. So, although this category 

represents a large chunk of the positive instances, it does not provide much insight into how 

the users perceive the applications in particular. It does, however, paint a picture that the 

attitude towards the initiative is positive, but that the idea fails to deliver as expected.  
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4.3.6 General functionality is perceived both positively and negatively 

In contrast to many of the other second layer categories, general functionality (see Figure 17 

for an overview of the third layer categories) contains a relatively high number of both negative 

and positive instances. If focusing on the negative instances, what seems to annoy the users the 

most is that the applications often does not work/crashes, which is the third layer category with 

the most instances. "Doesn't work!!!!! A lot of errors. Completely useless" is an example from 

the user feedback comments analysis, which represents the instances within this third layer 

category well. This is a type of feedback that the citizen e-reporting application hosts should 

take seriously, as it concerns the overall perceived quality of the initiatives, and it is a crucial 

point to whether the users actually will participate via the application or not. More to the 

functionality of the applications, several users express their viewpoint of poor usability. 

Instances such as "The buttons require much pressure" and "It is not possible to edit an inquiry" 

clearly reveal that users believe the execution of the application is poor and that it is often both 

difficult and troublesome to use. Multiple users simply express their frustration by posting 

comments saying simply "Useless", which is not possible to connect to specific features, but it 

is related to the overall functionality and satisfaction of the application. 

  

Even though a fair amount of negative instances are identified, a substantial amount of the 

instances within this category are also positive. People praise the good usability with instances 

saying "Easy to use", which should not be underestimated. Users also applaud that the 

application often works  by saying "it works really well", which indicates satisfaction with the 

performance of the application.  

 

Reviewing both the negative and positive instances within the general functionality category, 

they are contradicting. An explanation to these contradicting views may be the difference in 

the date when the user feedback comments were posted, as it seems like the citizen e-reporting 

applications have developed over time. Additionally, it could be individual experiences and 

impressions of the applications, as well as differences between the various citizen e-reporting 

applications included and analyzed in this study. However, it is believed that the hosts should 

always strive towards improving the functionality and usability to ensure that users are satisfied 

and continue to contribute with valuable information via the applications. 
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Figure 17. Visualization of the negative and positive second layer categories of general functionality and its’ 

third layer categories.  

 

4.3.7 Dissatisfaction with the map requirements 

Regarding the map function, the majority of the 37 instances are negative, and only two 

instances express positive opinions related to it (see Figure 18 for an overview of the third 

layer categories). These positive instances are about the user-friendliness, and how it is “Easy 

to (...) enter location”. However, these positive instances about the usability are overshadowed 

by the many negative ones. Focusing on the negative opinions about the map, four main themes 

arise. To clarify, the researchers have distinguished between the poor functionality and poor 

usability by including instances that refer to that the map is not working, for example, “Map 

function does not display GPS position correctly”, in the poor functionality category, while the 

poor usability category captures instances that discuss how it is difficult and user-unfriendly to 

use (but the map is working), such as instances as “the map is all over the place and bounces 

around so it is difficult to place the cursor”. Furthermore, as for third layer categories about 

requirements, the location requirement refers to the requirement of having to provide a 

position of the citizen inquiry at all, for example, “Should NOT require Location Services to 

work!”, while the exact position requirement refers to when users are complaining that they 

have to be at the exact location of the citizen inquiry to send it in, for example, “Lacks the 

possibility to provide an inquiry if you are somewhere other than the location of the inquiry”. 

The majority of the negative instances regarding the map relates to the poor usability and 

functionality, which implies that perhaps the providers of the applications should consider 

investigating how they can improve the user experience. Furthermore, the categories related to 

the requirement entail that the hosts of the applications should consider whether they should 

do something about the feedback provided about the requirement of providing a location. There 

might be valid reasons for including the location requirement, for example, for the hosts’ 

workers to not have to figure out exactly where the reported problem is located. However, the 

exact position requirement could potentially be removed as a requirement without having 

consequences of making the citizen inquiries more difficult to process for the citizen e-
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reporting application hosts. Furthermore, it is interesting to combine the negative views about 

the functionality and usability with the views about requirements, as it is believed to be extra 

important that the map works when the users are required to use it.   

 

 

Figure 18. Visualization of the negative and positive second layer categories of map and its’ third layer 

categories.  
 

4.3.8 For the remaining categories more detailed themes are not found 

The five remaining second layer categories contain 50 instances, out of which 49 are negative. 

The coverage category is represented by the most instances, which indicate that users think 

there is a lack of geographical areas covered, namely that several municipalities are not using 

a citizen e-reporting application. This makes it impossible to report problems in the 

municipalities that are not using such citizen e-reporting systems. The users, therefore, suggest 

an integration of areas, so that it is possible to report problems in more areas. A point of 

dissatisfaction also seems to be that the application does not work properly on all devices. As 

the initiatives are not made for all phones and tablets, it hinders some people from using the 

application as it either crashes on certain devices or the interface is not customized for the 

device and make it impossible or difficult to use. In terms of practical features, users’ profile 

and the terms of use are areas that cause the users a lot of trouble and annoyance. In these 

categories, problems with passwords and usernames are recurring, and that the users cannot 

get a hold of the responsible people in the host organization for assistance. As the point of such 

citizen e-reporting initiatives is to connect and cooperate with the citizens, the hosts should put 

some effort into such practical areas of problems. These categories provide some insight into 

other areas that the citizen e-reporting hosts, and providers, should consider when designing 

the application. This to satisfy the users and in that avoid that citizens choose not to contribute 

with valuable information because the perceived inconvenience overshadows the believed 

value of contributing. Lastly, the miscellaneous category is a collection of comments that only 

occur seldom and therefore does not qualify to get their own theme.  
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4.4 Sub-conclusion: Analysis Stage 1 

By conducting a thematic analysis of user feedback comments about Scandinavian citizen e-

reporting applications provided on digital distribution platforms, Analysis Stage 1 reveals 

various interesting insights into how users interpret the given citizen e-reporting applications 

and provide the foundation for narrowing down the scope of the rest of this report. Throughout 

the analysis the second layer categories have been analyzed one by one. In Figure 20, an 

overview of all first-, second-, and third layer categories is provided. 

 

4.4.1 Further focus on analyzing the action category 

The main finding from Analysis Stage 1 is that the action category, which captures the action 

after the citizens provide the inquiry, stands out as a valuable aspect to study further (see Figure 

19). This category has high numbers of both negative and positive instances. This shows that 

the users take the time to provide feedback about the action no matter whether it is positive or 

negative, which is otherwise rarely the case. This could indicate that citizens believe this 

aspect, the action after the citizen inquiry is provided, is of high importance and value. 

Additionally, it is believed that if the users have a negative perception about the action after 

they have taken the time to provide a citizen inquiry, they might stop to contribute information. 

This could ultimately lead to that the value of the citizen e-reporting initiative is lost.  

 

 

Figure 19. Illustration of narrowing down the focus of the report. 
 

4.4.2 The citizen e-reporting hosts face challenges 

Besides defining the scope for the rest of the report, Analysis Stage 1 also provides insight into 

the challenges and dilemmas that the citizen e-reporting hosts face in configuring and 

managing the initiatives. One insight is that the users, in general, are quite dissatisfied with the 

camera. For example, they express dissatisfaction with the poor functionality as well as the 

requirement of having to add a picture when providing a citizen inquiry. Furthermore, the 

applications’ front end categorization seems to confuse and annoy some users. It is found that 
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users express contradicting views of having difficulties in navigating the list of categories while 

others complain about the lack of categories. Further, the comment field feature attracts 

attention among users, as it shows that people find the element valuable, but they are not 

satisfied with the number of characters they are allowed to use to explain their cases to the host 

organizations. This dissatisfaction might have a logical explanation from the perspective of the 

citizen e-reporting initiative hosts, as longer inquiries may require longer processing time. With 

all that in mind, the users' general attitudes towards the citizen e-reporting initiatives are shown 

to be positive, as many express opinions that they think the idea is great. It is the execution part 

of the idea that disappoints most of the users, as the initiative does unfortunately not live up to 

their expectations. One aspect of the citizen e-reporting applications that have mixed 

perceptions among the users is the general functionality of the initiatives. Some instances 

appear with a lot of frustration about both technical issues, which makes the application crash, 

as well as poor usability. With that said, others have expressed positive opinions about the 

initiatives’ functionality by applauding how easy it is to use. More to it, regarding the map, 

several users are displeased with the map functionality and usability as well as the requirements 

of having to be at the exact position of the citizen inquiry, as well as having to add a location 

at all. The three former opinions are possible to “solve”, however as the removal of the 

requirement of having to add a location to the citizen inquiry may lead to that the hosts’ 

processing time will be prolonged, there is not much to do about these views. 
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Figure 20. Visualization of the coding of the instances, including the first layer-, second layer- and third layer 

categories. 
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5.   Analysis Stage 2 

 

The aim of this chapter, Analysis Stage 2, is to uncover how citizen inquiries are managed in 

a context of citizen e-reporting. The scope of this part of the analysis is defined by the found 

interest from Chapter 2. Literature Review and Chapter 4. Analysis Stage 1. Based on the 

literature review, the scope is defined as citizen e-reporting, and in Analysis Stage 1, this is 

complemented by the focus on the so-called category of action, which captures the hosts’ 

action after citizen inquiries have been submitted via citizen e-reporting applications. As 

illustrated in Figure 21, this establishes the scope and lays the foundation for the research 

question of how are citizen inquiries are managed in a context of citizen e-reporting, which is 

answered in this chapter.  

 

 

Figure 21. Visualization of how the research interest is found and the research question formulated.   
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This analysis, Analysis Stage 2, is based on in-depth interviews with eight citizen e-reporting 

application hosts and one citizen e-reporting application provider (see section 1.2.2 

Clarification of terminology and section 3.4.3.3 Description of cases for clarification about the 

difference between host and provider). The data collection and data analysis techniques are in 

detail described in section 3.4.3 Sampling and data collection for Analysis Stage 2 and section 

3.4.4 Data analysis of Analysis Stage 2. This chapter firstly describes the themes that the 

analysis is based on and the logic behind the identification of the themes. Secondly, the four 

identified first layer categories are analyzed in one separate section each. Included in these 

sections are analyses of the second layer categories within the first layer categories. The chapter 

ends with a sub-conclusion.  

 

5.1 Introducing the themes 

Similar to Analysis Stage 1, this part of the analysis is also based on identifying recurring 

themes in the collected data. The researchers identified four core themes, first layer categories, 

that are further broken down into eleven second layer categories. The four first layer categories 

are: managing incoming citizen inquiries, transforming citizen inquiries into tasks, managing 

tasks, and communicating with citizens. The first layer categories, as well as second layer 

categories, are summarized and explained in Table 7. The themes that constitute the categories 

are identified based on how the interviewees describe how they manage citizen inquiries. 

Throughout the analysis, examples that best represent the categories are included. The 

transcribed and coded interviews are included in Appendix 5 (Appendix 5.1 to Appendix 5.10). 

All quotes that have been translated are included in the appendices, and all data presented that 

does not have an explicit reference can be found in the appendix of that particular host or in 

Appendix 6, which includes screenshots and basic information about the citizen e-reporting 

applications in scope. 
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Category Description 

Managing incoming 

citizen inquiries 
Managing incoming citizen inquiries submitted by the citizens 

Delegating incoming 

citizen inquiries 
Delegation of the incoming citizen inquiries to the appropriate citizen 

inquiry manager 

Understanding incoming 

citizen inquiries 
In managing the citizen inquiries, the citizen inquiry managers try to 

understand the incoming citizen inquiry based on the information 

provided by the citizens.  

Decision: Accept or 

decline? 
Decision about whether citizen inquiries should be accepted or 

declined.  

Transforming citizen 

inquiries into tasks 
After a citizen inquiry has been approved it is transformed into a task. 

Associated with this transformation are a set of decisions that have to 

be made to define the task.  

Decision: Who? In defining the task it is determined who should execute the task. 

Decision: When?  In defining the task it is determined when the task should be executed. 

Decision: How? In defining the task it is determined how the task should be executed. 

Managing tasks The managing of defined tasks.  

Reception of tasks The reception of tasks captures how the execution team or the leader 

of the execution team receive the task from the citizen inquiry 

manager. 

Execution of tasks The execution of tasks covers how the executors solve the tasks as 

well as deal with uncertainties of doing so.   

Reporting the execution 

of tasks 
The reporting execution of tasks captures the reporting after a task has 

been completed. 

Communicating with 

citizens 
Communication between the hosts and the users about the citizen 

inquiries that they or others have provided. 

Citizen’s individual 

inquiries 
Communication regarding citizen’s individual citizen inquiries 

captures the continuous communication that occurs between the hosts 

and the users. 

Other citizens’ inquiries Communication regarding other citizen’s citizen inquiries captures the 

widespread communication in relation to citizen inquiries provided by 

other citizens. 

Table 7. Overview of first layer and second layer categories. The first layer categories are presented with a blue 

background color and the second layer categories with a white background color. 
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5.2 Introducing the conceptual model 

Based on the identification of the first layer categories, as well as the second layer categories, 

a conceptual model that captures how citizen inquiries are managed in a context of citizen e-

reporting is formulated (see Figure 22). The so-called conceptual model of managing citizen 

inquiries in a context of citizen e-reporting is from now on referred to as its’ full name or 

simply as the conceptual model. The first layer categories identify the main components of the 

conceptual model and represent the main activities of managing citizen inquiries. The second 

layer categories are termed units and represent the more detailed activities of managing citizen 

inquiries that the main components consist of. Throughout this analysis, the conceptual model 

is presented by deep-diving into the four main components, one by one. Within each separate 

analysis for the main components, the units are presented and analyzed in detail. How the units 

are presented within the main components does not necessarily reflect the order in which the 

activities occur in. The figures included throughout the chapter illustrates how the conceptual 

model is built brick by brick.  

 

 

Figure 22. Conceptual model of managing citizen inquiries in a citizen e-reporting context. 
 

5.3 Analyzing the main components of the conceptual model 

Before deep-diving into the separate main component, it is essential to accentuate that one of 

the key points is related to the discovery of the four main categories and how they are 
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interconnected. Each main component represents a key activity in managing the inquiries 

provided by the citizens. The three main components of managing incoming citizen inquiries, 

transforming citizen inquiries into tasks, and managing tasks follow the chronological order at 

which the managing of the inquiries occurs (see the top section of Figure 23). However, the 

main component of communicating with citizens spans the full period from start to finish (see 

the bottom section of Figure 23). This main component also captures communication that 

extends beyond the lifetime of citizen’s individual inquiries, as the category also includes 

communication of statuses of other citizens’ inquiries that is conducted before and after a user 

has submitted their own citizen inquiry (this is further elaborated upon in section 5.7.2 Other 

citizens’ inquiries).  

 

The hosts distinguish between citizen inquiries and tasks 

It is also essential to highlight the distinction between citizen inquiries and tasks. In analyzing 

the interviews the researchers find that all the hosts distinguish between how the input is termed 

and managed throughout the process, and one host (Roskilde Kommune) explained it by 

saying: “(…) The citizens are reporting the inquiries. And then the things we want to have done 

in the real world we make a task” (Interview 2, 10.03.20, Appendix 5.2). More specific 

definitions, that is used across the host organizations and in this analysis, is that citizen 

inquiries refer to the request provided by the citizens, and tasks refer to when citizen inquiries 

have been accepted and defined for further processing (see section 1.2.2 Clarification of 

terminology).  

 

 

Figure 23. Illustration of  main components of the conceptual model of managing citizen inquiries in a citizen e-

reporting context. 
 

5.4 Managing incoming citizen inquiries 

The identified theme of managing incoming citizen inquiries is, in short, the management of 

the unprocessed citizen inquiry submitted by the users of the citizen e-reporting applications. 
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The management of citizen inquiries consists of the units of delegating incoming citizen 

inquiries, understanding incoming citizen inquiries, and decision of accepting or declining 

citizen inquiries (see Figure 24).  

 

 

Figure 24. Illustration of the units of the managing citizen inquiries main component.  
 

5.4.1 Delegating incoming citizen inquiries 

Focusing on the unit of delegating incoming citizen inquiries, it captures how separate citizen 

inquiries are delegated to the appropriate citizen inquiry manager, that is the person who is in 

charge of managing the citizen inquiry. The delegation is found to be based on two main 

variables, namely the geographical location and categorization of the citizen inquiries.  

 

The geographical location of a citizen inquiry is used to define if it is in scope or not 

The first step in managing a citizen inquiry is to validate its geographic location. The location 

is firstly used to assure that the submitted citizen inquiries are the host organizations’ 

responsibility. All applications investigated have set it as a requirement that the citizens are 

obligated to provide their geographical location to be able to submit a citizen inquiry. There is 

one exception in one of the applications (Stockholm Stad), in which the citizens are able to 

provide input without providing an exact location. However, this only applies to input that is 

not defined as an inquiry as this host (Stockholm Stad) also gives the citizen the opportunity to 

ask questions, complain, give praise, provide ideas, and lastly, submit citizen inquiries, “And 

the only time that is mandatory to provide an address is when you select ‘inquiry’. Otherwise 

it is not mandatory (...)” (Interview 9, 27.03.20, Appendix 5.9). Such input that does not require 

an address is not classified as citizen inquiries as it regards more general questions or praise to 

the city. As all other hosts exclusively focus on citizen inquiries, this report does not focus 
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further on the managing of this kind of input. Continuing, for citizen inquiries for all hosts, the 

required geographical location is used to determine whether the citizen inquiry should be 

initially accepted and delegated to a citizen inquiry manager, or declined. One host (Roskilde 

Kommune) illustrates this logic during the interview by moving the pin on the map in the 

application that represents the location of the citizen inquiry, to different areas on the 

map  (Interview 2, 10.03.20, Appendix 5.2). The interviewees show how the citizen inquiry 

turns red when it is located in areas that are not the responsibility of the host, and green when 

it is located in areas that are the responsibility of the host. The aspect of location has more 

purposes than validating that the citizen inquiry is in an area that is the hosts´ responsibility, 

which is elaborated upon in section 5.5.1 Decision - Who should execute the task?, as it is also 

connected to task delegation. 

 

The categorization is used for delegating incoming citizen inquiries 

Furthermore, the categorization of citizen inquiries is also used as a foundation for delegating 

the incoming citizen inquiry to the appropriate citizen inquiry manager. To submit a citizen 

inquiry, the users have to categorize it. Depending on the application, the citizen has to 

categorize the citizen inquiry in one to three different layers (see Appendix 6 for an overview 

of the number of layer categories per application). Besides the varying number of category 

layers, the name of the category layers and the categories differs amongst the applications. 

Additionally, how the categorization is used by the host to delegate the task to the appropriate 

citizen inquiry manager varies as well. One host (Stockholm Stad) has two layers of 

categorization (see Appendix 6). However, the first layer is to define whether the user wants to 

submit a citizen inquiry or any of the other options  (as described above in the paragraph The 

geographical location of a citizen inquiry is used to define if it is in scope or not). The second 

layer category consists of 116 options that the user can choose from. All categories are 

associated with one of the approximately 15 groups of citizen inquiry managers that are 

structured to reflect the units of the organization. The interviewees describe it as “all subjects 

in the application steer to which group of agents (...) who should get the case” and exemplifies 

by noting that “(...) there is one other [group of agents] that work with road maintenance, and 

then they only get cases about road maintenance” (Interview 9, 27.03.20, Appendix 5.9). So 

for this case, the categorization chosen by the user is directly translated into delegating the 

incoming citizen inquiry to the appropropriate group of citizen inquiry managers. 
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One of the hosts (Roskilde Kommune), which has three layers of categorization, explains that 

the first layer of categorization “is actually only for the citizens to get help in starting” 

(Interview 2, 10.03.20, Appendix 5.2). For this host, the second layer is also mainly used to 

guide the user, and it is first at the third layer that the actual delegation is performed (Interview 

2, 10.03.20, Appendix 5.2). The other host (Skanderborg Kommune) describes that for these 

third layer categories, they can go on to say who the task should be delegated to (Interview 8, 

25.03.20, Appendix 5.8). Furthermore, another host (Nordsjællands Park & Vej) describes that 

the delegation is based on the second (and last) category that the users choose, and based on 

this category the citizen inquiry is automatically delegated to the appropriate citizen inquiry 

manager.  

 

All hosts automatically delegate citizen inquiries based on a certain categorization layer 

Although the number of layers may differ between the hosts, what is common for all of them 

is that one of the front-end category layers used by the citizens determines the delegation of 

the incoming citizen inquiry. Furthermore, the hosts accentuate that it is important that the 

delegation of citizen inquiries is done automatically based on the categories, to avoid having 

to spend time and resources on delegating incoming citizen inquiries to the appropriate citizen 

inquiry manager. One host (Stockholm Stad) describes it as “That was also one of those things 

that we wanted per automaticity, so that it does not have to sit one or more people just 

delegating cases” (Interview 9, 27.03.20, Appendix 5.9).   

 

5.4.2 Understanding incoming citizen inquiries 

Moving on to the next unit, in managing the citizen inquiries, the information provided by the 

citizens is used to gain an understanding of incoming citizen inquiries, to figure out what the 

citizen is requesting and whether and how the host should respond. There are multiple ways 

that the citizen provides information about the citizen inquiry, including the pictures, comment, 

categorization, geographical location, and contact information. 

 

Pictures are used to get a better understanding of the incoming citizen inquiry 

Citizens often include pictures in their inquiries, depending on if it is a requirement from the 

host or not. All hosts except two (Stockholm Stad and Alingsås Kommune) require the citizens 

to provide a picture attached to the citizen inquiry (see Appendix 6). The pictures that are 

included are used to get a better understanding of the incoming citizen inquiry, and based on 
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that, make the decision of whether to accept or decline the inquiry. One interviewee 

(Nordsjællands Park & Vej) explains why they have this as a mandatory inclusion to citizen 

inquiries, even though this also means that they receive irrelevant photos, of a table or other 

random objects, from time to time by saying: “Yes, we get random pictures but that's ok. (...) 

the pictures say a lot, so even though it is random pictures it is very useful with the picture” 

(Interview 10, 31.03.20, Appendix 5.10).  

 

Comments allow for the users to describe the citizen inquiry in their own words 

More to it, it is in some applications optional, while others required for the users to add a 

comment in order to submit a citizen inquiry. Based on the interviews conducted it however 

seems that users usually include a comment regardless of whether it is required or not, as it is 

an opportunity for them to elaborate on the problem if a picture is not sufficient. This is seen 

as a positive for the hosts and the citizen inquiry manager, as it is valuable for them to 

understand the incoming citizen inquiry better, since the user describes their citizen inquiry 

with their own words, in particular when a picture is not included or irrelevant. 

 

The categorization is in particular essential when a comment or picture is not provided 

Besides the picture and the comment attached to the citizen inquiry, the categorization of the 

citizen inquiry also provides the citizen inquiry manager with valuable information. Most 

importantly, the categorization informs the delegation of the incoming citizen inquiry, as 

described in section 5.4.1 Delegating incoming citizen inquiries. However, focusing on the 

understanding of incoming citizen inquiries, the categorization may also give the citizen 

inquiry manager an initial idea of what the citizen inquiry is about. The categorization is 

especially essential for the applications that have not set the picture or comment feature as a 

requirement, as this citizen inquiry may then be more difficult to understand fully. Some hosts 

note that users often upload irrelevant pictures to fulfill the picture requirement (see paragraph 

Pictures are used to get a better understanding of the incoming citizen inquiry). In these cases, 

and if the user has not included a comment, the categorization may be the only source of 

information about what the citizen is requesting, and hence of high importance for the citizen 

inquiry to be further managed.  

 

Geographical location is used for deciding who the task should be performed by 

Furthermore, as for the geographical location that is submitted by citizens, it informs the 

managing of citizen inquiries in multiple ways. It is used to validate if the citizen inquiry is the 
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host’s responsibility or not (see 5.4.1 Delegating incoming citizen inquiries) and most essential 

support the executors in finding the location at which the task should be performed (see 5.6.1 

Reception of tasks). Related more specifically to the unit of understanding incoming citizen 

inquiries, it is also found that the location is used by the citizen inquiry manager to make an 

informed decision about who the tasks should be forwarded to (see 5.5.1 Decision - Who should 

execute the task?). 

 

The contact information may be used to ask for clarification about citizen inquiries 

Furthermore, concerning how the contact information supports the understanding of 

incoming citizen inquiries, some of the hosts note that they sometimes contact the citizens 

personally. If the host is in need of additional information to understand the citizen inquiry 

properly, they may have to contact the citizen directly via email or phone. One host 

(Skanderborg Kommune) says that if the citizen asks a question, or it is unclear of where or 

what the citizen inquiry is about, the citizen inquiry manager can give the user a call to thank 

for the inquiry and ask for more information: “And you can call to the citizen, because they 

provide their phone number for example, so I think we do that from time to time as well [if the 

exact location is not clear]” (Interview 8, 25.03.20, Appendix 5.8). This point of contact is 

though rare, and the hosts only seem to do it when they are unable to deal with the citizen 

inquiry otherwise, and it is in particular important when the other sources of information are 

insufficient. Moreover, as it is not mandatory to provide the contact information, the hosts 

sometimes face the challenge of not understanding an incoming citizen inquiry but are unable 

to seek further clarification then this opportunity of contact is lost. 

 

5.4.3 Decision - Accept or decline? 

The unit regarding the decision about whether a citizen inquiry should be accepted or declined 

refers to whether it should be further managed or archived immediately. One commonality for 

all the hosts studied is that this decision, whether to accept or decline a citizen inquiry, is based 

on a set of criteria. Some criteria are shared by multiple hosts, while other criteria are unique 

for a single host. 

 

Citizen inquiries must be within the host’s area of responsibility 

To begin with, one criterion that all hosts have adopted is the criterion regarding that a citizen 

inquiry must be within the geographical area that the host is responsible for, as mentioned in 
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section 5.4.1 Delegating incoming citizen inquiries. For example, one host (Roskilde 

Kommune) exemplifies by noting that some roads are owned and maintained by the state, “(...) 

we have some roads that it is the state who has the maintenance of. (...) So I send the [citizen 

inquiry] to the government and they do something about it” (Interview 2, 10.03.20, Appendix 

5.2), and describe that therefore the citizen inquiry needs to be declined on their end, and 

forwarded to the state for further processing. Further, the area of responsibility does not only 

refer to a geographical location but also what kind of task the citizen inquiry requires. One host 

(Kolding Kommune) uses the example of stolen bikes and burned down cars as citizen inquiries 

that are sometimes reported about via the application, but that is not their area of responsibility 

but should be handled by the police, “Bikes yes exactly, and such, which has to go through the 

police because they have to register if it is a stolen bike or stolen car or anything (...)” 

(Interview 7, 23.03.20, Appendix 5.7).  Citizen inquiries that are not within the area of 

responsibility in terms of geographical location and task that it entails are declined and may be 

forwarded to the appropriate organization responsible for dealing with it. See section 5.7.1 

Citizen’s individual citizen inquiries, paragraph Citizens get standard or adjusted messages in 

the application after submitting inquiries for how the hosts deal with communicating this.  

 

Citizen inquiries may not be accepted if they are too small or frequent tasks 

Another shared reason for declining a citizen inquiry is described to be that it is part of the 

hosts’ established frequent tasks, which are citizen inquiries that are taken care of regularly 

with fixed resources allocated to it. One interviewee (Fredericia Kommune) explains these 

kinds of tasks “(...) They have to cut the grass maybe seven or nine times per year. (...) That is 

what we call frequent jobs” (Interview 6, 25.03.20, Appendix 5.6). Therefore citizen inquiries 

related to cutting the grass are not transformed into tasks, as it is already on the agenda of the 

execution team. This criterion of established frequent tasks seems to be shared by all hosts. 

Furthermore, one host (Fredericia Kommune) has adopted a criterion related to the specificities 

of the citizen inquiry and notes that if the citizen inquiry is too small, they decline it. The 

interviewee exemplifies by elaborating on common citizen inquiries regarding glass in the 

bicycle lane: “(...) We get quite a lot of requests about glas, on the bicycle roads. And of course 

it is not good that it is laying there but sometimes if it is just at the edge of the area well, 

sometimes it is so small that we don’t bother (...)” (Interview 6, 25.03.20, Appendix 5.6). From 

a productivity and cost efficiency perspective, this may be viewed as a reasonable approach. 

The other hosts do not explicitly mention this criterion, but it seems reasonable that they have 

adopted a similar approach to declining small tasks.  
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In almost all cases the citizen inquiry managers decide whether to accept or decline 

Moreover, related to the decision about whether to transform a citizen inquiry into a task or 

not, it is relevant to analyze by whom and when this decision is made. One host (Albertslund 

Kommune) describes that all decision making is in the hands of the leader of the execution 

team, by saying: “(...) But it’s the head of the [execution team] on the place who takes that 

decision” referring to decisions about whether to do something about it or not (Interview 4, 

17.03.2020, Appendix 5.4).  However, for the other cases, the responsibility of making the 

decision of whether a citizen inquiry should be transformed into a task or not is assigned to an 

inquiry manager, who is not the same person as the one who is executing the task. For example, 

when one interviewee (Kolding Kommune) was asked by one of the interviewers about 

whether the individual citizen inquiry managers are in charge of the decision about accepting 

or declining citizen inquiries, he bluntly confirmed it with a “Yes” (Interview 7, 23.03.2020, 

Appendix 5.7). Additionally, another host (Skanderborg Kommune) explains that the executor 

only gets informed that the task should be completed, and should not consider whether or not 

it should be done, which underpins that the citizen inquiry manager makes the decision; “(...) 

either it becomes a task or it gets declined (...) so the ones that are out and doing the job will 

only know that this must be done, they will not deal with if it is something that should be done 

or not (...)” (Interview 8, 25.03.20, Appendix 5.8). 

 

5.5 Transforming citizen inquiries into tasks 

As citizen inquiries are accepted, they are transformed into and defined as tasks and moves into 

the next main component of the conceptual model. When transforming citizen inquiries into 

tasks, there are several decisions that the hosts have to make to define the task. By reviewing 

the data from the interviews, the researchers can identify three common kinds of decisions that 

need to be made related to this; by who, when, and how the task should be executed (see Figure 

25). These three decisions constitute the units of the main component and are analyzed below 

in separate sub-sections.  
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Figure 25. Illustration of the units of the transforming citizen inquiries into tasks main component.  
 

5.5.1 Decision - Who should execute the task?  

In the transformation from citizen inquiry to a task, a key consideration is who should execute 

the task. To clarify, this regards who should perform the action of physically solving the task. 

For example, who should remove the garbage or cut down the tree. 

 

Tasks are either delegated directly to the execution team or to the leader of it 

The logic behind who should execute a task is in all cases based on who is qualified to perform 

the task. In analyzing this, the interest mainly lies in understanding who is able to make the 

decisions about who is appropriate to execute the task and delegate it accordingly. Based on 

the interviews, it is found that as the citizen inquiry is transformed into a task, it is either 

assigned to a leader of the execution team and/or directly to the executor(s). One host (Roskilde 

Kommune) that uses the approach of assigning two people who are together in charge of the 

task, one that is responsible for completing the task (the executor) and one who is responsible 

for looking after that the task is actually completed (the leader of the execution team), motivate 

it with the reason that it is “(...) Just some technical administration so we know where the jobs 

are and so on”. One of the interviewees further notes that it is possible to assign the leader of 

the execution team to both responsibilities, if the inquiry manager is unable to make the 

decision on his/her own, the leader then has to delegate the task further  (Interview 2, 10.03.20, 

Appendix 5.2). The approach of assigning the leader to delegate the responsibility seems to be 

a common approach for the other hosts too. One host (Kolding Kommune) describes that “(...) 

in our organization we have one leader, who has to distribute the work to all his own [people], 

so normally this would be one of these guys [execution leaders] who gets the task and then he 

can send it on to one of his worker men [executors]” (Interview 7, 23.03.20, Appendix 5.7).  
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For another host (Nordsjællands Park & Vej), it is also possible to assign the task to the leader 

of the execution team but also to assign the task directly to the executor without the leader 

being involved. The interviewee responds that it is indeed possible to assign a task directly to 

an executor and further elaborates that the citizen inquiry manager collects tasks in a folder 

and then assigns the folder to a specific executor or execution team (Interview 10, 31.03.20, 

Appendix 5.10). In this sense, the citizen inquiry manager also takes on the typical role of the 

leader of the execution team. This requires that the citizen inquiry manager has knowledge 

about who of the executors that are competent to perform the task. The logic behind the 

delegation of tasks seems always to be based on who can perform the task, and the difference 

between the hosts' way of managing the delegation lies in who has this knowledge. 

 

The decision of who may also be based on location 

In addition, the decision may also be based on the geographical location of the task. One host 

(Roskilde Kommune) describes that based on geographical validation, that determined the 

location of the task, and a set of defined rules, the system figures out which execution team or 

executor that the task should be forwarded to; “We do it on the map. It is with geo validation 

and you can set some rules and then the system can find out [who should take care of it] (...)”. 

For example, if garbage in a green area is reported by a citizen, the task should be forwarded 

to the execution team that is responsible for green areas  (Interview 2, 10.03.20, Appendix 

5.2).   

 

5.5.2 Decision - When should the task be executed?  

The unit of the decision of when answers the question about when in time a task should be 

solved. For almost all hosts, this decision lies in the hands of the citizen inquiry manager, who 

also makes the decisions about whether a citizen inquiry should be transformed into a task or 

not.  

 

Some tasks are viewed urgent by all hosts, while others are only prioritized by some hosts 

Focusing on the logic behind the decision about when to perform a task, all hosts, not 

surprisingly, base the timeframe based on the nature of the task and the urgency of getting it 

solved. Reviewing the data from the interviews, it is found that one type of citizen inquiry is 

highly prioritized within all host organizations, at the same time the urgency of some tasks is 
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reviewed differently for the various hosts. To begin with, one commonality between the hosts 

is that the category of street lights has been assigned a higher priority and shorter action time 

than other types of tasks. Some hosts have the explicit goal of fixing street lights within a 

couple of days. The decision of the specific time limit is also based on the number of street 

lights. One host (Skanderborg Kommune) explains this by saying: “(...) depending on what it 

is, different response times are defined (...) there are some descriptions that if there is one lamp 

that is broken then it should be fixed within I think it is seven days, (...) if it is a whole zone that 

is broken then it can be hundreds of lamps at the same time [...] and then they need to go out 

within 24 hours (...) (Interview 8, 25.03.20, Appendix 5.8). The explanation of why street lights 

are highly prioritized by all hosts is most likely due to the safety risks that broken street lights 

entail. However, the view of what constitutes critical tasks is not shared by all hosts. One host 

(Stockholm Stad) also describes that graffiti in some cases also constitutes a task that should 

be solved immediately, and exemplifies it by saying: “(...) it can be graffiti that needs to be 

removed immediately. Often this is graffiti on the Royal Palace and similar buildings, that 

needs to be removed right away (...)” (Interview 9, 27.03.2020, Appendix 5.9). It is also 

relevant to add, in relation to urgent tasks, that the communication via the backend system may 

not always be sufficient. One host (Kolding Kommune) explain that if they want something to 

be completed immediately, they have to call or email the execution team, informing them about 

the task and its urgency; “If you choose critical we have to address the people in the field (...), 

we have to call them or mail them or text them or speak to them if they are next to us so they 

know now there is critical, you have to do this now (...)” (Interview 7, 23.03.20, Appendix 5.7). 

This indicates that the communication via the backend system is not sufficient for this host, 

and they are required to put in extra effort to make sure critical tasks are handled. 

 

Bundling and seasonal factors may affect the decision about when to execute a task 

At the same time, as some graffiti is highly prioritized by some hosts, other sorts of graffiti can 

be used as an example of how hosts bundle tasks. Bundling of tasks refers to how hosts 

sometimes group tasks together and wait to solve the tasks all at the same time by the same 

executor. As noted, one example of this is graffiti, and one host (Stockholm Stad) exemplifies 

by saying: “(...) And then it can be graffiti that are bundled together (...), so they can say like 

this graffiti, we’ll deal with that whole park. On Wednesday we’ll come and remove all graffiti 

which is in that park (...)” (Interview 9, 27.03.2020, Appendix 5.9). More to it, another reason 

for waiting to solve a task is seasonal factors. One host (Nordsjællands Park & Vej) exemplifies 

by describing that the execution team may be forced to wait, “(...) These [inquiries] haven't 
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been made because there are bats in the forest so we have to do it at specific times in the fall 

(Interview 10, 31.03.20, Appendix 5.10). These decisions, to bundle tasks or to wait with 

solving it, illustrates why the response time may vary quite greatly between tasks.  

 

Deadlines are set for all tasks based on the judgment of the citizen inquiry manager 

Furthermore, regarding most common tasks that are neither bundled, seasonal, or highly 

prioritized, the citizen inquiry manager is still able to set a deadline for the task. One host 

(Fredericia Kommune) describes that the citizen inquiry manager “(...) have to say I want this 

job done within a week or three weeks or whatever. It depends on which kind of job” (Interview 

6, 25.03.20, Appendix 5.6). The decision about when a task should be completed that the citizen 

inquiry manager makes seems to be based on the understanding of the task and the judgment 

of the citizen inquiry manager. Interesting to add in relation to this is that no host seems, based 

on the interviews, to have definite predetermined deadlines for specific tasks, besides the 

critical ones, which may be based on the logic that the leader of and the execution team should 

have some freedom to plan their work as well as the belief that the execution teams are striving 

towards solving tasks as soon as possible.  

 

5.5.3 Decision - How should the task be executed?   

Furthermore, another decision unit that is relevant to consider is how the task should be 

executed. To avoid going into details about specific tasks, the important question to ask here 

is who is responsible for deciding how a task should be executed.  

 

Some hosts let the execution team decide on how to execute tasks 

One host (Albertslund Kommune) describes that the executor makes the decision of how to 

exactly solve a task at the location of the citizen inquiry. The interviewee explains this with an 

example where the executor had to return for a more suitable truck for the given citizen inquiry, 

as the problem was bigger than expected: “(...) it can be if you have had your house renovated, 

and the rest of the house you throw it on the parking lot. Very normal. And we have to get a 

lorry, a big lorry out to fetch all this garbage” (Interview 4, 17.03.2020, Appendix 5.4). These 

kinds of decisions are, for this particular host, made at the location of the citizen inquiry. 

Another host (Kolding Kommune) that shares a similar approach motivates this way of doing 

things, keeping the decision making of how in the hands of the executors, by saying that “(...) 

because they have the most updated knowledge” (Interview 7, 23.03.20, Appendix 5.7).   
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Some hosts define how a task should be dealt with prior to forwarding it 

Other hosts try to decide on how a task should be dealt with prior to sending the task to the 

execution team. One host (Fredericia Kommune) describes that the people receiving the citizen 

inquiries have to write what the executors should do specifically; “(...) you have to tell them 

[the execution team] what to do. I cannot just pass it on and say look at this. Then they say 

okay and what should I do?” (Interview 6, 25.03.20, Appendix 5.6). Another host (Roskilde 

Kommune) shares a similar way of dealing with this and describes that prior to forwarding the 

task they have to determine what the executors should do and how to do it. The interviewees 

exemplify by saying that if there is a citizen inquiry about garbage, the citizen inquiry manager 

may adapt the categorization based on what best reflects the task and write an additional 

comment to inform the executors whether it is for example broken glass or a sofa that they are 

supposed to remove, and how they should approach the task based on the information the 

citizen has provided (Interview 2, 10.03.20, Appendix 5.2). To ensure that the citizen inquiry 

manager understands the task correctly and appropriately describes how it should be dealt with, 

they sometimes visit the location of the citizen inquiry.  

 

5.6 Managing tasks 

The identified main component of managing tasks concerns the handling of tasks that are 

already defined by looking into the reception, execution, and reporting of tasks (see Figure 

26).  

 

 

Figure 26. Illustration of the units of the managing tasks main component.  
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5.6.1 Reception of tasks 

Once tasks have been defined, they are forwarded to the appropriate executor, who receives 

the task in one way or another. In most of the cases investigated, there is an execution leader 

who alerts the workers with their new task. As most of the host organizations are able to provide 

the workers with tablets or smartphones for task management, the executors receive new tasks 

via an application providing notification on the device. One host (Fredericia Kommune) 

described that “They [the executors] have iPads. So they can directly see when [a job is made]” 

(Interview 6, 25.03.20, Appendix 5.6). This is, according to the interviewees, an efficient way 

for the executors to receive the task as they are able to be notified of new tasks on an ongoing 

basis when they are out in the field. The executors that carry tablets or smartphones with them 

are also able to see the location, picture(s) and comment attached by the citizens and by the 

citizen inquiry manager, as well as when the task should be executed. The location feature is 

believed to be of high importance here, as the executors would otherwise have difficulties in 

finding and solving the location of where to execute the task.  

 

It is found that it is difficult to manage tasks without a tablet or smartphone 

However, one of the eight host organizations investigated (Albertslund Kommune) does not 

have such portable technology, and the interviewee expresses frustration as she explains how 

this is troublesome for them: “(...) so they [the executors] are getting their notifications about 

what is wrong when they come into the office, and then they go out and do it (...), and (...) they 

come back and say ‘we have finished’ (Interview 4, 17.03.20, Appendix 5.4). This means that 

the executor physically has to return to the office in order to receive their next task. This results 

in a more time-consuming procedure of the reception of tasks than for the other hosts 

investigated, which accentuates the value added by having ICTs that support the managing of 

citizen inquiries.  

 

5.6.2 Execution of tasks 

The unit of execution of tasks deals with the practical execution of the tasks and is related to 

the unit regarding decision of how a task should be executed in the main components of 

transforming citizen inquiries into tasks (see section 5.5.3 Decision - How should the task be 

executed?). As elaborated upon below, it is the uncertainties that occasionally arise related to 

the execution that the interviewees repeatedly accentuated related to this theme.  
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The actual execution obviously varies as the tasks vary, as cutting down a tree and picking up 

garbage require different types of work. The researchers have not studied any variations to how 

the executors complete their tasks, as it is out of the scope of this report, but what is researched 

is how the executors deal with uncertainties in executing tasks. The information provided to 

the executor, by the inquiry managers, may increase their understanding of the reported 

problem and reduce uncertainties. However, there seem to be occasions where the executors 

are still not able to understand the reported problem. One example of this is if the workers get 

to a location, and they realize that the task is more complicated than expected and that they do 

not have sufficient equipment to solve the task. In most cases, the executor then has to return 

to the citizen inquiry manager to ask for clarification. However, one interviewee (Fredericia 

Kommune) accentuate the challenges that can arise, as the executors sometimes forget to return 

for clarification: “(...) if I have asked them to put in a pipe from there to there and they don't 

quite understand it, then they will have to report to me and say ‘well it’s not possible to make 

it here, we have to make it there for instance instead’. And that’s also a challenge. Because 

sometimes they forget to ask us, and they do something that they think they have to do” 

(Interview 6, 25.03.20, Appendix 5.6). In such cases, the executors then proceed to execude the 

task with a possibly incorrect method, which may cause negative effects in terms of time and 

resources for the given host.  

 

5.6.3 Reporting of execution of tasks 

When the execution of a task is completed, the executors in most of the studied hosts have one 

thing left to do, namely reporting of execution of tasks. The requirements for reporting defined 

by the hosts vary some, and so does the degree to which the executors follow the set 

procedures.  

 

Some hosts’ reporting procedures is not well anchored in the organization 

At one host (Fredericia Kommune) the procedure of reporting finished executions is not 

established as an obligated task, and the citizen inquiry manager therefore simply has to trust 

that the workers do their job properly: “So when I make a job, for instance to pick up some 

garbage, I have to lean on that they do it (...)” (Interview 6, 25.03.20, Appendix 5.6). 

Additionally, another host (Albertslund Kommune) explains that their lack of reporting 

sometimes leads to the execution team seeing hundreds of tasks that they need to complete, but 

many of these are actually already solved. Occasionally they have to archive tasks that they 
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believe have been executed, although they do not know for sure: “(...) So it is that sometimes 

we have several hundreds of marks about what to do, and actually seventy five percent has 

been done but nobody has said ‘we have done it’. So sometimes we are cleaning up the mess, 

and we say well it is more than three months old, we just let it, this, disappear into the archives, 

it must have been done, we don’t know (...)” (Interview 4, 17.03.20, Appendix 5.4). This 

accentuates the problem that arises as a cause of not having the technologies needed to keep 

the procedure in check, and that tasks are pending in the systems for a long time without being 

executed, as also touched upon in section 5.6.1 Reception of tasks paragraph It is difficult to 

manage tasks without a tablet or smartphone. 

 

Other hosts have well-established procedures for reporting executed tasks 

However, for other hosts, most of the executors out in the field have efficiently incorporated 

this last step in the execution process, even with a picture attached of the executed task. The 

fact that most of the workers upload a photo when they have done the task is shown to be a 

valuable measure: “(...) it saves us a lot of time and a lot of phone calls (...), because you can 

see in the picture exactly what they did, and if it is what they were told to do” (Interview 7, 

23.03.20, Appendix 5.7). The reporting is valuable to all hosts, but the reporting requirements 

defined by the hosts vary. Some applications require the executors to include a picture of the 

finished work, and some do not. Other hosts (Stockholm Stad) require both a picture before 

and after the execution: “Yes. They have to do it [send an after-picture of the execution]. Both 

a before-picture and an after-picture have to be sent to us” (Interview 9, 27.03.20, Appendix 

5.9). Although different reporting procedures, the reporting is a way to both assure the quality 

of the work that is done, as well as to keep all relevant employees and citizens updated about 

the progress of the task. 

 

5.7 Communicating with citizens 

Lastly, the communicating with citizens main component captures how the citizen e-reporting 

initiatives hosts communicate with the citizens about the citizen inquiries submitted via the 

application. This section covers communication with the citizens regarding their own inquiries, 

as well as communication with citizens regarding citizen inquiries that other citizens have 

submitted (see Figure 27). 
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Figure 27. Illustration of the units of the communicating with citizens main component.  
 

5.7.1 Citizen´s individual citizen inquiries  

For the unit of citizen´s individual inquiries, communication about a citizens’ own inquiries is 

included. Much of this communication is conducted via the applications, but some 

communication also extends beyond the applications. Throughout the journey, from when the 

citizen provides a citizen inquiry to when the task is completed, the hosts are making efforts to 

keep the citizens informed. 

 

Citizens get standard or adjusted messages in the application after submitting inquiries 

To begin with, when the users have provided an inquiry via the application, it is found that all 

citizen e-reporting application hosts have set up an initial communication touchpoint 

confirming the reception of the citizens' inquiry. All of the investigated cases deliver a message 

via the application, either as a standard message or an adjusted message that is based on what 

the citizen inquiry is regarding. Some of the hosts base their adjustments on the category or 

geographical location of the citizen inquiry. For example, in one of the applications (Roskilde 

Kommune), the user is presented with a message that briefly says ‘thank you’ and ‘we will 

solve it as soon as possible’ if the citizen inquiry regards garbage. However, if the citizen´s 

inquiry is about the railroads, and therefore declined because of the area of responsibility, they 

are presented with a message that thanks them for the inquiry but that this particular inquiry is 

not the host’s responsibility and that they should instead try to contact the responsible 
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organizations, such as BaneDenmark or DSV in this case (see Appendix 7 for the examples) 

(Interview 2, 10.03.20, Appendix 5.2). Further, the interviewed citizen e-reporting application 

provider (Sweco) also exemplifies the flexibility of the communication by saying that they 

have recently, in times of COVID-19, adjusted the message to the users: (...) And I can see 

here ‘thank you for your submission, we have bigger problems at the time because of the 

corona, and you have to expect longer terms of bla bla bla’. So they actually use our system to 

tell the citizens that it is going to take longer time. (...) they can set themselves what they want 

to respond, which kind of response they want in certain situations” (Interview 5, 25.03.20, 

Appendix 5.5). Either way, a standard or an adjusted message is provided to the citizen to 

confirm the reception of their inquiry and, in that sense, keep them informed about the 

management of it.  

 

Some hosts also use email to confirm the reception of citizen inquiries 

As noted, most communication is managed via the citizen e-reporting applications. However, 

three hosts (Stockholm Stad, Alingsås Kommune, and Nordsjællands Park & Vej) also use 

email to confirm the reception of citizen inquiries. The user, besides getting messages in the 

application, may also ask for follow-up via email. All applications but one (Alingsås 

Kommune) are set up so that it is voluntary to provide contact information, but if the user 

provides the email, he/she in addition to the communication in the application also receives 

updates about the citizen inquiry via email (see Appendix 6). The other hosts that have chosen 

not to provide status updates via email, only use the contact information (that the user may 

have provided) to contact the users in case there are any uncertainties about the citizen inquiry 

that require clarification (as noted in section 5.4.2 Understanding incoming citizen inquiries). 

These hosts' choice to not provide status updates via email may partly be based on the fact that 

they believe it to be unnecessary as not all citizens provide their contact information, and the 

host does not want to make it a requirement. Additionally, it may be because the hosts prefer 

to keep the communication in one place, that is, within the application.  

  

As citizen inquiries progress, notifications are provided 

Furthermore, as a citizen inquiry progresses and is transformed into a task, the communication 

between the application hosts and citizens continues, and the citizens can follow the progress 

of their submitted inquiries in the application. Some of the hosts have set up so that the status 

of the citizen’s inquiries are presented on the home page of the application. Additionally, as 

the citizen inquiry progress, the users may also see how the color attached to the citizen inquiry 
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pin changes. The various colors represent the status of the citizen inquiry, and this particular 

way of illustrating the progress is also used for showing the status of other citizens’ inquiries 

(see section 5.7.2 Other citizens’ inquiries) (Appendix 8).  

 

Citizens are informed via the application when the task has been completed 

Lastly, when it comes to communication about an individual citizen’s inquiry, all citizen e-

reporting applications have features that enable the hosts to communicate when the task 

associated with the citizen inquiry has been solved. One host (Stockholm Stad) describes it as 

“And then when it is done another automatic response is sent to the citizen who submitted the 

inquiry that ‘now we have solved your inquiry’” (Interview 9, 27.03.20, Appendix 5.9). In the 

applications, the citizens are shown a standard message that informs them that the citizen 

inquiry has been solved.  

 

5.7.2 Other citizens’ inquiries  

Besides the communication related to citizen inquiries that an individual citizen has provided, 

the applications also enable widespread communication about citizen inquiries submitted by 

other citizens. Citizen inquiries submitted by fellow citizens are displayed by showing them on 

the map in the application. In this report, the symbols used on the map to display citizen 

inquiries are called citizen inquiry pins (see Appendix 8 for examples of maps with the citizen 

inquiry pins). However, not all hosts have this feature embedded in the application. For one 

host (Nordsjællands Park & Vej) it is though only possible to see other citizens’ inquiries on 

their website and not directly in the mobile application; “If you go to our home page, 

Nordsjællands Park og Vej. (...) You can look, there is a map showing the [inquiries].” The 

host further explains how this feature is not incorporated in the mobile application, but that it 

hopefully will be included in their next release of the application (Interview 10, 31.03.20, 

Appendix 5.10). The motivation, described by the hosts, behind displaying the citizen inquiry 

pins is for the hosts to be able to inform the public what citizen inquiries that have been solved 

are currently being solved, and have been declined. This may lead to less duplicate citizen 

inquiries because users can see that a citizen inquiry about the case has already been submitted 

and that users get a better understanding of what is usually accepted or declined by the host. 
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Most hosts display citizen inquiry statuses by color-coded citizen inquiry pins 

The majority of the hosts that display citizen inquiry pins on the map in their application have 

adopted a color-coded status logic to illustrate at what stage the citizen inquiry is (see Appendix 

8). In all the applications that have adopted the color-coding logic, the green citizen inquiry 

pin represents solved inquiries, while other statuses such as ongoing, scheduled, undecided, 

etc. are represented by different colors such as orange, red, purple, grey or yellow. In Appendix 

8, a list of the names of the statuses and colors adopted to represent the statuses for the various 

applications is provided. However, as noted, not all use this color-coding logic. In one of the 

applications (Stockholm Stad) the information about citizen inquiries is provided first after 

clicking on the citizen inquiry pin in the map, and no color-coding gives an indication of at 

what stage the citizen inquiry is (Appendix 6). Still though, when going into the separate citizen 

inquiries, it is possible to see an individual status update for the inquiries. The statuses resemble 

the statuses of the other applications. However, no color coding is used. Instead of displaying 

the status, this host has its’ unique way of making it easier for the user to navigate other 

citizens’ inquiries. In contrast to other applications, the user has to pick a category before the 

map with the citizen inquiry pins is displayed, and only citizen inquiries related to this category 

are displayed. The reason behind this, the interviewees explain, is that the map would be 

overcrowded otherwise, “So inquiries on the map are shown based on what subject you choose, 

it doesn’t show all inquiries. But if you select lighting then it is lighting pins that are displayed, 

is it graffiti then it is graffiti pins. Because otherwise it would be just a lot of pins all over 

Stockholm. So we try to sort out a bit.” (Interview 9, 27.03.20, Appendix 5.9).  

 

Some applications allow citizens to support others citizens’ inquiries 

Besides giving the users an overview of citizen inquiries that others have submitted, the 

displaying of citizen inquiry pins are, in some cases, also used to enable users to support and 

follow the citizen inquiries that have been submitted. Instead of submitting a duplicate citizen 

inquiry, the users are able to piggyback on another citizen’s inquiry and get status updates as 

if it was their own citizen inquiry (as describe in section 5.7.1 Citizen’s individual inquiries), 

“(...) you can follow that inquiry and get follow-up information on that inquiry(...)” (Interview 

9, 27.03.20, Appendix 5.9). This may be valuable for both the citizens who can still be informed 

about citizen inquiries that they are interested in, without submitting a citizen inquiry 

themselves, as well as for the hosts who thanks to this can potentially reduce duplicates of 

citizen inquiries and satisfy multiple users by executing the same task.  
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The time that citizen inquiry pins are visible on the map varies 

Moreover, it is worth noting that the time in which the citizen inquiry pins are visible in the 

application varies among the hosts. Two hosts (Stockholm Stad and Nordsjællands Park & Vej) 

describe that completed tasks are immediately archived and disappear from the map in the 

application, respectively, on the website. On the other hand, the other hosts explain that 

completed tasks are kept for a certain period, one host (Kolding Kommune) exemplifies the 

period by saying that “it will be visible for a month in the app” (Interview 7, 23.03.20, Appendix 

5.7). It does not become clear from any of the interviews what the logic behind the various 

archival approaches may be. However, the user's understanding of what kind of tasks are 

usually accepted or declined by the host may be inhibited by archiving solved tasks 

immediately. Although these users are still able to see tasks in progress. 

 

5.8 Sub-conclusion: Analysis Stage 2 

In analyzing the data collected via the interviews conducted, the primary outcome of Analysis 

Stage 2 is the inductively and empirically developed conceptual model of managing citizen 

inquiries in a citizen e-reporting context. The model is structured based on four main 

components that consist of eleven units (see Figure 28). There are some differences between 

exactly how the main components and units are dealt with, and to what degree, by the various 

providers. However, the presence of the main components and units is shared by all.  

 

 
Figure 28. Conceptual model of managing citizen inquiries in a citizen e-reporting context. 
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To begin with, three of the four main components, managing incoming citizen inquiries, 

transforming citizen inquiries into tasks, and managing tasks, follow a chronological order of 

which the activities are undertaken (see the top section of Figure 28). Firstly, incoming citizen 

inquiries are delegated and managed, then accepted citizen inquiries are transformed into and 

defined as tasks, and lastly, the tasks are solved and reported. Figure 28 illustrates this main 

finding, with the three mentioned main components following an order one after the other. 

Another key finding in relation to this is that the hosts distinguish between citizen inquiries 

and tasks. All hosts refer to citizen inquiries as the request submitted by the citizens, and the 

tasks as the formulated job to be completed after a request (a citizen inquiry) have been 

accepted and defined for further processing.  

 

Regarding the fourth main component, the communicating with citizens is found to span the 

whole process of managing citizens’ individual inquiries, communicating with the users from 

submitting a citizen inquiry to the task is solved. Additionally, the communication even extends 

beyond the lifetime of an individual citizen inquiry. It captures communication about other 

citizens’ inquiries before a user has submitted their own citizen inquiry, as citizen inquiry pins 

on the map display other users’ inquiries. Furthermore, the communication also continues after 

the completion of a citizen inquiry as the majority of the hosts do not archive citizen inquiries 

immediately but display citizen inquiry pins for completed citizen inquiries for a period of 

time.  

 

5.8.1 Key takeaways: Managing incoming citizen inquiries  

The main component of managing incoming citizen inquiries captures the management of the 

first step of the process of managing citizen inquiries. By analyzing in-depth the units of this 

main component it becomes evident that delegating incoming citizen inquiries is firstly based 

on geographical location and secondly on the categorization of the citizen inquiries conducted 

by the citizens. The geographical location rules whether a citizen inquiry is the hosts’ 

responsibility or not, while the categorization is used to delegate the citizen inquiry to the 

appropriate citizen inquiry manager depending on the nature of it. The layer of the 

categorization that determines who the citizen inquiry is delegated to differs between the hosts. 

Based on the defined layer used for delegation, all of the hosts have appointed the various 

categories of that layer to appropriate citizen inquiry managers, to whom the citizen inquiries 

are delegated automatically. Furthermore, the unit of understanding incoming citizen inquiries 
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is based on the information provided by the citizens in the forms of pictures, comments, 

categorization, geographical location, and contact information. All information that is made 

available to the citizen inquiry manager contributes to the understanding of it, which is why 

some information is required by the citizen to provide in order to submit a citizen inquiry. In 

particular, the picture, comment, and categorization provide the citizen inquiry with 

information to build an understanding of what the incoming citizen inquiry entails, while the 

contact information is used when the citizen inquiry manager is in need of clarification to 

understand the citizen inquiry. Moreover, based on the understanding of the incoming citizen 

inquiries, the unit of decision about whether the citizen inquiry should be accepted or declined 

is made. In almost all cases, this decision lies in the hand of the citizen inquiry manager. All 

hosts share the criterion that the citizen inquiry should be located in their area of responsibility, 

both geographically and in terms of what task it requires. Some hosts also decline citizen 

inquiries based on the fact that tasks are being too small or already part of the host's established 

frequent tasks.  

 

5.8.2 Key takeaways: Transforming citizen inquiries into tasks 

The focus of the main component of transforming citizen inquiries into tasks is on defining 

tasks to be executed based on citizen inquiries that have been accepted. In relation to this, the 

citizen inquiry manager is required to make three decisions that represent the three units. To 

begin with, the unit regarding the decision about who should execute the task may partly be 

based on location but mainly on who is able to execute the task. The person who is 

knowledgeable about what person is competent to execute the task is either the citizen inquiry 

manager or the leader of the execution team. Furthermore, regarding the unit about when a task 

should be executed, citizen inquiry managers from all host organizations are able to set 

deadlines for the various tasks that are defined. Some tasks are assigned a higher priority and 

should be executed as soon as possible, with a short deadline. More to it, bundling and seasonal 

factors may also play a role in defining the deadline for tasks. As for the decision unit regarding 

how a task should be executed, the focus is not on how tasks are executed, but rather on who 

can make the decision of how a task should be executed. It is found that some hosts let the 

execution team decide on this, while for other hosts, the citizen inquiry manager defines how 

a task should be executed prior to forwarding it to the execution team.  
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5.8.3 Key takeaways: Managing tasks 

The main component of managing tasks concerns the defined tasks and centers around the 

execution of it, including the reception of, actual execution of, and reporting of execution of 

tasks. Regarding the unit of receiving tasks, it is found that as the execution team receives 

tasks, they are provided with information that informs them about what to do. This activity is 

to a high degree supported by, and dependent on, the executors having access to modern 

technologies. This, as it becomes evident the host without access to tablets or smartphones, 

struggles with the reception and the reporting of tasks. When it comes to the unit of execution 

of tasks, the main focus of this report is the uncertainties that may arise when an executor is 

about to solve a task. When an executor has executed a task, he/she should also report the 

completion of it. In the reporting of execution of tasks unit, the procedures vary between the 

hosts as some hosts have not set it as a requirement, while others have. Additionally, there are 

some variations between how the hosts have defined the requirements. Some have included 

that the executor has to include an after picture, and another has set the requirement of both a 

before and after picture. 

 

5.8.4 Key takeaways: Communicating with citizens 

The communicating with citizens main component captures how the citizen e-reporting 

initiatives hosts communicate with the citizens about inquiries. This component spans across 

the other three main components, as communication occurs throughout the whole process from 

even before a citizen submits a citizen inquiry to that the task is solved and beyond (see the 

bottom section of Figure 28). The communication aspect is believed to be of high importance, 

as it accentuates the positive outcome of solving tasks in the public room by communicating it 

to the citizens. Regarding the unit about citizen's individual inquiries, the citizen is firstly 

provided with either a standard or adjusted message as a confirmation of submitting the citizen 

inquiry. All hosts manage this communication via the citizen e-reporting applications, 

however, some hosts have also enabled citizens to get updates via email. Furthermore, for a 

few of the applications, the citizen is provided with status updates on the homepage of the 

application. Lastly, a standard message informing the citizen that the task has been completed 

is provided by the majority of the hosts. Furthermore, in analyzing the unit of communication 

about other citizens’ inquiries, it is found that the hosts have opted for displaying other citizens' 

inquiries on the map with what in this report is referred to as citizen inquiry pins. All but one 

hosts have this feature embedded in the application. The citizen inquiry pins show the status of 
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the citizen inquiry, and almost all hosts use a color-coding logic to display this. The motivation 

behind displaying others’ citizen inquiries is to inform the users about what has already been 

reported and how the host responds to the requests. Additionally, users are, in some cases, able 

to follow other citizens’ inquiries, which could decrease duplicates while satisfying multiple 

users at once.  
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6.   Discussion 

 

This chapter is dedicated to discussing the thesis in a broader context. Firstly, the outcome 

from Analysis Stage 2, the conceptual model of managing citizen inquiries in a citizen e-

reporting context, is interpreted from the perspective of business processes, and in particular 

by using Dumas, La Rosa, Mendling and Reijers’ (2013) process ingredients. Secondly, a 

combination of  Analysis Stage 1 and Analysis Stage 2 is briefly discussed. Thirdly, the 

methodology of this report is reflected upon.  

 

6.1 Interpreting the conceptual model 

To interpret the conceptual model of managing citizen inquiries in a citizen e-reporting context 

(the conceptual model) from a broader perspective, a business process framework is used. In 

analyzing the findings from the interviews held with eight citizen e-reporting application hosts 

and one citizen e-reporting application provider, some similarities with business process 

management are found. It is, therefore, of believed value to analyze the results from a different 

angle and in a broader context by viewing it from a business process perspective.  

 

A business process may be defined as a collection of individual components and a workflow 

coordinating them to achieve a particular goal (van der Aalst & Hee, 2004). The management 

of such processes is vital for most organizations to achieve desired outcomes, and since the 

dawn of this field of research, many frameworks have been developed covering various topics 

and adopting different approaches (Vom Brocke & Mendling, 2018). For example, the well-

established frameworks of the BPM (Business Process Management) Six Core Elements 

Model, which focuses on decision making and classifies the actions an organization undertakes 

in conducting business process management, and the Lifecycle Model, which illustrates how a 

business process management initiative can be organized to end up as an improved process 

(ibid). However, to interpret this report’s findings, Dumas et al.’s (2013) ingredients of a 

business process are used. This is motivated by the possibilities it provides the researchers to 

interpret the main components and units of the conceptual model, that shows a conceptualized 

process for how citizen inquiries are managed in a context of citizen e-reporting, in relation to 

typical components of a business process.  
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6.1.1 Crowdsourcing business process 

Before analyzing the conceptual model in light of business processes, it is worth noting that 

citizen e-reporting processes, which is what the conceptual model captures, vary from 

traditional business processes. Thuan, Antunes, and Johnstone (2017) note that crowdsourcing, 

which is strongly related to citizen sourcing and citizen e-reporting (see Chapter 2. Literature 

Review), is not like other more traditional ways of doing business, as it involves sourcing 

activities to a crowd. They further note that there are gaps in the research field, as the focus has 

mainly been on technical aspects of crowdsourcing rather than the business process of 

crowdsourcing (ibid). Thuan, Antunes, and Johnstone (2017), to some extent, close this gap by 

proposing a framework for developing business processes for introducing crowdsourcing 

initiatives, which includes decision, design, and configuration. Further, Muhdi, Daiber, 

Friesike, and Boutelier (2011) propose a five-phase process of crowdsourcing that is also 

focused on the initiation of crowdsourcing initiatives. The authors of this thesis, however, still 

find that current literature is mainly focused on the process of initiating crowdsourcing 

processes. The actual process, once a crowdsourcing initiative is in action, has not received the 

same amount of attention yet. A framework of such kind would be most suitable to use for 

analyzing the results from Analysis Stage 2 as it would allow for comparison of components. 

However, as it does not exist, the conceptual model of managing citizen inquiries in a citizen 

e-reporting context is instead interpreted and validated against existing process research by 

using Dumas et al.’s (2013) ingredients of processes. The lack of a framework for analyzing 

crowdsourcing processes also accentuates how the conceptual model may contribute new 

knowledge. 

 

6.1.2 Dumas, La Rosa, Mendling and Reijers’ (2013) ingredients of processes 

Dumas et al. (2013) define a process as a collection of interrelated events, activities, and 

decision points that involve several actors and objects, which collectively lead to an outcome 

that is valuable to at least one customer. Their definition consists of ingredients that occur in 

all types of processes (Dumas et al., 2013). One of the ingredients is referred to as events and 

captures things that happen automatically, things that do not have a duration (ibid). This often 

triggers certain activities, which are actions that require more time and often require many steps 

to complete (ibid). Another ingredient, which occurs in processes, are tasks which are simple 

activities that only require one single unit of work (ibid). Further, decision points are the points 

in time when a decision is made that will affect the way the given process is executed (ibid). 
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Dumas et al. (2013) also describe that a process involves a number of actors (e.g., human actors 

or software systems) and objects, which include both physical objects (e.g., equipment) as well 

as immaterial objects (e.g., electronic documents). Lastly, in every process, there is an 

outcome, which is based on the execution of the process (ibid). Ideally, such an outcome should 

deliver value to all actors involved in the given process (ibid). These ingredients are used in 

this discussion to interpret the conceptual model of managing citizen inquiries in a citizen e-

reporting context (see Figure 28). Adopting Dumas, La Rosa, Mendling, and Reijers’ (2013) 

ingredients makes it possible for the researchers to review how the conceptual model shares 

characteristics with traditional business processes.  

 

6.1.3 Interpreting the conceptual model with Dumas et al.’s (2018) ingredients 

To put the results of this study in relation to existing research, this section is dedicated to 

interpreting the conceptual model of managing citizen inquiries in a citizen e-reporting context 

by using Dumas et al.’s (2013) process ingredients. The four main components of the 

conceptual model developed in Analysis Stage 2 is used to guide the discussion. The 

ingredients are related to the main components and the units in separate sub-sections and are 

visually mapped out in the conceptual model. An assigned color represents the various 

ingredients (see Figure 29). The colored circles are used throughout the discussion to illustrate 

what business process ingredients are found to share characteristics with the main components 

and units of the conceptual model. The purpose of interpreting the conceptual model by using 

the framework is to systematically review the findings against existing research on processes, 

and it that way validates it.  
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Figure 29. Overview of the color-coding that represents Dumas, La Rosa, Medling, and Reijers’ (2013) business        

process ingredients.  
 

The main components of the model are viewed as activities 

The four main components of the conceptual model of managing citizen inquiries in a citizen 

e-reporting context are all seen as what Dumas et al. (2013) would define as activities (see 

Figure 30). Each of the main components is viewed as activities that require resources and time 

to complete and involves multiple steps, that is the units. What is further interesting is that 

these four activities (the main components of the conceptual model of managing citizen 

inquiries in a citizen e-reporting context) contain other kinds of ingredients, which is further 

elaborated upon in the comin sections that go through each of the main components separately. 

 

 

Figure 30. Illustration of main components through the lens of Dumas, La Rosa, Mendling, and Reijers’ (2013) 

business process ingredients. See Figure 29 for an overview of the color-coding.  
 

6.1.3.1 Managing incoming citizen inquiries 

The main component of managing incoming citizen inquiries consists of multiple kinds of 
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events. The interviewed hosts accentuate the importance of automatic delegation, based on the 

categorization of the citizen inquiries, to reduce the time and resources spent on it (see section 

5.4.1 Delegating incoming citizen inquiries, paragraph The hosts believe it is important that 

the delegation is automatic). Furthermore, the unit of understanding incoming citizen inquiries 

is similar to the process ingredient of activities. This unit of the model requires more effort by 

the citizen inquiry manager to complete the goal of gaining a better understanding of the 

incoming citizen inquiries based on the information provided by the citizens in the form of 

picture, comment, categorization, geographical location, and contact information (see section 

5.4.2 Understanding incoming citizen inquiries). This activity leads up to and lays the 

foundation for the third unit of the management of citizen inquiries, namely the decision to 

accept or decline the citizen inquiry. As one can hear from the naming of the unit, this part of 

the process shares characteristics with the ingredient of decision points. Based on the citizen 

inquiry manager’s understanding, a decision is made that affects the continuation of the process 

for the case of individual citizen inquiries (see section 5.4.3 Decision - Accept or decline?). If 

the decision is that the citizen inquiry is accepted, then the process continues. While if the 

decision is that the citizen inquiry is declined, the case is closed down and will not be managed 

further by the host.  

 

 

Figure 31. Illustration of managing incoming citizen inquiries through the lens of Dumas, La Rosa, Mendling, 

and Reijers’ (2013) business process ingredients. See Figure 29 for an overview of the color-coding.  
 

6.1.3.2 Transforming citizen inquiries into tasks 

When zooming in on the main component of transforming citizen inquiries into tasks, the 

ingredient of decision points presented by Dumas et al. (2013) is identified as part of the three 

units (see Figure 32). The three units of the main component covering the decision of who is 

going to execute the task, when it should be executed and how it should be executed are all 
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considered to be decision points. The three decisions are taken at various points in time, but 

they all affect the process of the management of citizen inquiries. As analyzed and elaborated 

upon in section 5.5 Transforming citizen inquiries into tasks, these decisions are most often 

made by the citizen inquiry managers, and the decision making is based on a number of 

variables and activities, such as physical location and priority of the citizen inquiry. As the 

decisions also entail some effort, these units may also be seen as the ingredient of activities (as 

illustrated in the top section of Figure 32).  

 

 

Figure 32. Illustration of transforming citizen inquiries into tasks through the lens of Dumas, La Rosa, Mendling, 

and Reijers’ (2013) business process ingredients. See Figure 29 for an overview of the color-coding.  
 

6.1.3.3 Managing tasks 

Regarding the managing tasks main component, it involves different ingredients (see Figure 

33). The unit of reception of tasks is believed to share characteristics with the tasks ingredient, 

as executors have to perform the simple task of either viewing the task on the tablet or 

smartphone, or going into the office to receive tasks (see section 5.6.1 Reception of tasks). 

Furthermore, regarding the execution of tasks, the actual solving of a task may be viewed as 

either tasks or activities, depending on the complexity of the job. However, as defined in 

section 5.6.2 Execution of tasks, the focus of this unit is not on specifics about how tasks are 

executed but rather on dealing with uncertainties. In the case of uncertainty regarding tasks to 

be executed, the executor should ask for clarification, and in that sense, involve other actors in 

the process (this is further elaborated upon in section 6.1.3.5 Actors and objects are identified 

throughout the whole process) This triggers more than one simple activity and is therefore 

considered as an activity through the lens of Dumas et al.’s (2013) business process ingredients. 

Lastly, the nature of the unit of reporting of execution of tasks also depends on the host and its 

procedures and requirements for the reporting. Some of the hosts have set requirements of 
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immediate reporting that includes taking picture(s), before and/or after (see section 5.6.3 

Reporting of execution of tasks). Reporting of this kind is viewed as an activity as it requires 

more than one action as well as takes some time. However, some of the hosts have not set a 

determined procedure for reporting, and therefore the executors do not always report about 

completed tasks (see section 5.6.3 Reporting of execution of tasks, paragraph Other hosts have 

well-established procedures for reporting executed tasks). For these hosts, the reporting may 

instead be seen as a lack of task or activity. 

 

 

Figure 33. Illustration of managing tasks through the lens of Dumas, La Rosa, Mendling, and Reijers’ (2013) 

business process ingredients. See Figure 29 for an overview of the color-coding.  
 

6.1.3.4 Communicating with citizens 

In the communicating with citizens main component, similarities with one of the ingredients, 

namely events presented by Dumas et al. (2013), are identified (see Figure 34). Regarding the 

unit of citizens’ individual inquiries, the communication in the application, as well as via email, 

that than citizens for submitting inquiries and informs the users about the progress of the 

inquiry is done automatically (see section 5.7.1 Citizen’s individual inquiries, paragraph 

Citizens get standard or adjusted messages in the application after submitting inquiries). 

Moving on to the unit of other citizens’ inquiries, it can also be connected to the ingredient of 

events. Citizen inquiries submitted by other citizens are automatically and immediately 

displayed as citizen inquiry pins on a map in the application or on the web site (see section 

5.7.2 Other citizens’ inquiries).  
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Figure 34. Illustration of communicating with citizens through the lens of Dumas, La Rosa, Mendling, and 

Reijers’ (2013) business process ingredients. See Figure 29 for an overview of the color-coding.  
 

6.1.3.5 Actors and objects are identified throughout the whole process 

Zooming out from the main components of the conceptual model and focusing on it 

holistically, the two ingredients of actors and objects are seen throughout the whole process of 

managing citizen inquiries (see Figure 35). In the process of managing citizen inquiries, 

various actors play a role. Human actors that are involved in the process are citizens who 

submit inquiries, citizens who use the application and can view others’ inquiries, as well as the 

workers involved. Additionally, the software behind the applications and the backend systems 

are considered as actors supporting the process. Secondly, objects are found to support the 

managing of citizen inquiries throughout the whole process too. Some of the essential objects 

are the trucks and information and communication technologies that the executors use to solve 

as well as report about their execution of tasks. In particular tablets and smartphones are found 

essential in supporting the process as it is evident that the one host that do not have access to 

this, face more challenges with receiving and reporting tasks (see section 5.6.1 Reception of 

tasks, paragraph It is difficult to manage tasks without a tablet or smartphone).  

 

6.1.3.6 The outcome of the process  

Lastly, the outcome of the process is naturally, and as described by Dumas et al. (2013), found 

after the execution of the process (see Figure 35). Outcomes can be either positive or negative. 
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In the case of managing citizen inquiries, the solving of tasks that are based on the citizens’ 

inquiries as well as the communication about solved tasks are seen as the positive outcomes. 

This creates value for multiple actors. The citizen who submitted the inquiry, as well as the 

community who can enjoy the benefits of solved tasks. Additionally, the reporting of the 

execution of tasks may also be seen as a positive outcome, as multiple actors of the process, 

including other executors, the citizen inquiry manager, and the citizens, become aware of which 

tasks have been solved. On the other hand, citizen inquiries that are not solved, but the process 

ends as the inquiry is declined, do not lead to any positive outcomes. 

 

 

Figure 35. Illustration of the comprehensive conceptual model of managing citizen inquiries in a citizen e-

reporting context through the lens of Dumas, La Rosa, Mendling, and Reijers’ (2013) business process 

ingredients. See Figure 29 for an overview of the color-coding.  
 

6.1.3.7 Key takeaways from interpreting the conceptual mode 

By interpreting the conceptual model of managing citizen inquiries in a citizen e-reporting 

context from the perspective of Dumas et al.’s (2013) business process ingredients, it becomes 

evident that the inductively and empirically founded model is supported by a previously 

formulated and well-established business process theory. All ingredients are represented in the 

process that is captured by the conceptual model (see Figure 35). Activities are represented in 

the main components, and the ingredients of decision point, events, tasks as well as activities 

are represented in the units. The ingredients of actors and objects are found to span the whole 

process captured by the conceptual model, and the outcome at the end of it. The fact that the 
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conceptual model shares characteristics with traditional business processes validates that the 

model captures a process.  

 

The conceptual model of managing citizen inquiries captures a unique focus 

What is unique for the conceptual model developed in this study is that it focuses specifically 

on the process of managing citizen inquiries in a citizen e-reporting context. The model 

distinguishes itself from other more general business process models that could have been 

applied, as it is on a more detailed level specific for the context of managing citizen inquiries 

in citizen e-reporting, which has not been studied before. The conceptual model of managing 

citizen inquiries in a citizen e-reporting context is considered as the main contribution of the 

study as the model provides an understanding of this area. Furthermore, the conceptual model 

could be used to compare other citizen sourcing and citizen e-reporting related processes. 

However, as described in section 6.1.1. Crowdsourcing business processes, no business 

process framework that captures crowdsourcing initiatives in action was found, which further 

accentuates the contribution of new knowledge that this conceptual model makes, as it fills this 

research gap. 

 

6.2 Combination of Analysis Stage 1 and Analysis Stage 2 

The main purpose of Analysis Stage 1 was to narrow down the scope of the study, which 

resulted in the focus of the action process after citizen inquiries have been submitted, that is, 

the managing of citizen inquiries. However, the findings from Analysis Stage 1 and Analysis 

Stage 2 may also be combined and result in interesting considerations as well.  

 

To begin with, it was found in Analysis Stage 1 that some users express negative opinions 

about the various requirements. The requirements for users to attach a photo, add a comment, 

and provide the location to be able to submit a citizen inquiry are all examples of what is 

complained about in the user feedback comments on the digital distribution platforms (see 

section 4.3.2 Negative opinions about the picture requirement functionality, section 4.3.4 

Trade-off between more characters for commenting and processing time, and section 4.3.7 

Dissatisfaction with the map requirements). Based on exclusively the findings from Analysis 

Stage 1, it may be considered that these requirements for submitting a citizen inquiry should 

be removed. On the other hand, it becomes clear in Analysis Stage 2 (see section 5.4.2 

Understanding incoming citizen inquiries) that the information provided by the citizens is of 
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great use and value for the citizen inquiry managers in understanding and appropriately 

managing the incoming citizen inquiries. This provides an explanation as to why the hosts keep 

the requirements. Additionally, the categorization is also discussed in Analysis Stage 1, with 

much critique regarding both the lack of categories and the difficulty of navigating the lists of 

categories. As noted in section 4.3.3 Somewhat contradictory opinions about the 

categorization, these views are somewhat contradictory, as the adding of more categories may 

lead to more difficulties in navigating. However, it was found that the hosts favor that the 

application is easy to use rather than that it has an exhaustive list of categories. In Analysis 

Stage 2 the discussion about categorization is also apparent, as the categorization plays the 

important role of laying the foundation for delegation and understanding incoming citizen 

inquiries (see section 5.4.1 Delegating incoming citizen inquiries, paragraph The 

categorization is used for delegating citizen inquiries, and section 5.4.2 Understanding 

incoming citizen inquiries, paragraph The categorization is in particular essential when a 

comment or picture is not provided).  This further highlights the importance of having 

categories that are easy for the user to understand, so that the citizen inquiries can be correctly 

delegated. These combinations of Analysis Stage 1 and Analysis Stage 2 may inspire citizen 

e-reporting hosts to consider discussing the pros and cons and make conscious decisions of 

how they set up the application to best support their work while ensuring a user-friendly 

application that satisfies the citizens. This is further elaborated upon in section 8.2 Managerial 

implications.  

 

6.3 Reflection of methodology 

In conducting research, it is important to reflect upon the methodological choices that are taken 

to enhance the reflexivity. This section firstly reflects upon the strengths and limitations of 

conducting a case study. Secondly, two sub-sections reflect upon the data collection and data 

analysis techniques for Analysis Stage 1, respectively Analysis Stage 2. Lastly, the research is 

evaluated based on a set of criteria that are commonly used to evaluate the quality of research. 

 

6.3.1 Strengths and limitations of case study research 

The choice of conducting a multiple case study is based on the benefits of being able to study 

and gain an in-depth understanding of real-world cases. The case study design also fits with 

the interpretative philosophical assumptions and exploratory research design of this report. 
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However, there are still some common pitfalls that need to be taken into consideration when it 

comes to conducting case studies. Yin (2018) expresses that one of the greatest concerns when 

conducting case study research is the presumed need for greater rigor. To enhance the rigor, 

the researchers have made the process as transparent as possible by explicitly explaining every 

step of the process and providing explanations, examples, and illustrations along the way. This 

is further elaborated upon as reliability in section 6.3.4 Evaluation of research based on 

criteria.  

 

Furthermore, another concern related to case studies is believed to be the generalizability, and 

the question of how it is possible to generalize from a single case is often posed (Yin, 2018). 

As this thesis analyzes multiple cases, this risk is somewhat mitigated. However, the findings 

are still not considered to be completely generalizable, and the researchers acknowledge this. 

At the same time, the goal of the study is not to generalize in detail, but to provide a conceptual 

model that captures the high-level process specifically of how citizen inquiries are managed by 

hosts of citizen e-reporting applications. However, as elaborated upon further in section 8.1 

Research implications, the conceptual model may inspire research in other contexts that could 

potentially support the generalizability.  

 

6.3.2 Reflection of Analysis Stage 1 

Moreover, when conducting single or multiple case studies, sampling is important. For 

Analysis Stage 1, the sampling strategy was simply to not exclude any citizen e-reporting 

applications active in Scandinavia available on App Store or Google Play. This was possible 

as for this particular kind of analysis, of user feedback comments, the researchers did not have 

to depend on anyone, or anything else, other than themselves and the digital distribution 

platforms to get access to the data. Additionally, the researchers were not overwhelmed with 

huge amounts of data, as the output of 448 user feedback comments was possible to process 

for two researchers. However, it might have been so that the researchers did not manage to find 

all available citizen e-reporting applications in Scandinavia. Furthermore, regarding the data 

analysis of Analysis Stage 1, it is worth reflecting upon the fact that not all second layer 

categories, for example, the profile category, were analyzed in-depth with breaking it down 

into third layer categories (see section 4.2.3 The third layer categories break down the second 

layer categories). However, there was a reasonable explanation for this, which is that the 

researchers were unable to break down the categories further. This as no themes were possible 
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to identify due to the low number of instances or no identifiable patterns in the opinions 

expressed by the users.  

 

6.3.3 Reflection of Analysis Stage 2 

To begin with, for Analysis Stage 2 the sampling strategy required some more consideration 

than for Analysis Stage 1. It would not have been feasible to interview all relevant 

representatives from all Scandinavian citizen e-reporting applications, as in-depth interviews 

are a resource-consuming technique for collecting data. Therefore sampling had to be 

conducted. The researchers opted for non-probability- or judgment sampling strategy, and in 

particular purposive sampling was adopted (see section 3.4.3 Sampling and data collection for 

Analysis Stage 2). One potential pitfall of this sampling strategy is that extreme or deviant cases 

may not have been captured as the focus was on the citizen e-reporting applications that seemed 

to have more activity than others as well as the hosts that were willing to get interviewed. If 

the sampling was not as homogenous as it might have been now, the result could potentially 

have been different.  

 

Furthermore, as for all data collection techniques, there are some challenges to collecting data 

by conducting interviews. The reason for conducting in-depth interviews was based on the 

opportunity that it enabled the researchers to gain an inside perspective and an in-depth 

understanding of how hosts manage citizen inquiries (see section 3.4.3.4 In-depth interviews 

were conducted). It is still believed to be the appropriate technique, but yet it is valuable to 

consider the challenges with it. To begin with, interviewer bias and interviewee bias may have 

colored the interviews and hence the results. Interviewer bias refers to how interviewers may 

create bias in the way that the interviewees respond to questions based on their verbal and 

nonverbal behavior while interviewee bias captures how the interviewees’ perceptions about 

the interviewer or be unfamiliar with exploring the subject which may lead to that they are 

reluctant to share information (Saunders et al., 2009). As almost all interviews, nine out of ten 

were conducted virtually, the development of a relationship between the interviewers and the 

interviewees, that could have otherwise mitigated potential biases, was somewhat inhibited. 

Furthermore, there are some specific challenges for the interviews conducted for this research. 

Firstly, some interviews (three out of ten) were conducted in the interviewees’ native language 

(Swedish or Danish) as the interviewees preferred not to speak in English, and the researchers 

honored their wishes. This may have contributed positively to the data collection as people 
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often are more comfortable and better at providing more spot-on explanations in their native 

tongue. However, these interviews also required the translations of the researchers, which, 

although the researchers tried to avoid, may lead to incorrect translations that do not tell the 

full or correct story. Moreover, the interviews were somewhat limited due to the COVID-19 

virus outbreak during spring 2020, as some interviews were canceled, and some that were 

supposed to be held in person had to be held virtually. This is considered a limitation as the 

researchers would have preferred to hold in-person interviews, which allows for more natural 

probing and the opportunity for more interactive sessions. Additionally, this complicated the 

interviewees’ abilities to smoothly show the interviewers how the backend system behind the 

citizen e-reporting applications worked, as well as lead to that the sound was occasionally poor 

quality, which made it difficult to hear exactly what was being said. 

 

6.3.4 Evaluation of research based on criteria 

In evaluating qualitative research, some criteria may be used to determine the quality of the 

research. The first criterion adopted for this report is reliability, which refers to the question of 

whether the results of a study are repeatable, and if the results are consistent if applied several 

times (Bryman & Bell, 2007). As an effort of trying to fulfill this criterion, Chapter 3. 

Methodology is dedicated to describing the research process from start to end, including 

underlying philosophical assumptions, research design, and detailed descriptions of how data 

is collected and analyzed. However, since the study is exploratory, the researchers have not 

strictly followed an interview guide for all interviews, and there may be difficulties in 

replicating that part of the data collection. The researchers have though tried to describe the 

techniques for analyzing the data thoroughly, so other researchers should be able to analyze 

their own data similarly. Furthermore, the criterion of transferability can be described as 

whether findings hold in another context (Bryman & Bell, 2007). This is typically an empirical 

issue when it comes to qualitative research that tends to be oriented to the contextual 

uniqueness of the social world being studied (ibid). Therefore the researchers instead focus on 

providing thick descriptions, which is often enhanced by the contextual approach of qualitative 

research and, in this case, also supported by the multiple case study strategy and the fact that 

rich data was collected. 
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7.   Conclusion 

 

 How are citizen inquiries managed in a citizen e-reporting context? 

 

The aim of this master’s thesis has been to explore and answer the question of how citizen 

inquiries are managed in a context of citizen e-reporting. Based on exploring existing literature, 

the interest of citizen e-reporting was defined (see Figure 36). Further, based on Analysis Stage 

1, the research scope was further narrowed down to focus on managing citizen inquiries (see 

Figure 36). This, as the findings indicate that the citizen e-reporting application hosts’ action 

after citizen inquiries have been submitted is of high importance to the users. These two 

primary interests of the research, citizen e-reporting and managing citizen inquiries, inspired 

the research questions and defined the scope of the thesis (see Figure 36). This has not been 

studied before, which motivates the interest in studying it as it offers an opportunity to 

contribute new knowledge and close a research gap. 

 

The conceptual model answers the research question 

To answer the research question of how citizen inquiries are managed in a context of citizen e-

reporting, an inductive and exploratory approach was adopted, and in-depth interviews were 

conducted. A thematic analysis of the empirical data was conducted and used as the foundation 

for formulating what is considered to be the answer to the research question and the main 

contribution of this master’s thesis (see Figure 36), namely the conceptual model of managing 

citizen inquiries in a citizen e-reporting context (see the bottom section of Figure 36, and 

Figure 37).  
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Figure 36. Visualization of how the research interest was found and the research question formulated, and how 

the conceptual model of managing citizen inquiries in a citizen e-reporting context is the answer to that.  
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The conceptual model consists of four main components 

The conceptual model illustrates how citizen inquiries are managed in a context of citizen e-

reporting. The four main components of managing incoming citizen inquiries, transforming 

citizen inquiries into tasks, managing tasks, and communicating with citizens capture the key 

activities that the citizen e-reporting hosts describe when talking about how they manage 

citizen inquiries. The main components are further broken down into more detailed activities, 

referred to as units.  

 

 

Figure 37. Conceptual model of managing citizen inquiries in a context of citizen e-reporting.  

 

Three of the four main components of the conceptual model, managing incoming citizen 

inquiries, transforming citizen inquiries into tasks, and managing tasks, follow a chronological 

order of which the activities are undertaken by the hosts (see the top section of Figure 37). 

Firstly, incoming citizen inquiries are delegated and managed, then accepted citizen inquiries 

are transformed into and defined as tasks, and lastly, the tasks are solved and reported. In 

relation to this, a key finding is that the hosts distinguish between citizen inquiries and tasks. 

Furthermore, regarding the fourth main component of communicating with citizens, it is found 

to span the whole process from start to finish (see the bottom section of Figure 37), even 

extending beyond the journey of an individual citizen inquiry as the hosts also communicate 

with the citizens about other citizens’ inquiries. The communication aspect is believed to be of 

high importance, as it accentuates the positive outcome of solving tasks in the public room.  
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Managing incoming citizen inquiries 

Zooming in the main components of the conceptual model, the main component of managing 

incoming citizen inquiries captures how citizen inquiries are initially dealt with. The unit of 

delegating incoming citizen inquiries is found to be based on the geographical location and 

categorization of the citizen inquiries. Based on this, the citizen inquiry is delegated to an 

inquiry manager who uses the picture(s), comment, categorization, geographical location, and 

contact information that may be attached to the citizen inquiry to gain a better understanding 

of the incoming citizen inquiry. Based on this understanding and the host’s area of 

responsibility, the decision about whether to accept or decline the citizen inquiry, that is 

whether it should be further processed or not, is made by the inquiry manager.  

 

Transforming citizen inquiries into tasks 

The transforming citizen inquiries into tasks main component focuses on defining tasks. In 

relation to this, it is found that the citizen inquiry manager is required to make three decisions 

about who should execute the task, when the task should be executed, and how the task should 

be executed. There are both varieties and similarities in the specifics about how these decisions 

are made among the hosts. However, common for all of them is that the definition of a task 

involves these decision points, and in almost all cases, the citizen inquiry manager is the person 

responsible for transforming the citizen inquiry into a task by defining it. 

 

Managing tasks 

The main component of managing tasks concerns the defined tasks and centers around the 

execution of it, including the reception, actual execution, and reporting the execution of tasks. 

Regarding the unit of receiving tasks, it is found that this process is to a high degree supported 

by, and dependent on, the executors having access to modern technologies. This, as it becomes 

evident that the host without access to tablets or smartphones struggle with the reception as 

well as the reporting of tasks. When it comes to the unit of execution of tasks, it refers to the 

solving of tasks, as well as dealing with uncertainties of doing so. When an executor has 

executed a task, he/she should also report the completion of it. In the reporting of execution 

of tasks unit, the requirements defined and whether the execution team follows these or not, 

vary amongst the hosts. The reporting is believed highly valuable as it accentuates the benefits 

of solving tasks and further feeds into the communicating with citizens main component. 
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Communicating with citizens 

The main component of communicating with citizens captures how the hosts of the citizen e-

reporting applications communicate with the users about citizen inquiries, spanning the whole 

process. The citizen’s individual inquiries unit refers to how users are provided with a 

confirmation of submitting the citizen inquiry as well as information on the progress of the 

inquiry, including an update when their inquiry has been solved, or declined for that matter. 

This communication is mainly handled via the applications. Further, the unit of other citizens’ 

inquiries regards how the hosts provide information to individual users about other users’ 

inquiries. With the help of citizen inquiry pins, the hosts inform the users what has already 

been reported about and how the host has responded to the requests. This to avoid duplicate 

citizen inquiries and accentuate the value that the hosts have already contributed with. 

 

The conceptual model shares characteristics with traditional process ingredients 

After inductively formulating the conceptual model based on empirical data collected 

throughout the research, the researchers interpreted the model from the perspective of business 

processes. In interpreting the model by using Dumas, La Rosa, Mendling, and Reijers’ (2013) 

process ingredients, it became apparent that the conceptual model shares many characteristics 

with traditional business processes. The connection to a previously formulated and well-

established business process framework reinforces the fact that the conceptual model captures 

the process of how citizen inquiries are managed in the context of citizen e-reporting.  

 

The conceptual model contributes new knowledge 

What is unique for the conceptual model developed in this study is that it specifically captures 

the process of managing citizen inquiries in a citizen e-reporting context on a more detailed 

and context-specific level, in comparison to more general business process frameworks. As the 

researchers have not found any similar frameworks that capture this specific process, the model 

is a welcome addition of new knowledge to existing literature within the fields citizen sourcing, 

citizen e-reporting as well as business processes. The conceptual model of managing citizen 

inquiries in a context of citizen e-reporting is therefore considered as the answer to the research 

question and the main contribution of this master’s thesis.  
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8.   Implications 

 

The findings of this master’s thesis may inspire others, both in terms of future research as well 

as managerial implications for citizen e-reporting hosts.  

 

8.1 Research implications 

As noted in Chapter 2. Literature review, much research, from different angles, has been 

conducted about citizen sourcing and citizen e-reporting, and many areas may be studied 

further. However, focusing the attention specifically on the formulated conceptual model of 

managing citizen inquiries in a citizen e-reporting context, there are also some interesting 

opportunities for future research that explicitly takes it as a starting point.  

 

First and foremost, it would be interesting to study whether the conceptual model applies to 

settings outside of Scandinavia. By conducting a study that extends beyond the Scandinavian 

countries, it would be possible to either support the formulation of the conceptual model or 

adjust it to fit a broader scope. If it is found that the process of managing citizen inquiries in 

other citizen e-reporting contexts, or citizen sourcing contexts for that matter, share 

characteristics with the main components and units of the developed model, this will reinforce 

the model. On the other hand, if it is found that the model does not fit in another context, efforts 

could be made to make it more generalized, or the scope of the model could be defined as with 

the particular setting that this thesis took place in, that is citizen e-reporting in Scandinavia.  

 

Secondly, it would also be intriguing to study further how the process that is captured by the 

conceptual model could be streamlined. The Lifecycle Model, mentioned in section 6.1 

Interpreting the conceptual model, may be used to evaluate how a business process initiative 

is organized to end up as an improved process (Vom Brocke & Mendling, 2018). Inspiration 

from this framework could potentially be valuable to review the conceptual model further. This 

to identify areas of improvement of the process of managing citizen inquiries.  
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8.2 Managerial implications 

The findings of this thesis further have some intriguing implications for the management of 

existing, and future, citizen e-reporting applications.  

 

First and foremost, the conceptual model of managing citizen inquiries in a citizen e-reporting 

context may be useful for organizations that want to initiate a citizen e-reporting initiative. By 

using the conceptual model as a foundation, the hosts’ of citizen e-reporting initiatives can gain 

a better understanding of the important components that managing citizen inquiries entail and 

develop the process accordingly.  

 

Furthermore, focusing on the citizen e-reporting applications, the thesis’ findings, in particular 

from Analysis Stage 1, may be valuable for designing the applications for future and existing 

similar initiatives. As discussed in section 4.3.5 General attitudes are positive towards the idea 

but not the execution, there is a great amount of user feedback comments indicating a positive 

view about the idea of the initiatives, but that the execution of the applications does not live up 

to the users’ expectations. This is interpreted as if the hosts can optimize their applications, 

then citizens may be willing to contribute more as they are not demotivated by an user-

unfriendly application, which seems to be a current barrier. In particular, there are some 

considerations that the hosts’ should take. For example, it is found that the opportunity for 

citizens to add pictures and comments enhances the users’ satisfaction, as well as hosts’ 

abilities to understand the incoming citizen inquiries. It is therefore recommended that 

applications are designed so that it is possible for the users to both add a picture and a comment 

when submitting an inquiry. However, this does not necessarily have to be set as a requirement 

for the users to be able to submit inquiries. Additionally, the researchers find that the 

requirements of having to add a location seem reasonable for hosts’ to be able to manage the 

citizen inquiries effectively. However, the requirement that citizens have to be at the exact 

location at the time of sending in an inquiry does not add additional value to hosts but hinders 

the users’ satisfaction. Therefore it is recommended to not include this as a requirement when 

designing the application. Furthermore, it is recommended that hosts use multiple layers of 

categorization. This may make it easier for the user to navigate the list of categories while it 

also makes it possible to include more categories than if all of them would have been gathered 

in one list.  
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Moreover, in reviewing citizen sourcing frameworks (see section 2.3 Zooming in on the C2G 

relationship), it became evident that much emphasis has been placed on motivations for citizen 

sourcing and citizen e-reporting. In relation to this, it is noted that there should be a match 

between the crowdsourcing activity and the motivators that the host emphasizes (Vianna et al., 

2019). Based on this, a recommendation for citizen e-reporting hosts is to study what their 

users’ motivations are for contributing information via the citizen e-reporting applications. This 

could be done by reviewing existing research about motivation in a citizen sourcing context, 

for example Nam’s (2012) classification of citizen sourcing strategies, and Vianna et al.’s 

(2019) categorization of type of crowdsourcing activities and their characteristics (see section 

2.3 Zooming in on the citizens-to-government relationship). A better understanding of their 

users’ motivations for contributing would enable hosts to align their ways of working as well 

as how the application is set up with what the users value and why they choose to contribute.  
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Appendix 

 

Appendix 1. Overview of previously studied citizen sourcing 

initiatives 

List of co-production initiatives that have been previously researched including name of 

initiative, description of initiative and reference to the research about it.  

Initiative 

name 

Description of co-production initiative Methodology Reference 

Open 

Innovation 

Südtirol (OIS) 

Crowdsourcing platform in Italy based on 

mass-customizable software solution, 

introduced by the Italian region.  

Multiple case study 

Abductive 

Roth, Kaivo-

Oja, & 

Hirschmann 

(2013) 

iBrain Crowdsourcing initiative introduced by a 

Swiss region to improve the region’s 

attractiveness. The service was provided by 

Switzerland’s leading crowdsourcing service 

provider.  

Multiple case study 

Abductive 

Roth, Kaivo-

Oja, & 

Hirschmann 

(2013) 

NYC311 A free 24/7 phone number, mobile application, 

website, Skype-account, and Twitter-account 

that enables citizens to report any type and 

number of small incidents related to their 

neighborhood. Provided by the city.  

Qualitative 

Multiple case study 

Abductive 

Walravens 

(2013) 

FixMyStreet Commercial service that the cities subscribe to 

in the form of a mobile service that gives  the 

citizens the opportunity to report issues with 

city infrastructure, such as vandalism or 

broken traffic lights. 

Qualitative 

Multiple case study 

Abductive 

Walravens 

(2013) 

Carambla Belgian marketplace in the form of a mobile 

application that connects companies or 

property owners with people looking for a 

parking space. The solution is brought by 

individual creators, the cities are not involved 
in the service.  

Qualitative 

Multiple case study 

Abductive 

Walravens 

(2013) 

London Bike 

App 

Open data based application that provides 

citizens with the number of available bikes and 

open slots for the public bike sharing system 

in London. Provided by an individual 

developer, but requires involvement from the 

city in the form of data access. 

Qualitative 

Multiple case study 

Abductive 

 

Walravens 

(2013) 

Challenge.gov Contests hosted by federal agencies to create 

awareness and bring citizens together to solve 

the challenges and problems presented. Also 

Case study 

Qualitative 

Mergel & 

Desouza 

(2013) 
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include the elements of voting and getting 

involved in the implementation of the 

solutions.  

Citizen 

Dialogue Kit 

Local government supported initiatives that 

installed physical interactive machines 

throughout certain cities so that randomly by-

passers, who probably would not participate 

otherwise, provide feedback and opinions 

about certain topics, for example air quality. 

Demo 

Abductive 

Workshops 

Coenen, 

Houben & 

Moere (2019) 

PulsePoint Mobile application that provides information 

on who are trained in cardiopulmonary 

resuscitation (CPR) and where the nearest 

automated external defibrillator is located to 

be used when someone is having a cardiac 

emergency. Developed by individuals together 

the local fire department and involves the city 

to some extent through its emergency services.  

Multiple case study 

Qualitative 

Deductive 

 

Walravens & 

Ballon (2013) 

Visit Brussels Official mobile application, hosted by the city 

government of Brussels that provides travelers 

and tourists with general information about the 

city as well as contact information for 

merchants and businesses with the aim of 

improving the attractiveness of the city.  

Multiple case study 

Qualitative 

Deductive 

Walravens & 

Ballon (2013) 

Apps for 

Amsterdam 

Organized competition by the Economics 

Affairs Department of the city of Amsterdam 

that provides developers with open data on the 

city to create useful and innovative 

applications. Government is involved to some 

extent.  

Multiple case study 

Qualitative 

Deductive 

Walravens & 

Ballon (2013) 

App van’t 

Stad 

Mobile application for large and small 

business owners in the city to create deals that 

are offered to citizens which provides indirect 

value in terms of marketing for the businesses. 

The government or city is not involved.  

Multiple case study 

Qualitative 

Deductive 

Walravens & 

Ballon (2013) 

City Feed  Mobile application which supports a citizen-

sourced issue management process. Carried 

out as a collaboration between the University 

of Pavia and  the Municipality of Pavia. 

Abductive 

Multiple 

comparative case 

study 

You, Motta, 

Liu & Ma 

(2016) 

PDX Reporter 

and Citizen 

Connect 

Enable citizens to interact with the local 

government, report local issues and discuss 

issues. The issues are forwarded to the 

relevant department in the municipality.  

Abductive 

Multiple 

comparative case 

study 

You, Motta, 

Liu & Ma 

(2016) 

See Click Fix Citizen service platform that allows the 

citizens to report non-emergency issues. 

Requests are sent to the right departments.  

Abductive 

Multiple 

comparative case 

study 

You, Motta, 

Liu & Ma 

(2016) 
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Burgernet Collaboration platform that is used to manage 

local security issues, such as missing people or 

crimes. Citizen report issues and the police 

opens up a virtual chatroom for real-time 

information reporting about the confirmed 

issue.  

Abductive 

Multiple 

comparative case 

study 

You, Motta, 

Liu & Ma 

(2016) 

CrowdSC The citizens can share their local knowledge to 

help the authorities gain an overview of the 

status of the city infrastructure.   

Abductive 

Multiple 

comparative case 

study 

You, Motta, 

Liu & Ma 

(2016) 

 
 

Appendix 2. List of citizen e-reporting applications for Analysis 

Stage 1 

Name of citizen e-reporting application 

Giv et Praj Giv et praj - Holbæk Kommune Giv et praj - Næstved 

Kommune 

Tyck till Giv et praj - Vejle Kommune Giv et praj - Lolland Kommune 

Oslo Bymelding Giv et praj - Herning 

Kommune 

Giv et praj - Mariagerfjord 

FixaMinGata Giv et praj - Kolding Giv et praj - Tårnby 

Giv et tip - Odense Giv et praj - Silkeborg Giv et praj - Odsherred 

Giv et tip - Aabenraa 

Kommune 

Giv et praj - Haderslev Giv et praj - Køge 

Vordingborg Kommune Giv et 

tip 

Giv et praj - Horsens 

Kommune 

Giv et praj - Nyborg 

Giv et tip - NSPV Giv et praj  - Slagelse 

Kommune 

Giv et praj -Morsø 

Giv et praj Kbh Giv et praj - Kalundborg Giv et praj - Brøndby 

Kommune 

Giv et Praj - Vejdirektoratet Giv et praj - Vejen Kommune Giv et praj - Faaborg-Midtfyn 

Kommune 

Giv et praj - Skanderborg 

Kommune 

Giv et praj - Albertslund Giv et praj - Rudersdal 

Kommune 

Giv et praj - Roskilde Giv et praj - Varde Kommune Giv et praj - Skive Kommune 

Giv et praj - Fredericia 

Kommune 

Giv et praj - Holsterbro Giv et praj - Ærø Kommune 
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Giv et praj - Sønderborg Giv et praj - Randers 

Kommune 

 

 

Appendix 3. Translation of user feedback comments 

Instance in original language Instance translated to English 

“På tide med en oppdatering. Appen funger 

fint, og etaten følger opp meldingene. Det 

trengs flere kategorier, eller videre kategorier. 

De som er per nå er for spesifikke i de fleste 

tilfeller. Det må også være mulig å laste opp 

bilder fra telefonen. Meldinger som gjelder 

statens vegvesens ansvarsområde må 

videresendes til dem, …” 

“Time for an update. The app works fine, and the 

authorities follow up on the messages. More 

categories are needed, or further categories. The ones 

that´s there now are often too specific. It should also 

be possible to upload pictures from the phone. 

Messages regarding the public roads administration´s 

responsibilities must be forwarded to them, …” 

“jeg oplever, at tingene bliver lavet i løbet af et 

par dage” 

“I perceive that things are solved within a couple of 

days” 

“Der er også begyndt at komme flere 

tilbagemeldinger fra kommunen. (...) De sidste 

gange har jeg fået konkrete svar” 

“There are also more follow-up from the 

municipality. (...). The last times I have been given 

concrete answers” 

“der sker bare INTET nå man gang på gang 

giver et praj om et problem” 

“NOTHING happens when you over and over again 

make an inquiry about a problem” 

“Ingen tilbakemelding” “No follow-up” 

“Problemer med kameraet hele tiden” “Problems with the camera all the time” 

“Man SKAL tilføje billede hvilket ikke er 

nødvendigt i mange tilfælde” 

“One is OBLIGATED to attach a picture, which is 

not necessary in many occasions” 

“Appen lar meg ikke bruke lagrede bilder, kun 

nye bilder som tas i appen” 

“The app does not let me use saved photos, only new 

photos which are taken in the app” 

“Enkelt att bifoga bild” “Simple to attach photo” 

“Det bør være muligt at tilknytte flere billeder” “It should be possible to attach more pictures” 

“Det trengs flere kategorier, eller videre 

kategorier” 

“More categories are needed, or further categories” 

“Kategorierne er blevet flere, hvilket er godt” “The number of categories has increased, which is 

good” 

“man bliver tvunget gennem endeløse drop-

down menuer, hvor der nærmest er umuligt at 

vælge, hvad man vil anmelde” 

“you are forced through endless drop-down menus, 

where it is almost impossible to choose what you 

want to report” 

“Savner mulighed for at skrive kommentar i 

fritekst” 

“I miss the opportunity to write a comment in text”  
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“Det der trækker op er den variable tekst” “What makes it better is the variable text” 

“(...) men kunne godt have flere tegn til tekst” “(...) could have had more characters for text” 

“Lorte app…” 

 

“Shitty app…” 

“Ideen er god, ikke utførelsen” 

 

“The idea is good, not the execution” 

“Go idé - dårlig eksekvering Ideen med at tippe 

kommunen er godt (...), men denne app 

implementerer det dårligt” 

 

“Good idea - poor execution. The idea of providing 

input to the municipality is good (...), but this 

application implements it poorly” 

“Virker ikke!!!!!Massevis af fejl. Helt 
ubrugelig” 

“Doesn't work!!!!! A lot of errors. Completely 
useless” 

“Knapper kræver langt tryk” “The buttons require much pressure” 

“Det er ikke muligt at editere et praj (input)” 

 

“It is not possible to edit an inquiry” 

“Ubrugelig” “Useless” 

“Let at bruge” “Easy to use” 

“Virker rigtig godt” 

 

“It works really well” 

“Enkelt att (...) ange plats” “Easy to (...) enter location” 

“Kort-funktionen viser ikke GPS position 

korrekt” 

 

“Map function does not display GPS position 

correctly” 

“kortet er all over the place og springer rundt 

så det er svært at placere markøren” 

“the map is all over the place and bounces around so 

it is difficult to place the cursor” 

“Should NOT require Location Services to 

work!” 

 

“Should NOT require Location Services to work!” 

 

“Mangler mulighed for at give et praj hvis man 

befinder sig et andet sted end prajstedet” 

“Lacks the possibility to provide an inquiry if you are 

somewhere other than the location of the inquiry” 
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Appendix 4. Coding of user feedback comments in NVivo 

 

Overview of categories 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Examples from coding in NVivo 
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Appendix 5. Transcribed and coded interviews 

The transcribed interviews are color-coded with the following logic: 

● Parts about managing citizen inquiries are highlighted in green 

● Parts about transforming citizen inquiries are highlighted in yellow 

● Parts about managing tasks are highlighted in blue 

● Parts about communicating with citizens are highlighted in red 

 

Square brackets are used when the researchers are uncertain about what the interviewee said.  
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Appendix 5.1 Interview 1 

Interview number 1 

Organization  Skanderborg Kommune 

Interviewee B: Brian Nielsen  

Interviewers E: Eline Christoffersen 

H: Henny Bruhn-Möller 

Date 06.03.2020 

Time 10.30 - 10.46 

Length 0 h 46 min 

Location Skype 

 

E [En introduksjon ble gjort før taleopptaket startet] Også lurer vi på et spørsmål til, 

skal vi ta det på engelsk eller skal vi ta det på norsk/svensk/dansk?  

B Norsk/Svensk/Dansk går bra. Jeg kommer sikkert til å snakke halvnorsk fordi som jeg 

sa til kollegaen din i går så har jeg bodd i Norge i 6 år så... 

E Oi i 6 år ok! Da er du jo nesten nordmann da!  

B Nja det er tett på. 

E Ok men da forsøker vi også får vi se om vi alle tre klarer å henge med.   

H Jeg skal bare si hei, jeg er her også bare så du vet! 

E Ja så vi kan jo bare starte litt om oss, jeg vet ikke hva dere snakket om i går men vi 

leser Cand.Merc. IT eller Business administration and information systems som det så 

fancy heter, på CBS, og vi skriver nå våres speciale. Også skal vi da fokusere på 

citizen sourcing, og det konseptet kommer egentlig fra..eller motivasjonen for det 

emnet kom egentlig fra inspirasjon fra smart cities og at vi synes at det området er ret 

interessant. Så opp til nå så har vi lest mye literatur, gjort en literature review på 

forskjellige perspektiver og på tidligere research i forhold til citizen participation og 

e-participation og forskjellige frameworks. Og vi har også sett på mye feedback og 

analysert kommentarer i forhold til forskjellige sånne apper som kan relateres til 

citizen participation. Så det er liksom det vi har gjort til nå. Vil du…? 

H Ja og baserat på det vi har gjort så har vi også hittat det her interesset i asså processen 

efter en hendvendelse har kommit ind, asså hur da kommunen håndterar den 

feedbacken dom får av sine citizens  

B [...] 

H Eksakt. Og som jeg sa da lite i går så ville vi egentlig, det her snakket er da kanskje 
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bare få en liten generell introduksjon til hur ni gjør det. Og sen om det er møjligt ta en 

liten formell intervju på en senere punkt der vi når vi har hunnit hitte lite theoretical 

perspectives som kan passas inn så att det blir en academic paper også.  

B Ja, ja. 

H Og også muligvis en liten recording av hur ni bruker systemet og så.  

B Ja  

H Men det vi framfår alt, jeg vet ikke om du også kanskje vil bare introdusere deg og 

din roll hos Skandersborg kommune?  

B Ja, ja 

H Men sen også gå inn lite på processen og så der, men vi vil gjerne høre lite om hvem 

du er først.  

B Ja hvem jeg er..  

H Ja! 

B Det er jo sånn, jeg sitter i det vi kalder våre anlægsteam, vi har to teams i våres vej 

afdeling, vi har anleægsteamet som primært sørger for at det kommer nye veje, og der 

sidder jeg og jobber veldig mye med sånn blant annet hva som har med cykler at 

gjøre for Skanderborg kommune.  

E Okay.  

B Også har vi jo dem våres driftsteam som sidder på den anden side, som har mere med 

de her driftsopgaver, med det om vej og det kan også være gadebelysning og alt sånn 

slikt. Men vi har jo tett kontakt så derfor har jeg jo god innsikt i det her Giv et praj 

verktøy men assa sånn jeg har jo selvfølgelig jobbet litt med det. 

E Mhm  

B Ja. Og jeg har jobbet her i Skanderborg i litt over ett år nu.  

E Nei men det er jo godt å vite. 

H Ja! 

E Nei så det vi egentlig har lyst til å høre mere om er selve prosessen efter et praj har 

kommet inn på appen, og hva som på en måte skjer derefter. Har du noen detaljer om 

den prosessen eller har du noen inputs der som kan... 

B Ja ja, jeg kan godt prøve å beskrive hva der er som skjer.  

H + E Ja! 

B Ja fordi at det er jo sånn at hvis man går inn i våres app og sånn har et ‘Praj’, alt efter 

hva det er, hvis det er la oss si det er et hull i veien for eksempel, så går borgeren ind 

og skriver ‘ja men det er et hull i veien’ også får de jo muligheten til å sette en pin i 
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kartet og si ‘det her det er..’ komme med en kort beskrivelse og kanskje vedlegge 

noen bilder. Når de så har gjort det så går det en direkte så går den melding går 

direkte til våres, vi har en sånn avtale med et asfaltfirma som skal vedlikeholde veiene 

våre, så den meldingen går direkte til dem. Så hvis det er sådan så alt efter hvorfor 

eller en gruppe det er de skriver, hvis de skriver på ‘veibelysning’ går det direkte til, 

da har vi nemlig også en aftale men sånn en leverandør der liksom vedlikeholder 

våres veilys. Så det er jo noe av det smarte med denne appen, det er jo at i stede for at 

meldingen kommer inn til oss som sitter på rådhuset som så skal videresende den til 

dem som vi har til å utføre jobben så går den sånn sett over det ledd og går direkte ut 

til dem som skal reparere den skaden som har skjedd. 

E Ok, ok så de har en egen type back end, de har en egen app for hvert område? 

B Ja det kan man si, altså det er den samme, hva heter det, altså alle henvendelsene 

kommer inn i samme systemet, så vi kan også se de henvendelser som for eksempel 

kommer på vejbelysning hvis det er noget, dem kan vi godt gå inn og si ja men der 

har det kommet en melding på at det var en lyktestolpe som ikke lyser. 

E Mhm.  

B Og det, det kan vi godt gå inn og se, men det vil si men samtidig så sender vi melding 

direkte til det firmaet som heter [...]  som står for våres, som har våres kontrakt på 

veibelysning i øyeblikket, så de får den direkte inn i deres operativsystem..  

E Okay. 

B Så også alt efter hvad det er, hvis det er fordi man har jo sagt at det er en enkel maste, 

eller er det en hel sone der ikke har noget belysning for eksempel, også har man 

liksom alt efter hva det er så har man også nogle forskjellige responstider som de har 

defineret at hvis det er en hel sone det er galt med så er det jo med en gang de skal 

rykke ut, men er det en enkelt mast så skal de bare gjøre det på et tidspunkt. 

E Okay, så det er visse, de har visse restriktioner i forhold til hvornår, hvor kritisk det er 

da vil du si?  

B Ja precis.  

E Ja. 

B Også er det jo alle mulige andre, altså det er jo vildt mange forskjellig grupper, der jo 

også noget med rottebekæmpelse, og det er noget med..altså så det er alle mulig, og 

det er nogen med parkering og det kan være...som..sånne ting...det er likegyldig hva 

det er, det mer eller mindre likegyldig hva en borger har av henvendelse, om noe som 

driftsmessig måske ikke er optimalt så, så kan de sende inn, så hvis det er et skilt som 

er blitt kjørt ned og som, noen slike ting. 

E Mhm. Okay.  

B Men vi får for eksempel også en masse henvendelser på at det er noen som synes at 

det er noen der holder ulovlig parkert for eksempel. 

E Okay. 
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B Og det er jo ikke noe vi som kommune kan gjøre noe ved.. 

E [ler] Nei... 

B Det er jo sånn sett en melding som burde være gått til politiet kan man si ik.  

E Ja, ja.  

B Så der får vi den inn, der får jeg den jo inn som saksbehandler også skriver jeg så en 

melding tilbake til dem og sier at vi ser at du har oppdaget at det er nogen som holder 

ulovligt men det er en politisak så i framtiden bedes du å rette henvendelsen direkte til 

politiet. 

E Mhm.  

B Men hvis det er mere noe som, hvis det går på at det er måske noe skilting som er 

forvirrende i forbindelse med parkering så er det jo oss som skal gjøre det, så kan vi 

jo skrive til dem at du har rett og det er forvirrende skilting og sånn noen ting.  

E Okay, mhm.  

B Så man kan si det er litt sånn alt efter hva det er for en henvendelse, så går den liksom 

videre steder hen... 

E Men jeg bare tenker på det der med at den går direkte videre til de som har ansvaret 

for området, er det basert denne kategoriseringen, at..?  

B Ja, det er det nemlig. 

E Ja, okay.  

B Så vi er inne [...] , fordi når du går inn i appen, nå starter jeg lige appen så kan jeg 

snakke bedre om det tror jeg, når man er inne i appen, så kan man jo, så setter man 

opp i toppen, eller så skriver man jo det der med [...] når man velger under ‘emne’ 

tror jeg, så [...] er det forskjellige kategorier, er det avfald, er det [idrettsanlegg] , er 

det skilte, skog, er det noget med sti, utstyr, så alt efter, men efter hver for en man 

velger så får man noen underkategorier og hver enkelt underkategori kan vi gå inn og 

si den skal gå, assa det er jo sånn at vi har sagt at hvis det handler om det her så går 

den direkte til våre materiellgård for eksempel... 

E Mhm. 

B Altså våres entrepreneur avdeling, men det kan også være at hvis det handler om 

veibelysning så skal den gå direkte til [...] så skal min kollega han heter Jesper, få 

melding om at det har kommet noe nytt. Så, så vi går inn og prøver og si at, prøver å 

få laget det så..man kan si så fint [...] som mulig, men at den riktige, at den beskjed 

som kommer inn går til den riktige medarbeider eller den riktige organisasjon.  

E Okay. 

B Sånn at vi ikke alle sammen skal inn og ta stilling til at oi nå kom det en henvendelse 

omkring våres skoger og den skal jo ned til Inger som jobber med skogene og noen 
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sånne ting, så den går direkte til Inger i stede for.  

E Ja okay, ja.  

B Og det er jo der vi som kommune ser stort potensiale i at vi får en masse..at vi vår 

måske flere henvendelser inn fordi vi har den her app løsning, enn hvis de bare skulle 

ringe. Til gjengjeld så kommer det til rett person eller rett organisasjon med en gang.  

E Mhm. Og da er det de personene, eller organisasjonene, som skal ta stilling til om noe 

skal gjøres eller hvornår noe skal gjøres eller til hvor stor extent noe skal utføres? 

Eller?  

B Ja, precis.  

E Ja.  

B Så den borger der har sendt inn ‘prajet’ kan jo følge med i status på sine egen praj 

inne på appen.  

 10 min. 

E Okay. 

B Så det vil si hvis, hvis, prosjektet, hvis den henvendelsen de har akseptert kan man si..  

E Mhm. 

B Så vil de få en melding om det, og at det har blitt laget en oppgave på den og så kan 

de se når oppgaven når den er blevet utført.  

E Okay. 

B Og det samme hvis det er sånn at de avviser, det skjer jo også en gang i mellem, at vi 

avviser [det her], for eksempel denne problemstilling med ulovlig parkerte biler, så 

skriver vi jo en melding til dem som det offentlige også skriver vi også avslutter vi 

saken efterfølgende. Så der gjør vi jo ikke noget, vi bare skriver til dem ‘takk for din 

henvendelse men de er en politisak’.   

E Ja. Ja, ja.  

B Og den melding, den kan de både få på mail og sms, men de får den også direkte i 

deres app.  

E Men det kommer, jeg tenker at det må vel komme mange henvendelser som på en 

måte enten ikke har en kategori eller som kommer under forkert kategori..? 

B Jaaa...det synes jeg ikke er særlig mange nei... 

E Okay. 

B Det tror jeg ikke, jeg tror ikke vi får rett mange som der rykker ind i feil kategori. Jeg 

er litt spent på, jeg vet faktisk ikke om vi har, det vet jeg faktisk ikke engang om vi 

har [oppgjort] om hvor stor feil andelen er...   
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E Ok. 

B Fordi det er jo også noen som vil gi oss en melding om et eller annet som vi sånn sett 

ikke har lagt opp til at man kan gi melding om, og det kan godt være at de [...] jeg vet 

ikke om kan skrive der inne uten å ha valgt emne, det er jeg faktisk i tvil om.. 

E Nei for vi bare så at det var en sånn, et mønster når vi analyserte den dataen vi har 

gjort i forhold til alle de forskjellige type apper, at det er mange som føler at det er for 

få kategorier i forhold til hva de skal gi et praj inn på, så vi bare lurte på om det var, 

om det har vært et problem for dere?   

B Vet du hva, det vil jeg gjerne prøver å undersøke for det er faktisk ikke noe jeg har 

kjennskap til, men det vil jeg gjerne prøve å undersøke om kanskje noen av mine 

kolleger om det er en problemstilling vi må.. 

E Ja mhm, nei for det er i hvert fall noe vi så i mange av de andre, at det var et stort 

problem for mange da.  

B Ja, fordi det er jo sånn at, så er det noen som har sendt det inn under den forkerte så 

tror jeg godt vi kan, altså så kan vi godt gå inn og endre og si det her omhandler sånn 

sett ikke... 

E Ja. 

B Det omhandler sånn sett ikke avfall, det omhandler skilter er eller et eller annet, altså 

vi kan godt skifte kategori på den app [der på].., men om det er et stort problem det 

har jeg ikke noe kjennskap til, men det kan jeg prøve å forhøre meg om. 

E Ja, det er supert! Også tenkte jeg sånn apropos sånn med...i litt samme gate, at sånn er 

det stadig folk som sender mails og ringer inn og sånne ting som ikke bruker appen 

eller har dere merket en forskjell etter at appen kom i bruk, at det har vært mindre 

type mails og telefoner på klageområder?  

B Ja men jeg skjønner. Ja jeg tror at hvis vi skal si sånn helt generelt så ja, så får vi 

færre mails og oppringninger, men dem får vi selvfølgelig stadig vekk mange av. 

E Ja, ja. 

B Og det er jo også, det her Giv et praj det er jo noget vi aktivt forteller ved en hver [...] 

eller hver gang vi har et borgermøte eller til hver en der ringer inn, så sier vi at du har 

også muligheten for å downloade den her appen også sier vi jo lige præcis det her 

med at det smarte med den her er jo at hvis vi ikke er på jobb så går det stadig vekk til 

rett person, som [sånn gjør sånn]og sånn noen ting, og det behøves ikke å gjøres når 

vi har åpent, du kan gjøre det når det passer deg og sånn noen ting.   

E Ja det er jo et riktig godt selling point, ja.  

B Fordi det er jo også det, noget at som er den store fordelen som vi ser med den her 

appen, det er jo også det her med at de har det kartet hvor de kan sette nålen i kartet 

og si det er her problemet er, så veldig ofte når vi, når det er nogen der ringer inn så er 

det ikke alltid vi har lokal kjennskapen  
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E Nei.. 

B Også er det jo gjerne noe sånn at det er der hvor den her vejen krysser den her vej, 

også på den siden og sånn noen ting, men man er aldri 100% sikker på at man setter, 

vi setter jo også sånn nålen i kortet når vi får sånn henvendelse, men da er vi ikke 

100% sikker på at vi sånn rammer rett sted... 

E Nei, nei.. 

B Og der tror jeg feilprosenten er mindre enn at det er borgerne selv der sier at nei det er 

her, det er her det står et skilt som er veltet eller det er her det er en brønn som er 

stoppet til.  

E Mhm, okey, nei men det er bra å vite. Er det noe mere vi skal…[...]  

B Ja men det her med om vi får færre eller flere henvendelser jeg vet ikke engang, om 

min kollega har prøvd å innføre systemet, har prøvd å gjøre noe statistikk på det så 

det kan jeg kanskje også finne.  

E Ja, men det er super! Vi tar all den dataen vi kan få der altså.  

B [ler] Ja det tenkte jeg nok! 

E Ja, så det hadde vært helt fantastisk! For vi er jo stadig litt i den fasen hvor vi, på den 

dataen vi har analysert til nå så vet vi jo, så har vi jo et bilde av hvor vi tror 

problemene ligger, eller hvor vekst punktene er da, så…, men det er alltid spennende 

å få litt inputs fra dere som sitter med det og kjenner den andre siden av prosessen da.  

B Ja det er det.  

E Så, så absolutt. Men er det, er det mulighet for oss å sette opp et nytt møte med deg 

om en uke eller to, når vi har fått laget enda mere akademisk futt på det?  

B Ja, ja det kan vi godt finne ut av.  

E Ok, nei men det er super.  

B Og hvis det er noen ting i gjerne spesielt vil vide inden møte, så kunne det være bra 

hvis i sendte det fram sånn at hvis det er noget jeg skal ha mulighet til å forberede 

meg på  

E Ja, ja! Absolutt, det setter vi stor pris på.  

B Ja. Nå skal vi se min kalender... 

H + E  [Litt tid, 3 uker kanskje?] 

E Ja, om tre ukers tid, går det?  

B Om tre uker?  

E Ja.  
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B Ja det var jo langt fram i tiden, ja alltid når man er langt fram i tiden så går det fint.  

E Ja, det er det.  

B Ja, men er det en dag dere spesielt tenker?  

E Skal vi se, vi skal [...], skal vi si fredag den tjuesyvende? Passer det?  

B Hva sa du? Fredag den..? 

E Fredag den tjuesyvende? 

B Ja det kan vi godt. Skal vi si en tid? 

E Ja en gang efter frokost måske?  

B Ja hvis vi sier klokka tretten tredve?  

E Ja, ja det blir perfekt!  

B Ja, hvor lang tid tenker i det tar?  

E Nei..en time kanskje max?  

B Ja, men da setter jeg av en time.  

E Ja men det er super. Også skal vi sende deg om vi har noen spesielle områder vi 

føler.. 

B Ja hvis det er noe dere tenker det ville være bra hvis jeg fikk det undersøkt på forkant 

E Ja. Det er fantastisk, det takker vi for.  

B Ja, og jeg prøver å se om jeg kan finne det her med feilprosenten, også hva var det 

andre vi snakket om, det var... 

E Kategoriseringen, nei..? 

B Nei det her med, jo hvor mange, hvor stor feilprosent vi har om det er et stort problem 

og det her med om vi får færre eller flere henvendelser.  

E + H Yes, precis. 

E Nei men det blir super.  

B [...] Så skriver jeg det lige på en mail til dere.  

E Ja men perfekt, og tusen takk igjen. Hvis ikke det er noe annet du vil tilføye?  

B Ja men det er, jeg tror ikke jeg har mer.  

E Nei, vi har sikkert masse mere om tre uker så det er bare å forberede seg. 

B Yes, får dere ha en god helg! 
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E + H I lige måde, tusen takk for tiden! 

B Hade! 

E + H Hade bra!  
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E Just to give an introduction, we are studying Business Administration and 

Information Systems and we are currently writing our Master Thesis about citizen 

science and citizen reporting.  

H Just to give you some context of what we are going to write about [shows on 

screen]. This is just a preliminary research question but what we want to look at is 

how citizen sourcing solutions are managed among different municipalities and how 

that can facilitate the collaboration and interaction between the government and 

municipalities with the citizens. And so far we have done a literature review where 

we have [studied] literature on citizen sourcing, e-participation, citizen reporting. 

Those concepts that are related to one another. And then we also did an analysis of 

the comments. So we looked at 41 different applications, because Giv et Praj is one 

for each municipality so it was a lot. And then we...  

E And just to interrupt you. We looked at App Store and Google Play. And just what 

people have been telling about or talking about these apps. So there are not a lot of 

comments, but on some municipalities there is more. So we’ve just been looking at 

how people review the different apps and if we can get a feeling of what’s the 

problem. 

H So we found a lot of different comments. Some were irrelevant because they were 

actually more the input that you would put in the application, like fix this street light. 
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But we analyzed the comments that we had and we found that most people comment 

about either the functionality, for example oh the camera doesn’t work or the 

categorization should be more developed but a lot of people also commented on the 

status update and the feedback like the action after they have provided their praj. 

Therefore we decided maybe to focus more on the process after you receive a praj. 

What happens with that praj afterwards. And that leads us to where we are right 

now. We have selected some municipalities which had maybe more comments and 

more activity. And thankfully you replied and wanted to sit here and have an 

interview with us. Are you familiar with the concept of citizen sourcing? We can go 

briefly through it just to understand the terminology. [shows on screen] This is a 

long description but citizen sourcing in general is how you utilize citizen as data 

generators. So they provide you input, and you use that. It is crowdsourcing, which 

is for the bigger crowd, but here it is focus on the citizens.  

E The incentive is to enable the citizen to contribute to decision making and 

development in the public rooms. Therefore municipalities is very interested in 

terms of citizen science because it is a big organ for engaging the citizens. Kind of 

natural focus when it comes to citizen science.  

H And specifically we consider Giv et Praj to be in citizen reporting. You can, as a 

citizen, influence the decision making but reporting is more how can the daily 

practices be improved and that can be empty that trash can, improve that street or so. 

So that’s the context for our paper. So what we are interested in knowing more about 

is if you have any particular challenges, what the process looks like after you receive 

a ‘praj’, what kind of people are using the applications. But maybe we can just start 

with you introducing who you are, your position you have, how long you’ve been 

here for and then we’ll continue to the processes. So you want to start? 

A Yes I can start. My name is Anita. I have worked here for I think 16 years. I’m an 

engineer so I’m working with maintenance of the road the [cykelstiger] and all kind 

of things. I receive many of these ‘prajs’ everyday.  

E So you work on this app, is that one of your focus areas? 

A Yes it is. Maintenance, application, but also receiving a lot of things from the 

citizens that’s wrong. 

C I’m Camille. I am from gardening, gardening technician. I maintain a lot of [parker], 

recreative areas and sport areas, and well all green things. And take care of the green 

part of DriftWeb and gets ‘praj’ as well.  

E When you say DriftWeb, can you distinguish the two or how they are connected? 

DriftWeb and Giv et Praj?  

C Giv et Praj is the one citizens use.  

A On their phone. 

C Or [via the web] but mostly [on the phone]. But as soon as they have done that it 

goes to DriftWeb. That is the platform where we are working. We receive the ‘praj’ 

in DriftWeb. 
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A We can show you later.  

H That would be super. So just If we move to the process, because you [Anita] are 

doing the roads, and you [Camille] are doing the green parts. Is it that the ‘praj’ 

directly goes to one of you or is it that it is like collected [first]? 

A Mostly to the one person that is responsible. It is not only us who give praj from the 

system but are we ten people or so here in our place. And all the ‘praj’ is going to 

these people. 

E So if I give a ‘praj’ about let’s say a road, does that automatically go directly to the 

people that are responsible for roads?  

A Yes. Because [skilter], it is on the road but there is a colleague who has [skilter] 

where if it is garbage that is me. So if it on the road, it can find out that oh Anita has 

that and [Majken] has that.  

E But so does that go directly to you? There is no middle man or middle platform? 

A No. It uses geocache. We have, mostly Camille, has sat the system so that it can find 

who has who things. 

 10 min. 

C [Showing DriftWeb on the screen]. So this is what it looks like when we get in 

DriftWeb. ‘Henvendelser’ that is where ‘praj’ goes. They create ‘henvendelser’. This 

is what has come to me and this is what has come to everybody.  

H So here it says who is the assigned person? 

C Yeah, exactly. And for each, if we take this one, you click on it and it opens. Here is 

for starters what the citizen write, this is what they collect, and drop-down menus.  

E So, in the drop-down menu, is that a categorization or the different ‘prajs’? 

C Yeah, in the first category is if it is what kind of an area. Is it road, is it parcs, is it 

sport areas. And that is actually only for the citizens to get a help in starting. And 

well actually I think I’ll go to the administration. You have seen it on the app, so you 

are familiar with it.  

E Yeah. And I assume that one person or more people are connected to each category. 

So for sport areas there come directly to this person, and for gardening.  

A Yeah but not that simple. So if we take… 

H Is this the first level category, the first decision? 

A Yes it is. You see, there is a lot of different things. There is, this is what we have 

picked out that you can use if you have chosen [belysning] this is what you can 

report. All of the things you see are available [tilgjengelig]. There is five five 

hundred and seventy one other possibilities. They are not any good idea if you say 

oh yes this is about the light, then you don’t have to tell anything about asphalt, 
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pavement.  

H So it is five hundred and seventy one in total? 

A Plus twelve.  

E Oh okay.  

A But we have chosen twelve on [belysning]. Because when you have the app you 

can’t have that there were five hundred, you should sit like that [Anita scrolls with 

hands] for finding the relevance for you. And I don’t think anyone will do that more 

than once. And we want people to use this all the time.  

H So five hundred and eighty three sub categories in total, but then you help the user to 

get there.  

A Yes. 

H Okay.  

C And this first category [showing first level categories on the screen, for example 

belysning] is only to make it easier for the citizen. 

H How many first-level categories do you have? Like the [belysning], the [parc].  

A Eight I think. You want a screen dump of this as well?  

H Yes that would be very nice. 

E We take everything that we can get.  

H So then the person, the people who are assigned, they are signed on the second 

level? 

C In another level. I just have to remember what is what when I go through this.  

These elements. Ehm. This is were we choose which of all the things that Sweco 

have have made possible for us. There is some global, they call it, tasks. And we can 

ask to get a local as well. If we have something we wish that the citizen can report to 

and it doesn’t exist in Sweco, then we can say this one we want as well. Anyway, 

first we choose a topic. Here it is garbage [shows on screen the categories for 

garbage] and in garbage we have chosen only the ones made in green here, glas, 

garden, garbage, throw garbage and [knulder]. That’s the only garbage elements, or 

types, citizens can report on. This one [glasskår] you see that it is local. That’s 

because that one we have asked for ourselves at some time. And now it is greyed out 

and got an “i” it’s because well that was one we wanted back then, but now we don’t 

want it anymore. But it has been used so we can’t delete it but it’s not possible to 

make any new.  

E Okay but can the citizens see this as one of the categories? 

A No, they can only see the green ones.  

E Only the green ones okay.  
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H And what’s the logic behind that you wanted to add that one? Or why you pick some 

that the citizens can see and some that are marked red? Is it that you see what they 

are using? Or is it that it makes it easier for you to process or? 

A Well Sweco has made all of those possibilities that they have seen a lot of 

municipalities want and then if we say yes we go with all of it then when the citizens 

scroll they really have to scroll. So we pick the things that we want to know about 

and the things we think people want to report. Should I just take a screen dump of 

some of this as well?  

E Yes thank you.  

 20 min 

A When we have shown the system, we could try it one to one and make a ‘praj’ and 

do all what we do here. 

E That would be amazing.  

A Maybe it is easier to understand if we take all the process one by one.  

C Good idea. Yeah I don’t have to say that much more about it. There is here, it’s 

profiles. We got two profiles. We got one for everything except light on roads, and 

we got one for light on roads. So that’s the profiles. 

E So, all the responsible people are sitting in this interface, correct?  

C Yes. Or not right in here because here we are in the administration so this is where 

we put it up. The other interface is the picture with the map, the first one. I said that 

there were two, that’s not correct. Earlier, rats was in a special module, but now it’s 

part of this so we have three now.  

H We’ve actually seen that people are requesting the category for rats. But it is also 

comments back in time but it is a lot of people wants rats, living rats, not just dead. 

A That’s correct. That has been improved.  

C Here we have made some groups. So for example garbage. This is some of the men 

in demand who is going to take care of things. They should be able to see garbage 

and well yeah. This is the groups.  

H And how do you assign what provider will, is it Materialgården or is it [Ok Nygard]? 

Who will... 

A We do it on the map. It is with geo validation and you can set some rules and then 

the system can find out, oh here it is Materialegården to take care of the green area 

spot and here it is [Ok Nygard]. The system can find out.  

C There is two layers. There is the geo validation, which is made here [shows on 

screen]. For example Materialegården, the green people on the Materialegården is in 

four groups and that is this four. And this one refers to a cart where it is put in where 

they are. But now if we take this one, just to test it [moving the pin on the map]. 
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Then we say… If I go over here it gets a red, it’s not good, but if I go over here it’s 

[green] [moving pin to another area on the map]. 

A Yeah it’s a map behind it.  

C But the green guys doesn’t have to think about the road and the pavement for 

example. So we got some other rules as well. And they put the theme together with 

the [geography].  

C Well here, I got garbage. So if somebody [reports] garbage then it goes through the 

maps and is it a sports area, no,  is it a [ … ], no, is it a  road, and so on. And when it 

gets a yes from the map we saw before, then okay. Then it goes…  

H Can I just ask. Specific people were [tildelt], responsible, assigned, and then we also 

have this layer were it as you say the [Materialgården], the green team and all that. 

Do you decide what ‘prajs’ are accepted or decline, or who is in charge of saying we 

are going to perform the action or not perform it? 

A That’s why we, when citizens report something, it is our job here, on this 

department, to decide which one is going to be sent to the people in the Materialgård 

and so on. We have to decide is it something that we want to have fixed. Some 

reports and roads we are not in charge of. Some green areas is not ours so.  

H So you, ten people first decide and then it is... 

A I don’t know if it was ten, but something like that.  

H And then it is forwarded to the ones who is responsible for performing the action.  

A Yes, because the system. Now you have seen the first part. Where the citizens are 

reporting the inquiries. And then the things we want to have done in the real world 

we make a task.  

A Task, yeah [opgave]. So there’s some citizens ‘prajs’ we say [afvist]. We do not do 

anything about it. Or parc it. But mostly it is something we do something about and 

currently we have four hundred and sixty seven tasks, who do things in the area.  

E Are all the work done by municipality employees or do you like outsource or 

collaborate with other organizations or other people that knows how to, I don’t 

know, cut down a tree or fill the road or something that you are not possessing. 

C Most is made by our own people. 

A But some things is with…  

C We have both some foreign workers, who is contracted bound. And there are some 

jobs we say this specific job is not for our people and then we pick…  

E Do you have an example?  

C It could be a dangerous tree.  

A And in my area it is for example in the area of the Northern part of Roskilde, it is 
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another contractor who have  if there is garbage or cutting grass and it is a contract 

for that.  

H Is Materialgården your people? 

C Yes. 

E All of those we saw on the map are your people?  

C Well actually we got some green guys as well who are contract called [Ok Nygard]. 

And they go through the system as well... 

 30 min 

A And mine too. You can have all the people in the system that you want to. It is not 

related to only inside the house, you can also take all the outside and you just  make 

them a profile. And then you can decide what to see in the system because we won’t 

have the different entrepreneurs must not see what the other’s jobs are. So we have 

to have some walls between them. 

E Is that.. Or this is kind of a big question. What do you consider the biggest challenge 

with the system and with the app? Is there anything that is tricky for you to solve, is 

it there an ongoing problem or challenge that you face with this?  

C Not about using it.  

A No it’s not an issue. But I think it it a little bit fragile because when you have 

selected only one person who see all the ‘praj’ from citizen on roads, nearly. When 

I’m at holiday or getting sick other have to think oh oh now there’s a lot of ‘praj’ 

just laying there. If it is a holiday you can put a supplement person in the system but 

many doesn’t remember that. So we have to always think oh oh she’s sick or she’s 

away because citizen wants to have an answer pretty quick and if you want to have 

many to use the system you have to have a response rate.  

H Do you have a goal of a response time? Is it that you go into it daily, is it once a 

week? 

A It is different on every element there’s a different time frame to make it.  

C [Belysning], light profile, has been set up so that when the citizen reports something 

they immediately get a notis that says that this kind of problem will be, or should be, 

fixed in two days or something like that. But there is a special contract between 

CSNV who is doing the maintenance for us and us, so it was written in the contract 

that if you want to have this work you have to live up to this service [level].  

H So they have access to the system?  

C Yes.  

A They are also in the system yes. [Showing on screen]. This is the text which the 

citizen get on the app if they report something about garbage. Then we have [set up] 

that a trash can will be fixed as quickly as possible, because we don’t have a written 
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goal on how quickly it has to be fixed. 

C And it might also depend on the area. Some areas a lot of the road it will be a bigger 

problem than in some of the parts. So there will be very specific. So if we have to 

give them a precise answer we should make it very much work to this specific area, 

this road, and this is this road so it is a lot of work to do and maintain.  

A So also when you asked before the problem with it. Also we have to put a lot of time 

in maintaining the system. Because there’s new people who are starting, some get a 

new job, and texts to the citizen. And you have to go through the system some time 

every year of every month.  

E And you do that? 

A Yes, that’s why we are two because then it’s not that one of us, because we can 

supply the system if there’s a colleague who sees there is a problem and so on. And 

Sweco, the ones who have made the system, and they are supporting us if there is 

something that is more difficult than what we can fix. 

E So you work closely with them? 

A Yeah. 

E Do you have any number on how many are using this app? Or how many are active? 

A We have made statistics. I think in 19 there was three thousand ‘praj’.  

H Wow, that’s a lot.  

A And two thousand the year before.  

C Yesh two thousand the year before, so it is increasing.  

E So do you know, I don’t know if you are able to measure that, but because of this 

app and obviously a lot of people use it that there is less phone calls and emails?  

A Yes, there is. That's something we feel everyday that the phone is not ringing as 

much. You [Camille] have been here almost as long as me and back then we didn’t 

do anything else than bla bla bla all day long.  

C And it is much more precise, because you have the map. And well some people may 

not get the exact point on the map but anyway you can look at the map at the same 

time, and the picture.  

A Pictures are very useful because we know most of the area, so we can see out of the 

picture and see that that is not exactly correct and move the map to the right place. 

E So you are able to move the pin? 

A Yes.  

C While earlier if somebody called in and maybe used a specific name for an area you 

couldn’t get on the map and then you could get an address and then from that, in our 
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[webport] could try to zoom in and talk oh there is a little parc there, oh so it’s that 

tree. 

H But that’s nice to have some time freed up. Do you perhaps also have some data on 

what kind of people are the common users? Is it male, females, age. Is that 

something that they provide when they use the app? 

A They do not have to say who they are. So there’s a lot of ‘praj’ that are just citizens  

so we don’t know who’s writing us. But I think it is all kind of people. And also it is 

ourselves when we are out in the field and see something we use it also, because it is 

the easiest way to remember to do something when we come back here to the office. 

And people in the field, Materialgården, and all over, they also report. So it is not 

only citizens, it is also ourselves. 

E That’s good. It seems like there is a lot of use out of this app.  

 40 min 

C A little experiential. We have some other maps we can provide, put on. For 

example… But anyway the blue light [shows on the screen], dark blue and red, that 

is the classification of roads. So I think Anita uses that a lot. And we have [matriler], 

you can see where the properties are. And that is very helpful often as well. And 

plants who are not welcome, we have a layer for that as well.  

E What does that mean? 

C That’s [bjørnklo]. That’s invasive plants.  

E Just to understand correctly. These maps and these layers. When do you use this? 

When you are specifying where in the area the ‘praj’ is coming from or where the 

problem is? Is that when you use this map? 

C For example somebody would say this is the municipality who owns this, and 

somebody says that tree is very dangerous. Then we can go in and see well is it on 

our ground or is it somebody’s else. And some of the filters are using that as well. 

But everything that gets [afvist] we normally look it up and check why is this not 

ours. And sometimes is it something we have to react on anyway.  

E Are you then sending the problem to somebody else?  

C It depends what kind of problem it is.  

A Yeah, because here in the area we have some roads that it is the state who has the 

maintenance of. So the citizens don’t know if it is Roskilde or not. So I send that 

praj to the government and they do something about it. It is very easy, you [Anita] 

could maybe take one job and show how easy it is. [Anita showing on screen]. You 

say forward and you can give a comment. If you have written them before they are 

[in a list] and you just put one name on and sent. And then they can see the citizen 

have wrote and where it is, and the picture and so on. So it is very easy also for the 

next level to see is it mine. 

E Henny should we before our time run out try it out?  
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H Yes.  

 [Bringing up the phone] 

H And here, in the email address, you have the address to the government? 

A Yeah the first time you have to find the email address somewhere. It’s something 

that they could do better in the system. But we cannot change it. Sweco, they have to 

change it. It is something that is not working hundred percent but it’s working.  

C And some of them, for example, they got Sweco’s DriftWeb as well so we want to 

be able to forward it to them in the system. Because now they just get a mail with 

the information about what this is and then they have to put it in their own system.  

A It is getting better every day.  

E Okay so should we try this [Eline using the Giv et Praj mobile application]. Because 

this is where we are at?  

A You can move it. Oh no maybe not.  

C I think you have to dot where you want it. If you are going to tell something you can 

see there is a mark and oh someone has already told.  

H Can you see what kind of mark, or can you see it is a mark or can you see what that 

person wrote?  

C You can see here. But if you do go through, we open it here.  

E Let’s say we are here [picking locations on map in app]. The category [picking 

category]. And then we have the elements, which is the second layer kind of, let’s do 

garbage [picking element, theme]. And then [emne]. And then we see that’s one 

minute ago. So I have to include a photo? 

A Yeah. Somebody just take a table or something but…  

E I’m just gonna type in my name.  

A You don’t have to do that. That’s why we don’t know who they are.  

 [Send in the ‘praj’] 

H Perfect. And if you provide the email or phone number, do you get a notification 

when it is completed? 

A Yeah. You do.  

C No, you don’t get anything automatic. You get a message on your phone, in the app.  

E So it’s in the app? 

A You can see in the app, it will change color.  
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 50 min 

C [In DriftWeb]. Even though you pick an area then Lucy is the one who maintain that 

parc area.  

A (To Camille). [I thought it was that you get an email]. 

C [I think it is only for us to follow up on]. This is something we have to investigate a 

little bit more. But anyway we use the mail and the phone if there is something that 

we don’t understand then we contact the citizen.  

E But I think that’s the requirement that you inserted.  

A No you can just send anyway.  

C We have decided that it is not [mandatory]. But some municipalities put a hack and 

make so that it must be, and somebody don’t want it. 

A [Managing the ‘praj’ in DriftWeb]. I open it. And see if it is something that I want to 

do anything about. If it some garbage I want to have removed on our roads then I 

can zoom in on the map like this. Now you have put the ‘praj’ on our [gymnasium] 

so it’s not ours actually but anyway. Therefore it is important that we investigate 

before we just accept.  

H And that is done manually? 

A Yes, all this is manual. And if the [‘praj’] was out here. We can try that. Then it 

would be by name and not Lucy and it would be ours. So then I say accept because I 

want the Materialgård to remove the garbage.  

E So now it’s also changed here? [In the application] 

C This was the thing from the citizen and now it has become a task.  

A I have to tell the Materialgård what to do with the garbage. And then I pick shall 

they use a big machine to remove this garbage or is it just to pick up the [glasskår]. 

So I pick [opsamling] because it is the nearest word to use. And maybe sometimes I 

just write here that it is [glasskår]. Because they have to look closer on the asphalt, it 

can be very small. It is not a sofa that they are going to collect.  

H So if you would see that it was a sofa you would write sofa so that they would [get 

the information that it is a sofa]?  

C Yeah, but they get the picture too.  

A Yeah picture also, but sometimes I write a little text. And then I have to choose the 

person in Materialgården who shall have it. I have to just write here. I’ll write test 

because they are very quickly. Materialgården are very quick so I choose Camille.  

H Is it a reason for assigning two? [show ansvarlig and tildelt on the screen]. 

A Yeah, it is a little bit difficult to answer but it is because we have someone on 

Materialgården who is chief who is responsible and when we put the name in both 
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he will choose on [tildelt] to the worker or employee who will have to remove. Just 

some technical administration so we know where the jobs are and so on. And 

sometimes you can put a date in here, how long the Materialgård has to move the 

garbage. This is just an example. Then you save. Then Camille would on her 

DriftWeb be able to see the job.  

E Okay.  

A And then, if she is going to remove it today... 

C If I go out to do it then I press start and if it takes more than one day to do it I don’t 

do anything else that day, but when it’s finished I click on [udført].  

A Yeah, because the starting today there is a date here. So when it is done you will 

press [udført].  

H And then it is how long it took? 

A Yeah, we can follow the jobs and see okay…  

H So you can see how many resources are used to perform the job?  

A Not here. That’s just one person. But on many tasks there’s minimum two people. 

H So you can see that it is two people and how long it took? 

A Yeah, here we can see how long it took and what person it was in charge.  

E Is it then the person who physically do the work that is going to accept it as done?  

A It is the person who physically has done the job. Then the person who have done the 

job put in the leader of the Materialgård here. He’s job is to, not on every job, but 

he’s job is to check is all the [glasskår] gone. And if it is, he can say [godkend] for 

accepting that people have done it well. And then he put in one of our names on so 

we get the job back and can see that ah now it is done. So here it would be my name 

instead, on this level. Because it was me who sent them the tasks. So it also me who 

get it back. So when I see it again, I just say okay it is done and save it and put it in 

our done jobs.  

  60 min 

E That’s interesting to see the backend process.  

A And I close it. And last thing… Maybe you can also see that it has changed color to 

green. Then I also say done to the ‘praj’ you gave because now it’s finished and say 

archive. And I also think that maybe…  

C Maybe you can’t see it anymore.  

E It says ended and [afsluttet]. 

A And some time you will not be able to see it anymore.  
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E So it will disappear from my app? 

A Yeah.  

H Where it says on the side [alle]. Two hundred and eighty nine. Is that all the ones 

that have been received in 2020 or?  

C Well actually, that’s all active that still await investigation or is in process.  

H Because you get how many, hundred per day?  

A Oh no, maybe ten per day. 

C Approximately. 

E That’s still a lot. 

A But you have to remember it is not ten from citizens because we also use it 

ourselves. Camille make I don’t know how much, two yesterday, but it was some... 

C Ten or fifteen.  

A And I did the same the day before. Because when we are out in the field, with our 

Materialgården on some jobs if we see garbage or something else we just do it 

ourselves because it’s, we don’t sit here and wait for some citizen to ah 

investigating, we are just removing it ourselves, much easier.  

E But do you, we’ll rap up in a minute, but are you doing anything to promote this 

app? Are you doing anything to advertise for it? To get more people to use it or are 

you happy with the amount or how did you gather these... 

A When we have meeting with the citizens we have some meeting with groups of 

citizens, we always says to them that it is an easy way to communicate with us, and 

many of them is starting to use it more and more. But when we got the system in 

2014 or 2015, we did some commercial in the [kommune]. So they realized that we 

are on the system. But now it’s more, do we you know that when we have them on 

telephone. 

C Or mail. 

A Or mail. We can write that do you know that you can also use this and it will be 

easier for you.  

C For you and for us.  

E Well that’s interesting because you do have a lot of ‘prajs’ coming in so people do 

hear about it at least.  

A Yeah, ring in the water. If there is a chairman for a group of communities, saying 

that it is very cool and bla bla so more and more in that area use it. So therefore we 

do a lot of work to have a good feeling about using it. And it’s very very annoying 

when the system is breaking down.  
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E Does it happen often? 

A It’s happening not often, but it is happening. It’s often the maps, the maps is the 

central in all Denmark, coming from one place and if that breaks down we have no 

map.   

E So that’s the main problem when the app crashes, it is due to this map? 

A The main cause yeah. And sometimes GPS and so. But that’s because then the 

citizen is going oh the app is very wrong, it don’t work.  

E Yeah I think that’s very important and also in terms on the response time, that you 

must please the citizen to make them contribute more.  

A Yeah. 

E Good to see that you spend a lot of time and energy on that 

H Before we wrap up, because now we are running over. Thank you so much for the 

input, we might, if that is possible, get back to you when we have gone through all 

of the processes with you know a more academic and theoretical perspective that 

you have to include in the master thesis, would it be okay if we call in for a Skype or 

so? 

A Yeah. 

H And do you have any questions, or any like recommendations of what we would like 

to know this so maybe you could have a look at it, or? 

A No. But have you thought about talking with Sweco who have developed the system. 

Because they are more theoretical than we are. So they do know how to use the 

system, but they are more into how it is working behind.  

E Do you know where they are located? Are they here, or in Copenhagen? 

A They are in Ørestaden. 

H Okay. 

C So it’s close to CBS. 

A We can send you a contact person with the clips.  

E We would really appreciate that. And also the screen shots.  

A And maybe if you have, I would like to read your report.  

H I don’t think you will want to read the whole thing, but we will send you the best 

parts. We’re handing in in May so after that we have time to collect the good stuff. 

E And it will be interesting to see if we talk to other municipalities to see, to get a little 

insight into what they are doing and how they are approaching all of this. Hopefully 

we’ll find something valuable, we’re still crossing fingers.  
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H If there are no other questions, then just thank you so much and if there is anything 

that comes up just shoot us an email and we’ll get back to you.  

E But it was really insightful.  
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H Maybe just to start, to give you some introduction about ourselves, and maybe you 

can give some introduction to yourself as well and thank you so much for taking 

the time to talk to us. But my name is Henny and.. 

E My name is Eline, I'm norwegian. 

H Yes. And we are both studying at Copenhagen Business School, the information 

system master, and we are currently writing our master thesis about citizen 

sourcing, and in particular citizen reporting which is where Fixa min Gata or Fix 

my Street falls under the category. And so far we have done some research, I can 

tell you more about that, but maybe you can give just a short introduction about 

yourself as well?  

G Yes sure. Well I am [CDO] I am [...]  in Alingsås and I have been here for a long 

time, about well more than twenty years, so [...] CIO [...] and it is mostly about 

digitalization in some form and not so much and I am not so much working with 

core technology. So that’s….that is short about my role in the municipality and I 

work closeby to the, to the management of the municipality. [...] and close dialogue 

with the political management..  

E Okay, interesting. 

G And... 
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H And what was your role with Fixa min Gata?  

G Yep. [...]  Sometimes...sometimes probably around 2009/2010, because we [...] an 

organization in, in...like regional network called KIVOS. It is an acronym for 

Kommune I Vest for Open Source... 

H Okay. 

G [...] In Swedish it is [...] KIVOS. K-I-V-O-S. Yes. And I think this network started 

I think 2009 mostly around time to understand could you use open office in 

municipalities and what is the key issues, what's working and what is not working  

because it was [...] how much can you use because [on questions] [...]  how much 

can you use open source, how much do you, how much are you forced to so to 

speak to use [...] [solution], where is the boundaries, where is the [seeking points] 

and that went out in Norway as Fixa Gata mi. 

E [Laugh]  

G I think that was the norwegian words of the street, and it was like, it was a relief to 

where….can the norwegians to do it, I mean of course we can do it in Sweden. 

H [Laugh]  

G And, so..and of course you have the organization in UK...I forgot the name now, 

but we work with, to translate [the british version], what can we do, how can we 

solution that someone have developed and started in the first place of open office, 

and same principles but Fix My Street, it is an open source project somewhere in 

the world and can we use it or can't we use it, and...what is the key, sort to speak, 

what is the key issues to make it work in your country. But of course, you have this 

problem with [the Scandinavian countries] the language, it is quite few people 

globally who speaks swedish or norwegian or Finnish. So….that was the starting 

point [...] we tried to look around in the world and see what types of software is 

free for us to use, and [...] for us, how much effort do we need to put in to manage 

or to maintain the code, what is how much [...], is it easy or is it more difficult. So 

that was the starting point, and then we noticed of course that Fix My Street had 

another new way of looking at authorities, or they are more like, they [agreed on] 

from another perspective... 

H Mhm. 

G Because I don’t think it seems like that in the UK, they don't have as much 

confident in authorities that we have in Scandinavia, so...for instance the feature of 

Fix My Street that you can see every report, and you can also comment on the 

report, or the issue if it isn't solved, then you can..you can comment and say well 

this isn't solved, why not and it is still...this lamp is still not working, and so on. 

And then, if you look up on the Swedish, the market, the software market for the 

companies who is selling solutions to the municipalities, it is unlikely that they 

have managed, or that they have developed, a solution with that from outside-in 

perspective, because they are selling to, to the part of the municipality that is 

changing streets and, and [...], but in Sweden it is [gatesjefer] so, and they mostly 

want some nice reports and how they make a change over time, how often they, 
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how long time they [...] the perfect optimal time for changing land [...]  and street 

lights and so on, so they had another perspective I think and, than the public so..     

H Okay. 

G So it is [...] on the market you don't develop solutions for the public because they 

don’t have money to buy... 

H Oh okay. 

G So the british had another perspective compared to Sweden, or yes... 

H Can I just ask, so you have Fix My Street, or Fixa Min Gata, which is an external 

solution, developed from the UK, but is it integrated in the processes in the 

municipalities still?   

G [...]  

 10 min. 

H Or maybe, we can tell you some background about what we have analysed so far 

and tell you why we are interested in this process thing...should we do that? Yes. 

So we´ve started because we developed this interest in citizen sourcing because we 

started to look at smart cities actually, and realized that citizen sourcing and citizen 

reporting is such an interesting and valuable feature that cities and municipalities 

can use, and based on that we did a literature review, finding different perspectives 

and previous studies on it, which actually Fix My Street was an occuring theme, 

many case studies had been done about it before, but after that we also..because 

we´re doing our master thesis in Denmark, and we are one Norwegian and one 

Swedish, we actually scanned App Store and Google Play for comments about 

different citizen sourcing solutions, among others Fix My Street, but also the 

Danish version which is called ‘Giv et Praj’. In Stockholm they have ‘Tyck till 

Stockholm’, and is the reason why we found that there was some features that 

many give feedback about so..partly was about the functionality, about whether the 

camera works and how the categorization is structured, but it was also something 

about the action after they put in a feedback or after you put in a report in the, in 

the application in Fix My Street, how the..how the municipality or the city follows 

up on it, and that's why we´ve developed this interes of digging a little bit deeper of 

how does the process looks from like when you receive a report from the citizens, 

what do you do with that information, and who’s in charge for taking it further of 

actually performing the action of maybe switching the street light, or emptying the 

trash can. And also how you develop the logic about the, if you have a 

categorization of how you report things.   

G Yes, yes. 

H So that's been our interest so far, but of course if there's anything else that you 

think we would find interesting, or that you are interested in knowing, it's very 

valuable for us to hear that as well. But maybe we could just start [putting] how, 

when a citizen report something, is it...how have you structured the categorization 

of how those reports are structured or categorized?   
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G [...] I think it is about eight or nine different categories. 

H Okay. 

G So yes it is quite simple, because [...] with email to the municipality, if you are not 

a part of the project than you [get] one email to [...] to one address, like you always 

have, the municipality board, [Kommune styrelsen] [...], then it is up to the 

municipality to fix the rest and if you are a part of the project and you pay some 

very little fee...for the municipality, then you can, you can...there are different 

categories you can put different categories to different mail addresses. Often is 

like, like...  

H Okay.. 

G like a mailbox that several people can, can...can use or can, can can...read. So it is 

like a function area, [...] it is not a personal mailbox, it is like, it is 

like…..something... 

H Yes, so many people can read it. 

G Yes, yes. So.. 

H What would be an example of a category? How.. 

G It is like for park, green [...]. 

H Green area.  

G Yes green area, [...] areaa, you can see that if you go in to Fix My Street or Fixa 

Min Gata you can see the different categories when you report, so, so...it is two 

ways to do this. If you don't have an own system to [cannot find the english word] 

in swedish it is [...] system, if you don't have your own internal system you use 

your main functionality, the main system functionality, [...] and some people need 

to read these mails, look into these mailboxes. And then also you can integrate this 

because there is [...] Fix My Street, or Fixa Min Gata [API] open [...] and it is 

integrated in different systems. Like in the Swedish market it is, one big vendor is 

[Intrakontroll] So, in [...] [Intrakontroll] so you can get all the reports in Fix My 

Street in the system, and they can work from there, [...] intrakontroll, and when [...] 

and use Intrakontroll to, to indicate [...] so they don´t need to, to really use work 

with Fix My Street but it is possible.    

H Okay. 

G To just use Fix My Street. So...but in the reality I think the big issue is about, the 

sole problem is culture issue. 

H Mhm. 

G Because I don't think in every municipality are used to work with, with this [...]  

systems, it is like well we solved the problem and the problem is solved and that is 

the end of it to report is not always part of the culture...so I think that the no [...] the 

part of it because, and I have also noticed that even when we start to use 
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Intrakontroll, we have some delays in reporting that the problem is solved, or 

manage priorities [...] this is the big issue about some lamp or some whole in the 

streets or so on, but for the, the municipalities[...] the people that is working with it 

maybe they have other priorities, because they have other issues or important work 

to do, and they need to communicate that, and that is the interesting part, because I 

don't think it is not the part of the culture to communicate, so there are more like 

we fix the problem, that is more our [...], working so to speak with the [...] and [...] 

so they are not good at communicating, and sometimes, if the discussion ends up 

with that we need some people to professional communicate [...] communicating 

people, so I think that some part of it...and I don´t know if it is different 

compared..or if you use Fix My Street or if you use some other similar services. 

H Mhm. 

G Like Intrakontroll they have reporting service as well, you can go in using your 

phone or, website, to report, but it is just for the municipality, it is not a national 

service it is [...] like Fix My Street, or Fixa Min Gata. So I'm not sure about...I have 

been in several discussions just about this, that while the problem is not solved, the 

good part with Fix My Street is that the people who is the citizens, they can, they 

can put some [takes] and say well the problem is not solved you need to solve it, 

and [where], very very [...] strategic discussions about dialogue, with the 

municipality and the citizens, and how they can..how big influence they can have 

[...] on the municipality. I mean this is [...] is real because you have a dialogue with 

people [...] issues about environment, and the people working in the municipalities 

it is...we need to prioritise or [...] it is like, it is not, everybody can see it so...it does 

not matter where you´re looking on..on the services. Compared to software 

solutions developed in Sweden. 

H Mhm.. 

G So it's like, some people like it and so dont [...]. 

H Yes. 

G Soo. 

H But ok we do have the two different..you can either get a mail or you can integrate 

it via an API. 

G Yes.. 

H But is like when the user, because we're not really able to use it completely because 

we´re not located in sweden right now, but is that you first pick a category for 

example the green area or...what was the category..the waste [...] and the water, or 

is that something that is underlying that is...are there any other categories that are 

like presented to the user, like the citizens?  

 20 min. 

G [focus on that] the problem.. 

H Yep. 
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G And then, in this sequence...the report you have the possibility to, to put in 

different categories. 

H Mhm. 

G [Ehhhh] 

H Ehm, is it... 

G Well I´m in front of my computer now for instance. 

H Yes we are too so we can.. 

G [...] Yes, garbage, what it is called, [sykkel stell], it is like where you put your bike. 

H Yes. 

G Streetlight, pedestrian or cycle lane [...] well [...] if it is water on the street and 

[goes away], play ground, garbage in street, garbage on green areas[...], traffic 

light.. 

H Okay, so I can see it now. 

G So it's about I think about twelve different...and an interesting part is worlds, 

because you have national worlds which is manage by state authority, 

[Trafikverket], so you have categories because, that is an interesting part, because 

this is default, like it is going to the municipality reports...  

H Okay. 

G ...but some streets are not streets are not managed by the municipality, they are 

managed by [Trafikverket], so that´s...and also in Sweden you have, like [private] 

so world's managed by [Vegforening] it is like on the countryside, its like people 

who live on certain places they need to be a part of community who pays money to 

[...] or to make the world okay.   

H And the user is expected, because I can see the categories like [veger], 

[Riksveger/Trafiskverket], [veger övrigt], is the user supposed to identify on their 

own which categories to pick?  

G Yes. 

H Or is it that you can see it on the map, ok this is national road, this is a private 

road? 

G Yes, so it is quite difficult as we don't have data that coordinates which road is a 

municipality road and which road is a national road, so [...] the point with this is 

that if you categorize it like national roads goes to the mailbox and [Trafikverket].  

H Okay. 

G So...and, but it is a lot of, so to speak, the people in the municipalities who are [...] 

or at least not [...] needs to tell people well this is not our road, this is national road. 
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H Yes, is it often that it is miscategorization at least with these road categories, but 

also with other categories that you can see that ok no this was actually not the 

correct categories that you can see that ok this was actually not the correct category 

so it was not sent to the right person?  

G Yes...it don't seem like a big issue, at least when we speak about different 

categories going to the municipality, it seems like people are having like common 

knowledge, that they can self categorize the reports so...we try to, this thing with 

national roads and municipality roads, to make it work, and it seems like it works 

quite well now, but is had been an issue we have discussed over recent years.   

H Mhm..but what would you say is your biggest challenge in term of the, of using Fix 

My Street? 

G It's like, you mentioned Stockholm or.. 

H Yes. 

G It is like every municipality seems to, to think they are in a sort of competition, but 

sometimes at least where they must make their own solution so..like a big, the big 

Stockholm, Malmø, if you look at how much money they put into those solution it 

is a lot lot lot more money than we put in in Fix My Street, because it is a part of 

some sort of branding, or Stockholm [...] they own reporting system and it is like 

you can use Fix My Street and you can set, you can put a logo on it so you don´t 

know it is Fix My Street, so it's not like this is not an option for [...] the 

municipalities, they need to develop this from the source [...]. 

H Okay. But is there a trade-off if using FIx My Street instead of your own developed 

solution?   

G I think there are cities out in Europe I know that, Geneva or some swiss city.. 

H Yes I think Zurich also... 

G Yes, so it is quite [popular] to do that, but I don't think...the main point here is that 

[not interested] because they have their budget there are probably somewhere some 

communication department in the municipality that is enrolled to make report in 

system and so, but in reality, like in Gothenburg like we look in our internal report 

we can see that Gothenburg have a lot of reports from Fix My Street.  

H Mhm okay. 

G So it is like, of course every 290 municipalities have, by law, the can´t, they need 

to, they must...take, or welcome all the reports from Fix My Street so...  

H Okay. 

G Yes, but the problem is if you look at, on...because municipalities are not 

competitors, like we should work together so...and this is mostly small 

municipalities they pay for using Fix My Street, or mid size municipalities, but not 

the big ones, so I think it's, it would be very good if...because this is like...in 

Sweden you know it works like no one can tell the municipalities what to do they 
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are self-governed so to speak, so that's maybe a problem or a possibility of course 

because we need to be engaged to make this happen, to make Fix My Street, or 

Fixa Min Gata to working.     

H Mhm.. 

G But it would be nice if some of the big municipalities would join... 

H Yes...from a branding perspective too yes. But maybe, because we see all these 

categories on the website with [avfald], [cykel stell] and [klotter] and all of that, 

was it that you said that each one of them have a mail address signed to them, so 

that it...  

G Yes, yes..so it is, in reality you don't need a fancy report system internally you can 

use Fix My Street if you...at least if your municipality is like Allingsås with 40.000 

inhabitants it is [...] like it is working, it is not I mean we have about maybe in one 

year we have mye two or three hundred…. 

H Mhm. 

G Roughly reports...so it is quite manageable to use like, use your main system to [...] 

information. 

H Yes…but don't have a possibility to access Fix My Street and look at reports and 

ok we can see that this category get most of the reports, this area gets a lot of it’ or 

do you have somewhere where you can see the analytics? 

 30 min. 

G Yes, yes, so we can do...but it is like, it's like when you need to be part of, when 

you need to pay some fee to use Fix My Street, but quite possible [...] and it's not 

so, so to speak, extravagant or complicated to do that, and you can see the trends 

that people are using computers or using the app on their mobile phone, and 

actually there are different trends in different municipalities, and you can also see, 

sometimes [...] reports, maybe there are some, one or maybe several people who 

already engaged in using reporting, so you can see trends [you can see analytics], 

and you can, which also is quite important, you can show this statistics to [...] so 

some use it like... 

H But this, does your municipality Allingsås, do you pay a fee and use the analytics 

or do you just get the mails?  

G Yes well we pay a fee, yes it is like twenty thousands kroners or something like 

that per year... 

H Okay. 

G So it's quite cheap because I mean, because it is [...]  

H Yes. 

G Compared to other software solutions it is like [very little money]. 
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H Yes, okay... 

G And one thing, maybe not about the report but it is like we need of course to 

maintain the software need to follow Fix My Street, for some, in the beginning it 

was some special features that was made for Sweden because it was difficulties 

with the map, the map info so...because in Sweden it is like in Europe, I think it is 

like mapping it is free, but in Sweden you have a sort of a [Swedish word] who, 

you need to pay them money to get some information, so in the beginning we need 

to make some sort of swedish solutions, but now we are following the [...] from Fix 

My Street, so, because it is quite expensive to make the [...]  

H Mhm, so it is not only the fee but also the maintenance. But in regards to the 

analytics on who is using the app? I can see that you don't have to write any 

personal information but do you have any idea of who the typical user is?   

G No, I think it is quite difficult, sometimes we are a little bit confused or [...] people 

are using iPhones [popular] and not popular, and using android...  

H Okay so more people use android?  

G No, or in some municipalities there are more [...] on iPhones than Android... 

H Okay so it differs between the... 

G Yes it is a little bit strange because, [if you look at the market] how many iphones 

there are sold...  

H Yes [laugh] 

G But we don't have like, like gender or age or anything like that. 

H Ok, but that's understandable. 

G But sometimes you can notice that [...] some reporting a lot and others... 

H Okay, yes. 

G So I think it is different from municipality to municipality, but it's like [it is 

spreading from mouth to mouth] like I can use Fix My Street so it's  quite, it's quite 

popular to use it because its...people [think, people] [their street issues so...].  

H Yes, it is a great concept that they can report... 

G Yes exactly, and it is not like you need to go to the municipality website, you need 

to scroll down, you need to click inside pages and so on [...]  

H Yes, that's really super. If we just connect it a little back to, as we talked about 

before, the processing of the reports. So once a mail address or a mailbox gets the 

report is that where the accept or decline of the report is done? For example where 

do you, in what stage do you decide ok we're actually going to change this light, or 

we are not going to remove this sprays on the wall [klotter]?  

G Yes, that is a good question because I think [...], I think they have different 
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thoughts than of course like people...like us that are working in the municipalities, 

because everybody can solve to indicate, can change the indication so, it is [...], so 

the people of the municipality they have the same, how to speak, they have the 

same role like the public, so you know in reality it is sometimes like people have 

been walking by and then they can indicate that well this problem is solved so if 

the people of the municipality have missed that [...]   

H Okay so if they haven't solved the problem then the people can report it again, but 

who decides if you are going to solve the problem? Because I can imagine that 

there are some reports that you don't want to spend resources on as well?  

G Yes.. 

H Is that the municipality..? 

G Yes, its like the people working with maintenance in the municipality they can 

make the this green, solved, but also the public can [...] or make the problem 

solved [indicated solved]  

H Okay, so... 

G What is interesting is another way of thinking of, like reportings…. 

H But so if I, do you mean, if I report a problem to the app, and Eline goes, can she 

goes and fix it? Or is it just the she walks by and see that... 

G Yes sure she can fix it but I mean she can go by, and she can maybe [...] oh this 

problem is fixed so.. 

H Okay, but who is it that solve the problem? How is that assigned?   

G Well, this is of course an internal question in the municipality, some [Fix My 

Street], some are different in different municipalities of course...but how the 

internal process is, [if it is] go by mail or if it go into the report system [to control 

them] so...and if you use the [report system] you can work [from inside the control] 

make the green light, [and it goes all the way through the municipality] and it will 

be green there.       

H Okay, but there is no formalised processed... 

G [figuration..] so it works both ways. 

H Okay. But there is no like requirement that once you perform the action you change 

the status that it is completed?  

G No no no. There is also sometimes problem, because sometimes people, the 

municipality  they solve the problem but they don't report it. So I mean there is a 

question about culture [...] compared to elderly care for instance in the 

municipality, the culture is, very very good on reporting, like the right medicine to 

the right elderly and so on, there is a part of their culture to be very very exact in 

the report, it should be written down, and I think it's not such a culture in 

[maintenance streets and so on] it is like we fix the problem and then...  
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H And then it's fixed!  

G Yes, somebody else report it but we´re just fixing problems. 

E But can I ask a question... 

G But not always! Yes... 

E Can I ask a question, if someone report something that should go to some other 

organ, for example the police or the state, or something that is a problem that you 

cannot fix, how do you deal, do you have any like protocols for how you deal with 

that? Are you in good like communication with other organs in the community or 

how is that in terms of the police and the state and stuff like that, does that happen?  

 40 min. 

G Mhm. It is like this organization called [Trafikverket] for national roads, but we 

don't have communication with police, it is like [...] when you use Fix My Street or 

Fixa Min Gata that you should not report it for emergency issues...   

E Mhm... 

G Like water leak, you should not report a water leak there and you should, you 

should use other ways in [...] for emergencies issues, so it's like, well we have this, 

this thing with [Trafikverket], but otherwise I don't think there are there. There is a 

possibility, there are authorities like [Vegforening] [which maintain small roads] 

we also have some communication with them outside the municipalities. 

H Okay, that is super good to know! 

E Yes, that is interesting, thank you! 

H I think that so far we have a lot that we, that we have to like map out and like get a 

grasp of, but would it be possible to maybe contact you again and see if we have 

any follow-up questions about the process or other areas…?  

G Yes, yes!  

H And also just like, than you so much for taking the time, but in general is there 

anything that you, as I said, that you would want us to look at, or that this is super 

interesting we have a problem here, or something that can inspire our research?   

G No..yes. Well there is a municipality in [Varmland] called [Forshaga], it is quite a 

cute story because they have manager who is just working with maintenance of 

streets and so on and who is very enthusiastic and work with Fix My Street, so it is 

not like [...] sometimes it could be problem with people who changing the streets 

but he is very enthusiastic and really, they are really successful using Fix My 

Street, and they are even starting to for, to use it for reporting schools for instance, 

when the teacher or personality report it like it is broken and toilet or something 

like that... 

H Mhm..so that is a success story in [Forshaga kommun]?   
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G Yes, [Forshaga] is really like, when [...] it is pretty cute. So you can say [...] you 

have some sort of merge between the system and the process in the municipalities. 

Like [Forshaga] is a very good example.   

H Okay, that's super, maybe we can see if we can get in contact... 

E Mhm... 

G I mean it is [...] you can look at the reports and you can see how your dialogue goes 

on, and how they solve [...] because I mean [...]   

H Okay, that's super. 

G So I mean it's quite possible to go into Fixa Min Gata and you can see reports for 

for instance for [Forshaga] and see how many reports they have had, and what each 

report is about. 

H Yes I can see [Sammanstelingsrapporter] ok we´ll have a look at that. But again, 

thank you very much! 

E Yes, thank you so much for your time! 

 [Participants says bye in Swedish/Norwegian]   
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E [Intro of Eline and Henny and the thesis] 

We’ve been looking at different apps, like Giv et Praj. And to try to map out what 

people think about them. So the first things we’ve done is that we’ve looked on a 

lot of literature, and created a literature review and then we have looked at Google 

Play and App Store to see what kind of feedback users have been giving to these 

apps to try to identify where problems may be.  
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M I see your point. And you’re exactly on the point when it comes to joining the 

public in what can one say, deciding what is most important in the city, in the 

environment. And they are extremely interested. And by the way I have to say, my 

two daughters have studied at CBS as well, so I’m quite familiar with CBS. We are 

in Albertslund, we were the front actually, one of the front persons of Giv et Praj. 

Because we want to be in front of everything, I don’t know why. But you want to 

ask me whether the public are interested in participating, don’t you?  

E We would kind of like to ask you more about the whole process of using the app. 

So what’s your, are you the one responsible for the development of the app, or the 

managing of the comments coming in, or what’s your role in terms of the app?  

M My role is handling the incoming comments from the citizens. They are walking 

around in the environment with their phones, and then they see something that is 

not in order, sign, post, a light on the street, or something like that. And then they 

use their phone to send a message to me, and I’m going to do something about it. 

And then I have to handle the side with the men who is going out to work on the 

places and repair the things that have been in disorder.  

E Okay, that’s interesting. That is actually the exact process that we want to look into 

is what happens after someone, that is the citizens, give feedback or through the 

app lets you guys know that something is wrong or that something is missing, and 

what happens then. So can you elaborate on how this process works in terms of 

who gets the feedback, who gets the message, in terms of categorization if that has 

something to do with it.  

M Yes, we have done this, and I think a lot of people in Copenhagen using the app 

has done that, that we have decided to direct the citizens’ request directly to the 

man in the field. If possible, if possible. And then we have to make it, and then you 

have to afterwards, when he has finished, the idea is that he said I had finished and 

then he marks it on the program and then it will disappear and we can see it in 

archives if we want to go back and see what happened. 

E Okay.  

M Unfortunately, unfortunately. It doesn’t work that way. Because the program is 

shit. I have to say it’s shit. I think you’ve heard it from other places as well, but it 

doesn’t really work as it did actually. It is so that the program has been developed 

in some direction where not everybody has followed. It is so and I understand that 

it is very difficult for you to understand but when someone, Sweco who makes this 

program, they develop a program to some who’s very, what can one say, they are 

further off then we are. They have developed in another direction. And the ones 

that pays most they have the largest, the biggest words. The one that pays most will 

be the one in the leading position to decide what they should work with in the 

future. And we have not been participating in that development because we have 

not had all the technical equipment that the others have. Like iPads. So they are 

getting their notifications about what is wrong when they come into the office, and 

then they go out and do it, and on some point, and actually not all the time, they 

come back and say we have finished. So it is that sometime we have several 

hundreds of marks about what to do, and actually seventy five percent has been 
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done but nobody has said we have done it. So sometimes we are cleaning up the 

mess, and we say well it is more than three months old, we just let it, this, 

disappear into the archives, it must have been done, we don’t know it. So in fact, it 

doesn’t work anymore. Either way it is […]. And the fact that the public doesn’t 

know it, it’s… And the politicians do not know it. It’s a public, it’s a secret 

actually. It doesn’t work.  

E But would you say that the biggest problem is that you are not able to follow up on 

the tasks when it’s done or is it because you don’t have the technical funds to?  

M It’s combined because if the lads in the field had the right technical equipment, 

they could see, it would be a lot easier for them to see what they have done and 

what they should do. Often it is followed with a card, and a photograph, and so on, 

and with a map. And they are not able to see that on an iPhone or a Samsung. So 

they actually should have had iPads, but they don’t.  

E Okay. So they have to go back to their office to their desktops to see?  

M Yes. In fact, we have a big screen, a very big screen, hanging next to me. And then 

they can go in and see this. And I want to add another thing, which is rather 

depressing actually. Because nowadays the map is pink, we cannot see the point on 

the map. It’s only a pink map without any roads or anything on. Because they, we 

have tried to call Sweco, I think twenty, thirty times and we have written to them, 

and we have talked to them in person and said to them can’t you fix this, we want 

to see where this incident is on the map, and they have not helped us in over a year, 

perhaps in one and a half year. So one can say they do not think we are worth 

helping I think. Although we pay for the program. So you would say, as sensible 

Swedish and Norwegian girls, why don’t you kick them out. It is because they are 

connected with two other programs. Called RatWeb, very nice name, RatWeb. And 

that’s true, it’s a web where you can say where you see rats. And the other one is 

called ParcWeb, where you can use it in what one can say bigger lines, with the 

architects and so on. 

 10 min 

E Okay. 

M So they have made it very smart, Sweco, because they have made a package. And 

in that package, Giv et Praj is one of the components, and they don’t want to miss 

the other components. So nobody is willing to help us with Giv et Praj, because it’s 

not been official for anyone else than us.  

E Okay, but just to understand this package correctly, that Sweco is providing. So 

what’s in it for you for RatWeb and ParcWeb? Do citizens also use these and are 

you also connected to these other websites or systems?  

M No, I’m not. I can, like any other citizen, send a message through RatWeb and tell 

them where the rats are, if there is any, which we do not hope of course, but they 

appear here and there. And very often old people, and that’s something for your 

program as well. Sometimes old people call me at Materialgården to say we cannot 

find out that program Giv et Praj, and not [Råtteweb] either, so please could you 
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make that for me. And then I take my own phone and I go into RatWeb and then I 

point out the place where it is and send it. Because citizens, they cannot find out. 

So that’s one... And I have to say that Sweco has been in front, at the start it was 

very nice, but as time has passed by they have shown to be very little service-

minded and they have not followed up on the program to make sure that it was 

usable for people like us.  

E Okay so it’s a lot laying in the technical develop that is not sufficient for this to 

work optimally? 

M Yes, it is certainly. And it is one of the major issues, that the technical things in 

Giv et Praj they are so lousy. And it is not that we have not told them, because we 

have told very often. And you know, we are talking with them and we are writing, 

and I have used what they in the rest of Europe would call very very very hard 

language. But they are sort of immune actually, they don’t want to hear because 

they have big things like the county of Copenhagen and you know like big 

communes which pay so much more than we do. And they have a much bigger 

word. And if they have, if they want this and that change, they will get it because 

they pay more. And we are sort of lost in that.  

E Okay.  

M So it is actually so that if I walk out with my phone and I want to report something 

that is rotten in Albertslund I can easily, even I who have been using the program 

for many years, even I can come into that situation where the program says that 

you are are not on the public area, and I know I am, because I know, if anyone does 

I know where the public is and where the private is. And still the telephone and the 

GPS is sort of so inaccurate that you get a sign on your phone saying you cannot do 

this.  

E Okay. 

M And if you are a normal citizen you will say okay I cannot do this and just walk, 

and not report in anything. I’m stubborn so you know I will get my point. But 

people, citizens, normal citizens, the rest of us in Albertslund, they don’t do it. 

E That’s too bad to hear, that there are so many weak points hindering you from 

working this optimally. And, with the research we have been doing up until now, 

we have seen that the categorization may be a problem sometimes. Is that a 

problem for you? That in terms of like people putting things in the wrong category, 

or things come through in the category or do you have any experiences with that? 

M Yes, we have. Because it is very often that we don’t know what happens actually 

and then there is something about water in a drain that comes to a guy who is 

supposed to mow the lawns or cut the trees or something. And it goes wrong very 

often without any explanation, you know I cannot see the explanation. And I have 

the authority to go into the program, as an administrator, to change things. But it is 

so difficult and so easy to make fales that will be a complication that I cannot 

handle, that I often don’t do it. And even if I call Sweco and I say to them what am 

I going to do here, it is very difficult, this and that goes to the wrong person, and 

they say oh you just have to work on it. Well I am working actually, that doesn’t 
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mean that I should [see it you know]. So we don’t get enough support from Sweco, 

not at all.  

H Can I just ask, when you say so if the wrong mail goes to the wrong person, can 

you just describe the logic of how you structure, so if I’m a citizen who put in a 

praj about garbage or something, what happens after that? Could you just describe 

that process?  

M Yes, when a person writes about garbage, I just handled a few of those, it has to be 

in a public area and the people do not know if it is this or that, they just report 

garbage of course. And then if it is a public area it will go directly to the guys in 

the [sjak], a bunch of workers who are working together. They have a guy who is 

the leading of this [sjak] and then they are four or five people from their working 

together in this [sjak]. And the mail goes to this sjak. And the leader says we are 

going to see what garbage lies here and there. And then he goes up to see it and he 

goes where is it? Because it is very hard to see on the pink map without any roads 

you see.  

E Yeah, okay. 

M But he is determined, because I have told him to do so. So he’s looking and 

looking. And then he finally finds out that it is on the area where the wood is, 

where the forest is. And the forest is not a public area when it comes to the 

Albertslunds commune, it belongs to [Naturstyrelsen]. They own the forest. And 

then they goes back and he says to me it’s not ours, it someone else’s. And then we 

sort of get used to that. And that’s garbage, and of course garbage can lie on the 

public area. Let’s say it is on the side of the road. Then he goes up to see what it is 

and he considers whether it is for him or not for him inside and what it contains. 

Because if it contains waste of oil, he must, he cannot take it. We have to have 

some specialist out to take these big piles of oil that people put out, they’re putting 

their waste oil on the parking lot somewhere and then we have to have specialists 

who come and fetch it. But normal garbage, when I say normal garbage it can be if 

you have had your house renovated, and the rest of the house you throw it on the 

parking lot. Very normal. And we have to get a lorry, a big lorry out to fetch all 

this garbage. And that’s the situation we work with, we go out to see what it is, 

decide who is going to take it, is it too big or too small or too dangerous, and we 

have to decide what to do with it next. But it’s the head of the [sjak] on the place, 

who takes that decision. I can’t take it but I cannot take it, is it too dangerous or not 

dangerous.  

 20 min 

M And then he calls back to me, and he says could you fetch me a lorry, or could you 

fetch some of the authorities that take care of all the dangerous garbage, like waste 

oil and things like that or chemicals. Or rotten meat. [...]. Because people have to 

deliver all this rotten meat somewhere. And they are going to drive it to some 

central place where they can dump it in some burning thing, but it is too much of a 

mess for a lot of people, so they just take the freezer and throw it on the parking lot 

and drive.  

E Uh, that’s unfortunate. But what if, as you told before the situation with the map, it 
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has been a problem a long time. So when problems happen now these days, how do 

you know where to go? If the map doesn’t work, how to you know exactly where 

the problem is?  

M Because we live here.  

E Yeah, but does people just write to you then in some comment box that it is in the 

intersection between this and this street.  

M Sometimes we are very fortunate that they send a picture. When they send a picture 

we are so familiar with the town that we can say it is here or there. And very 

fortunate, I’m walking every day, six or seven kilometers for fun, just for fun, but I 

see things, and when I see things I can recognize these from the photos.  

E Okay. Well I mean that’s fortunate that they have people like you, because if the 

map doesn’t work it would be difficult for people that doesn’t really know the area 

to be able to identify where the problem is.  

M It would be impossible.  

H Can I just ask, the [sjak] person, or the leader of the [sjak], he’s the one who makes 

the decision. Is there any decision to be made before that? Like do you sit in the 

system and decide, okay we’re going to send this to the [sjak]?  

M No. It goes automatically. Because it is his area. We have three different areas 

where the [sjak] goes out. The green [sjak], they are supposed to mow the lawns, 

cut the trees and you know cut the bushes down and so on. And they are actually 

on the spot everyday, so they are competent actually to say if it is too big or too 

small for them. And then we have someone, a [sjak], who takes cares of only great  

areas of grass. And then we have someone who takes care of only the water, you 

know running in the side of the street.  

H Okay. 

M But you see, the issue with the pink map, it is actually very serious, but no-one 

takes it as a serious problem, we just live with it because we know where we are 

and what to do, we can handle it. But it is actually, it is like, could you move one 

leg, then you move one leg. Sort of thing like that.  

E We understand that that is frustrating.  

M In your work, you have to have very clear answers to very clear questions and I 

understand that I’m not a good participant there.  

H No, it’s super valuable input.  

E No no, we get exactly what we need, so we are really happy.  

M But, I could do something else. Because you can have an argument that people can 

see because I can easily give you a screenshot of what I see when I open the map 

and it is pink. 
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E Yeah that would be perfect. We will take everything that we can get.  

M And then I will show you the things I’ve told you about garbage. Because it is a 

huge huge huge problem in this community. Because one of the things that is 

getting worse every day is the throwing of garbage in the environment.  

E Unfortunately.  

M And there is an explanation, do you want it?  

E Yes, of course. 

M Because you have to pay to get rid of your garbage. It’s an extremely bad idea that 

they have decided that everyone with a cvr. number on the car, and that’s people 

who are professional in some ways, they have to pay to get rid of garbage. And 

they don’t want to pay. 

E Mm. That’s a weird solution to a big problem.  

M And that’s in fact. They want people to pay to get rid of their garbage and they 

hope that it will change, but I don’t think so. 

E Okay, this is really good because what we are looking for is to identify the 

problems with this process, because the idea of such an app is really good, to 

engage the citizens and the community members in such engagement, it is such a 

good idea so we try to identify what kind of processes can be optimized. So all of 

this is really good for us, so thank you for everything you’ve told us. And also we 

were wondering if, for now we are currently in the middle of this thesis process, 

and is it possible to call you sometime again in a couple of weeks when we have 

some theoretical grounding? 

H And maybe we will even try to map out the process and for you to have a look at it 

and see if it matches how you do your work.  

M I will help you whatever I can. [...]. I want to help all I can.  

H We appreciate that a lot!  

M But you just ask, and tell me what you want and I will help you instantly within 

eight or twelve hours.  

E And of course if you want to read some of the things that we will find at the end of 

this process we can send it to you. 

M Yes, because I want to show my boss what you have found out, because that will 

be funny. I’ll send you the pink map too.  

E We can’t promise that it will be something valuable but we will do ours best.  

M Yeah yeah, but we are very simple people, we are happy for little things. Have a 

great day girls.  
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H Yeah, what are we going to write about. So we have contacted Giv et Praj from 

Roskilde, Skanderborg, Kolding etcetera, and in general what we are going to write 

about is citizen sourcing solutions and in particular the process after the citizens 

give the input to the different municipalities, so how does inputs are processed. 

Because we’ve done an analysis of the comments of the different applications, both 

in Denmark, Giv et Praj that is hosted by you, but also two Swedish and 

Norwegian and so applications. We’ve studied their feedback on App Store and 

Google Play and found that people give a lot of negative comments but also a lot of 

positive comments actually about the action after, like the status updates, how it’s 

handled, if something is happening or not happening, so that’s why we focused on 

our interest on the process after the input is provided by the citizens.  

E And yeah just to set the scene real quick, we are both studying at Copenhagen 

Business School and we are studying what you Danish people call Cand.Merc. IT 

which is Business Administration and Information Systems. So that’s kind of 

where this electronic participation comes into the picture, and why we particularly 

find this interesting. We’ve done a lot of research on you know prior research 

down in this field. And now we’ve narrowed it down to what Henny just explained.  

J So is the scope particular in our product, or is it also on other products than Giv et 

Praj? 

H It is also on other products. But in Denmark Giv et Praj, provided by you, is the 

main solution. I don’t think we’ve talked to anyone who’s not using it. But of 

course they are not using it in Sweden. They have FixMyStreet, the international 

provider, and Stockholm have their own system that they come up with.  

E And the same with Oslo. We haven’t talked to any Norwegian providers yet but 

they have in Oslo, Oslobymelding. So we’re trying to get a little insight into as 

many as we can, but today it is Giv et Praj that is clearly the most used.  

J Yeah, in Denmark it is yeah.  
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H And as we understood from Anita and Camille, that referenced us to you, you’re 

the one in charge of developing the solution and deciding on the categorization, 

DriftWeb, how their user interface looks.  

J Not in charge, but I’m on the customer side of it. I’m the one selling it to the 

communities. So I’m in contact with all the customers using this product. So is 

there anything particular that you want me to tell you? Maybe I should tell you 

what the system actually does?  

H That’s perfect.  

J The thing is that what you are looking into is I think it’s about ten percent of the 

system. And it’s only the part that’s in public that you are looking into. So maybe I 

should give you a brief introduction to what it actually is and what it does. Can you 

see my screen? 

H No, not yet.  

  [Problems with Skype. The participants agree to switch to Microsoft Teams] 

 10 min 

H Can you hear us now? 

J Yeah the sound is actually better now.  

H I’m calling from my phone for the sound and then we’re on the computer for the 

screen so Eline should be able to join the meeting to know.  

J Perfect. 

H Now we can see it. [Jan shares his screen] 

J Alright, I’ve just made a small presentation of what the system actually is. Do you 

know Sweco at all? 

H Like we tried to look at your website, but it was something about architecture and 

so, we weren’t sure how it connected to DriftWeb so if you can tell us a bit more 

that would be super helpful I think.  

J It is Sweco that is the main company. And Sweco is developing DriftWeb and 

using Giv et Praj. And Sweco is actually a Swedish company and it is actually the 

largest engineering company in Europe with 17 000 employees in Europe. And 

yeah, we are quite a big company and because of this you can also see we have a 

net revenue of 1.8 million Euros. It is also, the GDRP is very relevant for us to 

apply, so we have spent a lot of man hours to ensure that our systems are cooperate 

with the GDPR compliance. So what is it then that Sweco does? We are engineers, 

many, there’s a lot of engineers doing all from energy, to building, to water, to 

environment, to architecture and my department is in the bottom here, and that is 

IT for cities. And what is it then that we focus on? We have focused on the future 

and always done that and bla bla bla. We have offices in many countries, also 

Norway, Sweden and Denmark. And the department I belong to, we have actually 
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all Danish communities as our customers, and the state and Swedish customer 

communes, and we have 22 Norwegian communes that use Giv et Praj actually. So 

you can find some up there as well.  

H What is the name of those apps in Swedish and Norwegian? Is it also Giv et Praj? 

J No, it is called Meld en Fejl I think it is called.  

H And in Swedish, do you know? 

J We don’t have any Swedish, that is in other areas that we have that. Let me so if I 

can give you who it is.  So the Norwegian ones you have Gresdal, Bærum, Frogn, 

Nedre Eiker, Klepp, Østre Toten, Lørenskog, Ås, Melhus, Øvre eiker, Steinkjær is 

a coming up commune as well.  

E Okay interesting. Steingkjær.  

J I don’t know if you’re close to any of them. 

E Well I’m from Oslo so Bærum is close at least.  

J But yeah I don’t know where any of them is so anyway. So we supply to a lot of 

customers all over but we have a lot of products and all of our products are 

covering different areas of the needs of our customers. So what it is that DriftWeb, 

it is actually a system where you can fix all the tasks that are needed within a [drift 

afdeling], I don’t know what that’s called in English. And you can see here, I 

normally use this tree as an example, because if you have a whole in the street or 

something that needs to be done, a light that has gone off, you can see that as a 

[beat] and then you can go fix that. And then if you put some more details on, we 

have actually another system which we use, which we call Parc and here you can 

have all the assets. What is the details of this particular street light, what are the 

measurements, what are all the details. Containing those two systems, you have all 

the details when you’re out in the field and want to fix the problem. And then you 

have some benefit using these two systems. But also you can have sensors using, 

going into our system. So you can have sensors in many areas and then when there 

is something that needs to be fixed you can go into our system. And I can show 

you, it could be something like if the water level is going high, or counting all the 

people going by or if a trash can is full or anything that you want to fix and you can 

have a sensor telling you that and then you can create a task for someone to go out 

and do it.  

E Mm okay.  

J And then you have the system, where you can go fix all this. Here we have, we 

show them the public roads, what are public roads and what are private roads. It is 

just a matter of see the right side of the screen right now. And here you have all the 

lights in the city. And you can select one of them or you can select a group, and say 

oh we want to fix these and change the [plum], or you want to check if there is 

light in all of them. Then you can make tasks for this kind of stuff. And then you 

can put in areas. Ah we need to mow the lawn for all these areas and then you can 

click on then and have details on what is particular for this area. If you want to do 
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that. So all of our systems are actually talking together and we can move data back 

and forth all the systems. So what it is… Oh this one is quite useful for you I think. 

Because this one shows who uses Giv et Praj [shows on screen].  

H Oh okay.  

J All the dark green are using Giv et Praj. And all the light green are using our 

system for rats. And you can see we almost have all the communes for this. 

E Is that RatWeb? 

J ‘RåtteWeb’. Yeah.  

E And also just a question, is it possible for you to send us this presentation 

afterwards?  

J Yes. So you don’t need to go on and take pictures of it.  

E Thank you.  

 20 min 

J So here you can actually see. The thing with Giv et Praj and I’m sorry that I took 

this long wait to go to this page, bu the thing is that if you live in say Slagelse and 

you work in Næstved, and you are driving in your car and you see something on 

the road and you want to report it and say you have to fix this one, there is hole in 

the ground and you want it fixed and you step out of your can and then you want to 

report it. And suddenly you thought you were in Slagelse, but you are in Næstved. 

And as it is now, all the (municipalities) want to have their own app. So they can 

promote it to their citizens. But it could be that when you open your Slagelse app 

and you are in Næstved, the app will actually tell you oh you are in Næstved now 

do you want to report it to Næstved, and then you can yes I want to do that and the 

app automatically switch over to Næstved’s look and feel and their choses. It’s 

actually that they can choose themself what they want you to be able to report to 

them.  

E Okay, in the same app? 

J Yeah, in the same app. But it just... Maybe in Slagelse they call it [hål i vej] but in 

Næstved they call it [slaghål], I don’t what they’re gonna call it. But it could be the 

same thing, just with another sound in each community. 

E Is there a discussion in terms of this, like to name these categories the same things? 

J It tries. But it is actually themselves they can choose. They can decide what they 

want to call it. But we can recommend them what they should call them. But they 

can choose themselves what they want to call it. But the problem is not actually 

what they are going to call it, the problem is how many they are going to let the 

citizens to choose between. Because there’s often too many, they can choose 

between anything. And the citizens, they don’t care what it is, they just want to 

report something in and take a picture. But it is the communities that choose what 

it’s going to be called and how much there is going to be. So let’s say that I am a 
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Slagelse citizen and I move into Næstved, then it is going to switch over to 

Næstved’s look and feel and also what they are going to call it when I’m in 

Næstved. So in fact this means that I can use one app actually to all the 

communities using our system.  

E Okay. 

J And that’s very neat actually. And also you know [Vejdirektoratet]?  

H Yes.  

J Yeah, [Vejdirektoratet] they have streets all over Denmark and they are also using 

our system. And when you are using their app and if you are in Næstved and want 

to report something to [Vejdirektoratet] then it will actually ask you do you want to 

report it to [Vejdirektoratet] instead of Næstved. Or what else commune you are in.  

E Just a question, because I think I might have misunderstood something. Because on 

App Store and Google Play and these platforms where you can download the app it 

is Giv et Praj Roskilde, Giv et Praj København and so on, but in general one can 

just download one of these and through that access the other communes interfaces 

as well?  

J Yes, exactly. It depends on where you are. Because of our GPS location, it is your 

GPS locations that defines where you are going to report it to.  

E Okay so in general it could be only one app.  

J Yes. 

H But they want to promote it so they keep it with separate names.  

E Okay.  

J If you ask me, we should only have one. But each community wants to have their 

own, so they can promote it with their logos, with their colors and so on.  

E Okay, interesting. Sorry, keep going.  

J No problem, it is good that you ask questions. So this, the system, can be used all 

over. Actually you can only use it for our customers. Some of our competitors, they 

have made their app so they can report also for non-customers if the citizen then 

using the app for a customer that they don’t have they will then send a mail to the 

commune with the request. And they don’t like that, because then there is suddenly 

too many interests for the same community instead of just one.  

E Okay.  

J And that’s... We have chosen that you can only report to communities that we have 

as a customer instead.  

H FixMyStreet, that’s one of those where you can report anyway, right?  

J I never heard about that one. Is it a Swedish one?  
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H No, I think it is UK based originally but as I have understood it they send 

notifications to the municipalities if they get ‘prajs’ in municipalities where they 

don’t have collaborations. But I think it is from the UK. I know that they use in 

Switzerland and in Sweden as well. But we haven’t found it in Denmark.  

J No no. I’ve never heard about FixMyStreet but some other […] has similar ways to 

do their business and I think it is a dirty way actually, because... But anyway. 

That’s my opinion on that. But so our system is actually based on, you can use it 

for anything. This year, 2019, Roskilde Festival, they used our systems to report 

problems on their site. And everything, you can put in everything. So here, actually 

Roskilde Festival is the third largest city within this week that they exist. And they 

use is mainly for purposes of fences, toilets and actually person injuries as well. So 

if someone gets hurt or anything it is reported in our system as well. So you can 

use it for many purposes, not only for the citizens. And, do you know AFA 

JCDecaux? 

H No. Or yeah I recognize the brand but I don’t know…  

J Yeah, no. Next time when you are at the train station and you have those 

advertisers that is rolling, where it says you need to go to Hennes & Mauritz or you 

need to go to McDonalds or anything. They are rolling up and down. They are 

electronic or they are digital. They use our system to change all the advertisements 

in their systems. They use our system for 10 000 tasks a week doing this. So what 

is it then that I am saying that you only do 10 percent of… Let me start by the app. 

Which part of the screen do you see now? 

H On the phone we see [borger indvendelser citizens]. 

J Do you see two screens?  

E Yes.  

J Okay, that’s all right. This is actually how the app works. So when I open the app it 

will see okay you open the Horsens app and you are in Copenhagen, are you sure 

that you want to report to Horsens and I say yes I want to report to Horsens. And 

then I can go in and have a look. The screen is empty right now, so I have not sent 

in anything yet. So I push the button here Giv os et Praj. And then it will tell me 

this is my position and then I can see all the tasks around me. And if I click one of 

them, I can see the status of what other citizens have sent in. And okay, I go back. 

And then I choose my position here, my coordinates. And then I have to put in a 

category, an element and what the problem is. And after that I can take some 

pictures and after the pictures, I can put in my name, contact details, and phone 

number and description. And this is an important part because in some 

municipalities you have to, you are required to put in name, email, phone and 

description and in other municipalities they don’t want you to put in, or they want 

to give you the option to do it. So they, the municipalities, they decide if they want 

you to give an option, to not to do it, or they don’t want you to do it at all. So if you 

download the Giv et Praj for Copenhagen you will don’t have this screen at all. 

You cannot be there, because they do not want to have your info at all. And others 

they have it. So it depends who the customer is actually. And if you put in your 

name and contact information you will have to accept that you will keep your data 
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and you have to click yes to this one, and you can of course read more about the 

GDPR thing here.  

 30 min 

H Okay. 

J But then, I will then click push send, and what will then happen? And this is an 

important part. Because in Horsens they have put in all the streets in our systems so 

whenever I put in something in Horsens it will actually look into okay you have 

reported that there is a hole in a street, so we know that it is this kind of task that 

you want to have done and we also see that you have put it in on a private street, 

we can see that. And then it will actually automatically sort out saying oh we won’t 

do this task, it is not within our responsibility, you will have to contact someone 

else, the company or the owner of this property to have this fixed. So we can 

actually before actually goes into municipality to see if they should do something 

about it.  

H Do all of these have this function? Because I remember when we were talking to 

Camille and Anita from Roskilde that they were going through it manually.  

J Well it depends on themselves. Some municipalities, they have a lot of this, they 

spend some resources to have this set up. And some has not. So it depends on who 

you speak to. So I cannot say that all of them have, but Horsens they have the 

resources to have put it this into the systems. So that’s how they have done it. And, 

in these days, I have seen today, this morning. I will just show you.  

H Maybe it was on purpose, but your screen disappeared now.  

J Oh totally disappeared?  

H Yes.  

E There we go.  

J This is what I have seen on, this is I made some tests for Horsens municipality 

today for some other reasons. And I can see here thank you for your submission, 

we have bigger problems at the time because of the corona, and you have to expect 

longer terms of bla bla bla. So they actually use our system to tell the citizens that 

it is going to take longer time.  

E Okay.  

J I think that was pretty good. Because they can set themselves what they want to 

respond, which kind of response they want in certain situations.  

E Mm, okay.  

J So, this means that if I look into. Let me look into this map up here. If I put in 

something, can you see my cursor as well?  

E Yes.  
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J So if I report something on a green street, let’s say that the light is not working, 

they will accept it because it is a public street or something, and if I do the same on 

a red street for the same light, it will then maybe reject it. And, but it is the 

municipality who decides how they want to proceed all this. But the possibilities 

are there and they can actually set it up themselves. So did you see the system. Did 

you see the system, did Anita show you the system? 

E Yeah. We also did the process of sending in a test-’praj’ and see the whole 

shabang.  

J What else can I show you? I can tell you that the system contains of four platforms. 

You have the Giv et Praj on the app, you also have it on the web, there is also Giv 

et Praj on the municipalities home page, they can put it on their home page, and 

then you maintain what’s coming in in our DriftWeb office classroom and when 

they want to fix something then they fix it on our on-site platform. This could also 

be a phone, but it’s just a matter of showing the platform here.  

H What’s this on-site platform?  

E I think that is what we talked about yesterday with Albertslund, that they don’t 

have the resources to have this, so they have to go back to their desktop.  

J Who has that, who has to do that?  

E I don’t know if.. We talked to Albertslund yesterday.  

J Oh yeah yeah, did you talk to Mia?  

E Yes, exactly.  

J Okay. She’s a straightforward person.  

E Yes, she is. And she showed some concerns that they have to go back from the 

field to go back to their desktops so that was kind of a problem that she was 

highlighting. 

J The thing is that, our system is not, that’s an IT system, but the users is the matter 

of the people in the end. And so if the users in the field are not feeling comfortable 

with IT, then it’s not going to be a success to put it out in the field. You gonna have 

to print it in the office and then give them some papers out and then they can fix it. 

But that’s nonsense in 2020. But it’s, that’s the organization and its people and its 

people and its people. It needs good people to get this to work. But it is possible to 

do that.  

E And I assume also that it is the app that is the most used, or? From the citizens 

side, instead of the website.  

J Yeah, the app is the most used, yes.  

H Do you have any data on how many users or maybe even more interesting who the 

typical user is? Because we asked the municipalities and they don’t really have 

data on like is it male, female, what’s the age, is that something that you have?  
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J Oh we don’t have that. We can’t have that because of the GDPR. We don’t get that 

kind of details.  

H I think we read, when we read up on the literature, that the most common 

contributor to citizen sourcing solutions is well-educated high-earning males in 

mid-aged.  

J Well, okay. I didn’t know about that.  

H For your information. That’s what the literature, what researchers had found out.  

J Okay, okay.  

H But we haven’t confirmed it if it applies to Denmark and Giv et Praj, but I don’t 

think we’ll be able to either.  

J I have a customer [inviter]. They have had a usability test on Giv et Praj. That’s 

some kind of what citizens have told them. And you, then you put in a person you 

know Elisabeth she feels like this, and Anne-Katrine she feels like this, and Karen. 

And then you go through this [tankegang], if you know that company that has 

made it. I can ask him if you can have it, if it is of relevance for you.  

 40 min 

E Yeah, that would be very nice.  

J I can’t just give it to you.  

E No no, of course. But if possible we would happily accept it because it’s kind of 

similar to what we already analyzed, part of what we analyzed is what people have 

been posting comments about on App Store and Google Play. So we’ve been 

analyzing a lot of comments to see where the biggest, like issues, to say it like that, 

is. And yeah…  

J But the thing is when people are commenting on iOS or Android, then some of it is 

actually, it is not possible if you’re looking at Copenhagen Giv et Praj then it’s 

saying it’s not possible to put in the comment, but yeah that’s the municipalities 

decision to not have that so you cannot blame the app for that. So it’s, you have to 

be aware of that. They can choose what they, what they want to... 

E Yeah of course, it is kind of biased.  

H But as we have said also, based on that initial analysis of the comments that is 

where our focus area on the action after comes from. So we’re not gonna spend too 

much time on the camera functionality and those kinds of things that we also saw 

that they reported about. But more on the process of dealing with the input.  

J Yeah. Let me see if. And then… What else can I give you which is interesting. 

E But do you have, just a question, like when this process that we now have been 

talking about after people having send messages that has to be fixed, and from 

there to where the outcome is, even if it is solved or decline. Do you have any main 
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challenges that occur in this process? 

J Yeah, of course. We can see which ones, which tasks, is mainly put in, and that is 

mainly hole in a street and street light is not working. That is the main tasks that is 

coming in. And we’re actually using Power BI to analyze all this kind of stuff. So 

the customers can go in and see not only what are the tasks, but they can also see 

when is it coming in, where it is, how long have we been, how many days has it 

taken us to fix it? And that’s also where we can go help them to systemize their 

work actually. So when you look into the values, what we will help them to, we 

look into their current values or how they work today and help them to be better 

and maybe to speed up the process in some areas, because they suddenly get a 

better overview of what is happening around there.  

E Okay, so I have two questions. One of them is. Because as far as we understood 

when people choose a category in the app it will automatically be sent to the person 

responsible for this, is that correct?  

J It can do. It depends, it depends. If you for instance say that you have hole in the 

street, that is, let’s say that 60 percent of all, of everything that comes in. And 

every time you have that you send it to a concrete person, or a concrete team that 

fixes this. Then you can put in a workflow saying every time this comes in it 

automatically creates a task for this group and they can go fix it. And that’s ok. 

And then you can do it with maybe 80 percent of all the tasks that come in. But 

then you have like a car that is just placed anywhere in the field saying okay this 

car has been parked there for two months now, we want to have it removed. And 

then citizens take a picture of that and send it into the municipality. And then you 

maybe not have an automatic rule on that kind of thing because it happens two 

times a year. So it’s actually better to control which kind of tasks you want to have 

automatic rules on. Instead of putting rules on everything, because if something 

changes. Let’s say Ole quits his job, and then you need to put in another person in 

that to receive these kinds of things. Then it actually also takes a lot of resourcer to 

update all that kind of stuff. So you need to do it, we normally use the 80-20 

percent rule. So you can fix 80 percent by using 20 percent effort on that.  

H How would you say that the set-up is for most, because I realize that of course they 

have different workflows and different rules depending on the municipality, but 

how would you say that it differs and what are the similarities and the differences 

between how the municipalities set up these workflows?  

J Yeah, but I think you called the worst one actually yesterday and had a talk to her, 

because I don’t think they have any rules for anything. And Roskilde they are 

pretty good I must say that. But you can put them in groups and it depends on how 

many resources they put into this.  

E That makes sense.  

H But is it only differences in terms of rules they set up or are there any other 

differences that could be interesting to know of when we analyze how the process 

goes?  

E Like technology knowledge or something like that.  
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J Yeah.  

H Or in general, when the decision is made if the ‘praj’ is going to be accepted or not 

accepted, is that also something that you see occurs at different times in the 

process?  

J No not really. That’s not what we are see, no no, I’m not saying that.  

E And just curious because we know that sometimes it comes in ‘prajs’ that are not 

related to the municipalities which can be for the police station for instance, these, 

do most of the municipalities just contact the police or do they decline it or? 

J Actually many of them have actually granted the police access to the system so 

they can forward it directly to the police.  

E So the police have like access to DriftWeb? 

J Yeah, in some cases they do. But they also can just send them an email saying this 

is, maybe they have a common email to send it to the police.  

E Okay that’s interesting. That’s a good initiative that they are looped in.  

J And actually, this, the municipalities can draw in any external user that they want, 

so it’s either the entrepreneurs they are using or other suppliers, they can actually 

also use this DriftWeb within the municipalities DriftWeb. So they are not just for 

more than that.  

E Just a question that I thought of. The thing about the Roskilde Festival. In terms of 

events like this how is this system used in terms of events like this is that is what 

you said.  

J I can tell you, if you look into my BI here for instance. This is where they have put 

it in, they have 1900 tasks here. There is 1900 and then you can see what are they 

divided into, how many has it come for each one of them. You can see the date, 

when they have the most tasks coming in. And also split it into the areas. So this is 

mainly on the toilets, so they have seen a lot of requests on toilets. So that’s 531. 

And they can also see which part of the area it has been.. And now I have clicked 

on the fence, how many fences tasks has there been. There has been 320. So, and if 

they want to look on a particular one day, they can how many have they have on 

that particular day. And you can see there are mainly toilets, problems with toilets 

and fences they have had. So it’s the same for us, we don’t care if it’s a toilet or a 

hole in the ground or whatever it is. But they can still use it. And this year also 

Smukfestival is gonna use it for this year. 

 50 min 

E So then they just create a preliminary app?  

J No, it’s a new, you can actually go and find it on App Store. Not the Smukfestival 

but for Roskilde festival. Roskilde festival choose last year not to promote it for the 

guests, they only had it internally. They wanted to test it before.  
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H That’s a lot still, 1500.   

J And it’s only. That’s what they had on phone-calls, calling in oh we have a 

problem with this and then they put it in. But this year, if the festival is coming, if 

it happens, then they are going to promote it for the guests as well I think.  

E Is this an option within the Roskilde app, or is Giv et Praj Roskilde festival?  

J Yeah but it is going to be Giv et Praj Roskilde festival.  

E Okay, interesting.  

J Let me see. Yeah it is there, but they’ve just not promoted it. And you see that it’s 

within Roskilde’s logos and so.  

E Well that’s interesting, we didn’t know that the system was used for such events 

like this as well. Nice input.  

J But as I’m saying, you can use it for whatever you want, it’s just a matter of your 

imagination.  

E Well that’s good. Is there anything else we should say before? 

H Yeah, I’m just wondering like do you have any, because we are running out of time 

and we appreciate that you have taken a whole hour for us so we're not going to 

keep you any longer than that, but when we talk since it is mainly the process that 

we are interested in, is there anything in particular that you think like this is good 

that you know, this is something that is challenging.  

J Yeah so there is one thing that I would like you to know. In particular when you 

had the talk with Albertslund, what we do when we’re,when I’m selling this to the 

municipalities I’m telling that we have an implementation, process for 

implementation. So DriftWeb is a standard system that can be modified. So this is, 

say you have this, if you have your organization and you put a flat line here and 

then the system has to meet your requirements here on the flat line. This means that 

you will have a customized system that takes care of all your needs. And this is 

often a very expensive system that you buy.  

E Yes right.  

J Or you buy let’s say word or powerpoint, the powerpoint and word they are as they 

are, you cannot customize anything, and you have to apply it to that system. This 

means that the system is on the straight line up here, and the organization has to fit 

that. But we think, when we do an implementation we look into understand the 

organization, what is there vision and ambition for their system. If they look back 

three years from now, and look back at DriftWeb, what are the tasks that needs to 

be done, what are the goals for that. And then we write that down and we have that 

as goals from the start. And then we will have a start-up meeting and a workshop. 

On the workshop, we will find out what is needed and how they want it set-up. 

Whether they want it wording called in the systems. And then we will have a [...] 

and then we go into production. And then we hit the real life and then we have to 

change something and that’s it’s like this, and then we have we have a follow-up 
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after two or four months and then we can optimize the system. We should always 

be out here, go back and forth, to optimize and follow up because then we have a 

better relationship with the customer.  

E Yeah exactly.  

J And what we also do is that we will take them and say let’s start simple, and look 

at, you get a task from the municipalities and you create a task to get it fixed. Let’s 

start with that for a few months. And then you put on some rules, that you heard 

from Roskilde, that you can put in some automatically rules. And then you can put 

some roots on so if you have to go around and do some winter cleaning. Then you 

can do some frequency tasks that you have to do this job every week or whatever 

you do. And then you can do all your statistics and all that. So we encourage them 

to not do everything from the beginning, just put up a start up, small start up, where 

you can cope with it. And in particular you can have the employees in the field 

with you, so they can see the benefits of the systems. Because if they don’t see any 

benefits of the system, it is not going to be a success. Then it’s just going to be an 

administrative system that nobody cares about.  

E No, the employees are key, that’s for sure.  

J Yeah, that’s also what I put up here, in the values, to ensure that it’s time for work 

to be done in this field. We want to make it easy for them, we want to put in the 

documentation, and then they can put in the better access to do other tasks. I had a 

customer in Herning and I asked him why are you so satisfied with DriftWeb and 

they told me, I can see on the bottom that my employees are very happy and they 

are less sick. They are less sick, why are they less sick by using our systems. Yeah 

because they can systemize their own day, they can say okay I don’t want to do 

that today, I will do that tomorrow. So they can plan whatever they want to do 

today, instead of having a piece of paper stuck in their hands and they just have to 

do that.  

E Okay, that’s a really good output.  

J Yeah. But I don’t know if you can use that in your assignment.  

E Probably somehow, in the discussion part or something. Everything is valuable. 

But thank you so much for everything, we got a lot of juicy information here.  

J Well I will send you the presentation here. And I will ask you my customer if I can 

send you the other one. 

E Yes. That’s super helpful. We really appreciate it. We understand if it is not 

possible but we would be really happy.  

J I need to delete this slide. The BI slide. Because it was getting too large. It’s right 

now it’s 72 megabytes and that’s not possible to send. But is it okay if i PDF it?  

E Yes of course.  

 [practicalities and good bye]  
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Appendix 5.6 Interview 6 

 

Interview number 6 

Organization  Fredericia Kommune  

Interviewees K: Knud B Johansen 

Interviewers E: Eline Christoffersen 

H: Henny Bruhn-Möller 

Date 25.03.2020 

Time 10.00 - 10.45 

Length 42 min 

Location Skype 

 

H [...] So you´re sitting at home as well? 

K I´m sitting at home yes.  

H Like everyone else in the whole world! 

E Yes. So should we start with an introduction of ourselves? So I’m Eline and this is 

Henny. And we are currently doing our masters at Copenhagen Business School, 

we’re doing the Information Systems or as you Danish people call it... 

K Maybe you should talk a little bit slower because the sound is very slow so… [...] 

E Okay. So we’re doing our master now at Copenhagen Business School in Business 

Administration and Information Systems. And now we’re doing our thesis.  

K Yes. 

H About citizen sourcing. So that’s why Giv et Praj is very much of interest for us. 

And we have up until now done some literature search and conducted a literature 

review on what has already been studied around the area. And we have also done 

an analysis of user feedback comments that have been provided on App Store and 

Google Play to try to map out what are the users providing feedback on about the 

applications, so not about garbage or so, but about the actual applications. And we 

found out that to some extent they are happy about the action after they put in a 

praj, but they are also complaining to some extent about it. So that’s why we’ve 

been interested in getting to know more about the process of how... 

K Could you also talk, because the sound is coming so slow so some of the words are 

coming so slow I can’t hear them.  

H Okay.. 
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E Should we try to turn off the camera?  

H Yes, maybe turn of the camera, it is usually a bit slower when you have the camera 

on.  

E Okay o let us know if there is still... 

H We’ll try to talk slower.  

K Yeah.  

H But from the comment analysis, that why our interest is in this how ‘prajs’ are 

managed after they are inputted by the citizens. So that’s where we are now. We 

are interested in how you manage the input that you get from the citizens.  

K Yeah.  

H So maybe we could just start if you could tell us a bit about when you get a ‘praj’ 

about garbage, or lights, or something else, how does that process look like?  

K Yes well, so I suppose you know the system that there is an inquiry or input from 

the citizen which that I or one of my colleagues is dealing with and then we can 

turn it into a task or a job. You know that?  

H Yeah. 

K Yeah, an [henvendelse], do you know the Danish words for it? 

H Yeah, [henvendelse] and [opgave].  

K Yeah [opgave], yes. Great. So when we get the inquiry, for instance a citizen send 

an inquiry about garbage dropped somewhere in the nature. Then I have to look at 

it and to see first of all is it in the area where I am responsible. That means 

something to do with the roads. Otherwise maybe if it is in the woods I have a 

colleague in another department who is taking care of the forest.   

H And how do you see who is in charge of it? Is it automatically forwarded to you or 

your colleague or do you have to manually go in and check? 

K No, so we have set it up so that for instance if it is garbage on the road area it 

comes directly to me. If it is the forest for instance, it goes directly to my colleague 

Carsten.  

E Okay, is it only the two of you that is responsible for all the different categories 

that are shown on the app? 

K I beg your pardon, I didn’t get the first part.  

E Is it only you and your colleague that is responsible for the categories that are 

shown on the app?  

K Ehm, I’m not quite sure I understand. Because we have different areas. It can 

pothole in the asphalt, or it can be garbage, or light, or it can be pedestrian area, or 
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it can be a litter, a can or. And that’s divided into yes, the different, the colleagues 

who are in charge of that.  

E So there are several people that are in charge of it?  

K Yeah. Maybe we have, we are maybe ten all in all.  

E Okay, so when people are reporting a problem with let’s say trash in the forest, 

does this message go directly to the person responsible to fix it? 

K No that goes to me. Or no in the forest it goes to Carsten because he has to make 

sure that it is his responsibility because maybe it is not in his area anyway, maybe 

the forest is a private forest or private area, and if it is a private area we don’t have 

to do anything about it, because we’re not allowed to, it’s not our area, the 

municipalities.  

E Okay.  

H When Carsten or you get the inquiry, do you make a decision before turning into 

an opgave or a task about whether it should be completed or not or is that..?  

K Yeah. Because me, I myself and my colleagues are sitting in Rådhuset. We have to 

decide because we are making the [opgave], the tasks, the jobs. So we turn it into a 

job and send it to, yeah we have our own contractors but it can also be a private 

contractor, it depends.  

E Okay, so how many people are you that decide where, oh you’re 10 people? 

K Yeah I think we are about 10 in the different inquiries. And then the municipality 

we have our own contractor so to speak, Entreprenørgården. You know about that, 

several communes have that. So, and so I can turn it into a job and then it is sent to 

Entreprenørgården and they are I think four people there in the administration who 

take care of stealing out or sending the jobs to their colleagues, to the man in the 

field.  

E Okay, do you often experience that people misunderstand the categorization in the 

app? So that messages about forest get sent to the person that is responsible for the 

road, and the other way around? So you internally have to…  

K Yeah, well often and often. We get about three or four thousands, or is it that now, 

is it six thousands requests every year. So it is not often but it… Well regarding 

trash, it happens once in a while that they don’t find the word for that, it’s [affald] 

in Danish. Then they choose andet, which is something else. If they can’t find what 

it is then they choose [andet]. And then it goes to me because I’m the head 

responsible for what’s not being dealt with by my other colleagues. But then, 

regarding lamps or the road lights, the street lights, then it goes directly to a private 

contractor. So mainly all of [the inquiries] are made into jobs, into opgaver and 

sent to our own contractor, to our Entreprenørgård. But there are. Regarding street 

lights we have set it up so the inquiries there go directly to them. So I don’t deal 

with it.  

H So they make the decision of whether to do something or not? 
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K Yeah because we have a contract with them so they know that if one lamp is not 

functioning they have two weeks to make it, if there are four lamps they have two 

days to make it.  

 10 min. 

H And just a question again about decisions that you make, what do you base the 

decision on? You said that is was partly based on the area, but is there any other 

criteria of how you decide if a task, or if an inquiry should become a task or not? 

K Yes it is. We demand that there is a photo followed by the request. Often the photo 

is taken from a desk or something because when the citizen is walking out on the 

road in the pedestrian area, maybe they don’t have their phone by them. So when 

they come home they maybe go to their computer and they report it. And then they 

don’t have a photo of the garbage for instance. So I get a lot of photos showing 

different funny things that don't have anything to do with the request. And we have 

not often but maybe earlier we had some citizen that complained that we want this 

photo because well I’m, also because some of the requests are based on people 

driving in their cars. And you are driving and you see oh there is a lamp that is not 

functioning, you cannot take a photo, that is not allowed when you are driving. But 

we tell people that it helps us a lot. So we know that we get a photo of a desk or 

table, it doesn’t matter, because quite a lot of photos show what it is and then it is 

much easier for the man in the field to find where it is, if they have something to 

look for.  

E Yes exactly. But do you think this criteria should optional or not? So people can 

choose if they..  

K No, because if it is optional then we maybe only have ten percent of the photos we 

get. So I agree, that is Sweco who make this, and they don’t make it optional and 

we agree that it is very helpful. But when to decide and I see a photo and it is 

showing maybe, well it could be trash. But I have got some requests about dead 

birds laying in the woods, in the forest, and then we tell people that we reject them 

and then we say well nature is taking care of that. We don’t send one person out to 

pick up a small bird which is laying dead for instance. Or it could be if it is some 

trash that is laying on the side of the pedestrian area and I think okay maybe it’s so 

small that we don’t [bother] So it depends on how much it is. Especially also if it is 

glas. We get quite a lot of requests about glas, on the bicycle roads. And of course 

it is not good that it is laying there but sometimes if it is just at the edge of the area 

well, sometimes it is so small that we don’t bother.  

E Okay, so just a pretty general and overarching question, so with all this use of this 

app, and of course there is a lot of great use it as you’ve been telling us, but what 

would you say is the biggest challenge of using this app? 

K For us or for the citizens?  

E For both, if you have any thought about it.  

K Well for some citizens of course they don’t have access to smartphone or to a PC, 

to a computer, so maybe, but then of course we tell them you can give us a call 
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anyway. So we also get, not many, it helps us really a lot, but of course we still get 

phone calls from people saying there is a lamp without light or there is something 

here. So, yeah. I think for the citizens it has been really quite helpful. I can’t see 

that there is anything bad about it. 

H And what about for you [...]?  

K For us, for us it also helps a lot, it is much easier to, because we can make these 

requests and turn them into opgaver, into a job. And it helps us a lot, it is much 

easier. Before we got this system we had another system made by the 

municipalities where the citizens could make a request and put it on the map and I 

could see the request and then I had to make an email and send the task or job to 

Entreprenørgården. So it has really helped a lot that we can directly change it into a 

job. And it helps a lot for Entreprenørgården that they can see, or they can use it as 

a really good tool to make, to administrate their jobs. Because if they had email it 

is quite another system.  

H But do they have access to the system, Entreprenørgården? 

K Yeah yeah. Because when. Well, [henvendelser], the request, that is something 

between the citizen and us on Rådhuset in the administration. And the jobs, the 

[opgaver], that is something between us at Rådhuset and Entreprenørgården. So all 

the jobs, [opgaver], that is something dealt with by Entreprenørgården. So I make 

a, I turn it into a job, but I don’t have anything to do with the job, the [opgave]. 

That’s all, all is dealt with by Entreprenørgården.  

H And how do they report once they have completed the job? How to you ensure that 

they actually fulfill the task?  

K Yeah, there we have some challenges yet because we, or the leaders there, they tell 

their people, the people in the field they have to make photo that when they’ve 

made a job they have to take a photo and to end, to accept that now the job has 

been done. And that doesn’t always work. Because they forget to take a photo. But 

when let’s say Mr. X, one man in the field, he has taken up or he has removed the 

garbage then he finish this job, [opgave], and then somebody at the administration 

at Entreprenørgården can see that now the job has been done because it switches 

color.  

H And what if the workers don’t report it?  

K I beg your pardon? 

H If the workers don’t report it, like accept that the task is done... 

K Then they can see that it has not been done. Then we can afterwards, we have 

meetings every two weeks where we go through and see are there any jobs that 

hasn´t been done that should have been done. Cause when I make a job, I have to 

say I want this job within a week or within three weeks whatever. It depends on 

which kind of job. Normally Entreprenørgården has three weeks to make a job 

done, because we cannot tell them to make it the day after, they have to plan it of 

course.  
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H Are you the one determining if you want a shorter or a more intense deadline?  

 20 min. 

K I’m the one, or my colleague. Yes, we determine to say this is something... It could 

be quite a big a hole in the asphalt for instance it has maybe to be done in the same 

day or the day after. If it has to be done the same day we have to call them. 

Because they are not looking at this every minute.  

E Have you experienced any obstacles with that the workers don’t report when they 

have done something and they haven’t reported it, so maybe someone else has tried 

to do the same job before they knew it was already done? 

K I cannot say that it doesn't happen but I think it is very seldom. The main issue is 

that we think it has been done but when we go into the job we can see that it hasn’t 

been done. Because we have asked Sweco if there was a possibility that we could 

get a report, or get a notice, maybe on email, to say that okay now this job has been 

done. And that has not been possible yet. So when I make a job, for instance to 

pick up some garbage, I have to lean on that they do it. And normally.. 19 out of 

20, or 99 out of a 100 they do it.  

E Well that’s good.  

K But sometimes of course it happens that they say they have done it but they haven’t 

done it correctly or they misunderstood something. So we also have a challenge 

which they have complained that we don’t, [...]  [vi har ikke beskrevet] that we 

haven’t described the job quite good. That is also something that we have had to 

learn. So it is not only so say pick it up. Well garbage is quite easy but it could be 

that they have to, also if it something about water, [...] the water from the roads. So 

they have to make a pipe or where there is a pipe going to the well and that has to 

be described quite exact.  

E Exactly. So you must ensure that you describe the tasks well enough.  

K Yes.  

H And if you get an inquiry from the citizen, are you adding to the description that 

they have provided then? 

K Yes. Because I have to write what they have to do. I cannot just pass it on. I have 

to write, if they say, the request is there is garbage here on this point and they had 

made a photo and you can see it. Of course then it is quite easy for me to make the 

job. Because I have to make a description, you have to tell them what to do. I 

cannot just pass it on and say look at this. Then they say ok and what should I do? 

[...] 

H And if there is a photo of a table, or chair or something, so you don’t really know 

what the task will require from Entreprenørgården. [How do you..?]. 

K Then sometimes I need to use, we have, I have to colleagues they are always on the 

road and they can drive around and have a look and then maybe I… If we have an 

[henvendelse] it has been [tildelt] to me. I can then change it an [tildele] it to one of 
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my colleagues. So I can change it so I’m not responsible for it any longer. I can tell 

maybe it is Sonny, one of my colleagues and he is on the road all the time, and I 

[tildeler], pass it on to him and then ask him to say will you have a look, before me 

make a job, because maybe if we can’t see what it is maybe it is nothing, maybe it 

is not our job, maybe it is something somebody else have to do. So of course I 

cannot just put it on to Entreprenörgården, say well go out and fix that, if I don’t, if 

I’m not quite sure what it is. Then of course we have to look.  

E Okay, well that’s interesting. Do you have any other questions that we should map 

out? 

H Yes. [...] Is there any other point, so say that guys from Entreprenørgården get on 

location and they realize that they can’t do the task, how does that process look 

like? 

K Well if they can’t do the task they have to either go back to administration at 

Entreprenørgården, to their leaders to their bosses, or they have to contact the one 

who has made the job, so for instance me, if I have asked them to put in a pipe 

from there to there and they don’t quite understand it, then they will have to report 

to me and say well it’s impossible to make it here, we have to make it there for 

instance instead. And that’s also a challenge. Because sometimes they forget to ask 

us, and they do something that they think they have to do.  

E And also, when workers have done the job and they are supposed to report it back 

into the system, do they do that from their phone, or do they have iPads or do they 

have to go back to their office and into the web and then report it from there?   

K They have iPads. So they can directly see when a job is made, then it’s directly 

automatic [tildelt] to this group of four persons down at Entreprenørgården, and 

one of the person their he is called Joan, and Joan she sees this job and says this is 

something for Margarethe or for Karen or who else is taking care of this kinds of 

job. So she [tildeler] the job to Margarethe and then Margarethe goes out into the 

field and remove the garbage.  

E But does she get a notification on the iPad? 

K I think they get a notification, I’m not quite sure they get a notification or they just 

have to look a couple of times a day to see what is happening, I’m not quite sure. 

I’m quite sure there is a possibility that they can get a notification, because there is 

also, it optional but we have wanted so that when we get inquiries from citizens we 

get an email from the system. So I don’t have to go into DriftWeb all the time to 

see are there any news. So if it’s something where, if it is some of the categories 

that I’m in charge of then I get an email that says you got a request regarding this, 

number so and so. So it is very easy for me then, okay I can go directly into 

DriftWeb and then see and find the ‘praj’.  

E Okay so the app doesn’t give you any notification when a new ‘praj’ comes in?  

 [Knud´s phone is calling] 

K You mean the citizen or?  
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E So when they report something the task gets into the system [...] ?  

K I sent you an email the other day describing what happens when they get. Didn’t 

you get that email? 

H Yes we did.  

E Yes, but I was thinking for you. So when someone report trash on the street for 

example. Do you have to follow on your email and then go into DriftWeb or does 

the app give you, or some system, give you a notification that someone is reporting 

trash?  

 30 min. 

K I don’t because I’m not using the app. I’m using the system as an administrator. So 

I’m sitting at my computer. And there. that’s why I get an email saying okay now 

there is [henvendelser].  

E Okay, that’s good to know.  

H And this categorization that determines whether you or your colleagues get an 

email, what do you base that on? What is the logic behind the categories that are 

presented to the citizens as well as the categories that you have internally to assign 

the work to the right person? 

K Well if it has anything to do with asphalt, then it is my colleague Sonny because he 

is in charge of all of the asphalt. So if it is a pothole or something on the asphalt 

then he directly gets it. So we have just looked at all the categories and made them 

into groups maybe saying okay then who is charge. That’s not, it is not the system 

that has made it so. Before we got this system, DriftWeb, I was in charge of 

garbage, I was in charge of watering or dewatering, who knows. I was in charge of 

the winter care. So, and then when we got the system here we said okay what could 

this request be about, it could be about that they need to put salt on the roads, or 

they need to make a pothole or they need to take some garbage away or whatever. 

And then it depends on who is in charge of the different...are we talking different 

languages now? 

E No, we are following.  

K Okay.  

E That’s good to know.  

H Besides that, is there anything in particular that you think we should focus on or be 

aware of when we try to get more insight into Giv et Praj and DriftWeb, is there 

anything critical that we should know?  

K I think what’s happening between the citizens and us sitting on the Rådhus, so the 

[henvendelser], is quite easy. I haven’t seen a lot of problems about that. Maybe 

you could say the citizens they get report that okay we have seen your request we 

will look at it and maybe we do something. Of course maybe it could be great for 

the citizens if they got a notis when the job is done, they don’t. When the job is 
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done they see it when they open the app the next time. But I think that’s also, we 

haven’t had any complaints about that, so the citizens I think they find out 

themselves. Because if they don’t hear anything they say oh what’s happening with 

my request and then they go into the app and the first time they log on to the app 

then there is a report saying you got a notice. So I think that works quite good.  

E That’s good.  

K Where we have the big challenges is between when we make the [henvendelsen] 

and we make into a job, and how. In fact it is Entreprenørgården, they have quite, 

yeah some issues about how they deal with jobs and how they… Also we are 

working to make, to also use the system not only for requests. That’s also quite 

important to know. This system is very good for Entreprenørgården to deal with all 

the other jobs. Because they have a lot of other jobs that they have to do. They 

have to cut the grass maybe seven or nine times year. They have to do so and so to 

cut the trees alongside the road. Different kinds of jobs. And those kinds of jobs 

can be put into the system as well.  

H That’s good.  

K That is what we call frequent jobs. So they can control all their jobs. So they use 

DriftWeb to manage all their jobs in fact. Not only the requests from the citizens. 

And that’s really a big, a good thing. Because otherwise they would have had to 

have another kind of system to manage the frequent jobs.  

H That’s good that they can combine it. I think that we’ve got most of what we 

wanted. I’m just curious because you said that...[...] 

K Well, and you know when the job has been done, and the man in the field he has 

done the job, he change the color of the flag in the system to godkendt, accepted. 

And then Margarethe, who takes charge of the bills, the invoices, then she gets a 

notice and she can see oh now the job has been done. And then they report back, it 

took me two hours to make this job, and I have used this and this kind of material 

and then she can make the invoice from the system and send me an invoice saying 

okay what you requested us to do it cost me 5000.  

E So you make this invoice through DriftWeb as well or? 

K Well we have another, we have a special system for invoices, so the invoices are 

not made in the system but she can see from the system that the job has been done, 

it took so many hours, they have used this material. The invoice is made in the 

economic system, that is another system. 

H Okay, just some information about the task. But just one last thing, you say that 

you have approximately 6000 request per year [...] do you know who the typical 

user might be? Do you have an idea or guess of who the most common user of the 

app may be? 

K Like the main category? 

H No if it’s like male or female, but the others haven’t know so it’s fine if you don’t. 
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K No we haven’t looked into that. I think it is very. Sometimes I just, because I’m 

curious, I look who sent this request and I think it is 50/50, I don’t think it is 

mainly men or [males]. 

H Okay. Eline do you have any other questions?  

K And it’s also, it is quite seldom that they want a report back. I think that is also 

good because they accept that we have the system and it works. Sometimes we get 

an email saying oh I made a request 1 month ago, what is happening. Of course 

any system can fail.  

E Ok, well just one last question. Because I know that this exact system or this app 

also can be used for other occasions within the municipality, or if you have a 

festival or something like that, do you know if you have used the system for any 

other purposes than to report things in the municipality?  

 40 min. 

K We haven’t considered that yet. Regarding festivals or arrangements or whatever is 

happening we have another system for that so I don’t think that. We use now the 

system also for rats, that is called RåtteWeb. I think another division in the 

municipality, Ejendomscenter, the division that is taking care of all their buildings 

is considering also now to go over and use this system, because of course this can 

be used by them as well.  

E Well that’s interesting. I think we managed to go through all of our points that we 

wanted to talk about. I don’t know if you have anything else that you want to say 

or highlight before we wrap up? 

K No no. I think it’s… Should you consider something else, don’t hesitate to call me.  

E Yes, thank you so much, we really appreciate that. [...] And if we find something 

interesting we make sure to send it to you when we manage to finish this thesis.  

K Great. And I’ll find out how many request we get per year.  

E Thank you so much for your time.  

H Thank you so much, have an absolutely great day.  

K Thank you. Make a good thesis then. Bye.  
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Appendix 5.7 Interview 7 

Interview number  7 

Organization  Kolding Kommune 

Interviewees R: Rasmus Nielsen Bonde 

F: Kjeld Funk 

Interviewers E: Eline Christoffersen 

H: Henny Bruhn-Möller 

Date 23.03.2020 

Time 12.30 - 13.20 

Length 0 h 50 min 

Location Skype 

 

E [Short ‘hello’ and introduction] [Rasmus shared his screen and did so throughout 

the interview]...and mainly citizen e-participation. 

H And up until now we've done..and maybe we should say that I`m Henny by the 

way.  

E [laughs] and I´m Eline. 

H Yes the other voice is Eline. 

E Yes so for now we have been doing some literature review, we´ve been looking at 

all the literature that, well not all of it but a lot of it, the literature that´s been 

written about e-participation, citizen sourcing, citizen participation and stuff like 

that, and that's where you guys comes in the picture as an interesting aspect, 

because that's of course a big platform for citizen e-participation. So that's where 

we're at now.  

H And we´ve also done a short comment analysis of the user feedback given on App 

Store and Google Play, and we found that there are many people that are interested 

in the action after they´ve provided an input so that´s why we also want to study 

that process of how inputs are managed. 

E Yes. 

H But that was just short about us, maybe you can give a very brief introduction so 

we know who's speaking at what time?  

R Yes, exactly. I´m Rasmus, I work at Kolling municipality. Normally I work with 

asphalt and pavement and reconstruction of roads, but I´m also an administrator in 

this DriftWeb which is the back end of the program is called, so that's why I'm 

sitting here and it's that's me talking now [all participants laughs]. And Kjeld?   
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K Yes, my name is Kjeld, also working in Kolding kommune together with Rasmus, I 

have many tasks but administrator in this DriftWeb is one of the biggest one. 

H Ok super. 

E Well that's good.  

R Yes... 

H So as you saw in our email we´re mainly interested after an input is given by the 

citizens, but maybe you want to, I can see that you have open DriftWeb so maybe 

you can just guide us through the process and maybe we can ask questions along 

the way or do you prefer that we ask you specifically what we want to know?  

R No it’s fine, I can guide you through it.  

H + E Ok, perfect! 

R Yep, in the beginning of course it's, you work with the citizen participation, this is 

more...they report to us about problems out there so they participate by making our 

[tilsyn].  

E Mhm. 

R But we don't use, right now they can´t report, we don´t ask them specifically for 

anything they just report what they see out there. And you've probably seen the app 

and seen the front-end of it and how you report a problem, and then yes the entire 

program is called DriftWeb, and it's more of a process management system than 

just Giv et praj, so I have my assistant Kjeld [laugh] to report something right now 

through his phone. 

K Yes.  

R If you see here, there is something wrong with the trash can. Some citizen  have 

seen this [shards of glass] so this is how it looks when we get it, if they wrote 

something more describing we can see it, we can see exactly what they have 

[gathered] of information, they have [gathered] this standard text we are providing 

right now. And this text right now is almost similar in all ‘Prajs’ that we get in. 

E Okay. 

R There is, remind me Kjell, how many different...is there one or two where we say 

that it is directly sent to our contractor?  

K Yes, yes. That will be about the [gadelyst] what is that, street lights, and some other 

things like that 

E Okay.  

R They will get a notification that we've sent this directly to [name of the contractor] 

which is our contractor right now. 

E Okay. 
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R So, so if they, that they will look at it within a given time frame. I can´t remember... 

K Two weeks I think for…. 

R Yes, but they will give a more specific feedback. This one [showing the message on 

the screen] is just the general one where they are told that yes we got it an we will 

look at it, and see if it is urgent or not and handle it in normal planning and day-to-

day business. And in here [showing on the screen] I think its ten or fifteen active 

users on this side where the inquiries I think they are called who handle their own 

specific area, so for example this trash can we have, what is it called, area specific 

[fagperson] who normally works with this and will then look at this specifics and 

you can see in the details that it is automatically distributed to a group which he is 

then a part of, so when he logs in on his own, then he will only see the increase 

who are contributed to him. That is difficult to explain [laughs]. Right now I'm a 

part of everything so I can see everything..  

E Okay. 

R But if a normal user logs in he can see what's relevant to him. And all the...  

E Okay... 

R The inquiries he has to work on. 

E Okay, and when you say ‘regular user logs in’ is that the person responsible for the 

given task?   

R Yes.  

E Okay.  

R They all have a log in, and the….the administration part will be set up the users... 

E Okay 

R So they are a specifically a part of this group and they can be part of multiple 

groups if that's necessary. One of my colleagues he managed both the pavements 

and the winter, so he is a part of two groups.. 

E+H Okay. 

R And then he can switch...you can see an example of the groups up here [showing on 

screen]. 

E Oh, okay. Is that also...Okay I don´t...is that also the categories that...oh sorry my 

neighbor is doing something in his apartment so that´s why the noise [all 

participants laughs]. 

H We’ll mute when we´re not talking if you… [all participants laughs]. What were 

you saying?  

E Yes, is this also the categories that the users pick from in the app?  
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R No, in the app you pick roughly these two [show on screen] the element and the 

subject... 

E Yes. 

R But there is also a category in the app. There is three layers in the app. 

E Exactly.  

R But that´s, that´s to minimize because number of elements is this long [show on 

screen] so the usability in the app you narrow it down by first choosing a category. 

E+H Yes, mhm.  

R And there is….like there's a whole section in here, in the settings...here you have 

the categories... 

E Yes, is these the categories that the user see on the app?  

R Yes it is. And for each category we can decide exactly what combination of subject 

and element they can choose... 

E Okay. 

R So it is just another layer of [sortering] for the users.  

H And how do you decide on, is it you that just use your judgement to decide what 

categories that are visible, what combination of subject and elements they can see 

or put in…?  

R Yes. 

E+H Okay. 

R It is just the normal categorization. I think maybe that Sweco delivers a set-up, a 

standard... 

E+H Mhm. 

R And then you can pick and choose and thats... 

E Yes, that's how we understood it as well. So is it like, when you choose to use 

[avfall og renhold], the first one for instance, does the report or the complaint or the 

‘praj’, does that goes directly to the person that is responsible for this kind of 

things?  

R It goes directly to the person that´s responsible for the subject, the element in here  

E Ok... 

R So they choose [avfald and renhold] but if they then choose that something is 

wrong on the sidewalk it goes to one person, and if there is something wrong on the 

..with [...] it goes to another person, so it [...] you can see, but it is these elements 
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subjects combination that gets it to the right person. 

 10 min. 

E Okay. 

R And there is of course also some way to see this [searching around on the screen] 

here I think, yes. Where you see for example greens, they have these combinations, 

so if you pick something is wrong on the playground it will go to green group. 

E Okay. 

R So it's the combination of subjects and elements that decides what...who gets it.  

E Okay. 

R And yes. And moving on in the inquiry all the information in the inquiry when we 

just get it it is something the user submitted or automatically generated, like I told 

you the description the user could have written, the picture the user would have 

taken and added.. 

E But that is all obligated right, to include a picture? 

R Yes, if you use the phone it is. There is a web app where you don't have to include 

the picture, but on the phone yes it is obligated. 

E Okay. 

R But yes, on the phone it is obligated.  

E Okay. 

R And if they choose they can also input their info if they want to get in touch with 

us. And that's the input we get also when they´ve reported it of course, and where 

we got it from, if theres from an android or iphone or from the web app which is 

called Citizen.  

E Okay. Do you have any data of where you get the most reports from? If it is the app 

or the web platform or..? 

R We can find it, and I can´t remember the lates [...], do you remember?  

K Yes, it is definitely from the app. 

E Okay! 

K And I think...well actually then the telephones we get in the [...] comes in the 

second place, and the third is the web page. 

H Okay, but have seen a decrease in how many telephone calls or emails you get 

because people use the app more or is the same level just that more people 

contribute?  
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R I've definitely seen a decrease in telephone calls, absolutely yes. 

E Okay, well that's good.  

R But also, at the same time, also a big increase in the general reporting.  

E Okay, so the barrier is lower for people now to report something? 

R Yes, exactly. 

E Okay. And I was just thinking about when people, or the workers or the, yes the 

workers I guess, are out doing fixing something and then they are done, are they, is 

there like...do they report that you know that these things are fixed or…?  

R Yes, we´ll get to that [laughs]. 

E Okay sorry you just go on, and we'll interrupt if there's anything 

R So, when the person that works with this sees this report he has to make a decision 

whether something has to be done now, or it is something that has to be done in a 

normal working everyday to everyday, or it's none of his business, like it could be a 

private area, it could be another department of the [kommune], it could be, what is 

it called, [...], the [sports pladser] for example, so he has to decide whether he had 

to act now or just, you always have to act now, but if you have the worker act now 

or act later or if you have to turn the entire inquiry down. 

E Okay.  

R If he chose [avvis], if he chose to turn it down he has to give a reason to the user. 

because when the user opens the app and see that it is turned down he can see why 

it is not being processed.  

E Okay. 

R And you can, in here you can also add comments which the user can see or that 

only you can see or the people. But then if he chooses that yes it is something I 

have to do, then he accept the inquiry and he then automatically makes a new task, 

which he has to fill out [what has to be done to this trash can], and he has to pick up 

the [...] and he can write a message for the workers so they can see it, and he can 

even, the general image will be transferred so the man in the field can see the 

picture that the user uploaded, but if [fagpersonen] have some relevant pictures and 

a map of exactly where it is or a drawing of what he has to do or anything he can 

upload this here also, so he can add his own pictures for it.   

E Okay. But the comments function on the previous, on the window in the back there, 

so, because you said that sometimes the user can see the comment, what kind of 

comment would that be?  

R That would be for example if he turns the inquiry down... 

E+H Okay! 
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R …he can write that we turn it down because we don´t know what are you sending, 

we can't really decide what the problem is, or it can be ‘yes thank you but it is not 

for us, [send it to someone]..just write whatever the reason is.  

E Okay, okay.  

R And if the user has sent like things that [broken bridge] but then you look at the 

picture and you see that the whole trash can is obviously photoshopped in [all 

participants laughs] and that someone else has to do it, well then the user will get 

the first inquiry can change it, maybe we should, maybe it is a destroyed bridge 

instead, then he can change it to another, give it to another group, this will be [in 

this case], and then in there it is also a good idea to write something for the new 

person who has to change this inquiry and say is this [for example], and then don't 

make it public, so you can make all sorts of comments in here that you´ll like. 

E Okay. 

R Yes, okay. So now we made a new task for [...] field, we decide what we want to 

tell them and if we have any pictures, then we have to also briefly touch the priority 

it is either the normal so that they can take it when they are in the area or when it 

fits their route or whatever, or it is critical. That's the two priorities we are working 

with, there are some other you can choose but to keep it simple we work with these 

two.  

E Okay.  

R If you choose critical we have to address the people in the field in another way, we 

have to call them or mail them or text them or speak to them if they are next to us 

so they know now there is critical for you, you have to do this now. But this is just 

a normal one. Right now it says automatic in here, it is a possibility that again as 

the inquiry get sorted automatically, so can the task, if the program knows that this 

is something that needs to pick up it can automatically fill out who got to do it, we 

haven't set this up at us yet, we´re working on it, so right now you have to tell that 

there is this guy that has to do it and this guys has to look after that he actually does 

it.  

E+H Okay. 

R And then give them a time frame of let's say you can start now if you want but just 

as long as you´re done within three weeks then we are happy.  

E Okay.  

R And there are a lot of other options in here that you can say [show on screen] it is 

all of this area that you have to go through and you can write, you can make a little 

drawing on the map [...], which the worker can see when they open this specific 

task, they can't see the drawing all the time, but when they open the task they will 

see the drawing next to it. And there´s some other reference points you can make if 

we made a route you can connect it so if you drive route eight one than you take 

this task with you, and so on, we haven´t use this yet either so I don´t know much 

about it...I don't even know what this is [all participants laughs]. So that's all the 
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info that you can give to the worker in the field.   

 20 min. 

E+H Okay! 

R Normally you can choose to send this directly to the man with the shovel as we call 

them, the guys that standing out there and has to do it, but with many tasks you 

have to swing by, and in our organization we have en [formand], a leader, who has 

to distribute the work to all his own [...], so normally this would be one of these 

guys who gets the task and then he can send it on to one of his worker men.    

E+H Mhm okay.  

R So now we made this, [mumbling about the site], so now Ken will get this task on 

is iPad, there´s an iPad specific program...it is a simplification of these where you 

can only see less, but it is easier to work with when you standing out there with 

only an iPad and you can... 

E Yes so the workers have an iPad to follow this?  

R Yes exactly, so they will see all the [in my tasks] and you´ll see this is all tasks I've 

given someone else but it is just to remind myself, but they will get exactly where 

they are and what needs to be done. And all the pictures and...somewhere here you 

also get the description and, so they can see all the stuff I just wrote in the main 

program yes, they can see in the iPad with one klick. 

E Okay! 

R And in here they can also….yes, end and...Kjeld do you know, do they work with 

start or stop or do they just…. 

K Yes, yes, they use it, and also for the economy afterwards.  

R Oh okay.  

K To say if it took twenty minutes or thirty minutes.   

R So they can start a task when they are at the place and say now I´m beginning?  

K Yes.  

R [...] and I'm moving trash cans or whatever it is that I need to do, and when I'm 

finished I will stop it.  

H And are the workers out in the field good at using this, or is it often that they forget 

or…? 

K Well in this case they probably would not because it is a task that takes three 

minutes, if it is a task that takes four hours it is another thing, then they use this 

start/stop.. 

E+H Okay! 
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K They can start a task one day and stop it, and then continue the next day for 

example.  

E+H Okay 

K So on the bigger tasks then use it.  

R And then when it is finished they click on finish, and right now we don´t get a 

notification per se when we are sitting in the office that tells us when it is finished, 

we have to make sure that we check this one...  

E Okay. 

R And also, normally you don't sit here in the program and they come back while 

everything is open, when they've things closed and you open it the next day and 

have to find all the tasks and inquiries, they all connect this in cases, if you see here 

there is a menu called cases it is just a closed menu, we don't use it actively, but it, 

what it means is that they all have a case number so you can always find all tasks 

and inquiries that are related to each other [...], here I quickly opened the two, did 

you see?  

E Yes, barely, yes.  

R Yes, so I don´t know if I have any...but there could be many many more tasks on 

one inquiry, for example this guys sent out to pick up the trash, and he finds out 

that the entire trash can is broken and maybe we should make another task for 

someone to come and replace the trash can, and so on and so forth, so many tasks 

can be related to the same inquiry, and also mangy inquiry to the same task 

E Ok, so they can kind of get expanded?  

R Yes.  

E Yes, okay.  

R Then [...] we get to the question here if it is a good worker he would have posted a 

picture of the clean place, or the filled pothole or whatever it is that he done when 

he's finished with this work he takes a picture and say [...] it's done and this is how 

it looks, so the worker, the [fagperson] I need to find that word... 

E Yes, [fagperson] that´s good. 

R Yes, he can see exactly how it looks like afterwards so he can see if he is satisfied 

or not satisfied.. 

E Do most workers do this or is it just the very good ones that do it?  

R [laughs] most workers actually does this, right Kjeld?  

K Yes, yes.  

E Okay.  
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R Normally I only see my own pavement inquiries, but Kjeld is way more in looking 

at all of it so he has the big picture of how people use it. But yes, it has been, we 

have been pushing then, nudging them to do it, because it saves us a lot of time and 

a lot of phone calls and ‘oh did you pick that up too, and did you take that, and did 

you see my text’, because you can see in the picture exactly what they did, and if it 

is what they we´re told to do.  

E Yes, that's good.  

R And then if everything is fine you can just end the inquiry, and then it will be 

visible for a month in the app, if you open the app you can also see the map with all 

the dots, yes, and then there will be a green dot right here for one month, and then it 

will go to the archive and then it disappear from the map.  

H Okay so then there...because I think there is a lot of dots already, but there are only 

there for a month? 

R All the green ones will go to archive within a month. 

H Okay! 

E Within a month okay... 

R All the orange ones which are projects that are accepted and are ongoing, they will 

be visible as long as they are ongoing... 

E Okay, what about the ones that´s declined? Do they show as well?  

R Yes, there will also be there for one month, right Kjeld [...] ?  

K Yes.  

R Yes, one month. 

E Okay.  

H And just a question because you said that multiple tasks can link to one inquiry, or 

vice versa, how do you report back if it is multiple inquiries that require the same 

task, does everyone get...are all inquiries updated to green then? 

R No, then you have to do it manually. That was actually the next thing [...] that you 

get this prompt that says all tasks and inquiries in this case are done, so should we 

also close the case? So yes sure do that. That is just, these cases they just need to be 

closed on the go, so they also get archived so we don't have a pile up pretty quick. 

H Okay.  

R And if you have multiple inquiries, or multiple tasks on one, it is only on the last 

one... 

E+H Okay. 

R So if it is a task, then it is, when the last task is done, then it will close the inquiry, 
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and if there are multiple inquiries on one task, then it is, then when the task is done, 

the actual person who works with it has to close all the inquiries manually. Because 

we can´t do that automatically. It is kind of like a [...], if it can see that there are 

still stuff, more than one stuff that needs to be done, so it can't do anything 

automatically, you have to, you have to do that manually. 

E+H Mhm, okay. 

R Yes, I hope Kjeld is correcting me every time I say something wrong [laughs]. 

K [laughs] Every time, every time.  

R So yes, that was a very quick run-down of how each inquiry is processed. I know it 

is call inquiry because every number up here is unique and it says a little ‘i’ in front 

of it, and I´ve been told that is for ‘inquiry’. 

 [All participants laughs] 

E Well that is a good rule of thumb. So I mean it looks like this process is very 

efficient for you, because it seems like you have most of the process kind of 

optimized, but is there something that you would put you finger on like the main 

challenge by using this app? And this system?  

 30 min. 

R Right now a big challenge is the popularity of it, as you can see this are pretty big 

numbers for [show on screen] people to look at, even if I choose that, I login as a 

person or log in….it is still pretty big numbers to look at...  

E+H Yes. 

R So, that is a lot of [process] in it, it is a lot of clicks also per inquiry, per task, see I 

click a lot around and there is a lot of information, but save time in the end, that is 

my evaluation of it.  

E Ok. And just on another note, when the reports comes in to the respective person 

that is responsible, that person individually will decide right, if this will be fixed or 

not, or sent to someone else, or..? 

R Yes.  

E Yes, so that's just a decision made upon common sense basically?  

R Yes, we have some [...] [forvaltningslov] it is called... 

E+H Okay, yes. 

R Where you have to keep everything in a defensible state or something, so it is an 

evaluation based on the economy and the state and the size of the repair needed... 

E Okay, so they have certain factors that they take into consideration before making 

the decision?  
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R Yes, and that is why we try to send every inquiry directly to the person who is 

responsible for that area because they have the most updated knowledge. 

H Okay, yes. And is it ever so that the decision has to be re-made, like if you, let's say 

that ok this should be fixed, but then the physical worker gets out in the field and 

realize that this was not the task that was really described, is that ever that they 

ignore doing it, or connect back to you and say... 

R They don't ignore it per se, but they have the opportunity to..just need to find, 

because the next parts...we'll get to in a moment, we also have this automatic 

generation [looking around on the screen] … is this yours Kjeld, I thinks so?   

K Yes! 

R When they get a task, for example here it is pretty clear, it is a pothole, but if you 

send someone out to sweep it for example, it will say oh that is wrong, that is not 

for us, they can also decline it, and they will also give a reason, right here [...], then 

they will decline the task, and then it will get back to us and say ‘this task is 

declined, something was wrong, please re-think’  

E Okay, okay.  

R And then it is up to the person again to evaluate if ‘well was it me who gave the 

wrong task’ [did not understand it]. 

E Ok, but do you often see such things happening in terms of the categorization, that 

users you know send this picture under the categorization of something related to 

garbage for instance or..? 

R No, not that the users send this picture, but this could be that for example right now 

someone reported a pothole, but then when our worker get out there it is the entire 

road that has collapsed, there is a big sinkhole and everything.. 

E+H Oh, okay.. 

R Then they will of course decline it and say that you should send some people with a 

bigger shovel.  

E Okay, yes that makes sense. 

R We get some of those, and also if they can't find it or some...I could imagine that 

the ones working with all the trees if they sent someone out to cut down a branch 

that is almost broken, and if they get out there and it is already gone, someone did 

it, a private person maybe, they will also decline it and say ‘there was no job for us 

here, it was already done’.  

E Okay. But what if someone sends in something that is related to another organ let's 

say the police, if there is something about parking or like a break-in or something 

like that, does that happen and how, are you in contact with for instance the police 

and stuff like that?  

R Yes, not..the break-in part we never seen... 
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E No, that's good! 

R But of course illegal parking and burned down cars and also, yes just normal stuff 

like... 

K Bikes. 

R Bikes yes exactly, and such, which has to go through the police because they have 

to register if it is a stolen bike or stolen car or anything, we have a text that we give 

to the user and said that this is a job for the police...  

E Okay. 

R And then we send it to the police, we have an entry mail to the direct person who 

then get the job and says look we got this inquiry of a burned down car for 

example, please look at it. 

E Okay, well that's good.  

R And also to other parts, to the electrical company and yes... 

E Okay, so you have kind of contact with various other organizations in a sense?  

R Yes.  

E Okay. Well that's good to know.  

H Yes, we saw a lot of people with illegal parking [...] that is a popular ‘praj’ to give.  

R [laughs] Yes illegal parking we actually handle ourselves... 

H Oh do you! 

R We have [city assistants] formally known as parking officers... 

E+H Oh, okay! 

R Who actually will go around and check the illegal parkings or, not directly based on 

the inquiry, but they will know that ok in this area people parking pretty badly, so 

maybe we should go out there and check it.  

E+H Ohh, okay!  

E And I assume that, well...that the same goes with [oi] rats, and RotteWeb, do you 

use that as well?  

R Yep, what was [...] and what was the other one?  

E No we just talked about rotteweb or ratweb or…. 

R Oh yes, they also use that in our environmental department.  

E+H Ok, okay.  
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R I have no idea how that works, about the features for the rat fighters and stuff but 

yes... 

E Yes, we just know that several people use that as well, and we could also see a lot 

of comments when we were analysing the comments about these apps that people 

were frustrated about all the rat problems but they couldn't get this [...] through this 

app so yes, but that is good to know.  

R Yes, and the other thing you asked about...something about an automatic process?  

E Yes… 

R You could also make a work process, a work-flows they are called, for example this 

inquiry I have not touched, as you will see the system has accepted it already, and 

that is based on the element and subject, so when someone report a pothole, I don't 

need to see a picture of a pothole and spend several clicks on sending it to the same 

guy every time so I made the program do that for me, so it automatically make a 

task with everything filled out of when it has to be done and who has to do it 

and..everything.   

H Okay, that's very nice! 

R Yes! We also working on implementing this on other elements and subjects... 

H Because you have it for potholes now and some other simpler tasks, or is it..?  

R I can´t remember, Kjeld is it only potholes now or is it... 

K We have for benches and for some other stuff, two or three other... 

H Okay. 

R Yes, simpler tasks where nine out of ten times it is always the same task that needs 

to be done.  

E+H Okay. 

R That was a decision made because also a lot of people use this combination for bad 

roads [the entirety of ….] is destroyed please do something, but as I said, that is 

only like one in ten people who does that, so instead of me looking at ten inquiries 

and sending nine of them to the same person, we made a deal with our contractor, 

our internal contractor, that they will look at the ten tasks they are given, and then 

send the one back that is not for them, so they will reject it and say this one is not 

for us, we will handle the other nine tasks and then, but you have to look at this. 

H Okay, so they make the decisions on those occasions.  

R Yes. And the decision for them to make is kind of can I do this or can I not do this.  

H Yes. 

R Yes, so that is pretty much easier from them.  
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H Yes.  

E Ok well that's good, is there anything... I just have to look at these questions here to 

see if there is anything we've forgotten to talk about...well a question that I was 

just, it is kind of not related to this exact but, we know that there are some other 

municipalities that use these systems for other purposes, for festivals or you know 

social gatherings and stuff like that, have you ever experienced that, or considered 

using this for other purposes than reporting stuff like this?  

 40 min. 

R Yes, I think on our part, on the administration part, we used it for the green concert 

last year, to kind of gather all the tasks that needs to be done up until and 

afterwards.  

E Okay, well that's good! How did that work?  

R Pretty well I think, I wasn't exactly the leader on that, Kjeld have you heard 

anything..? 

K No, no... 

R No [laughs]. 

K Roskilde festival last year they had this Giv et praj. 

E Yes, yes.. 

K It was a big success... 

E Yes we talked to... 

R Yes I think all the big festivals are using it, 

E Yes yes, no we talked to someone, I can´t remember if it was Roskilde municipality 

or if it was with Sweco that we talked about it, but that was supposed be a really 

efficient way to figure out how to figure out what to do. 

R Yes, and Smukfest are using it this year.  

E Oh, okay! 

K But we have also used it for our facility management for a while, but it didn't go 

well [laughs].  

E+H [laughs] Okay! 

K But there are possibilities, absolutely.  

H It can't work for it all! 

E Yes, that's true. But do you have like, facebook pages or something for your 

municipality or any other channels other than phone and email I guess, that people 
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can you now come with reporting or complaints or good things for that matter?  

R Yes, we have facebook page also. We have a very, what is it called, effective 

communication department who try to keep all inquiries away from facebook, 

facebook is just a place to say this is happening in Kolding and this is good in 

Kolding it is not a place to say oh I found a whole in the [way] please fix it, that 

should be moved to other channels like email or phone or [...] 

E Exactly.  

R But we have the facebook, do we have an instagram Kjeld?  

K I haven´t heard of it.  

 [All participants laughs] 

E I´ll take that as a no then.  

R Yes, but most of our inquiries are through email or phone or... 

E Okay, but have you experienced like a decline in amount of phone calls after, and 

emails for that matter, after this app was implemented and taken into use?  

R It is hard to say, but like I said earlier, yes an incline, or a decline, but the phone 

calls are probably, mostly difficult problems [laughs] so they take longer... 

E Yes, make sense. Okay, well that's a good sign I guess, it's interesting to see how 

many requests you have, it's a sign that the app is very popular for the citizens to 

use.  

R Yes, do you have the numbers in you head Kjeld, for yearly…? 

K Hmm it's around six thousands. 

R Yes.  

H That's a lot! 

E Yes, you have a lot to do then! 

R So, and also a side note for internal contractor, we have our own Kolding kommune 

contractor, they use it very actively for all their tasks, so this section with the tasks 

they use it, they have repeating tasks when you finish a task it will automatically 

make a new task for fourteen days later, for example for cutting a grass for two 

months later and stuff like that, and as you can see that are also more into this route 

department where they can make a route for a person, let's say there are seven tasks 

on this route and please take it, so they use it very actively for task management.  

E Okay, well that's good!  

R Also, beside only inquiries, so it is not just tasks that citizens report it is also their 

own norma tasks.  
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E Okay.  

H Okay, yes like the frequent ones.  

R Yes. 

H Okay, super.  

E Well is there anything else, I mean we got a lot of good information now, and a lot 

to analyse, but is it anything else that you think that would be valuable for us to 

look at, or you know can like inspire our research in a sense?  

R That's a broad question... 

E Or anything you want us to look at or.. 

R [laugh] 

K Well I sit with the insurance, and I use the program to look up and to see have you 

been there on...for example a car goes into a pothole and then I can see in [...] that 

we have been there repairing a pothole for two months ago, and then our task is 

done here and we don't have to pay any insurance money to the people, so I can use 

it as a documentation.   

E Okay! 

H Oh! 

E That's really valuable I guess. 

H So people blame the pothole and then it's not really the potholes fault. 

R And it is more the reliability states if they hit a pothole in a small road we're 

reliable if we haven't been there for like a year for example, and with this program 

we can document where we´ve been and repairing other potholes and this [road] 

within the last year, so we´ve seen it and the pothole was not the the last time we 

[...] so it is a newly developed in insurance sense.  

H That´s good.  

R So in that way we can document that we fulfilled our part of the...deal. 

E Yes I guess it is especially valuable if everyone, like you mentioned in the 

beginning, if the workers do remember to report with a photo in the end when 

they're done, I guess that makes the whole process a lot more... 

R Yes! And it also saves us in the administration a lot of [tilsyn] a lot of driving, and 

a lot of time. 

E+H Yes, yes.  

R We can [...] a desk-tilsyn.  
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 [all participants laughs] 

E Okay okay, is there anything else we need to highlight or ask them now that we 

have them here?  

H I think I´m all set but... 

E Is it possible if we might contact you again at some point, if we figure out 

something that we have more questions we want to ask you?  

R+K Yes, of course, absolutely.  

E Okay, that would be great. And also of course, if you would have any interest in 

reading this, we cannot promise that it will be anything interesting but we are of 

course, we will gladly share our results with you in terms of this thesis if you're 

interested in see it. 

H We´ll send you the good parts, not the full with all the literature review and 

methodology but we´ll send the... 

R [laughs] The research part, yes. Are you talking to other [kommuner]? 

E Yes we're trying to get like an overall impression of how different municipalities 

are using this app, and it's a lot of similarities and it is a lot of different aspects of 

how people use it and how efficient it is, so we´ve been talking to Roskilde, 

Albertslund, Fredericia... 

K Well two times per year we meet with the other [kommuner] here in south 

Denmark, and Sweco. 

E Yes, we talked to Sweco as well yes... 

K Yes, what is it called Rasmus [danish word] ?  

R Yes, we are exchanging experiences with the program.  

H That's great!  

E No yes that's valuable yes...it would be valuable for us to join one of these meetings 

but I guess that's not an option right now [laugh] 

H [laugh] No you can't really have physical meetings nowadays... 

E No that's true. 

R  [...] not in these times. And also from our point of view is much more a program, 

yes it is a web program, but it's a, like I said  [...] inquiry management program, we 

can manage process and everything, it is much more than just an app. 

E Yes, so do you get any feedback from the citizens other than on you know App 

Store and Google Play and platforms like this, do citizen report to you if they are 

happy with the report or not?   
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R Not directly, no. We sometimes see on our facebook page like just use the app I´ve 

tried it and two days later it was fixed, but not directly no, we're working on 

something right now but that's specifically for project where we have to test to see 

if people are using it and how they feel but that will be something we not  [....]  

E Okay, well that’s good to know.  

 50 min. 

H Okay yes. But I think we got  [...], and it is super kind if we can get back to you if 

we come up with anything, but thank you so much for taking the time.  

E Yes, thank you so much, we really appreciate it! 

R No worries, and if, and of course if you talk to some other kommune and they tell 

you something that you want to hear from our point of view also just ask. 

E Yes, thank you, we appreciate it! 

H Yes, super! But yes other than that, you, I guess you´re at home but I hope you a 

great day from your home office and that you get to come out a little bit. 

R  [laugh] Thank you and the same to you!  

E+H  [laugh] Yes, we´re stuck in here so at least we got a lot of work done on this thesis, 

so that's good for something! 

R Yes, that's positive.  

H Yes, something positive out of it.  

E Yes, well thank you again and you'll probably hear from us soon! 

H Yes 

R Yes, no worries! 

 [All participants says bye] 
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Appendix 5.8 Interview 8 

Interview number 8 

Organization Skanderborg Kommune 

Interviewee B: Brian Nielsen  

Interviewers E: Eline Christoffersen 

H: Henny Bruhn-Möller 

Date 25.03.2020 

Time 13.00 - 13.22 

Length 0 h 22 min 

Location Skype 

 

 [‘Hello’ and introduction was not recorded]  

E ...efter de har.. 

B Ja når de har rapportert noe inn eller?  

E Yes, yes precis. 

H Sorry, det var jag som avbrøt. 

E Neida det går bra! Men du har lyst til igjen å bare forklare det raskt, og eventuelt 

hva som er hinders eller hva som er en utfordring i den prosessen som foregår der?  

B Ja, ja men det kan jeg gjøre. Men det som skjer når det er sånn at folk melder noe 

inn det er jo at de starter appen våres, også melder de inn i hvilken kategori de 

mener deres problem passer inn i, eller deres henvendelse, og når de så gjør det så 

skriver de, de ting de skriver kan de velge å vedlegge et bilde også trykker de jo 

send på den. Så får de en standard meddelelse tilbake hvor det står noe som takk 

for din henvendelse, vi kigger nå på om det er noet som kommunen kan og bør 

gjøre noe med, også alt etter hva for en kategori de har trykket på så går den til 

noen ulike, hva heter det, personer. 

E Mhm. 

B Jeg har prøvd å se om jeg kunne få fatt i et skriv hvor det står hva der går til hvem, 

men det er ikke noe vi åpenbar har så nemt tilgjengelig i kommunen... 

H Okay.  

B Og vi har jo en avtale med det firmaet som står bak det som er Sweco, og hver 

gang, hvis vi vil ha endret noe, eller hvis vi vil ha trukket ut noe data så tar de så 

betalt for det, så...men jeg har en kollega som vil prøve å se på det, han lovet han 

ville prøve å se på det her i dag til formiddag men han har ikke svart tilbake enda 
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så jeg vet ikke om han ikke har funnet noe eller om han har glemt det. 

E Åja okay, men det er supert hvis han... 

B Hvis jeg får noe så skal jeg nok videresende det til dere tenker jeg, jeg tenker ikke 

det er noe, det er ikke noe i det jeg ikke må gi videre tenker jeg. 

E Nei, nei men det er super det altså! 

B Også, ja men også alt efter hvor den så går hen så går henvendelsen så til den 

personen som så skal gjøre noe med det, om det er noget med belysning så går det 

til våres lys entrepreneur, om det er noe med et hull i veien så går det til våres 

entrepreneur avdeling, hvis det er rotter så går det til de som jobber med rotter for 

eksempel. 

E+H Ja, mhm.  

B Så alt efter hva for en kategori folk har valgt så blir de liksom spredt ut automatisk.  

E Ja, da går de direkte til ansvarlig?  

B Ja precis. Også er det selvfølgelig noen ganger at borgeren rammer feil i gruppe, 

hvis man kan kunne si det sånn, eller skriver mer enn én ting samtidig kan man si 

ik, assa det er jo noen ganger så skriver de både om noen vei lys som har gått i 

stykker men så skriver de også lige samtidig som et skilt det er veltet, og det er jo 

to forskjellige instanser.  

E Ja, hva gjør dere så?  

B Ja men så sørger jo den ene for å videresende den til den andre kan man si, de skjer 

veldig veldig sjeldent, og det som jeg hører fra, jeg er jo ikke den som bruker det 

mest, men jeg var over og snakket, for etter vårt siste møte så gikk jeg over og 

snakket med dem der sitter med, som sitter og jobber enda mere med det, og de 

sier skjer ikke særlig ofte og det er veldig nemt for oss å sende videre til rett 

person, det gjør selvfølgelig at det tar litt lenger tid innen personen eller borgeren 

får et svar, fordi den skal først havne hos rett person og hvis den går til rett person i 

første omgang så går det kanskje litt fortere.  

E Ja, okay.  

B Men, men det er ikke sånn at vi blir overveldet av den mengde med henvendelser 

som [...] har gått til feil sted, det er veldig liten for, altså alle jeg har snakket med 

føler ikke sånn at det er mange henvendelser der går feil.  

E Okay, okay men det er jo godt å vite.  

B Ja.  

E Også, ja for det i forhold til den kategoriseringen vi snakket også litt om det sist, 

men det virker jo som at det fungerer mer eller mindre sånn som det skal, men 

altså et annet spørsmål i forhold til den delen av prosessen er når de som skal 

utføre arbeidet, eller når de er ute i kommunen og fikser hva enn det er som må 
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fikses, altså er de gode til å rapportere om den er under fiksing, holdte jeg på å si, 

eller om den er don og accepted, eller altså er det noe de er gode til, og i så fall 

hvordan gjør de det?  

B Ja, fordi hvis det er sånn, la oss nå si at det er et skilt som har blitt påkjørt for 

eksempel, [eller], så får jo borgeren først den her standard meldingen om at nå 

undersøker vi om det er noe vi må gjøre noe med. Når våres formannn kommer inn 

og sier at ja ok her er det et skilt som har blitt kjørt ned så sier han greit, det der er 

en oppgave fordi først det er sånn to termer inne i systemet det er det der heter en 

henvendelse som er det en borger sender inn, eller som vi, jeg sitter jo i en 

[anleggsavdeling], hvis vi gjerne vil ha lavet en oppgave i våres 

entreprenøravdeling, så bruker vi det også internt, så vi oppretter det også som 

‘henvendelser’ inne i våres eget system. Og på den måten så sitter formannen over 

på våres entrepreneurgår og sier bra, den her henvendelsen skal jeg omforme til en 

oppgave, og gir jeg den til de folkene som oppsetter skilter for eksempel.  

E+H Mhm, Okay. 

B Også får de den over deres iPad eller tablet, også kan de se hva er det som er blitt 

skrevet, hva er som er, hva har formannen skrevet som må gjøres og noen sånne 

ting, så også når [...], når oppgaven en gang er gjennomført så går de inn og sier i 

systemet at nå er oppgaven gjennomført, og alle de her trinnene det kan borgeren 

gå inn og følge med på.  

E Mhm, okay.  

B Altså enten så avviser vi jo oppgaven hvis det kommer en henvendelse som vi ikke 

vil gjøre noe med, eller som vi ikke kan gjøre noe med, eller det ikke er på våres 

tomt, så enten så skriver vi at du skal, hvis det nå er for eksempel noen som har 

parkert ulovlig, så skriver vi ‘i framtiden skal du ta kontakt med politiet’ for 

eksempel, også avviser vi sånn sett henvendelsen.  

H Men er det sånn at dere først da, for jeg antar at når dere først får inn ‘prajet’ så 

bedømmer dere skal vi acceptere eller avvise det her? er det så at også de som er 

ute på, var de fra entrepreneurgården, er det også sånn at de tar et beslut at skal vi 

gjøre noen ting åt det, eller skal vi inte gjøre nått åt det?  

B Nei det tror jeg er veldig veldig sjeldent. 

H Okay. 

B Fordi den type tingene, enten så blir det til en oppgave eller så blir det avvist, 

altså..fordi hvis det ikke er noe som formannen, altså han som styrer [hytte gutta] 

som han bestemmer seg for som det er det må vi gjøre så avviser han, så blir det 

aldri en oppgave så kommer det ikke ut til dem der skal gjennomføre jobben, assa 

dem som er ute og laver jobben de har bare fått vite at det her må gjøres, de skal 

ikke ta stilling til, i samme omfang, om er det her noe vi bør gjøre...  

H Ja, men når du sier han formannen, er det den lederen da for... 

B Ja precis lederen for entrepreneurgården, ja det heter en formann på dansk. 
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H Ja.  

B Ja så det er han der styrer folk, han har en tyve, tretti mann som kjører rundt i 

kommunen, også fordeler han liksom oppgavene. De har noen teams der er for 

eksempel to der er, det er to person som setter stort sett alle skilter opp, så er det 

noen som tømmer søppel også er det to-tre stykker som har med råttebekjempelse 

å gjøre, så hvis det nå for eksempel er en oppgave med et skilt ja men så sender 

han noen over fra skilte teamet, [...] en oppgave der konstaterer at det er rotter så 

går den til rottefangeren og sånn noen ting.. 

H Men ni sender alle requests, eller alle henvendelser, til han?  

B Ja det kommer jo litt ann på hva det er, fordi hvis det nå var noe med belysning for 

eksempel... 

H Mhm. 

B Så går det direkte til våres belysnings-entrepreneur, altså vi har et privat firma til å 

stå for det. Så alt efter alle de tingene vi har gått inn og sagt at det skal våres egen 

entrepreneurgård gjøre, de går, også er det tre eller fire ulike formenn [...] . 

H Okay... 

B Altså ledere på entrepreneurgården. Det er en der har det grønne området, det vil si 

skoger og parker, også er det en der som har det svarte området altså asfalt og sånn 

noen ting, også er det en der har noe tredje tror jeg, så de er også en lille smule 

fragmentert. Men mange henvendelser går helt sikkert der ut, altså ja... 

H Ja, men alt sendes i hvert fall til dem, det er ingen filtrering før det sendes til 

entrepreneturgården?   

B Den skal jeg lige ha igjen unnskyld?  

H Det er ingen sånn her bort sortering før formannen i entrepreneur gården får 

henvendelsen?  

B Nei det er ikke noen [...] , altså det er sånn sett, det er sånn sett borgeren der velger 

med de her kategorier, som går inn og sier at det her har noe med sykler å gjøre, 

det har noe med parkering, også alt efter hva de velger så bestemmer det hvilke 

person den går til.  

H Ja, okay.  

E Hadde du noen follow-up questions Henny, eller? 

H Nei nei, nå fikk jeg svar på alt! 

E Ok, nei fordi jeg har et lite follow-up spørsmål på det der når de har, jeg regner 

med at de har iPads? 

B Ja.  

E Ja, har dere hatt noen problemer med at de ikke tikket av når de er ferdig med en 
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oppgave, eller at brukeren blir forvirret om det er lavet eller ikke?  

B Hm... 

E Eller er det viktig å rapportere når de ferdige med å fikse problemet?  

B Jeg tror faktisk de er veldig flinke for de bruker det til deres oppgavestyring 

E Okay. 

B Så hvis det er sånn at på morgenen får de jo vite at de skal gjøre det her for 

eksempel, noen av dem planlegger kanskje selv hva det er, hvilken rekkefølge de 

gjør ting i, men jeg tror også det er noen som får vite at idag skal du lave den her 

oppgaven og den heter sånn og sånn, og det er jo sånn at når de er ferdige så tar de 

gjerne bilde av det eller noe slikt, det kan de også gjøre der inne, sånn like liksom 

for å dokumentere at nå er jobben gjort, og jeg tror de er, mitt bud er at de er veldig 

veldig flinke på å få lavet den her, på å få ‘nå er denne oppgaven gjennomført’.  

 10 min. 

E Okay, okay.  

B Og det er jo ikke sånn, det er jo ikke hvis at en borger har skrevet at det er ikke lys 

i den her masten, også når de kommer ut sier så har vi lavet lyset, så er det jo ikke 

sånn at jo hvis lyset går i stykker igjen så vil kanskje borgeren kanskje kontakte 

oss en gang til, men når lyset først er der så er det jo ikke sånn at ja, det er kun hvis 

borgeren bare har satt nålen feil i kortet så vil de jo ikke kunne fikse noe, men det 

tror jeg heller ikke skjer særlig ofte. Også kan man jo ringe til borgeren for de 

oppgir jo deres telefonnummer for eksempel, så det tror jeg også man gjør en gang 

i mellom altså.   

E Ok.. [...]  

H Tenker du at man ringer for å spørre om, altså spørre om hvor er det man skal 

gjøre eller er det for å si at hei nu har vi gjort det her åt dej?  

B Ja, jeg tror ofte, jeg har også prøvd å ringe til en hvis det er en der stiller et spørmål 

som er litt uklart for oss hva de [egentlig] mener, eller hvor de precis mener det er 

hen, hvis vi ikke lige kan finne det så kan vi finne på å ringe dem opp for å si hei 

du har givet oss et praj og tusen takk for det, nå skal du høre, fordi det er jo sånn at 

noen ganger er det veldig veldig fint med den informasjonen vi får, og andre 

ganger skal de jo bare skrive at det kan ikke vi gjøre noe med det er 

parkeringsforbud du må kontakte politiet hvis det holder noen ulovlig parkert.   

E+H Mhm, ja.  

B Så det er jo sånn litt forskjellig fra oppgave til oppgave, men jeg tror det er meget 

sjeldent det er noen hvor de har meldt inn noe som vi har sagt at det vil vi gjerne 

utføre også har vi så opplevet at det har ikke blitt utført, det har jeg faktisk ikke 

hørt om at har skjedd.  

H+E Okay! 
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E Okay, men det er jo super. Skal vi se, jeg skal bare gå gjennom det vi sendte 

deg...skal vi se et øyeblikk... 

H Jeg bare tenkte på det her med telefonnummeret også, for vi så nån kommentar at, 

altså på user feedback comment, at sånn her de ble så happy de ringte upp og sa at 

nå har vi fixat det, er det noen gang dere for sjov liksom ringer og sier at nå har vi 

byttet den her skilten som du rapporteret inn? [laughs]. 

B Ja, nei vi har ikke sånn prøvd å ringe til dem bare for å si at nå er det gjennomført 

for de får liksom den tilbakemelding de får det liksom i appen hvor de har startet 

den oppgaven der kan de, eller henvendelsen, der kan de se at nå er det blitt til en 

oppgave og nå melder vi at oppgaven har blitt løst.   

H Ja.  

B Nå skal jeg lige se, for jeg har faktisk ikke selv inden rapportert et eller annet jeg 

skal prøve om jeg kan se hva status er på den...det har jeg jo gjort teknisk sett som 

borger, for jeg tror det er, når jeg installerte appen så har jeg brukt min vanlige, jeg 

bor også selv i den kommunen jeg jobber for så... 

H Ja, jeg har vært på jakt efter å finne noe jeg kan rapportere her i København, men 

jeg har inte funnet nått enn! 

 [all participants laughs]  

E Nei vi må finne et eller annet. 

B Ja! Hva sier den da...ja den sier jeg ikke har noe innsendt, det vet jeg ikke helt om 

er riktig men det kan også være jeg har måske tatt bilde av den også gjort det fra 

jobben, det kunne jeg godt funnet på.  

E Ja, mhm. Men okay, noe jeg tenkte på er i forhold til det, for dere har vel visse 

sånn time frames i forhold til hvor rask dere skal gjøre de forskjellige oppgavene..  

B Ja.  

E Er det noe som gjennomgående er overholdt, eller har dere noen issues eller at det 

kommer noen klager på at det ikke blir gjort raskt nok eller den type ting?  

B Ja, det skjer jo noen ganger. Og det er jo helt sikkert noen henvendelser som måske 

rammer mere enn to personer eller sånt et eller annet, så det er helt klart det er en 

gang i mellem det er henvendelser om at jeg skrev inn til dere for..og det er helt 

klart også, det er noen ganger det er noen borgere og sier nå har jeg meldt det inni 

den der Giv et Praj og det skjer ikke noe også kan det være det er gått fire dager   

E+H Ja, mhm. 

B Så den der oppfattelse av hvor viktig det er at det blir løst med en gang, det tror jeg 

måske noen ganger er litt ulikt mellom oss i kommunen og forvaltning også 

borgere, og det er sånn en ting, jeg tror, ja det er sånn noen ting som belysning, der 

har vi liksom noen, men det er jo også fordi det har vi utbudt til en egen 

virksomhet, så i den, i det utbud der er det helt klart, det er det noen beskrivelser 
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av at hvis det er én lampe der er gått så skal den være fikset innenfor, jeg tror syv 

dager, [...] men en eller annen tidsramme, men er det sånn noe, veibelysning det er 

også i sånn noen soner, så hvis det er en hel sone der har gått så kan det jo være 

hundre lamper på samme tid..   

E Ja.  

B Og der skal de rykke ut innen 24 timer.  

E Ja, okay.  

B Så alt efter hvor alvorligt den skaden som er er, så er det forskjellige tidssoner og 

det er helt sikkert det samme over hos egen entrepreneurgård, at hvis det er et hull i 

veien for eksempel, et svært hull, så skal de rykke ut innen 24 timer, men er det 

bare noen små huller som skal ha en lille smule asfalt så har de måske en uke eller 

fjorten dager til det.  

H Ja. 

E Okay! 

B Så det er også noe man har bygget inn i systemet og sagt at de her kategorier, der 

er liksom det kjører liksom med at det er det der heter, asså den har noen sånn, 

altså det her det er normalt, det heter sånn noe prioritet, og det har høy prioritet og 

det her er kritisk. 

E Yes.  

B Så alt, så det er sånn noen av tingene, [...] for hvilken kategori den ryker i så 

rykker den automatisk inn i kritisk tror jeg, eller i hvert fall inn i høy prioritet.  

E Okay. 

B Og det er også noe som jeg kan gå inn og se, gå inn og si at den her, den 

henvendelse her, den skal settes til at den er kritisk, også står den med rød øverst 

inne i [...] når våres formann går inn og kigger på det så.  

E Okay, nei men det er godt å vite.  

B Altså vi har også fått henvendelser, vi har også fått en borger der har skrevet til 

våres lokale presse om at det går veldig veldig fort [...] og har givet ros til det her 

systemet. 

E Okay, men så bra da, det er jo hyggelig! 

B Så vi har også noen der har skrevet leserbrev til pressen om at det fungerer kjempe 

bra så...  

H Ja det er jo bra! 

E Ja, så bra! Det virker, altså sånn nå har vi jo snakket med litt forskjellige 

kommuner, og det virker som at det litt forskjellig på hvordan, sånn det er jo noen 

som for eksempel ikke har iPads og da blir prosessen, altså slowed down ved at 
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man ikke får rapportert tilbake også blir det klager, så det er jo, det virker jo som at 

noen av dere har riktig god kontroll og det er jo veldig verdifullt.  

B Ja, det skal jo også sies at de folkene som noen ganger jobber med de her tingene 

det er ikke alltid de beste på [dimser] og på iPads og sånn noe slikt...  

E+H Nei... 

B Det er helt sikkert noen av dem som ikke er trygge ved teknologien, og der tror jeg 

det godt kan være noen utfordringer i at de skal melde et eller annet inn og måske, 

og jeg vil si at det er nok også flere av dem som måske ikke kan lese, eller i den 

stilen altså, så det er jo selvfølgelig utfordringer men langt de fleste av dem finner 

liksom ut av ok jeg skal bare ta et bilde så skal jeg skrive at oppgaven er 

gjennomført, altså, så, så der tror jeg helt klart at det har vært den her opplæring, at 

den liksom har vært viktig for våres medarbeidere og det tror jeg det har vært 

rimelig stor fokus på sånn blant våres egne folk i hvert fall.  

H Mhm. 

E Okay, for dere har en opplæring som er for bruk av dette systemet eller?  

B Ja, det har de folkene som kjører rundt ute de har helt klart en opplæring i for det 

første hvordan oppgavene kommer inn til dem, men også hvordan de skal melde 

tilbake når det er gjennomført.  

E Ja, okay okay. Neimen det er jo godt. Skal vi se, Henny har du noen siste spørsmål 

du vil klarere?  

H Nei jeg tror inte det..det er noen ting, for jeg tror vi har coveret lite om hvad for 

ulike manuelle og automatiske delar det finns i prosessen, men er det nått specielt 

du tenker som såher den her delen er ganske manuell just nu som det tar lite extra 

tid som man kanskje skulle kunna optimere lite?  

B Nei, jeg tror vi selv føler i hvert fall at vi har ramt balansen rimelig godt, fordi det 

er bare noen type henvendelser hvor det skal være en person inn og kigge på og 

lave en vurdering altså.. 

H Mhm. 

B Hvor det er ikke sånn et standardsvar for alle ting, det er noen ting, jo har en lampe 

gått i stykker og den ikke lyser - fair nok så skal den fikses altså, men hvis det er 

noe sånt med her er det et eller annet med noe vann der kommer litt forkert  hen i 

sånn noen ting så er det jo meget spesifikt for det enkelte sted, så jeg tror strengt 

tatt at vi har ramt, vi har nok ramt rimelig godt på hvornår det er at den går til oss 

som skal sitte og kigge på den og lese og finne ut av hva gjør vi, og skal vi gjøre 

noe? Hva gjør vi? Og hvornår gjør vi det?   

E+H Mhm 

B Det tror jeg fungerer som vi ønsker det, [...]  ja. 

EEE Ja, ok.  
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H Super! 

E Ja det er jo bra, litt dumt da, da har jo ikke vi noe å analysere men det er bra at 

prosessen er optimal so far i hvert fall 

H [småler]  

B Ja, ja.  

 20 min. 

H Det får kanskje være best practice i jamførelse med de andre i stellet. 

 [alle ler]  

E Ja, absolutt! Nei men det er super, vi får skrive ned alt de gode initiativene dere 

gjør og hva som fungerer for dere og prøve å lage det til en sånn liten generell best 

practice.  

B Ja.  

E Også, hvis ikke du har noe mer Henny, så vil jeg igjen spørre om det måske er 

mulig å få sendt deg en mail eller noe sånt noe, hvis det kommer opp noe vi lurer 

på eller ikke forstår eller ja..? 

B Ja, hvis det er noe dere ønsker, hvis det er noe dere finner nede i veien som dere vil 

høre om jeg kan utdype så er dere mer enn velkomne til å skrive! 

E+H Det er super, så snilt, tusen takk! 

B Og min sjef vil gjerne se hva dere finner på, så når der en gang blir ferdig hadde vi 

syntes det hadde vært gøy å motta det som dere har skrevet! 

E Ja, det er klart, vi kan ikke love at alt, alt alle 120 sider er like interessant så vi skal 

prøve å dra ut et lite summary, men absolutt, det er klart vi skal sende det deres vei 

når vi har kommet i mål! 

H Ja, vi er ferdige i... 

B [...] var det master eller hva? 

H Master ja.  

B Så det er masteroppgaven?  

E Yes, det er det.  

B Og den skal være ferdig til sommer?  

E Den skal være ferdig til 15.mai, så nå er det siste krampetrekninger. 

B Nei men det behøver, det er ikke noe 17 mai i Norge i år. 

 [alle ler]  
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E Nei jeg vet.. 

B Midsommar festen er også avlyst i Sverige. 

H Jaa... [ler]  

B Ja så dere kan godt ta litt mer tid. 

E Ja jeg vet, det er det vi også tenker. 

 [alle ler]  

H Men vi sitter på andre siden bare inne just nu så, nå har vi inget bettre for oss, får 

vi får jo inte gjøre noe annat så. 

B Dere må ut og kjøpe noen kroneis og sitte på [...] og spise dem så.  

 [alle ler]  

E Ja jeg vet, det er tragedie for det norske folk. 

B Ja det er virkelig.  

 [alle ler]  

E Men sånn er det da. Nei men tusen takk igjen, og du hører nok fra oss om ikke 

altfor lenge i hvert fall 

B Ja men det er helt perfekt, så får dere ha en fin dag.  

E+H Ja, takk det samme! I lige måde! Hade! 

 

Translation of examples included in the text 

 

Instance in original language Instance translated to English 

“Også kan man jo ringe til borgeren for de 

oppgir jo deres telefonnummer for 

eksempel, så det tror jeg også man gjør en 

gang i mellom altså”.  

“And you can call to the citizen, because they 

provide their phone number for example, so I 

think we do that from time to time as well [if the 

exact location is not clear]”. 

“Fordi den type tingene, enten så blir det til 

en oppgave eller så blir det avvist, 

altså..fordi hvis det ikke er noe som 

formannen, altså han som styrer [hytte 

gutta] som han bestemmer seg for som det 

er det må vi gjøre så avviser han, så blir det 

aldri en oppgave så kommer det ikke ut til 

dem der skal gjennomføre jobben, assa 

dem som er ute og laver jobben de har bare 

fått vite at det her må gjøres, de skal ikke ta 

stilling til om er det her noe vi bør gjøre... “ 

“(...) either it becomes a task or it gets declined 

(...) so the ones that are out and doing the job will 

only know that this must be done, they will not 

deal with (...) if it is something that should be done 

or not (...)”. 
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“(...) og det er sånn en ting, jeg tror, ja det 

er sånn noen ting som belysning, der har vi 

liksom noen, men det er jo også fordi det 

har vi utbudt til en egen virksomhet, så i 

den, i det utbud der er det helt klart, det er 

det noen beskrivelser av at hvis det er én 

lampe der er gått så skal den være fikset 

innenfor, jeg tror syv dager, [...] men en 

eller annen tidsramme, men er det sånn 

noe, veibelysning det er også i sånn noen 

soner, så hvis det er en hel sone der har gått 

så kan det jo være hundre lamper på 

samme tid..”   

“(...) depending on what it is, different response 

times are defined (...) there are some descriptions 

that if there is one lamp that is broken then it 

should be fixed within I think it is seven days, (...) 

if it is a whole zone that is broken then it can be 

hundreds of lamps at the same time [...] and then 

they need to go out within 24 hours (...)” 

 

 

Appendix 5.9 Interview 9 

Interview number 9 

Organization Stockholm Stad 

Interviewees HR: Hélène Rundqvist 

S: Sandra Sigebrant 

Interviewers E: Eline Christoffersen 

H: Henny Bruhn-Möller 

Date 27.03.2020 

Time 09.00 - 09.45 

Length 42min 

Location Skype 

 

S Hej på er. Sandra Sigebrant heter jag och jag är enhetschef för 

kommunikationsavdelningen på Trafikkontoret och är även 

kommunikationsansvarig for Tyck Till appen så det är jag som gör kampanjer om 

appen för att få fler att ladda ner den.   

HB Super. Men ja ni kanske såg lite då i mailet att det vi skriver om är det som på 

engelska kallas citizen sourcing som egentligen handlar om hur medborgarna kan 

bidra genom det kan vara små tasks eller att man kanske kan hjälpa till att forma nya 

lagar och sådär. Vi specifikt fokuserar på citizen reporting som du handlar om det 

här hur man rapporterar in fel eller förbättringsområden och så, precis som då Tyck 

Till passar perfekt in på. Och vi har gjort lite analys. Vi har gjort en literature review 

där vi har scannat lite litteratur. Sen har vi också gjort en analys på, för vi sitter då i 

Köpenhamn så vi har tittat på de Nordiska apparna som hamnar inom den här 
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kategorien, så har vi då gjort en analys på kommentarerna på App Store och Google 

Play. Och det var genom den analysen som vi hamnade på det här intresset med att 

vi vill titta på hur ser processen ut, hur hanterar man det här efter man har fått 

inputen från medborgarna. Så det är därifrån det intresset kommer. Och då tittade vi 

då på feedbacken om Tyck Till också. Och sen har vi haft några intervjuer här i 

Danmark, här har man en app som heter Giv et Praj som också är lite samma idé, 

och dem har haft lite olika processer inom olika kommuner så det är därför vi nu 

också är intresserade av att höra hur ni gör det. Men vi kanske kan starta, för den 

stora frågan i det materialet som vi också skickade, är ju det hur ser egentligen bara 

hur ser egentligen processen ut från det att feedbacken eller synpunkten kommer in. 

Har ni något namn för hur ni säger det, så ska vi fortsätta använda det.  

HR Det kallas bara synpunkt, att vi får in en synpunkt.  

HB Ah. Vill ni kanske förklara lite hur det ser ut från att en synpunkt kommer in från 

medborgarna i appen?  

HR Ska jag ta den Sandra?  

S Gör det gärna.  

HR Då är det såhär, det har ni säkert sett, att i Tyck Till appen kan man välja först vilken 

kategori av synpunkt man vill lämna. Alla fem heter synpunkt för oss men de 

hanteras faktiskt lite olika. Så vi har beröm, fråga, idé och klagomål. De fyra 

synpunkter är sånna vi besvarar på något sätt. Själva felanmälan, som också är en 

synpunkt, det är oftast något som ska åtgärdas, någon är trasigt i stadens utemiljö, 

det kan vara trasig trafiksignal, eller full papperskorg eller liknande. Felanmälan 

hanteras lite annorlunda. Men jag börjar med de fyra första då.  

HB Ja.  

HR Då är det såhär. När dem tycker till om någon sak så väljer man då en kategori och 

sen ett ämne. Och då kommer det in till oss i ett verksamhetssystem, ett it system, 

som heter Synpunktsportalen. Och där sitter ett gäng handläggare, ett 20-tal 

handläggare, och besvarar synpunkterna. Och de ska man göra helst inom tre dagar 

ska en medborgare få ett svar. Om det är en enkel fråga. Om det är lite mer 

komplicerat, och vi måste få fram lite mer information för att kunna ge ett bra svar 

så har vi tio dagar på oss. Så då finns det en first line som jobbar hos oss, på en enhet 

som heter service center, dem sitter och besvarar de här synpunkterna. Sen kan dem 

till sin hjälp kontakta själva verksamheten för att få lite mer kött på bena i sina svar. 

Så så hanterar man synpunkterna.   

HB Får jag bara fråga en sak, vad är exempel på de synpunkter? Vad frågar dem om då?  

HR Det är väldigt mycket årstids-styrt hos oss. Har vi mycket snö i Stockholm så får vi 

förstås väldigt mycket klagomål på snöröjning. Och då är det ett klagomål, så då 

svarar vi på det. När det är fint väder på vår och sommar så är det förstås mycket om 

grönområdena, picknick, att det är skräpigt. Men det är klart, det kommer också 

många beröm, som till exempel att när vi har på våren nu, så har vi sådana här 

blomster program i Stockholm Stad där man planerar mycket blommor och gör 

vacker, och då får vi förstås mycket beröm om det. Så, så det är högt och lågt skulle 
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jag vilja säga. Om allt, allt som rör sig därute. Och allt är ju inte vårat ansvar, 

Stockholm Stads ansvar. Det kan vara en privat fastighetsägare som har ansvar för 

sin del också. Men man kanske skickar in det till oss, och då ser vi till att det 

kommer till den privata fastighetsägaren, synpunkten den felanmälan. Det kan vara 

allt, allt man ser där ute helt enkelt. Men en felanmälan då, den skickas med 

automatik till ett annat it system som heter Driftportalen. Och där jobbar 

verksamheten i dialog med upphandlade entreprenörer för att åtgärda felet. Typ en 

trasig trafiksignal. Då åker ju entreprenörer för att laga den här trafiksignalen. Och 

då är det viktigt att dem tar en förebild, så här såg det ut innan vi lagar det. Och sen 

tar man en efterbild, så här ser det ut nu när vi har lagat det. Och sen så godkänns det 

för fakturering. Så felanmälningar hanteras vid sidan om kan man väl säga då. Det är 

våra arbetsorder mot entreprenörer. Så våra medborgare hjälper ju oss jättemycket 

med att hitta fel och trasiga saker som vi ansvarar för. Kan man väl säga.  

E Okej.  

HB Sker det automatiskt att den går då från den här Synpunktsportalen till Driftportalen? 

Eller är det någon som ska in och säga amen det här var korrekt att det här hamnade 

i rätt kategori, att det var en felanmälan? 

HR Nej det sker helt per automatik. När vi byggde upp allt, när vi tog fram Tyck Till 

appen då tog vi fram Synpunktsportalen också. Och Driftportalen hade vi redan. 

Men så det var jätteviktigt för oss att kunna göra och bygga mycket som ska ske med 

automatik för annars skulle vi behöva ha rätt många medarbetare som satt bara kolla 

vad det var som kom in, så att den känner av, Synpunktsportalen känner av jaha det 

här var en felanmälan och då stänger den den i Synpunktsportalen och skickar den 

till Driftportalen istället.  

HB Är det någonsin så att den hamnar i fel kategori? Att ett klagomål kanske hamnar i 

felanmälan? 

HR Ah precis. Det var precis det jag skulle säga. Nu litar ju vi på medborgarna att dem 

gör rätt och det är självklart att dem inte alltid gör rätt. Även om dem verkligen 

försöker, för det har vi upptäckt att många vill göra rätt. Men det är klart att det blir 

fel. Men då kan Driftportalen, de som där kan skicka tillbaka ärendet till 

Synpunktsportalen, så att det hanteras som en synpunkt istället. Och tvärtom. Att 

oftast handlar det om att det är fel mellan klagomål och felanmälan. Så att ett 

klagomål kan ju vi tycka faktiskt är en felanmälan och då kan handläggaren i 

Synpunktsportalen kategorisera om det till en felanmälan så så att det går till 

Driftportalen istället. 

HB Då förstår jag.  

HR Och det är likadant i Synpunktsportalen så, alla de ämnena som finns i appen det styr 

till vilken handläggargrupp i Synpunktsportalen som ska ha ärendet. För det är ju 

olika. Från början var det olika verksamheter som jobbade i Synpunktsportalen och 

då kanske det var ett gäng som idag arbetar med klotter, då fick ju de bara klotter-

ärenden som ska besvaras. Sen kanske det finns en annan som jobbar bara med 

gatudrift och då får ju dem ärendena gällande gatudrift. Så ämnena styr till vilken 

handläggargrupp i Synpunktsportalen som ärendet ska gå till för att besvaras. Det 

var också en sån sak vi ville ha med automatik, så det inte behöver sitta en eller flera 
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personer som bara delar ut ärenden. 

HB Precis, det låter logiskt. Så först väljer man då beröm, fråga, idé eller så, och sen går 

man då in på de här ämnena?  

HR Ja.  

HB Och efter det skriver man kanske en kommentar eller skickar med en bild. Är det så 

det ser ut?  

HR Exakt så. Och den enda gången det är obligatorisk att de en adress är när man väljer 

felanmälan. Annars är det inte obligatorisk utan då kan man faktiskt lämna bara en 

synpunkt och tycka att hela Stockholm Stad är helt fantastiskt, då vill vi ju inte ha en 

adress, utan då är det ju Stockholm Stad som är adressen. Men en felanmälan, där 

måste vi ha en adress. Annars kan vi inte skicka ut en utförare för att åtgärda felet.  

 10 min 

HB Hur gör ni då, säg att det är en felanmälan som har hamnat i klagomål eller idé, hur 

gör ni då, om dem inte har angivit en adress?  

HR Då hoppas vi på att personen har angivit sin e-postadress så kan vi kontakta dem och 

fråga och försöka få mer information om ärendet. Har de inte angivet en adress eller 

någonting, då kan vi tyvärr inte göra något åt det utan då får vi bara stänga ärendet.  

HB Okej. Då förstår jag. Och hur många av de här grupperna är det som du säger, 

beroende på de här ämnena, hur många olika grupper går det till, du sa att det fanns 

med gatorna, street lights och sådär. 

HR Mm. Handläggargruppen finns det ungefär 15 st finns det i Synpunktsportalen. Och 

de speglar hur Trafikkontoret är organiserad kan man säga. Så det finns liksom en 

enhet eller avdelning som jobbar bara med belysning, en annan jobbar bara med 

trafiksignaler och så vidare, så det speglar precis hur verksamheten ser ut.  

E Okej.  

HB Det är bra. Och det här är bara av nyfikenhet, jag vet inte om vi kommer använda det 

i rapporten, men de här handläggargrupperna, är det någon som sitter fulltid? Asså 

hur mycket har ni att  processa? Eller är det att man går in och tittar en gång i veckan 

eller en gång per dag eller så där?  

HR Nej då är det såhär. Från början så hade vi att alla verksamheten skötte sina egna 

synpunkter, men från och med 2019 så bildade vi en ny enhet på Trafikkontoret som 

heter Service Center. Och Service Center, det är ett 20-tal handläggare som på heltid 

jobbar med att besvara synpunkter som kommer in via Tyck Till appen bland annat. 

Så att vi hade 2019 hade vi 156 000 ärenden som kom in.  

HB Vänta, 156 000?  

HR Jepp.  

HB Det är helt extremt många. Jag ska säga, de danska kommunerna har kanske 3000, 
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6000 max.  

HR Ah nej här… Stockholmarna älskar vår Tyck Till app. Och det ökar mycket. Men 

den stora kategorin är ju felanmälningar som kommer in till oss. Så att det är 

ungefär, mellan tumme och pekfingret, hälften är säkert felanmälningar. Och sen är 

resten då synpunkter som ska hanteras och besvaras. Så dem sitter varje dag, dem 

sitter ju heltid och jobbar med det här. 

E Men bare et spørgsmål i forhold til antal brugere, en liten digression. Men hvordan 

har dere fået så mange brugere?  

HR Vi vet inte ännu hur många som använder, eller vi vet såhär att det är ungefär 60 000 

som har laddat ner appen.  

E Kører ni nogen promotering på den appen eller är det så mouth to mouth, eller 

hvordan har ni nået så mange?  

S Ska jag nämna något där Hélène?  

HR Ja gör det.  

S Vi kör kampanjer ungefär två gånger om året. Och då brukar vi använda dels sociala 

medier. Vi brukar använda något som kallas statsinfo-tavlor som är reklamtavlor 

runt om i staden. Och då har staden ett antal tavlor som är för samhällsinformation 

helt enkelt, så dem använder vi. Sen brukar vi använda lokaltidnings-annonser och 

ett antal andra kanaler också. Och dem här har ganska bra genomslag, de här 

kampanjerna. Det brukar vara i alla fall några tusen efter varje kampanj som laddar 

ner. Och sen är det förstås folk som laddar ner mellan kampanjerna också. Och då 

kan det vara att man har sett kanske i sociala medier att någon använder appen, eller 

att man har sett i vanlig media när vi gör intervjuer om något annat inom vår 

verksamhet att vi  tipsar om att man kan ladda ner den här appen och skicka in 

synpunkter om det gäller trafiksäkerhet eller belysning eller vad det kan vara, så 

brukar vi försöka passa på att nämna att den här appen finns. Så det har också effekt.  

E Ja, okej.  

HB Det verkar ju haft god effekt. Bra initiativ när det är så många som har laddat ner 

det.  

HR De har 156 000 ärenden som kom in 2019, så var 66% via appen. Dem andra 

resterande procenten, vi har ett formulär som ligger på stockholm.se eller det heter 

stad.stockholm, som är nästan likadant som appen så det är också en kanal in till oss. 

Plus att man kan ringa till oss förstås. Men appen tar ju bara fler och fler andelar, 

vilket är det är så vi vill ha det.  

HB Ja, det förstår jag. Men en annan sak med processen, för jag tänker att alla de 

felanmälningar och så så kommer in, det kanske inte är att man vill åtgärda allting. 

Hur ser liksom den beslutprocessen ut med att man säger ja det här ska vi skicka 

vidare till, eller det här ska då Driftportalen säga eller skicka ut en entreprenör för att 

fixa, eller nej det ska vi inte göra någonting åt? 

HR Nej men precis, det finns lite olika avtal med entreprenörerna och de skiljer sig lite 
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åt mellan verksamheterna, så belysning har en typ av avtal med sina entreprenörer, 

trafiksignaler har en helt annan avtal och så vidare. Och då är det såhär att i 

Driftportalen kan man ha att antingen ska det åtgärdas direkt. Vi kan ta klotter som 

ett exempel. Då kan det finnas klotter som behöver åtgärdas direkt. Oftast är det 

klotter på slottet och sådana byggnader, det vill man ju ta bort på en gång. Men sen 

kan det finnas klotter som man samlar ihop och kör på ronder. Så då kan man säga 

såhär att det här klottret, vi tar hela den här parken. På onsdag kommer vi ta bort allt 

klotter som finns i den parken, så då sätter man det på status rond tror jag den heter. 

Och så skickar entreprenören ut på onsdag att sanera allt som finns i den parken på 

den dagen.  

HB Okej. 

HR Och sen kan det finnas saker som behöver åtgärdas men är betydligt dyrare att 

åtgärdas. Och då behöver vi också... Då jobbar Trafikkontoret ihop med 

entreprenören, och får en kostnadsbild och lite annat saker och så lägger man en 

beställning på arbetet framöver, att nu ska det här åtgärdas. 

HB Vad kan det vara? 

HR Jag kommer inte på ett enda exempel nu. Men jag jobbar inte med den här delen. 

Men ja, vad skulle det kunna vara. En trappa kanske som går sönder som inte bara är 

ett trappsteg som är trasigt utan man behöver åtgärda den för att den alltid går 

sönder. Typ så. För då följer man ju också upp om det blir fel många gånger på ett 

ställe, då kanske det till slut inte är någon idé att laga utan då måste vi kanske göra 

något större arbete med det här.  

HB Okej.  

HR Så kan det vara också.  

HB Men det är alltså ute hos Driftportalen? För Synpunktsportalen hade de här 15 

handläggargrupperna, är det de samma slags upplägg på Driftportalen? 

HR Ja det är det.  

HB Okej, så det är dem som tar beslutet. Asså gatubelysnings-gruppen tar besluten om 

gatubelysningen.  

HR Ja. Exakt så är det. Sen kan det ju komma in idéer. Det är också en kategori. Och den 

hanteras i Synpunktsportalen. Men då kan idéen vara att någonting som 

verksamheten behöver ta beslut om. Nu ska vi se om vi kommer på något exempel. 

Jag har ett såhär jättedåligt exempel. Dem kanske tycker att alla parkbänkar i en viss 

park ska vara rosa istället för röda, det kan ju en medborgare tycka, vore inte det 

snyggt tycker dem. Och då behöver verksamheten ta till sig den här idéen och 

avgöra om det här var en bra idé att genomföra, har vi pengar för det i år att 

genomföra det eller ska vi lägga det som planering nästkommande år och (...) lite 

extra pengar för att göra den här saken. Så vissa idéer dem går till verksamheten som 

då får ta beslut om idéen ska genomföras eller inte. Trafiksäkerhet är rätt vanligt, 

med barnsäkerhet. Om det ska vara fler trafiksignaler kring en skola, istället för 

sånna här obevakade övergångsställen till exempel. Det är en typisk sån sak. 
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Cykelbanor är det många som tycker om också.  

 20 min 

HB Det gillar vi i Köpenham här också, här cyklar man ju massa.  

S Jag tänkte också vi kan ju skicka lite information till er sen, vi har en rapport som 

beskriver appen och systemen.  

E Det hade varit fantastiskt.  

S Sen har vi en powerpoint med ett flödesschema över hur ärenden går som jag skulle 

kunna visa här på en gång tänker jag. [Visar presentation via Skype]  

E Jag kan bare spørge noget. Dere nemte de såvit i forhold. Men efter denne appen 

kom. Var det 2013 den kom?  

HR 2014, vi byggde den 2013 så den kom fram 2014.  

E Har dere merket att, det är ju openbart veldigt mange som bruger den og det er 

sikkert flere som tycker til nå når det er en simpel måde å faktiskt gøre det på. Men 

merker dere at det er mindre telefonsamtaler og mailer og sånne ting? At det sån sett 

det blir lettere for er at hantera synspunkter? 

HR Aa, vi märker stor skillnad på att det är flera som använder Tyck Till appen. Det är 

färre som ringer in till oss med synpunkter. Däremot så det rings fortfarande in, men 

det är främst felanmälningar som rings in. Och så är det olika, en del vill hellre prata 

med oss helt enkelt. Så är det ju. 

E Ja, fair enough.  

HR Men mailen till oss har minskat. Förut så skickade man in till 

trafikkontoret@stockholm.se, mailen gällande synpunkter och felanmälningar dit har 

minskat och istället använder man Tyck Till appen.  

E Okej det är ju fantastisk.  

S Så kan man se både att antal ärenden ökar väldigt mycket men också den 

procentuella andelen som kommer in via appen. Så det ökar på bägge sätt kan man 

säga. Och i den här rapporten som jag kan skicka till er så kan ni få lite mer siffror 

på det.  

HB Okej det är super.  

S Vill du säga något, Hélène, om flödesschemat? Tänkte det kan vara bra att illustrera 

så visuellt som det går.  

HR Det kan jag göra. [Visar på presentation]. På översta raden har ni att man kan skicka 

e-post, och det är den här trafikkontoret@stockholm.se. Om någon använder den 

adressen då sitter det alltså en person och registrerar ärendet manuellt i 

Synpunktsportalen. Det är inte så stor andel. Man man också skicka in brev förstås, 

vanliga pappersbrev, och då är det på samma sätt, då scannas det in och läggs i 

mailto:trafikkontoret@stockholm.se
mailto:trafikkontoret@stockholm.se
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Synpunktsportalen. Eller så använder man formuläret eller appen och de där ser ju 

nästan likadana ut. Och då kommer alltid allting in till Synpunktsportalen. Och det 

Synpunktsportalen gör då, det är att känna av med automatik om det är en 

felanmälan eller någon av de andra kategorierna. Och är det en felanmälan då 

skickas den faktiskt till Kopplet. Jag nämnde inte det innan men det finns faktiskt ett 

liten mellan-system mellan Synpunktsportalen och Driftportalen.  

HB Okej. 

HR Och det heter Kopplet. Då går felanmälan till Kopplet. Och här sitter det ett gäng 

handläggare 24 timmar om dygnet och jobbar, så den är helt, en alltid öppen 

verksamhet hos oss. Och dem operatörerna som jobbar i Kopplet, det är dem som 

faktiskt kontrollerar att om det är en felanmälan eller inte. Och är det då en 

felanmälan så trycker de på knappen och så kommer det till Driftportalen. Om det 

inte är en felanmälan då trycker de på en annan knapp så går den tillbaka till 

Synpunktsportalen som en synpunkt.  

E Okej. 

HR Å sen kan man ju då ringa in. Och det är Kopplet-gänget som svarar på samtalen. 

Och då registreras ärendet direkt i Kopplet. Och det kan vara en synpunkt och då går 

det till Synpunktsportalen. Eller så är det en felanmälan och då går det till 

Driftportalen. Så Kopplet är som en stor växel kan man väl säga. Men aa, så funkar 

det.  

HB Och det är så snällt om vi kan få se presentationen sen så man minns hur fin sliden 

var.  

HR Aa, det ska ni få. 

HB Generellt, en ganska bred fråga, men är det några utmaningar ni har med den här 

processen? Som ni ser såhär att här blir det ofta lite problem eller, här hade vi kunnat 

göra det lite bättre?  

HR Mm. Vi hade en utmaning när appen kom. För det var ett politiskt beslut att vi skulle 

ta fram en Tyck Till app. Och då får Trafikkontoret, då måste vi bara göra det, vi ska 

ta fram en app. Och det är ju rätt så enkelt att ta fram en app rent tekniskt, det svåra 

är just den här hur ma ska hantera all synpunkter som kommer in till kontoret. Och 

det förstod vi ju rätt så snart att det kommer eventuellt öka rätt så lavinartat med 

synpunkter och felanmälningar. Och det var en utmaning att få verksamheten med 

på banan. Så att vi inte bara släpper iväg en app utan att vi faktiskt har riggat hela 

organisationen för det här. Så det var jätteviktigt för oss att cheferna var med och 

följde upp på allting. För om vi inte svara på synpunkterna som kom in när vi 

släppte appen skulle ju tilliten till oss bli rätt så dålig. Så det gällde att vi verkligen 

var på tå och hade en organisation som svarade. Och det var en rätt så stor utmaning 

i början. Och det har nu sex år senare har vi en organisation för det här.  

HB Var det också därför ni valde att bygga upp kategorierna i appen baserat på hur 

organisationen, asså Trafikkontoret, redan var strukturerat eller?  

HR Ja det var precis anledningen. Vi ville att det skulle ske så mycket som möjligt med 
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automatik. Och det var också viktigt för oss att inte bara ta fram en app där allt bara 

hamnar i en brevlåda utan att bygga ett it-system, lägga tiden på att bygga det som 

kan hjälpa oss i organisationen. Så det blev rätt så bra.  

HB Ja, det låter ju som det har blivit superbra. Men det måste ha varit ett ganska stort 

projekt att dra igång ändå? 

HR Det var jättestort. Och det pågick i säkert två år, har vi hållt på att känna oss för och 

försöka bestämma oss för hur vi ska jobba och så vidare. Så ett tag var jag uppe på 

ledningsgruppen och rapporterade om hur många synpunkter som kommer in och 

hur snabbt vi svarade, det gjorde jag en gång i veckan i säkert ett års tid. Bara för att 

cheferna är så här kom igen nu ni har så här många synpunkter, ni måste avsätta 

personal för att svara på synpunkterna.  

HB Mm. Och en sak, dels har vi ju snackat om det här med automatisering men också 

med det här att svara på synpunkterna, hur får medborgarna, asså de som då har 

skickat in en synpunkt, hur ser återkopplingen till dem ut om något har blivit 

åtgärdat, om något har blivit avvisat eller hur dem kan följa processen om det dem 

skickar in? 

HR Mm, när det gäller synpunkter, det som Service center sitter och svarar på, alltså allt 

utom felanmälan, dem svarar, dels får medborgarna ett bekräftelsemejl direkt, om de 

vill ha återkoppling så får dem ett bekräftelsemail vi har tagit emot ditt ärende ditten 

och datten och så får man ett ärendenummer. Och sen får dem ett svar på själva 

sakfrågan och det ska då ske inom tre dagar, eller alternativ tio dagar. Så där får man 

ju ett svar, förhoppningsvis som dem tycker är bra. Men om det är en felanmälan, då 

är det så att det går ut svar från Driftportalen till anmälaren. Så varje gång ärendet i 

Driftportalen byter status, först får det inkommet, då går det ut ett autosvar till dem 

att vi har tagit emot din felanmälan och det är inkommit och vi planerar att få 

åtgärdat felet. Sen ändrar man ju till pågående, det vill säga utföraren ska börja jobba 

med det här problemet nu, då går det ut en annat autosvar att nu pågår, nu håller vi 

på att åtgärda ditt fel. Och sen när det är klart så går det ytterligare ett autosvar till 

anmälaren att nu har vi åtgärdat ditt fel.  

 30 min 

E Så de kan følje med i processen.  

HR Ja. Och de här felanmälningarna, dem syns på kartan i Tyck Till appen. Så om man 

väljer felanmälan trasig belysning och klickar på kartan för att ange en position för 

sitt ärenden. Då visas alla felanmälningar gällande belysningar på kartan. Så där kan 

då anmälaren se, jaha men det här är redan anmält, och då behöver du inte anmäla 

det en gång till utan du kan haka på den anmälan för att få återkoppling i ärendet. 

Alternativt så ser du att det här är ingen som har anmält och då anmäler du ärendet 

och då blir det en ny nål. Så felanmälningarna på kartan visar utefter vilket ämne du 

väljer, den visar inte all felanmälningar. Utan väljer du belysning så är det 

belysnings-nålar, är det klotter så är det klotter-ärenden. För annars skulle det vara 

helt, bara massa nålar i Stockholm Stad. Så vi försöker sortera ut lite.  

HB Vad menar du där med haka på? Är det så att man kan supporta en felanmälan? 
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HR Ja precis. Ja du följer det, jag vill också följa den här felanmälan.  

HB Okej då förstår jag.  

E Og bare et spørgsmål i forhold til dette, dere nemte det såvit i starten, men de som er 

ude for at fikse noget, at de kan lægge op et billed når de har fikset det. Er det noget 

de må eller noget de kan? Og er det noget dere opfordrer de til at gøre?  

HR Ja, det måste entreprenörer göra. För det är ett sätt för oss att se att säkerställa på 

Trafikkontoret att de utfört sitt arbete och kan få betalt för det.  

E Så det er de duktige på at gøre?  

HR Ja. De måste göra det. Både förebilden och efterbilden måste de ange till oss.  

E Okej.  

HR Och sen kan vi då åka ut, verksamheten som jobbar med de här, då åker de ut oftast 

och kontrollerar att arbetet är utfört. Dock inte när det gäller att tömma 

papperskorgarna för då skulle dem inte få göra annat, men vid större jobb så åker 

dem alltid ut och kontrollerar.  

E Okej, og apropå billeder. Jag vet inte om dere sa det i starten, men er det, kan på 

måde de som sender ind både synspunkt og fejlmelding sende ind et billed?  

HR Ja, via appen kan du göra det.  

E Men det er heller ikke noget de må eller? 

HR Nej, där är det frivilligt att skicka med bilder. Vi vill gärna ha bilder.  

E Så dere har ikke satt det som så her mandatory, dere har det fortsatt så man kan 

velge?  

HR Nej, utan det är helt frivilligt att göra det. 

HB Vi har sett att många danskar har haft det som obligatorisk men de har också fått, det 

är många bilder på kanske en stol eller ett skrivbord eller så bara för att man måste 

skicka in någonting och man kanske inte kan ta en bild om man sitter i bilen och vill 

rapportera något eller så.  

HR Och, nej och därför har inte vi det som ett tvång.  

HB Nej, det låter rimligt. Vi ska se. Jag tror, vad jag kan se, att vi har fått covered i alla 

fall ganska mycket de frågorna som vi hade skickat till er i det här mailet tidigare. 

Jag tänker, Eline du får säga om du håller med eller inte, men jag har fått en ganska 

bra uppfattning om hur det liksom går från start till slut via kategoriseringen, 

Synpunktsportalen, Kopplet och så där, och Driftportalen. Men är det någonting 

speciellt som ni tänker att det här det är väldigt bra att vi vet, det här är något som vi 

är väldigt stolta över, har det svårt med, ni kanske vill veta något mer om som vi 

borde titta på? 

HR Nej inte på rak arm så här. Jag tror att den rapporten som Sandra kommer skicka till 
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er den beskriver jättebra alla faser och så. Är det något ni läser där som ni sen inte 

förstår så kan ni självklart återkomma till oss via mejl så försöker vi svara där. 

HB Det är så snällt att vi får göra det, är alltid mycket intryck att ta in så här.  

S Om man ska sammanfatta så kan man väl säga att Tyck Till appen skapar nytta och 

effektiviserar både för Stockholmarna men också för oss internt på Trafikkontoret 

och Stockholm Stad. I och med att det är så mycket som sker automatiskt och att vi 

har flera smarta funktioner i våra system som gör det mer effektivt, och det i sin tur 

gör också att Stockholmarna kan få svar snabbare, det tar kortare tid att handlägga, 

och det är ju en förutsättning i och med att vi får så många fler ärenden, i jämförelse 

med för några år sedan. Så att det effektiviserar både för oss och för Stockholmarna.  

E Ja, win win. 

S Verkligen. Och sen kan man ju säga också att vi fortsätter ju utveckla verktygen hela 

tiden, både arbetssätt och själva system och så vidare. Så det är ett ständigt pågående 

utvecklingsarbete verkligen.  

E Ja fordi det skulle jeg spørre om. I forhold til maintenance, eller udvikling og 

oprettholdelse af appen og softwaresystemen, er det noget dere bruger meget tid og 

ressourcer på, eller er det noget som går det automatiskt?   

HR Nej, vi lägger ner tid på det. Dels vill vi anpassa själva verksamhetssystemet så det 

blir lättare för handläggarna att arbeta i det. För det kommer, verkligheten förändras 

ju, det har det gjort också genom de här åren, så vi måste anpassa system efter hur 

verkligheten ser ut. Och likaså med Tyck Till appen så vi har faktiskt haft precis en 

medborgarundersökning angående appen där vi ställde ett gäng frågor om vad man 

tyckte om appen och vad man ville förbättra. Och sen gjorde man lite mer djup-

intervjuer så man ringde upp några stycken och frågade lite mer om den. Och i det 

stora hela så tyckte man att själva appen är bra, sen kan man ha lite olika synpunkter 

på att man inte får tillräckligt snabba svar och såna saker. 

E Ja det er også noget vi har sett på de andre apperna.  

HR Ja precis, och det är något vi måste förbättra. Och det var jättekul att ha den här 

undersökningen och se vad vi kan förbättra för vi sitter ju bara och gissar vad vi tror 

att medborgarna vill ha.  

E Nej absolut. Men bare et spørgsmål som jeg kom på nå. For dere fortalte lidt om 

hvordan de som er ude og fikser ting, at de kontinuerligt håller brugerne opdateret 

om hvor i processen de er på at fikse det som skal fikses. Men hvordan er det de 

rapporterar det? Er det via deres telefon, iPad eller må de hjem til sitt kontor eller på 

en desktop? 

HR Det är i Driftportalen som de återrapporterar. Antingen kan göra det via datorn men 

det finns en mobil version av Driftportalen också så man kan göra det på paddan 

eller telefon när de är ute på plats.  

E Ja okej. Hvad er det de bruger mest? Er det telefon eller iPad? 

HR Det er telefon skulle jag gissa.  
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E Yes, det hører logiskt ud.  

HB Jag hade en fråga. För Sandra när du sa det här med att det är väldigt effektivt för er 

också så kom jag att tänka på att några av de andra har sagt att de faktiskt använder 

det internt. Så i då kanske deras motsvarighet till Driftportalen lägger de själva in 

sina uppgifter, så okej om gräset då ska klippas varannan vecka under sommaren då 

lägger dem in det där som en uppgift som kommer återkommande. Är det så att ni 

också använder Driftportalen för sådana uppgifter som kanske inte någon rapporterat 

men som ni bara vet ska göras ändå? 

HR Ja. Driftportalen används ju så eftersom det är vårt sätt att ge entreprenören order. Så 

upptäcker Trafikkontorets handläggare att det är något som ska åtgärdas då lägger 

man det i Driftportalen.  

HB Okej.  

HR Och handläggarna och entreprenörerna när dem upptäcker fel på gatan, för att dem 

redan är där ute, då använder de oftast Tyck Till mobilappen också. Så det blir 

registrerat som en anmälan också. Så antingen använder de direkt Driftportalen eller 

så använder dem Tyck Till appen.  

HB Bra det. Jag tror jag har fått svar på det mesta, Eline har du några ytterligare frågor?  

E Nej, jag tror jag fik de sidste spørgsmålen ind der og fik godt svar på alting.  

HB Okej, så om det inte är något som ni har att tillägga får vi bara tacka jätte 

jättemycket för att ni har tagit er tiden.   

E Ja tak!  

S Stort tack, det var jätteintressant. Kul att ni väljer att studera det här. Och vi tar 

jättegärna del av resultatet sen när ni är klara.  

HB Absolut, vi har som en liten plan att sätta ihop en liten sammanfattning av det som är 

intressant från rapporten. Vi skickar det bästa till er tänker vi. Vi är färdiga någon 

gång där i mitten Maj och sen försvar i Juni så någon gång där kan ni förvänta er att 

få en sammanfattning. 

S Stort lycka till.  

E Tusen tak.  
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Translation of examples included in the text 

 

Instance in original language Instance translated to English 

“Det var också en sån sak vi ville ha med 

automatik, så det inte behöver sitta en eller 

flera personer som bara delar ut ärenden” 

“That was also one of those things that we wanted 

per automaticity, so that it does not have to sit one 

or more people just delegating cases” 

“Och den enda gången det är obligatorisk 

att de en adress är när man väljer 

felanmälan. Annars är det inte obligatorisk 

utan då kan man faktiskt lämna bara en 

synpunkt och tycka att hela Stockholm 

Stad är helt fantastiskt, då vill vi ju inte ha 

en adress, utan då är det ju Stockholm Stad 

som är adressen.(...)” 

“And the only time that it is mandatory to 

provide an address is when you select ‘inquiry’. 

Otherwise it is not mandatory but you can just 

leave input that says that all of Stockholm City is 

fantastic, and then we don’t want an address 

because then it is Stockholm City that is the 

address.(...)” 

“(...) Då kan det finnas klotter som behöver 

åtgärdas direkt. Oftast är det klotter på 

slottet och sådana byggnader, det vill man 

ju ta bort på en gång (...)” 

“(...) it can be graffiti that needs to be removed 

immediately. Often this is graffiti on the Royal 

Palace and similar buildings, that needs to be 

removed right away (...)” 

“ (...) Men sen kan det finnas klotter som 

man samlar ihop och kör på ronder. Så då 

kan man säga såhär att det här klottret, vi 

tar hela den här parken. På onsdag kommer 

vi ta bort allt klotter som finns i den 

parken, så då sätter man det på status rond 

tror jag den heter. Och så skickar 

entreprenören ut på onsdag att sanera allt 

som finns i den parken på den dagen.” 

 

“(...) And then it can be graffiti that are bundled 

together (...), so they can say like this graffiti, 

we’ll deal with that whole park. On Wednesday 

we’ll come and remove all graffiti which is in that 

park (...)”  

“Ja. De måste göra det. Både förebilden 

och efterbilden måste de ange till oss.“ 

“Yes. They have to do it [send an after-picture of 

the execution]. Both a before-picture and an after-

picture have to be sent to us” 

“ (…) då åker de ut oftast och kontrollerar 

att arbetet är utfört. Dock inte när det gäller 

att tömma papperskorgarna för då skulle 

dem inte få göra annat, men vid större jobb 

så åker dem alltid ut och kontrollerar.”  

“(...) then they usually go out and check that the 

work is done. Though not when it comes to 

emptying the trash cans, because then they would 

not do anything else, but for larger jobs they 

always go out and check” 

“Och sen när det är klart så går det 

ytterligare ett autosvar till anmälaren att nu 

har vi åtgärdat ditt fel.” 

 

“And then when it is done another automatic 

response is sent to the citizen who submitted the 

inquiry that ‘now we have solved your inquiry’” 

“Så felanmälningarna på kartan visar 

utefter vilket ämne du väljer, den visar inte 

all felanmälningar. Utan väljer du 

“So inquiries on the map are shown based on what 

subject you choose, it doesn’t show all inquiries. 

But if you select lighting then it is lighting pins 
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belysning så är det belysnings-nålar, är det 

klotter så är det klotter-ärenden. För annars 

skulle det vara helt, bara massa nålar i 

Stockholm Stad. Så vi försöker sortera ut 

lite.” 

 

that are displayed, is it graffiti then it is graffiti 

pins. Because otherwise it would be just a lot of 

pins all over Stockholm. So we try to sort out a 

bit.” 

“ (...) alla de ämnena som finns i appen det 

styr till vilken handläggargrupp i 

Synpunktsportalen som ska ha ärendet. (...)  

Sen kanske det finns en annan som jobbar 

bara med gatudrift och då får ju dem 

ärendena gällande gatudrift.” 

“all subjects in the application steer to which 

group of agents (...) who should get the case (...) 

there is one other [group of agents] that work with 

road maintenance, and then they only get cases 

about road maintenance” 

 

 

Appendix 5.10 Interview 10 

Interview number 10 

Organization Nordsjællands Park & Vej 

Interviewees U: Uffe Schougaard Jensen 

Interviewers E: Eline Christoffersen 

H: Henny Bruhn-Möller 

Date 31.03.2020 

Time 13.00 - 14.50 

Length 48min 

Location Skype 

 

 [‘Hello’ and introduction was not done prior to recording] 

H Yes so you saw the questions so maybe we can just start with you describing in your 

own words how the process goes after you receive a ‘praj’ or a ‘tip’ sorry. 

U Yes we call it ‘Give et tip’ and we recieve the tips and they are distributed 

automatically to the right person, each person has a folder with the tips that he 

handles, he or she handles, and there are the leaders who lead the people who make 

the tasks, they don´t handle the tips.. 

E OK 

U It´s the planners that do typically... 

H Mhm.  
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U So we screen all of them and then we distribute them to where they belong, the 

‘tips’.  

H And how do you... 

U Is it easier if I show you? 

H Yes, that would be great! 

E Yes, if that is possible! 

U I don´t know how it works but I´ll just try here. 

H Yes I think as it is not Skype for Business it might not be... 

U Oh, ok.  

 [Participants agrees on switching to Skype for Business on another computer] 

U Can you see my screen now? [Sharing his screen]. 

E+H Yes! 

U Okay, so this is the program Synchronizer, and this that you are looking at to the 

right that's the folder that I am responsible for. You can see all the ‘tips’ on the left 

on the map and the ‘tips’ they are automatically distributed by the task type, which is 

the one market green is [Naturbeblantning], and this one, so this one automatically 

goes to this folder and I look at all of them.  

H Mhm.  

U If you look at this task then, and open it, you can see that this is a ‘tip’ that is sent to 

me, it is a position and I won't show you who sent it but there is something about 

this is a tree that someone is scared will fall down on their lot, and then you can put 

on a picture to show what it is about.  

H Okay.  

U And every tip is received like this. 

E Okay.  

U And that is the only automation there is, the other is all manual labor work. So you 

have to look at the ‘tip’ and then...you asked me how, who and how we decide how 

to do about the ‘tip’ and when, and we have some service levels and some, I don't 

know what you call it in english, we call it [udførselskrav]. Some types of tasks but 

not all tasks, so often it is up to the planner, who looks at the ‘tips’, to use his skills, 

his specific skills to decide whether the ‘tip’ is going to be executed or not.  

E+H Mhm, okay.  

U And then when you open the task and you have to decide you can put on 

information, it’s the [besked to indberetter], you can write something to the one who 
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wrote the ‘tip’ and the ‘tipper’ will get then if he put his email on then he will get a 

message 

H So the notification that you, the [besked til indberetter], is it only sent if you type 

something in or is it also sent like thank you for the ‘tip’ or any automated message? 

U Yes, you get a standard message, like thank you for the ‘tip’ and when there is a 

change of status you also get a notice that now, if the job is completed you get a 

message saying now it is completed. 

H Okay, so this is just to be able to write a personal message like thank you for 

notifying us about the tree, we have removed it.  

U Yes, just [between] these standard messages that we have typed in ourselves. 

H Oh, okay.   

U A lot of them are just, if there is sent on to other authorities and then we have some 

that we use a lot, so we have this list and then we also just type a message and then 

send it.  

E+H Okay 

U So it is not really that automated because the ‘tips’ are very different from each 

other, you have to look at them anyways to see, I don´t know if AI would help us in 

any way... 

E Okay so just, if I understand correctly, is it every time you get in a tip you manually 

have to look at it and then distribute it?  

U Yes, exactly.  

E Okay, and how many people is it that sits and looks at all of these tips that comes in?  

U The people who send it in? 

E No, the people who look at it, how many people are there?  

U Hm, we are four, four of five.  

E Okay.  

U Which are skilled people who some like have knowledge about roads and some have 

knowledge about the green stuff, you know trees and grass and stuff, so that's the 

way they are distributed.  

E+H Mhm yes, okay.  

U And you have to manually look through them, and if you don't want to make, to 

execute the ‘tip’, then you just write that it won't be made and then you end the ‘tip’. 

We call it cancel. We cancel it and then we write them a reason for why we 

cancelled it.  
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E+H Mhm okay.  

U So it's quite manual labor.  

E Mhm, that's interesting.  

H And that´s the people who receive the various ‘tips’ that decide it? So if you receive 

the one with [beplantning] then you´re the one in charge of deciding?  

U Yes, exactly.  

H Okay. And how, because I can see the two categories that I saw now on the screen 

now were [beplantning] and then something about yes [vandløb] but I, because I 

looked at the app before and I didn't see that that was the exact terminology, how is 

that categorization managed, what the users put in, and how it´s divided internally 

on your side?  

U We have some, we can do things that the citizens can’t do. So this one [natur og 

vandløb] that's not for citizens, that's just for our own people.  

H Mhm.  

U And these, the first word is the main group and then [beplantning] is the secondary 

group.  

E Okay.  

U So it is distributed, you can try yourself, it is called ‘Giv et tip’... 

H Yes I have it and that's why I was wondering because I couldn't recognize those 

categories because I have the first one, which is [renhold, andet, fortov, graffiti] and 

so.. 

U I´ll just find my tablet.  

H Okay, yes.  

U I think [natur og beplanting] that's one you  

E Yes that's [natur] 

H Yes we have one that is [natur] so maybe its [beplantning] oh okay here yes. 

E Oh okay so it's kind of like sub-categories?  

U The sub-category is [beplantning]. 

E+H Yes.  

 10 min 

U [Natur] 

H Yes, then I get it.  
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U  And then there is [...] it is the distribution plant that handles it. So for this one it is an 

internal thing.  

E+H Oh okay.  

U One the ones with [...] there are for internal use. 

H So you are in charge of [natur]?  

U Yes exactly. And then we have a whole lot of others... 

H Yes [graffiti] and [fortov] and... 

U But it is sometimes a problem, we maybe have to clean up in all these tasks because 

people sometimes have difficulties choosing the right one or they don´t bother I 

don´t know. 

E+H Yes, okay.  

U I think we need to clean up.  

E Okay, so you do experience that people use the wrong categories for different ‘tips’?  

U If they use the wrong category then it goes to the wrong planner and the planner has 

to change the category and when it change to the category then it automatically 

jumps back to the right planner, but it's not a big problem but there are some ‘tips’ 

and I don´t know when these ‘tips’ if they, if it's just because they don´t bother and 

just choose the first one, or if it is because it's confusing, maybe you could tell me if 

you have looked at it?  

E Yes not yet, but that's something that we're trying to be able to analyze, in terms of 

categorization and how the users use them and if they use it wrong or misuse them 

how that can be done better. 

H But as you said, the other municipalities have also said that they’re experiencing 

maybe some occasions where it is wrongly categorized, but most often the users are 

trying the best to find the right category but sometimes it's difficult. 

U Yes it can be difficult, it is as I said we have to look at...and we get, I don't have the 

counts, but we get a lot of ‘tips’ and it's, it's a big job for us, it consumes much, very 

much of our time to look through them.  

E Mhm.  

H Yes, are you working, you five people, are you working full-time or is it that you 

would go in and look at it once a day, once a week, or how does that process look 

like of you checking?  

U I personally look at them once a day, or once every second day.  

E+H Okay.  

U That can be things that have to be handled right away, so we have to look at them 
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pretty often. 

E Okay. But when you have divided the tasks for the different people, what happens 

there? Is there all internal people that deals with the tasks or do you have external 

contractors, or how does that look like?  

U Most of them are our own people.  

E Okay.  

U We have some external but that are mostly things that we are not good enough, or 

not capable of doing ourselves but we have about eighty people on our own, or the 

two municipalities, so we do a lot on our own. And then they have like tablets, and 

they just move the task to the tablet.  

E Mhm, okay.  

U And that´s not automatized either.  

E Okay, what do you mean?  

U You do that manually. You take the task and then you open it and then you add the 

stuff you want to add because you want to say that, here for example [show on 

screen] [feld træt] [...], and then you choose a number for them, for the registration, 

and then you set the task free and you can prioritize them, and then you just move it. 

E Okay. 

U You say [flyt til tur], and then you move it to the right [tur], and [tur] that's like a 

tablet. 

H Okay, ahh. 

U And you move it here, and you say confirm and then it´s moved.  

H Okay, so you have to know who [read out names from screen] are, to know who´s..? 

U It's a bit different how the different planners do it, because the planners they 

cooperate with, what do you call it, operations leader do you call it that?  

E+H Mhm, yes.  

U Does that sound right?  

E+H Yes! 

U Yes, and it's different how it´s done because I know exactly where to put the tasks 

because I know the people and I know, I have made it all in here, and I know what to 

do so I have an agreement with the operation leaders that I just move it to the tablet 

right away, but you can also just, you see in info it is [ikke frigivet] it can just say 

[frigivet] and the operation leader know that they have to distribute, so it´s kind of a 

combination, and it is different how it’s done, it’s agreements and different planners 

and operations leaders have made because the processes are a bit different. It is 
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green or it´s grey or it’s black. 

E Okay.  

U Does that make sense?  

E Yes yes, and also, when the workers are out in the field and fixing something, do 

they constantly update the process of the thing, if it's like either fixed or if it's done 

or if it’s you know under construction?  

U No no, they don´t.  

E Okay. 

U The only thing they do is that when they are done with the task, they complete it. 

E Okay.  

U And then the one that gave the tip can see that now it's completed.  

E Yes, so the user will then get a notification or..? 

U Yes yes.  

E Okay, okay. But do these, when they accept it, or when they notify you that the ‘tip’ 

is fixed, or that the caused is fixed, do they include a picture of like the finished, of 

how it looks when it's done?  

U Yes. 

H If the tree is cut down... 

U It is not an actual demand but they do it quite a lot, because pictures say a lot, more 

than words.  

E Yes, yes. 

U But it's not something that we are strict about, but they often take a picture.  

E Okay, and I guess that it makes it more reliable when they do?  

U Yes.  

E Yes. So that is not... 

U But the problem is when they complete the task, the task goes to the archive [...] 

E Okay so it goes to the archive right away?  

U [...] the planner [...] that the operation leaders sees these ‘tips’ they have to look for 

it to find it again. You get a notification, if I make a ‘tip’ I will get a notification too 

that it has been done, but not when it is a ‘tip’ from a citizen. There is a room for 

improvement.  
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E But what do you mean, so you as an administrator do not get a notification when a 

‘tip’ from a citizen is completed?  

U No, only if I made it myself.  

E Okay, but you can of course go into this interface and see what's been... 

U I can search for it.  

E Okay... 

U And find it again.  

E So you can´t sort it, you know based on the date that it was accomplished or 

anything?  

U Yes actually it's better to do it geographically, that's the best way to search... 

E Okay... 

U So if you zoom in it’s an area and you say search within an area, and then you see all 

the tips within the area. Now there is some limitations here, I have to go to another 

one, but that´s actually the best way to find a tip again.  

H Okay.  

U And there are limitations in these systems, it's not perfect like... 

H What would you say it´s the biggest challenge with it if you can…? 

U The biggest challenge is finding stuff again.  

H Okay.  

U And then yes. And then the amount of tasks in here is enormous and some planner 

and operations leaders have a hard time keeping track of everything because there is 

a lot, and it's a bit slow as you can see now I try to show you something but... 

H Skype is probably not making it any faster so... 

U No... 

H But do you know approximately how many ‘tips’ you get per year?  

U Oh, I´m not actually sure I probably have to look it up.  

E Okay.  

 20 min 

[Trying to show the maps on the screen] 

U This is not important but now I just get irritated that this... 

U But if I search now it searches within the, this screen area  
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H Okay. 

E Okay, so you must, you should know where about in the eare you are looking for 

something in order to find it? 

U Yes, it’s the easiest way, but you have the options up here to some kind of, I don´t 

know what to call it, some free text search field, that you can search the [tur type] or 

the [opgave type], and then you can limit it but it lacks parameters to make an 

adequate search, that's why the geographic search here is actually...yes, the easiest 

way to use if you know where the ‘tip’ is.  

E Mhm.  

U Because every ‘tip’ that is ever made is being kept so it can be confusing, so when 

the ‘tip’ is handed over to the one that has to handle the tip, the one who executes it, 

then you can lose track of it 

H Yes, and also, by speaking of tracking and so, because when I try to use the app I 

couldn´t see what others had provided, is it possible? Maybe it's because I´m not in 

the area so I'm not sure if I can use if fully but is it possible for me as a user to see 

that Eline or someone else have provided a tip that says ‘cut down this tree’ and then 

I don't have to add that tip myself?  

U Hm just a minute, how do I do this...if you go to our home page, Nordjællands Park 

og Vej.  

H Okay. 

U You can look, there is a map showing the ‘tips’.  

H But is it not possible to see in the app like here?  

U No. 

H No, okay.  

U I think there will be something in the next release [...]. I think it might be possible 

there to see the ‘tip’ in the app but I'm not sure, but sometimes we wait quite a while 

for the next release because of [...] and stuff. 

H Hm okay.  

U But if you find the web page you should be able to see.. 

H Yes, I´m here now but.. 

E Is it under ‘Giv et tip’ or.. 

H Because I´m going into ‘Giv et tip’, [hent app]. Oh it must be [Statusoversikt]. Yes, 

or...yes okay here.   

E Yes, okay! 
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H Now I can see all of them.  

E Okay, but that is not incorporated into the app?  

U No, no. And there you can look up. 

H And the color coding is green when it's done, orange that it´is received, and grey..? 

U I´m just taking a look because actually I can´t remember because I don´t look at this 

ever.  

H Oh, but I can see that there are a lot of orange ones and I'm just like hovering over 

them and almost all of them are from March.  

U Yes, yes.  

H So there must be a lot of tips that comes in during a full year if this is only for two 

weeks or so. 

U Yes, the green ones are done, and the orange ones are not yet, and there will be a lot 

of tips that we don´t like execute, there can be laying there and waiting for half a 

year or a year maybe it´s another season maybe are we need to cut the grass and all 

the growth stuff when we do [grooming and felling]  

E+H Yes, mhm.  

U In winter, so they could be there for over half a year and they will be shown on this 

map and that’s why it comes packed with tips.  

H Yes. But also there are, most of them are quite recent 

 [Henny and Eline talks over one another. Henny about the recent posts, Eline about 

that it has something to do with the nice weather].  

H Yes everyone is out as soon as they are in lock-down so.. 

E Yes.  

U Yes, but it is the amount of ‘tips’ is a problem also in this map I think.  

H Okay.  

U And also, when you need to look for [duplets] do you call it that, if you make a ‘tip’ 

you cannot see if the ‘tip’ has been made, or see what's nearby and I think that will 

be there in the next release so you have an idea if someone already made the ‘tip’.   

E Okay. 

H Okay, that's good.  

U But as I said there is room for improvement.  

E Yes yes, no that´s.. 
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H It always is! 

E It always is! 

H  But ok so big challenge with the amount of ‘tips’ and the following-up on the ‘tips’ 

that comes in.  

U Yes, we have another thing that we make like this type of task have some kind of, 

we made some we call it [afleder opgave] I don't know what we should call that, but 

this task would go out to someone who would have to cut down the tree and it needs 

its called [studsfresing] what it is called in english I don´t know.. [...] 

U ..but if you need to remove this stump or do you need a truck to get the branches to 

where you want to go 

E+H Ohh ok! 

U And then it automatically creates a new task, and then you can put them in the folder 

so you handle like task that generate another task you handle in this way, does that 

make sense? If I do like this [show on screen] and this [show on screen] it will create 

two new tasks, one... 

H That you need to bring a truck.. 

U Yes that need to bring a truck to go and get the stuff and one who removes the 

stump. 

E+H Okay.  

U That's not a real automation but it´s half way. But I'm not sure what to tell now, I 

think  you have to ask me…? 

H Yes, I think just by talking like this is very good because I think we got an overview 

over the tasks that are manual and the tasks that are automatic, by when and by who 

the decision is made on how to or whether to complete the task or not, but maybe we 

should focus on… Because I'm a bit curious about the this whole forwarding the task 

to someone who's going to do it, where we saw all the names [lists some names] and 

so, maybe you can elaborate on that because you said that people, the planners do it 

differently, how is it that people do it differently and how do you do it when you 

assign a task to someone who's actually going to solve it?  

U If we take the same example here, and then open the task. The one thing I can do is 

that I can just say here, I release the task and then I can leave it here in the folder, 

and the operations leader, he will take the task and move it to the right, we call it 

[tur] it's the tablet [...].  

E+H Okay... 

U So that´s one way to do it. The other way is if you have an agreement I can just take 

it right away and move it to a person.. 

H Yes.  
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U ...that needs to solve it. And you need to see these, I´ll just show you... 

H But so for example if you know that Eline she's always in charge of changing the 

trash cans then I can just assign it to her immediately?  

U Yes.  

H Okay,  

U You see these are the people that have a tablet [shows on screen], so [...] to do this 

task I just move it here, and that's one kind, that´s assigned to a person, but there are 

other... 

H Okay,  

U I don't know what we should call it, a folder, which don´t represents persons but it's 

just like a folder where you put things until you have enough to do them or is the 

right season.  

H Yep.  

U For example here we have [risiko … ], risk trace, you could put them here and now 

we´re out of this season so now I´ll just accumulate them there, tasks, so when the 

season starts you can just take this one, and then you can assign it to the one who... 

 30 min 

H But you do that when you have maybe collected five tasks in that folder, then you 

assign it to one of these guys?  

U You assign the folder to the person who needs to do it and when you log in to the 

equivalent to this web app on the tablets it's called [Job plus] and then he log in with 

his personal log in 

H Mhm... 

U And then the folders that he´s assigned to he’s shown in job plus, and then he 

chooses the right one. 

E+H Okay.  

U So many of the people they have, the workers they have like five or ten different 

folders and you can assign and unassign them.  

E+H Mhm. Okay.  

U So that works quite well actually, so it’s like a two-sided thing. 

E And I also assume that you have different time intervals, or time-frames for if they 

are high risk or low risk, or..no priority! If they are high priority or not, like if it is 

like set times on how much time the workers have to complete it?  

U We don't have exact times, we have like we can prioritize it, like if we take this one. 
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These haven't been made because there are bats in the forest so we have to do it at 

specific times in the fall.  

H Is that the ‘tip’? That there are bats in the forest?  

E No, it´s something about the trees and since there's bats... 

U [...] they ask to cut down a risk tree, but because of bats you have to do it in the 

autumn.  

H Oh okay, interesting.  

U So if you see here, we don't have anything with the time but we can say it... 

E Oh okay so you can.. 

U ...[...] high priority, and we can add as many as we want here.  

E+H Okay, okay. 

U But we don't want too many.  

H No.  

E No, of course.  

U This is like a pick up the phone and call at the same time and say that you have to do 

it now, this is just a, that you prioritize them before these ones.  

H Yes.  

U And we don’t need more because then everybody gets confused. And then they get 

the call up in the tablets as well so it [was red and orange first], and this one is 

orange and [sorted next] so that's quite good.  

E Okay, color coding.. 

U Yes, we don't have any, actually we can use like we call it, the terminology is quite 

weird, we have to change that, it's called latest arrival date, which is just like a weird 

thing to call it, but you can actually use it but we don't use it because it will just 

confuse everybody, we have to keep it simple. 

H Mhm. But what does it represent, is it when the task should when the task should be 

completed at the latest... 

U [...]... when it should be completed, this one is when it should be completed, can you 

see where I [...] [show on screen] 

H Yes. 

U Yes and this one is when you are allowed to start the task.  

E+H Okay. 
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U But we don't use it at all. I use it to sort the tasks sometimes when it, when we have 

like this, when we, I can show you, we have a lot of routes, all kinds of routes.. 

[clicking around the web site]. You need to tell me if it's irrelevant.  

E Yes of course, everything is relevant for us at this point so 

U Okay, I´ll just show you this one, it’s a [grass route], and it has, you see it has six 

tasks and I sorted them, I used the dates to sort them. And then it is sorted in the app 

as well.  

E+H Oh, okay.  

U So this is May, June, July and I used the dates for this, so this is another kind of task, 

this is a route task which shows a map...oh this was not a good one. It just show the 

map of the route they drive. We try to put as much as we can into routes because 

that´s the easiest way to handle it.  

E Mhm.  

U So this is just, they can see where they are on the tablet, [...] they have to mow all 

this grass, and there is some information about the number... 

H Okay.  

U So something they have to be, to look at, but yes. So that´s the only time when we 

use.. 

H The dates.  

U The dates.  

E Okay.  

U ...to solve them.  

E Okay, well that's good to know. And a more general note, have you, or do you know 

of you have been noticing less phone calls and emails after this app was introduced?  

U I think there are less but we don't have any counts.  

E Okay, okay.  

U But there are less and it is much easier for us of course to handle a ‘tip’ because we 

can just add the information we need and then move it, otherwise we have to type 

everything in. 

E+H Mhm. 

U Like make our own tip, which is called an observation. So we prefer to get a ‘tip’.  

H Yes.  

E Yes, I guess it's more efficient for the citizens as well so that’s good. 
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U Yes, we have closed down so you can’t sit home on your computer making a ‘tip’ 

you have to use the app. 

E Okay, so there's no other platform for this..? 

U No, because it was a problem [...] on the home personal computer because the 

location was often wrong, was at their own address  

E Ohh, okay okay.  

U [...] whether [...] 

E So if you want to give a ‘tip’ you can only do it by the app, via the app?  

U Yes, and you have to add a picture as well.  

E Ok, so that’s mandatory?  

U Yes, and you couldn’t force people to add a picture from the personal computer 

because then you have to upload it to... 

E But do you experience that you get a lot of like random pictures because people 

don’t, you know, have the opportunity to take a picture right then and there. 

U Yes, we get random pictures but that's ok. We get..the pictures say a lot, so even 

though it is random pictures it is very useful with the picture.  

E Yes yes, I can imagine, I can imagine.  

H Is it also mandatory to provide a description or a comment, or would it be sufficient 

to choose the category and the element and then add a picture and send it in?  

U I'm quite sure you just have to add a picture, and the location of course.  

H And the contractor... 

U [...] for ourselves as well. When we make an observation which is the same as a 

‘tip’, just with the more task possibilities.  

E+H Okay, yes.  

E And yes, that was my follow-up question, do you use any other channels, such as 

facebook for instance for the citizens to report something? Or is it only like...  

U No we are not a municipality so we don't use facebook.  

E+H Okay, yes.  

U We have talked about it but no one have the time because, yes then you have to 

comment and look at what people are writing, so we don't use facebook. We have 

our homepage, and then the municipalities have their facebook pages and their home 

pages.  
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H Okay, just so I get the Nordsjællands Park & Vej correctly, is it collaboration 

between two municipalities or is it, how is the set-up just so we understand your 

role?  

U Yes, it's the parks and road departments of two municipalities that have been 

merged.  

H Okay.  

U So we have like management and operation, but the authority tasks are in the 

municipalities.  

H Okay. 

E Okay, that's….okay. 

H So is it sometimes, say that you get a tip that requires more of a political decision, 

for example if it's not really something that is broken but rather that the citizen is 

like this would be nice if you added extra benches in the park, or so, how do you 

handle those requests? Do you have to communicate them to the municipalities and 

then maybe make a task of it or do you just forward them or…? 

 40 min 

U It's quite a blurred line between which tasks are authority tasks and which are 

management tasks, and if it's something to do with management then we can decide 

what to do, but if it's an authority thing we have to give it to the municipalities.  

H Yes, and do they send it back?  

U But sometimes it's a bit blurred.  

H Yes, do they...if you send an initiative that they are supposed to make a decision 

about at the municipalities, do they send it back to you then?  

U That’s a bit complicated because this system is only our system, it hasn’t been 

integrated in the municipalities, so what we do is that we send a report, like an email 

report, which is I have talked to the system owners about this because it’s really 

really lousy, like I can just show you..just a minute because...then we send this email 

with the report but then it’s outside the system and that’s a problem. [what happened 

now] 

H [...] now.  

U I just make this one [...]. This is report and it's really really lousy. And this is the one 

we send to the municipalities or to [Naturstyrelsen] or whoever needs it, and then it's 

out of the system so that's a problem 

E Oh, okay. 

U Do you see this one [show report on screen]? It's not very nice.  

E But what do you mean... 
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U It's a big problem actually.  

E But what do you mean it's out of the system?  

U Oh, now I've accidentally closed everything down.. 

E Oh that's okay.  

U We don´t, they don't have Synchronizer, they don't use Synchronizer 

E+H Okay. 

U So it's just a report that we send, and then they have to report back to us as we 

should solve it but it would be nice to make something to give them access so they 

can use the system as well.. 

H Yes, so they can send in a ‘tip’ in some other way than using the app.  

U Yes.  

H Okay.  

E Okay, well that's good to know.  

H Yes, it's always nice to get an inside into some of the daily challenges that we might 

not understand by just looking at the app itself. 

E Mhm. But other than that, is there anything else you like have in mind that you 

would advise us to look at, or that you find difficult or valuable or anything in terms 

of the use of this app?  

U The whole process when the ‘tips’ comes in and what the citizen is told and when 

the status shifts to something else, the process, because I need, I think the feedbacks 

of the system is not always good enough, so that could be a focus thing. 

H Okay, so you mean if they don´t provide enough information or do you mean if... 

U No, that we don´t provide enough information.  

H Okay, yep.  

U I think that could be a problem. A ‘tip’ could sometimes, if I [...] a ‘tip’ to a tablet 

and maybe the ‘tip’ won't be executed until after a couple of months because they 

have a lot of stuff to do, then citizen is waiting and we don't report anything to them 

because we actually don't know because the tip is over there and we don't have time 

to look at everything all the time, so the process of giving feedback. And also if 

there are any opportunities in maybe atomizing some more.. 

E+H Mhm.  

U That could be.  

E Yes, make it a bit more efficient, some aspects of... 
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H Yes, so you don't have to manually spend all that time and resources.  

U Yes.  

H Yes, that sounds reasonable.  

U Yes, and then you can talk to the company that delivers the system as well... 

E Yes! Synchronice is it?  

U Soft Design.  

U Because I know they have a newer version of Giv et tip, maybe they can explain to 

you what they have looked at to improvement things  

E+H Yes.  

U And what they have planned ahead.  

E+H Yes.  

H That's super good, do you have anyone in particular that we can contact there? 

Otherwise we’ll...  

U Just call them, it's not a big company, they´ll find someone who 

H Okay, yes! 

E Okay yes, we will call and bother them as well then! 

H Okay, perfect.  

U Yes, but it would be nice to get feedback from you.  

H Yes, of course.  

E Yes definitely, we will try to send a little summary to you when we have been able 

to finish this master thesis with all the findings that we hopefully will be able to find 

and analyse. So if you´re interested we will of course gladly send you the results of 

the report when we´re done! 

U Okay, super. And when, who have you talked to else?  

E We've talked to Roskilde, Albertslund, Fredericia.  

H Skanderborg.  

E Skanderborg, Kolding.  

H And two Swedish ones as well.  

E Yes, and Sweco.  

H And Sweco yes.  
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U Okay, perfect.  

H So that’s where we’re at now. 

U Okay. 

E Yes it's been interesting to see how different it all, even though it's a similar kind of 

idea, it's kind of different how it´s executed so that´s, hopefully we´ll get something 

to analyze.  

H Yes.  

U The problem is when we want improvements, it's usually very expensive, we have to 

pay it on our own, it's twelve hundred and fifty kroners per hour and our budget 

here, IT budget, is not that big.  

E No, no.  

U So we have to push with other municipalities to get things through or.  

E Is that also if you want to extract some data from Soft Design? That they can extract 

some data for you but that's also expensive? Because that's been the case for some 

other municipalities.  

U You can make reports on your own but if they need to be complicated, like with 

more parameters then the one you saw, you have to contact them and sometimes you 

have to pay an hour or so to get the data.  

E+H Okay, yes.  

U That's not, it’s of course also a problem, because it's our data and they, and we need 

to pay to get it.. 

E Yes, yes, that's a weird set-up but I guess…. 

U You can make some, we can extract some things on our own.  

E+H Okay. 

H That´s good.  

E Well that's great. Is it possible for us to maybe email you at some point if we find 

something that we’re wondering about or something we don’t understand or 

something like that?  

U Yes, you can.  

E That's perfect, thank you! And thank you so much for your time today, we really 

appreciate it, it is very valuable for us! 

U Your welcome.  

H Yes, and we will send it. We´re handing in mid, or 15th of May, and we’ll have the 
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oral defense in the start of June probably, so just so you know that some time at that 

point we'll send you the summary.  

U  Great.  

H End May, beginning of June... 

H We’re having fun with it here in quarantine, or lock-down or whatever you say. But 

yes, thank you again so much for taking the time, and talking to us, and explaining 

to us and showing the system and everything. 

U You´re welcome. 

E Yes. 

H But have a great day.  

U You too.  

 [participants say bye] 

  

 

Appendix 6. Information about the citizen e-reporting applications 

for Analysis Stage 2 

Giv et Praj - Roskilde Kommune  

Same application and interface but with different colors and logos for Fredericia Kommune, 

Kolding Kommune & Albertslund Kommune.  
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Feature Possible? Required? Comment 
Categorization Yes Yes 3 layers. The list of categories is based 

on the user’s previous choice. 

Location Yes Yes  

Comment Yes No   

Picture Yes Yes   

Contact 

information 

Yes No   
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FixaMinGata - Alingsås Kommun 

 

 
 

 
 

 

Feature Possible? Required? Comment 
Categorization Yes Yes 1 optional layer. 

Location Yes Yes  

Comment Yes Yes Required to add title and description. 

Picture Yes No   

Contact 

information 

Yes No   
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Tyck Till - Stockholm Stad 
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Feature Possible? Required? Comment 
Categorization Yes Yes 2 layers. 

Location Yes Yes Only required for “citizen inquiries”, 

not “praise”, “question”, “idea” or 

“complaint” 

Comment Yes Yes  

Picture Yes No   

Contact 

information 

Yes No   
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Giv et Tip (Nordsjællands Park og Vej) 
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Feature Possible? Required? Comment 
Categorization Yes Yes 2 layers. 

Location Yes No Not possible to see what other citizens 

have submitted in the application.  

Comment Yes No  

Picture Yes Yes   

Contact 

information 

Yes No   
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Appendix 7. Screenshots backend system  

Screenshots from one host’s backend system including examples of messages presented to the 

user when input is provided 

 

 

 

Appendix 8. Citizen inquiry pins 

Examples of maps with the inquiry pins 
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Information about the statuse of the various citizen e-reporting applications 

 

Host & Application Inquiry statuses Color-coding 

Skanderborg Kommune - Giv et Praj 

Roskilde Kommune - Giv et Praj 

Albertslund Kommune - Giv et Praj 

Fredericia Kommune - Giv et Praj 

Kolding Kommune - Giv et Praj 

 

Finished (afsluttet) Green 

Accepted (accepteret) Orange 

Undecided (uafklaret) Purple 

Untreated (ubehandlet) Grey 

Decline Red 

Alingsås Kommun - FixaMinGata Solved (löst)  

Scheduled (pågående/åtgärd 

schemalagd) 

Yellow 

Open (öppen) Red 

Stockholm Stad - Tyck Till Received (inkommen) - 

Ongoing (pågående) - 

Parked (vilande/parkerad) - 

Planned action (planerad 

åtgärd) 

- 

Nordsjællands Park og Vej - Giv et Tip Solved (udført) Green 

Received and registered 

(modtaget og registreret) 

Orange 

 

 

 


